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This la a vital book for thoso responsible for alasatoon learning

at ovary level.

It la a book one cannot help but j|t£, tempting everyone

to try out sene of the practical ways described for tamalelng learning,

dad oaca oaa baa tried sane of the procedures, aaa returns for aero.
It la a vary factual, down-to-earth book, giving straight- forward

accounts of the results experienced by the author aa ho tried out eovel

net hods of bringing the whole student into the classroom, with the feeling
aspects ef himself, the intellectual eopocts, and the capacity far selfresponsibility.

by others.

It la also filled with descriptions of procedures tried

Zt will stimulate innovation in all but the neat torpid.

But it la not ainply a

how-to-do-ltM book.

,r

Thera is a profound

ratlonble, a philosophy of llfo and of education, underlying each of the

anay suggested ianonationa.

U

Hal tyen

a sensitive person who has learned

deeply from his experiences in the military, in teach fog and educational
administration, in pexnonal living and personal crieea, and these learnings

have coma together in a deeply* ?*it series cf beliefs about the human
To ne it is strange to find eJper-

being which shines through every page.

group
fences from coat' at training, from the classroom, and froa intensive
*

*

•

.

ax^evlencee , all between two covers— strange but very enlightening.

And

prejudice against the military, let me
to those who, like myself, have a
•
,

;

}

.

v

'

•,

'

;
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haste* to add that one galas a totally as*
perspective through becoming

acquainted with this gentle but dynamic. Idealistic
but prsctlcal man.
la honest, personal# direct*

describes specific situations.

He doesn't mines matters*

Be

He amass nmses sad

He "tells it the may it is?

What he la saying is that free teacher training Institutions to the
primary school, from the superlateadaat's office to the lowliest teacher's
aide# from kindergarten through graduate school# me can. If we have
the

transform our backward educational system Into an exciting voyage

of discovery for

mam#

living persona*

Ve can bring feelings into the

process of loaning# and learning Into the process of being a feeling

faumn being*
.

*

.

•

,

Dr* Coulson and X art proud to have this book es one of the series,

"Studies of the Parson."
it la that.

It la net primarily a study of persons, though

Xt la something different and In many mays batter,

it mill

make every reader a student of persons, suggesting mays in which he can
discover new facets of richness In persona and In the ways they feel and
learn*

PREFACE

Wlien

Carl Rogers first communicated with me about the manuscript for

this book, he ended his letter with the questiout

"How did an individual

with your West Point and military background ever come to hold the point
of view which you now have?"
I aia

still doing some Intense searching for the answer to this ques-

When a former combat-type army officer writea a book

tion,

in an attempt

to make education more humanistic, the reader deserves an explanation of

the apparent paradox.
I

am beginning to think that it isn’t really such a paradox at

all—

for the tests of character a professional soldier must endure in s conbat

situation - tests which bring him in closer touch with valuca that really
natter and reveal his inner self-parallel the risks and trials one must
go through to achieve self-growth in an encounter group or therapy.

A cer-

tain amount of pain must be endured by any individual in achieving self-

growth.

The pain of such activities as ranger training or conbat—regardless

of how inhuman the ends may

be— can

also bring one closer to self-growth

and awareness though this does not necessarily happen.

Tests of character,

courage and guts all require a willingness to take individual risks.

A

certain integrity, dignity or self respect accrues from assuming such
risks in the military as well as at Esalen.

An intense experience invol-

ving risk sharpens the ability to do or not do what is reqiiired.

If one

moves too far from humanistic ends, the intensity of the means which he
bringing
must employ to achieve Inhuman ends can have a therapeutic effect,

him back in a complete circle toward a position of humanism.

Of course,

towaru before
there’s a vital need to question the ends one is working

one worries about making the means more
humanistic.

Once when

I

spoke

with a friend about training managers in the military
and government to
be more humanistic or

"people oriented,"

he responded that he didn’t

want to make military men more humanistic since their ends are
war and
he didn't want the means to be more pleasant when they led to
such horrible

ends.

I

had to disagree with him because, first of all the ends of most

people in the military Al^to prevent war and secondly, perhaps becoming

humanistic in the means can cause one to question the ends toward which
he is working.
The potential for humanism which exists, eveu in those people who

outwardly seem least people-oriented (such as the Green Berets) is amazingly close to the surface and, though buried beneath a military veneer,
it reveals Itself in different ways.

Combat releases the expression of

a wide range of extreme feelings and emotions—grief , sorrow, exhilaration,

comradeship, dependency, courage, fear.

These emotions, in another set-

ting, might be labeled phoney, sentimental, or exaggerated by critics in

much the same way as are the feelings evoked by encounter groups or sen-

sitivity training.
The fact is that there are some amazingly sensitive men in the military profession in spite of its inhuman end - warfare.

One of my dearest and closest friends, Lon Spurlock, who was killed
in combat in Vietnam, was one of the greatest soldiers and human beings

will ever know,

ile

was one of those rare individuals who knew he could

accomplish almost anything.

He was a courageous, intelligent, emotional,

rational, and loyal friend, husband, and scholar as well as a poet of

great sensitivity.

I

The sensitivity, paradoxically honed to a keen

by combat, is apparent in the following*

edg,e

To his daughter on her birthday:

High upon an Asian wind
Your father flies above
and wishes you on this your day
a life of play
with one true love
and one real friend.

To his wife:

My love for you is always with me— in the helicopter,
especially
in the swamps, in the ambush— and I feel it
and thud
hiss
and
crack
and
zip
bullets
strong when the
and
confidence,
me
gives
me,
nearby. It strengthens
things
when
on
pressing
for
always stands as a reason
of strength,
look grim. ..You are ray foundation, my source
only concrete
my
and
value,
only
my
ray hope, my best friend,
and I have
existence—
of
fringe
reason for living. On the
disappears.
been there— everything else

Helicopters fly
Soldiers shoot
People die
Statesmen talk.
physical
Spurlock, a man of great strengths—
is iC a paradox that Lon
yet was a
life as a professional soldier
and visceral— lived an intense
was excepnot. Certainly Lon Spurlock
delicately sensitive man? I think
other milexperiences survived by him and by
tional. However the intense
beneath
sometimes sharpen an inner sensitivity
itary men including myself
the military veneer.

West Point to
educated and conditioned at
being
years
four
spent
I
you don’t display
that frown off mister,
soldier~"Wipe
professional
be a
hours
twenty demerits and twenty
received
even
(1
here."
emotions around
of confinement for:

at entraining formation,
"Public display of affection

football game"
university of Virginia-Army

goodbye.)
for kissing my date

paratrooper schools.
followed by Ranger and
were
years
Point
The west

working for General Westmoreland setting up a counter-guerilla warfare
school, commanding a combat-ready Rifle Company in the 10l9t Airborne

Division, a year in East Asia, and a year as aide to the Commanding Gen-

eral of a combat division during which we integrated James Meredith into

"01 1 Miss"

and almost went to Cuba.

During these years, my fellow cadets and officers and

I

were effi-

ciently conditioned not to display personal emotions or feelings.
course, there's a reason for this.

Of

In the totally encompassing business

of combat, the mission is all important, and commanders must be objective

and mission-oriented.

Display of personal emotion can undermine the

military poise, bearing and

"instantaneous, unquestioned obedience"

which is vital during the inhumanity of warfare.
It' 8 strange the way emotions and feelings manifest themselves in

other acceptable ways in the military.

Rather than reveal the internal

inner personal feelings just under the surface, soldiers are conditioned
to sublimate, dAd mask their feelings or submerge them.

Emotion is allowed

i

venting only toward accepted abstract forms such as patriotism, the flag,
courage, or in the tears which used to fill my eyes at stirring military

ceremonies and parades.
"Duty, Honor and Country

In the process of allowing emotions about

the individual
we forbid personal feelings and, hence, the importance of

human beings for whom this motto, exists.

In addition to suppressing per-

sonal feelings and emotions, in the military,

I

was conditioned to deny

in order to earn the rewards
my personal desires and natural inclinations

structured goals set by
given for proper achievement toward the rigidly

1.

The West Point Motto

the military.

I'm not suggesting that

I

became

the contrary, among my military contemporaries

a total conformist.
I

On

was considered a risk-

taking maverick in spite of the fact that in the world outalde
of the military, I an probably classified ae a moderate liberal.

I

was particularly

fond of Lt. General Janes M, Gavin’s philosophy that:

Wars are usually infrequent, and the thinking of
our younger generation of officers is critically contaminated by the veterans of past wars. Thus, the
younger officers frequently find themselves feverishly
preparing to fight the last war better.

In an article I published in

Courage of Your Convictions"

I

Amy

Magazine in 1965 entitled

"The

advanced the point that in the military

there is tremendous pressure to wait for the

before you become an independent thinker,

"security of seniority"

but by the time you become

senior (with promotions based almost entirely on time in grade rather
than your contribution) you may have become a conditioned

"yes man"

who parrots what he expects the boss wants to hear instead of what he
really believes.

I

went on to suggest that though the Army tries to

make everyone a well rounded person, we really don’t need more well

rounded people:

we have too many.

We need more

won’t roll in the first direction they are pushed.

"square"
I

people who

recall the flood

of conservative reaction which poured in as letters to the Editor of

Army Magazine all wondering about the young Army Captain who was preaching
revolution.

2.

Janies M. Gavin, Lt. General,

War and Peace in the Space Age

liut

aa I look back on this and other examples of my behavior,
I

realize that

ray

sense of urgency to prove myself was the driving force and

at the same tine, actually a kind of conformity in itself.

especially when

I

My bossea-

was aide to the Commanding General of the Second In-

fantry Divi8 ion-were some refreshingly nonconformist officers whose

praise and acceptance

I

was eager to win.

I

developed in my early years

and in this environment an intense compulsion to succeed.

overachiever who displayed-rather than

ray

I

became an

own real feelings of inadequacy,

frustration, or anger-a compulsive need to solve every problem which con-

fronted me in an effort to prove
The behavior traits

I

ray

worthiness to others.

developed are not all bad.

In fact, they are

the traits usually highly valued by parents, establishments, and teachers.

They netted ne a comfortable measure of success, status, and material sat-

isfaction.

Then, through a combination of personal experiences, I became

involved in very serious trouble wnich caused my entire

world to come crashing in on me.

s up erach lever

Somehow, the painful process of sur-

viving that crisis which involved psychotherapy, various therapeutic group
experiences, some humanistic education and bosses, a few very loyal and

rewarding friends, and a great deal of inner probing, ana examination,

enabled me to grow to realize that it is much more comfortable, relaxing,
weakand fun to be Hal Lyon, a human being with some strengths and some

nesses rather than Hal Lyon, a superman who accomplishes everything.
I am

Pointer
not suggesting that this is a typical pattern for a West

or Army officer to develop.

military where
years.

I

the
I owe a great deal to West Point and to

served for what seemed to me to be seven highly rewarding

profession can
The point is that even the most seemingly inhuman

produce sensitive human beings.

intense
In fact, if the profession involves

tests or trials of character, my guess is that the potential for human-

ness is all the greater.

I

have gathered increasing evidence which will

be discussed further in chapter 7, which supports by belief that the

most successful leaders, military or otherwise, are very human
oriented"

"people-

Individuals rather than the autocratic, punitive type of in-

dividuals depicted in the stereotype of the military man which prevails.
It is my view that potential for realising one's humanness is available
in most individuals regardless of occupation or profession.

I

hope that

this helps to make it clearer how, through learning to feel and feeling to

learn, a former millitary man could hold the view I hold

audacity to write a book about humanistic education.

ant!

even have the

1

Prologue - Facilitating. Dlocoverv

I

am writing thin book in an attempt to ahsrc with other teachers and

parents what has become one of the most exciting end inportnnt discoveries
in wy life*

Learning can be enjoyable when onu learue to fuel and then

goes on to feel to learn.

what "I** talking about,

Gobble do gook?
tty

Perhaps, until one experiences

biggest fear is that ir writing (purely verbal

express ion by necessity) this book that

I

will lose uuch of the feeling

that I could convey if 1 snt down with you, the reader, and allowed you
to actually experience rather than read about the things I an trying to

•hare.

I

au so Inadequate to the task!

Recognising that nuch feeliug will bo loot in ny attempts to write
rather than share the experience in peraon,

I

have chosen to share quite

a bit of the material in the forn of descriptions of experience by othera-

eapeclally students fro^ whom

I

think we os teachers have a great deal to

leam-or prescription# or recipio* for exreriencea which you
your own atudonta or children.

If I can

«j«t

you Co

ience and feel some of these things yourself — ther

accomplished

ray

purpose.

You will be hooked!

t*d «

I

cay try with

that step - exper-

know

I

will have

You won’t be able to return

to the emptiness of the purely intellectual classroom once you have felt

the charged atnoaphero and warmth of the humanistic classroom - an environnrrent whero feeling# are integrated with intellectual content.

So In this

book, I have attempted to concentrate on the firat atop - getting you to

want to try these thing# yourself and presenting

a one things you taight try,

developing
knowing that if yon do you will probably go far beyond this boo/

your own individual techniques.

So in a way this book i# raeant to be a

launching pad, a catalyst, a sti-julctoir or a

fust*.

2

I

peutic

ari

not advocating that the classroom become primarily a thera-

"couch"

things happening.

for children - though there should be some therapeutic

I*a not advancing a set of therapeutic procedures for

teachers to use, though dealing with feelings can be therapeutic.
am not advocating that teachers become amateur psychoanalysts

I

or replace

counselors or school psychologists, though perhaps in a humanistic school

counselors and psychologists might be freer from the rush of overwhelming
anxiety problems that prevent them from helping normal children find
their c*m productive and fulfilling place in this world.

Most teachers

are not professionally or legally qualified to perform the function of

psychoanalyst, though some research has shown that perhaps we shouldn’t

be as tinid about this as we have been.

The argument has beer that this

work should be attempted only by a professional with

a

Ph.D or an M.D.

According to Carl Rogers

"There is solid evidence that this is a mistaken view.

An outstanding

example is the work of Rioch* showing that selected housewives can be

given training in a year’s time wfiich enables them to carry on therapy

with disturbed individuals - therapy which in its quality is undistinguishable from the work of experienced professionals.

„2

teachers to become
So, in spite of the fact that I am not pushing for

need for a bold move
amateur psychoanalysts, there is ample room and a great
by educators and teachers toward the affective realm.

cognitive learning
What this book is trying to say is that isolating

1.

2,

Usdansky, R. G. Newman,
Margaret J. Rioch, E. Elkes, A. A. Flint, B. S.
mental health counselors.
& Sibler, NIMH pilot study in training
6/8-689.
can Journal of Orthopsychlatiy , 1963, 33, p.

Ohio, Charles E. Merril
Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn , (Columbus,
ing Company), p. 319.

3

from affective learning is a mistake - a mistake the impact of which we
are feeling on campuses and in classrooms all over the country.

mistake which has created a large number of intellectual

It* a a

"half-^.en"

brilliantly developed, perhaps, on the intellectual end of the continuum,
but severely lacking on the feeling or affective end.

Most of the activ-

ities students enjoy about school are those highly charged with feelings

and emotions and which have absolutely nothing to do with the curriculum;
in fact they are usually classroom taboos.

labeled as extracurricular activities.

I*m talking about what we have

I'm talking about boy— girl relation-

ships, love-making, protests, social causes, dances, rock-music, cars, and

really getting to know someone.
I'm not advocating that we should all gravitate to the affective
end of this continuum

have described and shed all our inhibitions as

I

visiting
a few unfortunate conservative businessmen have done a^ter

Esalen or bethel, Maine.

They quickly found that their bosses didn't

appreciate being honestly and openly called

were felt to be.

"sons of bitches

they

The better therapists and group leaders at such insti-

Bethel, Maine, though
tutions as Esalen and the National Training, Labs at

experiences is the lack
admitting that the chief drawback to such group
be careful to make it clear
of a mechanism for effective follow-up, will

place for someone to be is
to participants that perhaps the healthiest
continuum.
somewhere between the two extreme, of this

ready for the purely

"affective"

human being.

oociet)

is not

There are some of those

suffer from the severe frustration
hyper-open Individuals around and most

with a world that is largely closed
that's bound to result from dealing
people
courses of action open to these
and "up-tight.” One of the few
fantasy worlds or communes.
withdraw from society into their own
is

to

4

The healthy Individual In the 1970*8 hopefully will be somewhere In the

middle ground with perhaps a feu clear and widely opened channels with
one's husband or wife, or n few close friends.

deal with feelinp.s and intellectual matters.

He or she will be able to
Nor is this

bool,

sdvocatine
T croups.

are
that teachers become super— open individuals whooo clauses

with feelings in the
It's advocating an integration of the intellectual

classroom.

teachers,
It is proposing that we begin to accept students,

beings.
parents and friends ns being, more than intellectual

It's advocating

beings who have feclingsthat we begin to look on people ae whole human
intellectual growth.
feelluga which directly influence their
of teaching with the joy
Such a practice enn replace our old ideas

of discovery.

graders transform
Anyone who has watched a class of fifth

discovering
the Industrious buzr of children
a classroom from utter chaos to
to evolve their own rules for
thlngs-after they have allowed the children

behavior-ha, diocovcred the le.son of

"allowing"

rather than

"making",

- a particua need to ask for hia own word
por instance, a child who feels
him that day,
joy, or fear that is gripping
lar gut feeling word of anger,
the word inown word book - discovers
and has it written for him in hia
and reading
forgets it. To him, writing
stantaneously and seat likely never
is sctually
speech as he discover, what he
become a natural extension of
facilitate a child's own
more effective it is to
trying to tell, how much

than it is to
integration of his own feeling
discovery of words through

force inane

"Dick and Janisms"

on him day after day!

need, no instructordiscovered somethin,; significant
has
who
student
A
deeply feels the aehis accomplishment. H.
of
measure
a
as
ass ign.d-gr.de

possible.
that*, the best reward
eompU.hm.nt immediately, and
learning and hffecIntegration of cognitive
the
educationHumanistic

5

tive experience- ia present in many forms.

It* a renlly a name for a prac-

tice that a few of those rare human teachers have been
practicing for

generations.
An excellent example of

"humanistic education" and the results it

can produce was made vividly clear to

ioe

while serving as a consultant to

the White House Task Force on the Education of the Gifted.

The Task Force

members toured various institutions of higher education throughout the
country in an attempt to pin-point what it is that makes certain gifted
individuals realize their high potential while so many others fall short.
This enlightening encounter took place while visiting the U. S. Military

Academy at West Point to see how the military treats its gifted.

The

Social Science Department at West Point under the leadership of General

George A. Lincoln, (now Director in the Nixon Administration Office of

Defence Mobilization)

has always been a hotbed of gifted individuals.

At

the particular time of our vicit in 1968, I believe they had at least

eight Phones Scholars at one time on the Social Science Faculty plus a
number of other extremely gifted and distinguished young officers.

The

Task Force visiting team arranged to meet with a group of about twelve of
these brilliant young officers including such notables a3 Peter Dawkins,
the Rhodes Scholar - All American football player whose picture had appeared

on the cover of Life . Newsweek, and Time several tir.es before he reached the

age of 25.

One of the Task Force members, Harold Gores, put the following

question to the group!

"To what predominant factor, if any, do you attri-

bute your exceptional success

arid

achievement?"

To me, the fascinating

thing was that almost every one of then had the same answer.

Some one or

relationship
two individuals in each of their lives had built an unusual
or at Lest
with then, some where in their latter few years of high school

G

Point*

In nost cases the individual had been either a teacher or
an

athletic coach.

They had put social or military status aside and had

built a more intimate relationship than tradition dictated, pushing and

encouraging the students as individuals to step out and achieve far more
than they thought they were capable of doing.

In other words, a humanis-

tic bond was developed between the two individuals .

The fascinating part

of it was that about four of these individuals named the same one or two

instructors without prior knowledge that this was the case.

If we could

only focus in on what these special teachers have that others do not and
pay attention to this in our teacher training institutions, we might be
on the way to a breakthrough.

Ironically enough, the two inspiritional

instructors mentioned by several of the young officers were two very

personable unique officers

I

had also recalled as exceptional. Colonels

Bob Gard and Ab Greenleaf, both of whom had later served as military

assistants to the Secretary of Defense.

In most of the cases described

the push and encouragement to stand on tip toe had come personally but In
a particular area of endeavor such as academics, debating or athletics

rather than general vague encouragement.

There are many different kinds

of humanistic education stories, and certainly this is one.

The idea of giving students as many tastes of success as is possible
has great application to the classroom especially in n child’s very early

years.
ments

The teachers who have cared to celebrate a child’s tiniest achieveand his feelings have the power to transform their classrooms into

humanistic ones, where children bloom rather then wilt.

Robert Rosenthal’s

this.
research on teacher expectations provides some indication of

3.

Robert Rosenthal and Lenore F. Jacobson,
Disadvantaged,"

3

"Teacher Expectations for the

19-23.
The Scientific American . (April, 1963), No. A, pp.
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Inspite of the fact that Robert Thorndike has shown that
the conclusions
reached by this 6tudy are inndeouately supported by the
data, there is
little doubt that the theory being tested is a correct
r.et

one.^*

kosenthal

out to test the hypothesis that, rather than disadvantaged children

doing poorly because they come from disadvantaged families, they really
do poorly because teachers expect them to do poorly.

I:e

and his colleagues

took rats and divided then at ran con into two groups which they gave to
two different groups of people.

their rats to run a maze.

They instructed both groups to teach

However, the first group was told that their

rats would learn the naze quickly because they came from good genetic back-

grounds.

The second group was told that their rats would learn very

slowly, if at all, because they were of poor genetic background.

The first

group’s rats learned the naze nuch faster and better than did the group

which had low expectations for their rats.
into the classroom.

They then took the experiment

They told the teachers from a school district that

they were going to administer a new validated test to their students which

would accurately predict which students would progress rapidly during the
corning

year (the test was actually an I, Q, test in disguise),

A few

weeks after the testing, they visited each teacher and casually mentioned the
names of several children who had scored as

were actually chosen at random).

"rapid achievers ."

At the end of the year, the children men-

tioned had out-done the others significantly in all subjects.

The teachers had expected

the:i.

The reason?

to do well, and hence worked with them

believing in them, and encouraging then.

4.

(The names

A humanistic relationshin had been

Pygmalion in
Robert L. Thorndike, hook Review of Rosenthal and Jacobsou's
ho. 4,
Vol.
,
the classroom, American Educational Research Journal ,
(November, 196b) , pp. 703-711.
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contrived in this case and it
worked!

A similar experiment has been
conducted with Mexicen-Auerlcen
children
In Arizona which add. to the
evidence that children will tend
to perform better if the teacher expects then
to do well.
Les Rollins, former Assistant Dean
of Harvard Graduate School of
Cosiness has spent his lifetime
identifying young leadership talent and

attempting to determine what it is that
makes

a

young person succeed.

He

feels that the crucial years for
setting a pattern of success, medio-

crity, or failure cone early in life,
but that the individual’s pattern

can be and frequently is set firmly in
the last few years of high school
and the first few years of college.

The bigger the taste of success

achieved in these years the greater the chances
of success later.

A human

teacher who puts feeling into his or her work has
a far greater chahce
of giving students tastes of success than one who
is impersonal or entirely

cognitive or officially standing behind status authority rather
than

natural authority.

When a torpedo shoots at a submarine, the servo-mechanism in the tor-

pedo cranks in feedback causing the torpedo to change course locking in on
the submarine os it goal.

Human9 have a similar mechanism in them which

can lock in on either success or failure as a goal.
cess experiences"

goal.

When the

The more early

"suc-

the more likely that success becomes an individual's

"success oriented"

individual progresses down life's

path and approaches one of the many obstacles or by-paths leading to
failure, he consciously and often uncousciously increases his energy and

effort to get over the obstacle or by-path and stay on the path to success

which is his goal.

The pessimist, who has made failure his goal, on the

other hand, cones to one of these by-paths, takes it, falls, and says.
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”1 failed.

I

knew

I

would I"

Accordingly it seems so vital for us to

allow, inject, or even to contrive, as cany success experiences in our

children’s and student’s lives as we are able.

The human teacher who has

learned to feel and, hence uses feelings in his teaching has at his or

her disposal so many of the attributes helpful toward giving
experiences"

"success

to others.

I hope that the chapters which follow will stimulate you, the reader,

to make your cwn personal joyful discovery of what it can mean to deal

with students as human beings and with their feelings which abound within
the classroom
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Part I*

Introduction to Part

Tlut

Problem of the Intellectual Half Man

I

If we, the faculty, aren’t to become wholly Irrelevant,
we must somehow leapfrog over the progress made by the young...
Clearly, we need to follow the example of the young and put
more room Into the research-oriented university for the parts
of the human we have excluded*
there must be institutional
support for learning to love, for enhancing sensory awareness,
for exploring non-rational ways of knowing. . ..These subjects
must have a place in the curriculum, and they must be integrated
with the present highly rational and analytic course of study.
No one can give what he does not have* a faculty of one-dimensional men cannot teach rounding youngsters how to be properly

round.

-—Stuart Miller-

Part one of this book defines the problems created by an educational

system dominated by one-dimensional teachers and faculty who are concerned
almost entirely with the development of the cognitive or intellectual ca
pacity of their students.

—

Ours is an educational system which has con-

ditioned teachers to deny feelings and, hence, has cut them and their
students off from the rich vistas of learning which feeling can open.
This part of the book will present the problem of the intellectual

half-man whose cognitive side is, perhaps, highly developed, but whose
affective capacity is severely stunted.

Examples from a contemporary

university setting, Columbia University, will be cited as well as the

work of such people as Paul Goodman, George Williams, John Corson and
Carl Rogers.

The idea of the two sided man

— intellectual

and feeling—

the need
vill be developed further in the second chapter with emphasis on

produce human developto integrate cognitive and affective development to
ment.

causes of why
In this part of the book we will try to identify the

applicable to society today:
the following statement from Bertrand Russell is

11

"We are faced with the paradoxical
fact that education ha. become
one of
the chief obstacles to intelligence
and freedom of thought."
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Chapter One~The Two Sides of
Man-Intellectual and Feeling

"The world feels that drudgery,
discipline, and conformity are the

social virtues par excellence.”

Why are

educational

-Jacques barzun-

"drudgery, discipline and conformity”

"virutes par excellence"

the social and

of our society?

Why is it that

learning has to be presented in a way that makes
it such unpleasant work?
'
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severs

to these questions are obviously that
education does not

have to involve drudgery, discipline, and conformity.

have to be unpleasant work.

Learning does not

Why is it then that teachers and educators

insist on making it so?
It seeus that our system dictates that everything good must be
hard-

gotten if one is to reap the rewards - job, security, swimming pool, hap-

piness- that await the educated man.

but only after struggling through

the all- important educational hoops is all this' happiness" obtained.

deed if this morality that

"happiness must be earned"

Western man, then what of his children who live by the
theory?

Are these children perverts?

step schools set out to punish

is

In-

inherent in

"happiness is free"

Perhaps this is why so many lock-

them— taking

the Joy and discovery out of

learning, and conditioning them to respond like trained seals.

By the

clock from nine until three, often all make believe ends for this captive
audience while it begins for the teacher-per former whose favorite role is
Creator.

And create they doi

exact replicas of themselves— intellectual

beings conditioned not to accept or face their feelings.
Hie puru joy of playing with one*s wiggly toes, of rolling in the

crunchy autumn leaves, of playing in
”1*11 be this and you can be that"

the.

gooey mud, or of just fantasizing,

diminishes as the child is programmed
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for practicality.

He aoon learna to trade In his
spontaneous desires

for the affection and approval which
abstinence promises.

The greatest

substitute satisfaction the school has to
offer Is the Scarlet Letter—
the Big A

for correctly digested and regurgitated
material.

All too

often a child's curiosity Is a worthless
commodity put down by the
teacher who will not answer the

"Why"

with anything but the institutional

intellectual answer.
So the miniature adult grows

ir.

mind and body hardly aware of him-

self as a unique feeling individual.

he once possessed have been repressed.

The curiosity and sensuality which
But at last he emerges, his joy-

less education behind him, ready to find the supposed
security and hap-

piness that he now so well deserves.

Youths who

8 one how

manage to keep their spontaneity are often treated

by teachers as if they have not learned that the cognitive is the preferred

mode of behaving and that emotion and feelings are taboo.

Because these

young people are spontaneous, they are presumed to be irrational, or impulsive, and,

tli

ere fore, constitute a threat to the adult society.

Our

educational practices tend to restrict rather than enlarge the choices
children are permitted to make and the alternatives they have for behaving,
and this is done in the name of protection for them and society.

Educators have traditionally emphasized the development of the cognitive capacities of their students.

The school or university's prime

responsibility has been the fostering of intellectual learning.

The nur-

turing of the affective or emotional side of the student— love, empathy,
awareness, and fantasy— either has been neglected or left to the individual,
his family, or chance.

All too often, chance prevails, and the result

becomes a half—man who, like his teachers, has been educated, at best, to

1A

function effectively on only the intellectual plane.

Learning can be enjoyable if it is humanized.

What’s more, learning

which retains the human element is much more relevant to life.

The intel-

lectual must be coupled with the emotional if behavior is to retain
a

human quality.
It is the thesis of this book, that of these two elements in behavior,

feelings ore more important than the intellectual element.
contrast to what is practiced in our educational system.

This is in

The fact is,

the intellect divorced from feelings is empty and meaningless.

An educa-

tion that is to be effective in preparing a child for life must take into

account emotional os well as mental development.

Schools must recognize

that pleasure, spontaneity, and feelings are as vital, if not more vital,

than Intellectual achievement.

The answer to the question posed at the beginning of this chapter about

why teachers Insist on making learning unpleasant and inhuman lies partially
in Stuart Hiller’s quotation at the beginning of this chapter:

give what he does not have:

"No one can

a faculty of one-dimensional men cannot teach

rounding youngsters how to be properly round."

Teachers and faculty who

have been conditioned to avoid feelings have difficulty facing and dealing

with feelings in the classroom.

The intellect divorced from feelings is

empty and meaningless to students, who, much more than their elders, are

struggling openly and honestly with their feelings.

Paul Goodman makes

this point very well In his book Compulsory Mia-hduca tlon :

...let us try to be realistic, as a youngster is. For most
people, I think, a candid self- examination will shew that their
most absorbing, long and satisfactory hours are spent in activities
like friendly competitive sports, gambling, looking for love and
lovemaking, earnest or argumentative conversation, political
contempaction with signs and sit-ins, solitary study and reading,
religion.
and
music,
lation of nature and cosuos, arts and crafts,
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Now, none of these requires much money. Indeed, elaborate
equipBUint takes the heart out of them.
Friends use one another
as resources.
God, nature, and creativity arc free. The media
of the fine arts are cheap stuff.
Health, luck, and affection
are the only requirements for good sex. Good food requires taking
pains more than spending money.
What is Che moral for our purposes? Can it be denied that
In some respects the drop-outs make a wiser choice than many who
go to school, not to get real goods but to get money?^-

The adult's Idea of the most Important activity of youth is attending
school. Itself done for the purpose of getting good grades in preparation
for the competition of society (perhaps more accurately labeled ns

rat race").

"the

All the other activities of youth-music, driving, dating,

friendship, hobbies, need for one's own money end time

—all

thie is

treated by the adults as something maturity or education will help youth
outgrow.

These activities are where youngsters should be exploring their

feelings and identity and formulating concepts and ideals for life.

How-

ever, if any one of these hints at Interfering with the serious business of

school, it is immediately challenged by the adult world, frequently with sanctions or threats.

Yet, many students view the competition on the corporate

ladder that their fathors are busy climbing, as a rat race.

They see the cor-

porate recruiters hovering around the campus with their offers of impressive
salaries, as seekers of fresh new rats to run the race.

Not wanting to be

another rat in the race, they drop out.
Goodman goes on to say that*

From early childhood, the young are subjected to a lockstep...
attention
tightly geared to the extra-nural demands. There is little
disthe
to
whatever
none
and
to individual pace, rhythm or choice
the
and
testing
achievement
covery of identity.... The aptitude and
high
to
ladder
the
fierce competition for high grades are a race up
schooling
the
salaried jobs in the business of the world, including
Middle-class
business. In this race, time is literally money.

1

Community of Schola rs
Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mls-F.ducatlon , and the
(Vintage books. New York, 1964), p. -»0«
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youngsters—or their parents—realistically opt for advanced place-

ment and hasten to volunteer for the National Merit exam. The
colleges and universities go along with this spiritual
destruction,
and indeed devise the tests and the curricula to pass the tests.
Thereby, they connive at their own spiritual destruction; yet
it is not surprising, for that is where the money and grandeur
are.^

Seniors from an urban Hartford, Connecticut high school were asked to

write for new freshmen what they might expect in high school.

Uhat follows

are revealing excerpts from the paper written by two of then.

1.

2.
3.
A.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11,

You* 11 have to adjust to having, to stay in school all day.
You must be prepared to have lunch in school.
You* 11 go from class to class. You very seldom have the
same teacher for two subjects, so they don’t know your name,
You must be willing to learn, because you’ll no longer be a
child and it’s up to you to become a good student.
Good grades are important.
There is sometimes a lot of homework for you to do, and it's
up to you to do this and get good grades, and you have to do
it to be a successful person in life.
If you are a good student, you nay be able to get a scholarship which will help you to go further on in school.
Discipline is for those who are not getting, good grades or
those who are not being good students.
Ways of being disciplined: You may be kept after school for
being late too many times or for being a bad student in class.
It is Important to be a good student, to be prompt, polite,
and kind.
They think of lots of things for you to join, such as clubs,
after-school activities, arts and craft9, even learning to
drive a car.
There will be movies to go to, speeches to hear, even a library
in the school you can go to.

This was written by anxious children, anxious because if they do not

correctly regurgitate what the teacher has said or what they have been forced
outs.
to read, they will fall behind in the rat race and become drop
As Goodman vividly puts it:

At a childish level, all this adds up to brainwashing.

2.

Ibid., p. 123

The
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components are*

a uniform world-view
the absence of any viable alternative
confusion about the relevance of one*s
own
experience imd feelings
a chronic anxiety, so that one
clings to
the one world-view as the only security.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

This is brainwashing.

'

Small wonder that, as Janes Coleman of John
Hopkins states,

"The

average adolescent is really in school, academically,
for about ten minutes a dayl
Tills

Not a very efficient enterprise."

fearful comment on education applies to our universities
and

colleges aa well as to our elementary and secondary schools.

Many

college students, if accepting the system at all, regard it
as a boring

necessity, a dull appendage to the really exciting portions of college
life

— boy—girl

relationships, athletics, social functions and causes,

political issues, and personal relationships with other students and a

handful of rare faculty members.
It Is understandable why education is being attacked violently by

students who doubt its relevancy to their lives, by black people demanding

attention to their needs for pride, identity, and disunity, and by hippies

protesting the hypocrisies of an unfeeling adult world.

In fact, many of

the problems facing our educational institutions today can be traced to

the intellectual half-man manifesting his reluctance to feel and deal with

feelings of his students

raid

associates.

In January 1969, the author was invited to take part in a conference

hosted by the President of Columbia University entitled
the Crisis.”

3.

The.

Ibid., p. 70

"Columbia—Af ter

conference took place on a weekend in the comfortable
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seclusion of Arden House In Harriman, New York.

Among the participants

were the trustees of Columbia, the Key administrators and
faculty, student
leaders, and a group of outside voyeurs who had been invited
for objectivity,
I

suppose.

The Conference was organized into eight or ten small encounter

groups led by Dr. Carl Rogers and a team of trained group leaders who,

though they had nothing to do with the organizing of the conference were

called in at the last minute in a desperate attempt to open communications.
Each small group was composed of a mixture of trustees, faculty, administrators, students and outsiders.
In the author’s group, which was led by Carl Rogers, it became apparent

that one of the faculty members—a distinguished physicist—was gradually

moving his chair back from the group circle.

Dr. Rogers remarked to the

faculty member that he had the feeling that he was trying to withdraw from
the group.

The faculty member replied that indeed, he was.

to the conference to be psycho-analyzed but rather to learn.

he stated,

lie

had not come

"Learning,

"takes place on an intellectual, rational level not on on

emotional plane."
here today,"

"Not a wise intellectual statement has been uttered

he declared.

Intellectual discussion,

I

"If anyone else would care to engage in an

propose they leave this group and join me in

the next room for some profitable learning."

After this statement, one of the outsiders, a president of a foundation,
remarked that he now understood a little better what the problem at Columbia

was all about.

A student responded that this reluctance of the faculty to

deal on any level except the intellectual was at the root of Columbia

s

difficulties— in fact at the root of the difficulties all over our campuses
today

including the author,
It became more and more obvious to the outsiders,
was for faculty members to
that the essence of the Columbia student demands
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deal with then humanly—with emotion and feelings—
rather than purely on the

intellectual level— a

"safe"

plane where nost faculty members at the

conference struggled to remain and where, of course, their
competence

was unquestioned.
In a large general session of the conference, the students decided
to take the floor and present their side of the problem.

In a great

display of emotion with tears flowing freely, the students, with lack
of pomp and dignity but with great vividness and articulateness, attempted

to communicate their feelings to the trustees, administration and faculty.

Throughout this session top administrators and faculty denied that Columbia

had a communication problem—a naive declaration, at best, for any university to claim.

Throughout this session, the lack of communication between

students, faculty and administrators was flagrantly obvious to the outside

observers.

In a burst of emotion, and frustration at his inability to com-

municate, one student, tears streaming down his face, stood before one of
the key administrators and shouted,

"Take off your title just for a moment
Admit you’ve made a mis-

and show us that there’s a human being underneath!

take in your life!"
is not my policy..."

The administrator began to respond dlgnifledly,

whereupon the student shouted,

"Fuck your policyl"

An extremely articulate longhaired student wearing a

T-shirt stood and remarked that

"It

"Jesus Saves"

"The crises at Columbia all boiled down to

the dichotomy of ’intellect* versus ’feeling' or to put it another way 'dup-

licity* versus 'morality'".

This statement went over the heads of most of

faculty
the conferees, and as invariably occurred after such an outburst, a

member rose and began to lecture in an intellectual monotone.
a distinguished psychologist and

An outsider—

philosopher— remarked to me that no one

made:
seemed to hear the important key point that the student had just

faculty members dealing on an emotionally

"safe"

that

intellectual level were
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practicing duplicity in failing to face up
to thoir feelings.

half-men

They were

the brilliantly developed intellectual-half,
but they lacked the

capacity to express their feelings directly and
such a practice wee seen
as duplicity if not immoral.

Students, on the other hand, were dealing

openly and honestly with their feelings and,
consequently were moral and

honest in spite of adult hypocritical views of their
morality.
The denial of most faculty at Columbia to nurture
and deal with feelings
is, in die autaor's opinion, one of the underlying
reasons for the crisis at

Columbia and at other institutions.

After making such desperate attempts to

communicate and still failing, it is understandable how students become
alienated.

Throughout this conference I was greatly impressed by the articulateness
of the students who time and tine again rose without preparation or notes to

deliver brilliantly organized human messages which integrated both emotional
and intellectual content.

What follows is almost the complete text of a letter written after the
conference to one of the participants by one of the articulate but severely

alienated students.

It highlights vividly the severity of the problems fac-

ulty, administrators, and students should be facing together:

It can only be with little pleasure that I write of ray
reflections on the weekend we spent together at Arden House,
for it was not a pleasant weekend, I saw several students
disintegrate in front of me that Saturday night; it was absurd
and shameful that we bared our souls before such an unworthy
company. You are aware, no doubt, that at least one of the
students did not recover from that episode and dropped out of
Columbia some three miserable weeks afterwards. My own experience at Arden House was similarly painful, for I arrived at the
closest understanding to date of what ’'the opposition" was
really like.

before I present any reflections, it will perhaps be
worthwhile for me to describe ray own position in the University
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political mattero. I enjoy a sonewhat difficult
position,
branded by the left as an "administration tool"
because I
even talk with the ruling powers, yet at the
same time branded
by them
a threat" with the result that they don't
listen anyway. In any case, it is clear in ray mind, as
a result of the
weekend, that there will be very little further
conversation
with the powers that be— they are incorrigible, for they
do not
have the will to change—my future will now have to
be devoted solely
to destroying them.
This will be perhaps my final attempt at nonviolent communication.
Clearly, the Saturday night episode was the most obvious
horror of the weekend, for it indicated precisely where the
difficulty lay, in the relationship between young and old. We
were, one might say, worlds apart* one group speaking the language
of the soul, the other of the mind.
The problem was not Just one
of understanding but also one of translation. This, of course,
results from a conscious effort on our part, not to mislead you,
but to reject your terms. We do this because these terms— and the
intellects which spawn then— are a disgrace to humanity, and we
will have no part of it. Consequently, if you wish to understand
us, it is you who must do the work; not we who must express the
emotional ini terms of the intellect, but you who express the
mental in terms of the human. Mentality and intellect no longer
count for much, and count for nothing when devoid of humanity.
That we arc speaking two different languages, then, is one problem;
of course, it is merely symptomatic of the greater problem*
that
we are living two different lives.

Before I continue my reflections, it will perhaps be worthwhile
to define two important words* "you"
and "we". "You" is certainly not you personally (if it is to be used this way it will
be appropriately qualified), but rather designates "the opposition",
that is to say, anyone who currently has power, but either refuses,
or is unable, to wield it for the improvement— concrete and extensive— of the world in which he or she is active, "We" means anyone
who is in "the movement", whether it be its political, social, artistic, etc.
aspect, dedicated to using all our resources to make
good and human the institutions with which we abide. "We" and "you"
are not necessarily chronological differentiations; for example, I
would suspect that John D. Rockefeller III is one. of "us"..,. And
while Youth i3 probably the greatest single binding element, the
distinction is, for the most part, spiritual.
To return to the Saturday night affair, you will remember that
at the introductory session on Friday, I said that one of the reasons
that I came to the Conference was that I had been increasingly bothered
by the realisation that it seemed impossible for the two factions
("us" and "you") to work together, and that the Weekend would be
as good an opportunity as any to see if this realization was in fact
valid. I found Saturday night that it certainly was. I delivered^
harangue ;
at the beginning of that evening what someone termed an
that we
indicate
to
primarily
the "harangue" part of it was meant
I think.
case,
any
in
meant business and that the business was urgent

—
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perhaps with some immodesty that try words
did have some value
,
.-inee I do not like to lecture, far
preferring discussion, I
did not elaborate too much on the points I
made, but spoke
briefly and waited for questions. The questions
never came,
bliile the unquestioning spirit is
inappropriate in general,
and for the educator in specific, 1 think
it was especially
unfortunate at that time and place.
Since this will be, as I have said, probably my last
attempt
informing the opposition, may I briefly go over the points
I made then?
I have no record, but I recall four major theuesi
that the faculty were, by and large, half-men, and that
1)
this
caused a certain amount of difficulty in our relating to them;
that you could not expect logic from us, as our reasoning and
2)
decisions were, based more upon intuition (soul) than facts, which
were relatively unimportant; 3) that what we wanted now from you
in general, and the University in particular, was graceful capitulation; and 4) that as far as the future was concerned, the function of the University should be to serve as a revolutionary base
for all kinds of revolutions* These points may have seemed controversial, maybe pure hell-fire yet 1 continue to think that they
were somewhat germane to that gathering. Not a single question
Since this strikes me as a significant experience in itself, I will
take the liberty of using this letter of Reflections to explain
somewhat more fully the points I made then; clearly, thev reflect
on the University more than the Weekend, but they may still be of
interest to you.

—

—

I

Concerning the Faculty* we were well imbued during Freshman
Week four years ago with the notion that we were at Columbia to
become "Whole men". David Truman gnve a speech that week in which
he pointed out that "pre-meds and pro— laws were possibly only premature," and that "just as important as our obligation to go to classes
and understand the great sentiments of history was our obligation
to ride on the subway and look into the eyes of the people sitting
opposite us and try to understand the sentiments which they were
trying to hide." I was tremedously struck by this (i.e. my mind
was blown) , and decided that ray major goal at Columbia was to become a "Whole man". I think I have succeeded, not just in becoming
a whole man, but more importantly, in understanding what one is.
What I discovered was that a whole man is comprised of mind, heart,
soul, muscle, and balls. What I discovered about the Faculty, for
the most part, is that it is mer comprised of raind. It was an unfortunate discovery, difficultly tolerated in an age in which so
much understanding, strength and action are essential. I have seen
particular contradictious in this area; just to give one, I was quite
amazed at a professor who thought enough of me to announce to a class
of his that they should all get to know me, and then told me that
he did not think that he could nominate me for some award because I
did not "look good enough on paper". Such a discrepancy in his
words indicated to me that he did not learn well the lesson of the
whole man, a lesson which he had often communicated to rae. Suffice
it.
it to say that as far ns the new order goes, the Faculty do not make
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The second point has already been discussed
to some extent
in the third paragraph of this letter, and
1 do not think it will
be valuable to say more here. The third point was
perhaps the
crux of the whole struggle between young and old,
both on the university and national levels. The reason that capitulation
is necessary is that you cannot win, for we are unbeatable.
You can
throw us into jails, but it is clear that does uothing;
you can kill
us, but, although that does something, your suffering
will be far
greater than ours. You must understand that there is no defense
against goodness, and that you cannot even attack our souls. So,
eventually, we will win; you will lose. Hore important, however,
than your capitualtion is that it be graceful; for, since we are
going to win anyway, it will be beat that we all derive the good
to which we are entitled; if you capitulate gracefully you will
share in every goodness, but if we have to fight, you will lose everything. Most important to both of us is that fighting becomes such
a bore; we don’t want to have to struggle for every damned obvious
thing; we don’t want to have to prove ourselves to you, or argue
with you, or wait around until you come to your senses. The tine
has long passed when you should have realized what we are about,
when we were willing to talk to you and you did not choose to listen.
Now we don’t just want to talk to you; we want to talk to you
and we want you to do what we tell you. You similarly missed your
opportunity for argument; but this is also alright. For it gave
us the time to strengthen our convictions so that now, should we
engage in argument-rational discourse— and your high-powered intellects beat us by rationality, we can still walk away, admitting
full well that we have lost the argument, but at the same time
realizing that that doesn’t really matter, because we are right anyway.
It is true that no one has a monopoly on the truth, but you
must remember that it is the young who monopolize wisdom. Just
as we respect you for realizing the technology which enables you
to put a man around the moon, so you should respect us for realizing
the wisdom that makes that particular brand of lunacy unacceptable,
at least until some other matters closer at hand are cleared up.
I will cut the philosophy short to give you an example of the value
of graceful capituation. The JCDA has just granted amnesty- too
late.
That is, the capitulation was entirely ungraceful, consequently
entirely unimpressive. Think for a moment what would have happened
if such a step had been taken, say, last April 29. You still recall
that it was the precondition for negotiations. You will recall
that the buildings would have been emptied peacefully and constructively had such a step been taken then; you will imagine, please,
that 1,200 people would not have been arrested and the University
would not have been shut down, but rather constructively, and vastly,
improved, liow do you explaiu your destructive nihilism? How foolish
you all were; how I hope you have all learned your lesson. Keep
it in mind when spring comes, when a young man’s fancy turns to

rioting.

On the last point, the most important part of it is its qualification "for all kinds of revolutions". John Maynard Keynes was
would
a revolutionary in the field of economics; don’t you think he
Joyce
James
community?
Columbia
have been a good man to have in the
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wrote a revolutionary piece of English
literature with Ulysseswould he not be welcomed at Columbia? Dr.
Christian b aTTard c reated
a revolution in the field of cardiac
surgery; would he be unwanted
by the Faculty of P&S? These are the kinds
of revolution* that
s.iould be going on at Columbia, along with
the social and political
revolutions which would make this couutry a bearable
place. I
would point out that it was only to this that anyone
else at the
Conference responded;
(one trustee) stated that "Some of ua don't
like revolutions." I would suggest that that is not
the best
attitude for a Trustee of Columbia.
So much for ray own offering Saturday night. It is quite
possible that these points would not interest those who attended
a
Conference on the University,****' Crisis; I will persist in thinking
that they are relevant to both the University and Crisis, not to
mention the aftermath. As for iny experience later that evening,
related to the message on the ahirt I wore, surreal would be too
kind a way to describe it.
I wore the shirt neither to talk about
it, nor to cause a furor; it is quite ironic for me to recall that,
although I do not usually think too much when I get dressed in the
morning, on that particular morning I was somewhat concerned that
my co-confereea would notice that I was wearing two different socka.
As for the remainder of that evening, there are two reflections
which might be helpful. The first is the reply which I formulated
in my mind for (one of the trustees) biblical quotations. Having
spend a portion of my life subject to monastic training I was somewhat accustomed to the rabbinical debate, and all I could think of
was this line: "Call me not Naomi (that is, beautiful), but call
me Mara (that is, bitter), for the Almighty hath quite filled me
with bitterness." On the subject of that shirt, there is an interesting passage in Wordsworth's "The Prelude" in which the poet
describes a blind man whom he saw in London, wearing his message on
a card that hung from his neck; a card which the man cannot, needless to say read himself (Book VII, 11. 637-649). It might be
worthwhile for all of us to consider the message which we wear on
our chests without being able to see it. The second overall reflection I have had concerning that session stems from the reaction
which I heard a number of the guests enunciate: that it was a puton.
You would do well to understand that the only put-on is pride.
We have practically nothing to be proud of in the world which we
have inherited. The report of the Commission begins with the following words: "The present generation of young people in our universities is the best informed, the most intelligent, and the most
idealistic this country has ever known." (p.4) This is, of course,
completely true, yet I was sorry to see that it was not followed by
this: "It is also the most angry, frustrated, and fucked-up generation
the country has ever known". This is not a source of pride for us,
and should not be for you.
It is for this reason that we rile at pronouncements of the
glory of Columbia, how it is a "dynamic, progressive" campus, etc.
It is clear that Columbia is a terrific university; for my purposes
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it is the best, and I view my
decision to cone here instead of
to Harvard as the wisest decision
I have made.
Until this year
there was not another academic community
in this country
P roban
1
th w ° rld
that wos as * live
jumping, with every
Hnd
°f
?
nd of stimulation. The most essential
thing to remember about
rl g iS that the Rebellion would never
have taken place if
u
?
r
4
Columbia
had not been as good as it was. Columbia
succeeded magnificently in teaching its students to question
and seek, and just as important, to act on the conclusions of the search.
So you are certainly
right to praise this University; but not at the
price of avoiding the

~

^

i

—

,

responsibilities which such success entails. Columbia's
best students
for example, should be praised, not suspended,
for having learned so
well •

In short, we just do not have tine to sit back and
praise
a dynamic compos, for there is too much work to be
done; you have
much to do, for instance, if you wish to catch up to your
students.
None of us have tine for gloss for It takes only a fine sense
for
the obvious to dwell on Columbia's greatness; its problems
need
hard work fast. The greatest immorality is to deny oneself the opportunity to fail; this is what you will be doing if you do not
join in the struggle to improve this University-— we don't need praise.
I was asked upon ny return to Morningside after the Conference
if there were any concrete, substantive results to the Weekend.
To this question I was happy to be able to reply in the affirmative,
having copped a roll of toilet paper and three bars of soap as I
left Arden house. There were other nice things about the. Weekend
though; thank God for Erik Erikson in general; and it was nice that
Dean Hovde, even though he has forgotten much, stood up to defend
me, sucker that I am, after [a trustee's] attack. It was somewhat
characteristically Columbian, on the other hand, that the single most
important man for Columbia to have at that Conference-- David Truman-—
was not even invited originally, and could not stay for the whole
Weekend when he finally was invited. Hint he is leaving Columbia
is also typical; for most jerk— democratic institutions strive for
mediocrity and will not tolerate the. best.
I very much enjoyed getting to know Vincent Kling, who was
in ry discussion group and seems a good man. After a short period
of public-statement type pronouncments, he really began to say some
honest things. It was pleasantly surprising to find that he at least
understands the nature and difficulty of the struggle, and that
we must arrive at a clear definition of our relative powers in the
interactions to come.

You might be getting the Impression by now that I did not find
the Conference particularly worthwhile; if so, you would be right.
In general, I have not beer, impressed by the response of my elders
to last Spring's Opportunity; this is of course saddening, for I an
not sure that we will give you another opportunity to change yourselves, I was shocked by Mark Rudd's use of the word "bullshit"
in his communication with the Administration last Spring; but I can
assure you that I did not even learn the meaning of the word until
I had spent a summer working to constructively improve Columbia
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(Colle,. ) only to ooe the final report
of our .u,e».r>. work el.elv.j
by the Committee on Instruction. If
Columbia College ia evil
,U8t cha "**i lf lc 16 80
that it cannot change, ihen
}5 fhave
it will
to be destroyed.
Destruction, needless to aay is
nothing to worry about; Just as one would not
dream of putting up
a new building over ramshackle
existing structures but rather 'first
destroys them (e.g. the new School for International
Affairs), so
must incontrovertible hunnn institutions be
destroyed before good
ones can be built.
I am afraid that the message for moat
of the
powerful in this country is "ve will destroy your world,
for it is
evil and inhuman; whether or not we destroy you
will depend on your
sense of humor”.
I clo not think that it will bo valuable to
have any more conferences, nor any more discussions, nor any more words. Tali
in?,
is no longer necessary or appropriate; it is a time
for action.
I
could do no better than to refer you to the "Antigone” of Sophocles
718—731) where, you will recall, a conflict is presented between
Creon (pro-law-and-order) and his eon daemon (pro-good) Creon wins
;
the argument, but the price of such a victory is clear. In any case,
eiy point in mentioning this is that the play was
written almost 2,500
years ago, and 2,500 years is tine enough for talk. So we don't want
to talk anymore; we want to practice the lesson which we have learned
from Sophocles . If this lesson, and all the other lessons that are
so obvious to us are not clear to you then I feel badly. Hut until
they do become clear, you arc just going to have to take our word
it and act accordingly.
Please remember that ve are not presenting our view for your agreement or disagreement, for neither
reactions are appropriate; we are, after all, presenting nothinR more
than nature, and one can't fight nature. It would be like responding
to some one who demonstrates how two plus two equals four by saying,
"Yes, I understand, but I don't agree."

In many ways, the conference at Arden douse could be considered a

failure.

In one important way it was successful in that it focused clearly

on one of the principal problems facing Columbia and other institutions—
the problem which results waen huian traits and capacities are divorced

from each others

rationality from emotions, wishes and desires from the

will to satisfy them.

As their name implies,

times partial human beings.

"intellectuals"

are some-

The rest of what they could be is too often

locked uselessly inside them.
This first chapter has attempted ta define some of the problems created
—
by an educational system dominated by one dimensional teachers and faculty

half men whose intellectual capacitiec may be highly developed, but whose
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affective capacity is often severely stunted.

Accordingly these educators

have functioned to foster almost purely intellectual learning in
the classroom.

The nuturing of the emotional side of the student

awareness and fantasy

—

—

love, empathy,

either has been neglected or left to chance.

Additionally this chapter looked into the widely held notion that
learning should involve hard, unpleasant work inorder for one to earn his
place in middle-class society.

We looked at this from the viewpoint of

high school students and a Columbia University student,, and had to conclude with such people as Paul Goodman that it does not follow that learning

should be unpleasant or that one should asnire for the same goals their
parents or teachers strived.

Young people today are, for the most part,

much more in touch with their feelings than were youngsters of the past
few generations.

Many of the problems in our classrooms and on our

campuses stem from the fact that teachers and faculty deny feelings or
refuse to integrate them with the intellectual content of the classroom.

Chapter

2

will look deeper into the make-up of the overly intellectual

faculty member who tends to deny both his own feelings and those of his

students
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Charter Two

— Educating

The VJhole Man

"...au occupational hazard for the college professor is arrogance.
This grows out of the easy victories of the classroom where he
works

with young people who know less than he does.

He may thus unconsciously

come to believe that business, politics and educational administration

would be much better managed if those in charge would only apply the
same intelligence to their work that he uses in his ovm..."

Harold Stoke

1

In this chapter we will explore what it is that makes the faculty

and teacher react ip the counter productive, avoid ance-of-f eeling-syn-

drone described in the first chapter.

What personality traits are pre-

valent among the teachers or faculty members who have been conditioned
to avoid feelings and, hence, have become

"intellectual half-men”.

In

addition to examining this important source of educational problems, this
chapter will present a student’s view of the importance of integrating
the intellectual with the affective to produce a more humanistic education.

The past chapter posed the question:

why is it that learning has

to be presented in such a way that it becomes unpleasant work?

The answer

was arrived at, that learning doesn’t have to be unpleasant work but
that our education system seems to make it that way partly by conditioning
teachers and faculty to deal only with intellectual content at the expense
of feelings.

This is occurlng at a time when students are more deeply

then ever in touch with their feelings and quite alientated from that

which is purely intellectual and non-feeling*

1.

Harold Stoke, The American College President , (Harper
1969), pp. 115-116.

&

brothers. New York
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For years, the teachers who have been achieving
success in the

classroom, have been practicing what

education —chat is, integrating

the.

So there is really nothing new about
teachers, however are very rare

I

have labeled as "humanistic

intellectual content with feelings.

"humanistic education".

"birds".

Thene

If a person is lucky, he can

recall one or two such humanistic teachers in his past standing
out from
a mass of otherwise indistinguishable

"intellectuals".

What is it

about our system that prevents more of these beautiful humans from developing?

lerhaps part of the problem lies in the kind of insecurity we con—

dition into our faculty and teachers in graduate school.
to Jump over a continuous series of hurdles.

Ve force them

Hardly before the student

clears one, he must be looking down the track for the next.

Carl Rogers in his recent and excellent book. Freedom to Learn , details some of the preposterous assumptions that govern graduate education

today.

Among these are the assumptions that students can’t be trusted to

pursue their own learning; that the ability to pass examinations is
thought to be the best crit erion for admission and for judging profes-

sional talent; and finally, that evaluation is all important in graduate
school because of the belief that education

JLs^

evaluation.

It is incredible the way this [last] preposterous assumption
has become completely imbedded in graduate education. ..
Examinations have become the beginning and the end of education. ••
In one university the graduate student. • .is faced with these major
evaluation hurdles*
Examination in first foreign language
1.
Examination in second foreign language
2.
First six hour qualifying examination
3.
Second six hour qualifying examination (both of these
4.
in the first graduate year)
Three hour examination in methodology and statistics
5.
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Four hour examination in a chosen major field of
psychology
Two hour examination in a minor field
Oral examination on Master’s thesis
Committee evaluation of Ph.D. proposal
Committee evaluation of Ph.D. thesis
Oral examination on Ph.D. thesis

Since 10 to 50 per cent of those taking any of these examinations
are failed on the first attempt, the actual number of examinations
taken is considerably greater than indicated above. Understandably* the anxiety on the second attempt is considerably (sometimes
unbearably) greater. Furthermore, these examinations are so spaced
out that during the four to seven years of his graduate work the
student’s main concern is with the next sword of Damocles which
hangs over hia career. As if the above list were not enough, it
should be made clear that these major examinations are in addition
n
Jto any quizzes, m.id-s em.ester and final examinations given in hl 3 courses.

The process for elementary and secondary teacher preparation is
less rigeroua but still over-evaluative and miserably behind the times.
In a

"space age"

world where progress has been dynamic, education has

been relatively static.

Schools of education, where our teachers are

produced, are out-of-joint with the progress the world has achieved.
In fact, in many cases they are several decades behind.

But what happens to the personality of the teacher or faculty member

who emerges from this system into a career in education?
on probation for several years.

tie

still remains

If the faculty member cannot produce

enough publications or perform enough research (neither of which really

have too much relevance to the classroom or any relevance to the feelings
of students), then the system will not be favorably impressed, and hia

career becomes Jeopardized again.

Even if he does devote enough attention

do
to research and publications to impress his superiors, and even if they

grant him tenure, he’ll be lucky if he ever gains the securitv of financial

2.

Rogers, on . clt .

pp. 174-175
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independence
Of course tenure is a very strange concept, rather
amasing to
those outside academic circles.

not

"make too nwmy waves"

After a tin*, when one proves he will

and upset the system, then he io granted

(usually by a group of those already entrenched with tenure) a guaranteed position with snail increases of salary annually regardless of pro-

ductivity.

What better way could there be to stifle a system and reward

unproductiveness?

If in reality tenure could assure the faculty member

the freedom to be truly creative and to implement the uev ideas and

changes he sees evident, then perhaps it would be a useful concept.
ever, it frequently has the opposite effect.

How-

It tends to bolster the edu-

cational institution's resistance to change.

The elementary and secondary school teacher is put in even more

constricted surroundings.

The conservatism of many of our school systems

allows for eveu less creativity or non-conformity.

Pay is miserably low.

The good teacher will be quickly lured out of the classroom where he is
so badly needed.

Statistics gathered by the U. S. Office of Education

show that we are actually producing more teachers then we need, however

because few trained teachers remain in

we still have a teacher shortage
the classroom where pay is so low.

Most good ones change professions

within a few years.
Leadership in education

— at

the grass roots principal and superintendent

levels— —is a sorry state of affairs.

Close autocratic supervision with lit-

than
tle freedom for teachers to experiment and innovate is the rule rather

the exception.

In chapter 7, the need for more ‘'people-oriented" educational

leadership will be advanced.

What sort of person emerges from this system?

George Williams in his
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delightful book. Some of My best Friends Are Professors , suggests the
following*
BjnntLrk tS

personality that eventually^ from all this is,
typically underlain with a deep sense of inferiority, fear and
tialadjustment, yet overlain by an almost frantic sense of superiority. This deep split in the personality is further complicated
by a latent hostility to that which is nonbookish and nonintellectual,
and a fluttery insecurity that creates morbid fear of any criticism
that may endanger hard-won academic place. Moreover, since only a
persistent doggedness of personality could have come through the
obstacles that graduate students must overcome, the professor is
(by a process of natural selection) a single-minded person without
much capacity to view the world impartially, much less appreciatively
and lovingly.
Tlie

John Corson reveuls a little more of the typical personality of the
faculty member in his book Governance of Colleges and Universities

t

More than his counterpart in other institutions, he is likely to
hold as important for organizational decisions such choices as
absolutism versus relativism, objectivity versus commitment, freedom versus authority, and sacred versus secular, hence, a needed
decision on a practical matter may be deferred until theoretical
issues are debated.
Concern with such fundamental commitments shifts the faculty
member’s focus away from institutional needs. Thus, recently the
faculty of a major eastern university was unable to decide on a
curriculum for a program in public administration because j>f disagreement on the fundamental role of the state in society.
about
To be quickly enlightened (or disillusioned) in more detail
of university
this subject all one has to do is visit a few meetings

faculty senates.

found
At a large etistern state university, the author

statements.
ample evidence of the truth of John Corson's

In these meetings

up of the curriculum.
there was continual harangue about tightening

3.

George Williams, Some of

My,

Best Friends Are Professors, (New York:

p. 50.
4.

Universities^,
John Corson, Governance of Colleges and
Hill, 1960), p. 30.

(

ew Yoru.

1958)
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higher and more rigid standards for grading. Increasing course
requirements t

how high schools are not doing their jobs, why athletics, physical education and ROIC should not be accredited courses, the immaturity of students or the AAUP *s position on this or that.
man:

(According to Paul Good-

"the AAUP is a national craft union, largely of entrenched seniors,

that copes with distant crises by dilatory committee work..

According to

its rules, it will not protect freedom in cases of pragmatic action, but

only academic ’inquiry* and teaching

— but what

kind of inquiry is it

that is not essentially involved with pragmatic experiment and risks?

The AAUP is... the pure style of the dominant organized system to establish
status and to transform intellect into conversation, with the proviso that

nothing is in danger of being changed.
Decisions in these meetings on important business usually take
the sidelines to make room for such statements as the following made

by one distinguished faculty member arguing against the movement for

"pass- fail"

"The grading of students happens to be one of the

courses:

few sacred privileges afforded to faculty members and I*m for preserving

grading at all costs".
Somehow many teachers and faculty have the idea that to uphold academic
standards, they must give a high percentage of low grades.

One of the rare

revolutionary schools of education in the country at a state university,
is

being severely criticized by other departments in the university for its

small numbers of failures.

This idea seems to be ingrained in most univer-

sities and school sys terns.

Teachers and faculty often boast about the high

percentage of failures within their departments.

The eyebrows lift immediately

when someone confesses that no one has failed in his course.

5.Goodman, op . clt .

,

p.

254.

It's quite
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aaasing that few teacher, or faculty view
the failure of their etudenta
as a failure of themselves.

Paul Goodman reinforces this observation!
For most of the students, the competitive
grade has coue
to be the essence.
The naive teacher points to the beauty of
the subject and the ingenuity of the research;
the shrewd
student asks if he is responsible for that on the
final exam.

7

He goes on to say!
Rushed, [the student] gives token performances, which he
has learned
to fake.
No attention is paid to what suits hin. The only time a
student is treated as a person is when he breaks down and is referred
to guidance.
In place of reliance on intrinsic motives, respect
for individuality, or leisurely exploration, there is a stepped
-up
pressure of extrinsic motivation, fear and bribery. The student
cannot help worrying about his father’s money, the fantastic tuition
and other fees that will go down the drain if he flunks out....

Students have to invent a ’’personal problem" if they want
an admired faculty member to pay attention to them. As it works
out, it is an unusual scholar who can ask a fatherly question as a
matter of course and follow up with practical concern. Teaching is
worthwhile if it is pursuing a subject matter with someone, or teaching
it for someone. If it is merely lecturing on a subject matter or
hearing lessons. It is better done by tapes and films and teaching
machines.

And finally, George Williams makes the following severe Indictment of

academia
Too many professors are cynics who can do nothing but ridicule
the ignorance of students; too many are determined factual ists who
beat down imagination and creativeness; too many are disciplinarians
who think that classrooms and the process of learning should never
be fun to students; too many are academicians whose thinking moves
always in formal grooves and who are quite unable to comprehend
differences of interpretation; too many have such high regard for
"truth" that they discourage all independent thought for fear that
the young person may be "wrong"; too many are insensitive to the
feelings of other people, or unsympathetic toward universal human
weakness, antagonizing students permanently by unjustly accusing

6.

Goodman, ojn cl t .

7.

Ibid ., p. 136.

8.

Ibid., p. 284.

,

p.

128.
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of cheating, refusing to believe or accept
honest excuses
for absences or late work, making no allowances
for normal human
lapses of attention or deviations from the straight and
narrow
path; too many of them have developed (as a result of
early maladjustments and insecurities) an inferiority complex
that results in certain typical personality traits, including
compensatory arrogance, morbid suspicion, fear that students will
discover professorial weaknesses, timidity that roaaks itself as
unfriendliness, intolerance of .disagreement and sometimes downright sadism. Professors are not the only people with these personality weaknesses, But they are likely to have more than other
people; and besides, they are so situated that their personality
weaknesses, by operating on students at a very impressionable
period of life, can do immeasurably more harm than those of
the.'

most other people.

This is rather severe criticism of the faculty member with an in-

tellectual half— man syndrome.
individuals.

Needless to say, it*s risky business typing

Obviously there are many exceptions to the typical.

Hut

the average faculty merber becomes so inwardly-focused on his own narrow

specialization that, not only will he rarely be concerned about his own
inadequacies, but he will often challenge any outsider or administrator

who dares to suggest that he should improve or change his ways.
book considers the faculty or teacher the key link in

This

a vicious cycle that

has taken the humanness out of our educational system.

Graduate schools produce Insecure paranoic graduates, who become

inhuman teachers, who then mold students without feeling, who in turn become insecure graduate students.

Paul Goodman brings out the irony of such a self-perpetuating system:

learning
... there is almost never conveyed the sense in which
to
courage
give
experience,
is truly practical, to enlighten

initiate and change, reform the state, or deepen personal and
social peace. On the contrary, the entire educational system
itself creates professional cynicism on the resigned conviction
that Nothing Can Be Done. If this is the university, how can
we hope for aspiring scholarship in the elementary schools?

9.

Williams, op . cit .

,

p. 106
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On the contrary, everything will be grades and conforming,
getting
ahead not in the subject of interest but up the ladder. Students
do
Bronx Science in order to •'make” MIT, and they "do" MIT
in order to "make" Meetinghouse; some of them have "done"
Westinghouse in order to "make" jail. 10

In the final part of this chapter, I would like to present a
student's

view of this problem.

In a course on contemporary problems in education

which consisted primarily of conservative New England school superintendents, principals, and teachers, taught by the author and an associate,

Robert Woodbury, three of the younger graduate students, Carolyn llnnson,

Maureen Riley and Tim Dailey, were somewhat frustrated by the reluctance
of the majority of the students to get off an intellectual plane and on
to a feeling level.

We had exposed the large class to several sample doses

of humanistic education techniques (as large a dose as we felt their

conservatism could tolerate for the time).

These three students, however,

became much more enthused than most members of the class.

They approached us

and asked if we would share the class time with them for a project they had
in mind.

Among the experiences to which we had exposed the class

vias

a

discussion of my experiences with other educators at an Esalen (Big Sur)

workshop with George Erown who is working under a Ford Foundation grant
with classroom teachers to sec what can be done with humanistic education
in the classroom.

Also, we had arranged for a black-white confrontation

with visiting black friends in the classroom since the class was all white
and quite naive about the problems of the black man.

we staged a role-playing simulation of

Additionally,

a campus crisis with the students

complaying the parts of the faculty, administration, students, trustees,

munity, etc.

10 .

Finally, we had invited Gerald Weinstein, who has pioneered

Goodman, op .

*

P* 3 1
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in Humanistic curriculum development
to spend a few hours "turning on"
the class.

Apparently these experiences had whet the
appetites of these

three young graduate students, and, they
were pleading for more.
They asked to have a two and a half hour
block of class tine for
a Humanistic Educational Happening, and we
agreed.

The objective was

to establish among the members of the class
the kind of rapport that

would facilitate open and free expression of thoughts
and emotions.

The

happening was to be built on snail group discussions of
individual members
fantasies about ideal education experiences.

The description which follows

was handed out to all the students in the class on

the.

week before the

"happening”:
We know there are problems in education, both for teachers
and for students. Most are dissatisfied because the educational
system does not coincide with their picture of what it should
be.
Many are frustrated because the improvements or changes they
visualize are not considered. Still others do not know how to
put their ideas into action.
In what kind of educational experience would you like to
participate, either as a student or as a teacher? What would
the environment be like; what would be taking place within
the environment? \/hat would be happening to people; what would
be going on inside them? VJhat would they be doing to/with each
other? How would participants feel about the experience? What
would they learn; how would they change? Would there be students
and teachers, if so, what would be their respective roles? Would
teachers, as well as students, leam/change? Who would teach
whom?
Next week we would like to participate with tills class in
trying to bring fantasies of an ideal educational experience into
some kind of concrete reality. We would like this class period
and group of people to become fantasy made real. The kind of
fantasies we have been discussing among ourselves seen to be inspired by the concepts ami goals of humanistic education. One we
have talked about is a class which is a comnunity—a group in
which there is an atmosphere of warmth and openness where people
communicate freely their ideas, feelings, and sensations. A setting for growth and change. Hut this is only one person’s
fantasy; there arc many others. We have no consensual fantasy.
Next week we plan to bring our individual fantasies and we
ask you to join us and bring yours. Breaking into snail groups,
we would like to share individual fantasies, synthesizing where
possible, and creating, perhaps, a group fantasy. Please bring.
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with you anything that will help you to make your fantaoy
real. A tape recorder and record player will be available
in the room. As a weans of facilitating our own fantasies we
plan to bring food, music, candles, incense, and pillows.
What things would you like in the room?
We are looking forward to our next class together as a
tine to share with each other our individual desires and
aspirations, to more fully understand and appreciate one
another, and to celebrate our humanity. We hope you share
our joyful expectation.

What follows now, is one of the students*

(Tiv

•.

Dailey’s) description

and views of the happening and of the need for a more humanistic educational

process:

Student restivenees, student rebellions, while upsetting
many people and causing others to act in an extreme fashion, have
had one direct and beneficial result.

Attention is now focused

directly on education, even the attention of those only remotely
involved.

Problems which have lain dormant for decades, criticisms

of students and faculties which have been muttered within the school

and campus for years but never acted upon, are now being revealed
and confronted.

No matter what the outcome of all this confusing

and provoking outcry, everyone has been forced to think about

both the purpose of education and the way in which it should operate.
Inevitably extremes of opinion on both sides result from
be it
such a situation, but also inevitably much valuable thought,
changes
critical of the status quo or critical of the recommended
occurs.

opportunity
It is from this contingent- those who take this

will cone the synthesis
to think hard about the problems raised-that
and the real change.

This word

"change"

should
is used so often, however, that it

to understand what is
be carefully defined, before we can begin
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happening.

For some people, change is synonoraous
with destruction.

To tear everything down and start over
would for than constitute
the only acceptable change.

Revolution, In its literal sense,

is what this group means by change.

Another group talks about change, meaning accomodation
or
adjustment,

liy

maintaining the present structure of education,

one can introduce new programs, revitalize old ones,
or merely

move existing methods around more efficiently.

This has been happen-

ing very slowly ever since education became institutionalized.
In this sense, change refers to orderly improvement.

There is a third group, to whom change, particularly in its

revolutionary sense, in a bad word.

For the best elements in this

group, change means eliminating the bad parts of education, and

revering those aspects proven by experience to be valid, important,
useful, or worthwhile.

Of course, some elements of the system are

kept only for reasons of sentimentality, but that is important to

these people.
If these differences in the commonly used word

"change” in

fact exist, it is little wonder that people get upset with each
other.

Communication is difficult if not impossible when a

dis-

cussion involves terms which the participants define differently,

without informing each other.

But a further complication exists,

in that the three groups of ideas associated with these definitions

represent different ideologies, so that even an explicit definition
of change would not resolve differences.

The humanistic educational happening we had in class would

be classified as the second kind of change, improvement without
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starting from the beginning. Introducing something new without

having to revert to some traditional method.

What we did in

class, from another perspective, relates to the total problem

resulting from the clash of these three concepts of change.
Much has been written about affective and humanistic educa-

While these refer to somewhat different concepts, in many

tion.

ways they point to the same goal.
ing to

ray

I can be more clear by refer-

cwn experience as a student.

class, listening to

the.

School means going to

teacher, and doing the assigned homework.

Variations of this patte.m exist for each level of education,
But the essence of this

from kindergarten to graduate school.

pattern is that one is to be taught.

The teacher knows what to

teach, how to teach it, and how the student should learn whatever
is being taught.

The teacher is right, both by virtue of education

and by position as teacher.

The result of this is that emphasis is placed on the uind, on
following directions and reciting, in one form or another, what
has been gained from the directions.

one knows what the teacher knows.

One becomes educated when

A certain body of knowledge

memorization of
exists that must be learned, and in reality this means
"facts”.

question.
What the facts are from this point of view is another

In too many cases,

the.

facts are the values and beliefs of the teacher.

A further result of this approach is that communication
between pupil and teacher is question and answer.

It is not

reinforcement of enthusiasm
mutual exploration of problems, mutual
to find the truth, to express oneself.
left out, on an overt level at least.

Feeling

arul

emotion are

But they exist, underground.
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Because another aspect of this system is that the
teacher judges
he grades.

When he does this, hia feelings about the student

affect hin, even though he does not recognise it.

When the stu-

dent receives a grade, or anticipates the fact that he will be

graded, hia feelings are aroused.
hia worth as a person is on trial.

He knows he is being Judged;

These feelings nay not be

explicit, but they are there.
One curious fact which belies

tills

pattern is that there is

some recognition that education involves the whole person.

So schools now provide health services, physical education, sex

education, counselors and psychologists.

At every level these

services are offered, but the difference at various levels is
interesting.

Another interesting fact, is the way in which these

services are used, and by whon.
In the elementary school, where the teacher plays mother or

father much of the time (of necessity in some instances and by

design in others), the child is evaluated on social ability,
The teacher Is also exnected to recognize

manners, and the libe.

personality problems.

One reason this is possible, is that the

teacher is with the same class all day.

But the interesting thing

is, thut here no aspect of the child’s life is unconnected with his

school

"progress".

He is totally watched.

In high school, teachers generally change each period, so

that this guardianship is not possible.

The emphasis on such

nonnental activities decreases, but a person’s enucation is still
partly evaluated on such things as extra-curricular activity, good

citizenship, and so on.

In a sense, these are only more sophisticated
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models of the elementary school concerns*
Again, In college and graduate school* there is an ever

decreasing
I

on these aspects of the educational process*

er.tphas la

suppose the assumption ia made that by this tine the student

is becoming a nature person, and he can handle such activities

himself.

Thus

,

physical education is generally required only for

the first two years.

part of a maos; he

my

The professor also sees the student only as
not even recognize hin.

Also, other institutionalised means of dealing with life
apart from classroom learning exist
ities, and the lihe.

— fraternities,

clubs, activ-

but at the same time, when a person reaches

college age he is apt to be more consciously concerned with how
he feels, with his emotional life, and to make more of an effort
to understand and control, or change hinRelf.

As this happens, it is left to the student to deal with these

concerns on his own.

Furthermore, the purely mental aspects of

education are increased in intensity and extent.

Learning how to

think in logical, verbal, conceptual terns is the goal.

The

student also has less access to the teacher-professor , les9 com-

munication with him.

He is on his own, literally in too many cases,

so that what should be independence, becomes isolation from the

guidance of the professor whose teaching is now lecture, not

dialogue or discussion.
Hi is means that frustration and anathy

coupled with resentment.
this, for

rays elf

I

arc*

apt to occur,

speak from personal experience on

and for every other student I have known.

have all had this experience.

We

And another problem Is competition.

A3

which increases as one rises through the educational system.
What does all this mean?

It meenn that when the total per-

son is considered, as he is in elementary school if at all, it
is done to judge and evaluate more than to help.

But when such

a consideration could be most helpful, as in college, opportunities

for it do not exist.

people.

Students and teachers do not communicate as

Even when the teacher and student do get together, it

is probably that they cannot communicate.

This nay bo an exaggeration, but it points to a real problem.

Affective and humanistic education offer a ray of hope to alleviate
this situation.

student as

a

By various methods, they seek to involve the

whole person in the educational process.

It is

trite to say that learning is facilitated by a recognition of
the importance of emotions, that a person must feel well to learn

well.

But this is not usually recognized by teachers.

is thought by some teachers to occur best

motivation.

Learning

when punishment is the

Doubtless this is true, in a stimulus-response

fashion, for some kinds of learning.

But real learning, learning

which involves not only creative thinking, but learning how to be
one's self, does not occur this way.

Therefore, one method which promises improvement in this pro-

blem of teacher-student communication and relationship in the
involves
class room, as well as student-student communication,

communicate.
teaching people how to form relationahips-how to
I am

Aat

in higher
advocating would hopefully fill the gap which exists

of services for
education settings, the gap between the presence

and factual learning
non-classroom needs and the traditional logical
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of the classroom.

What

I

an advocating would not only facil-

itate this kind of learning, by taking account of
the student
as a person, but also allowing other changes
which might be neces-

sary to occur more peacefully, and more quickly, with
less pain
and frustration.

Pernaps the whole class should be divided up, with the professor and the students forming small groups.

In these groups,

students and professor could talk freely about their ideas, how
they feel about the course material and about each other, about

how the class works as we did in the'*Kducational Happening."
The goals would be honesty of expression, non- judgemental reactions,
freedom to speak, concern for understanding how the other person
thinks and feels.

Certain conditioiis must exist for this to happen.

The par-

ticipants must be willing to participate, especially the professor.
They must accept the idea that the person as a person is important
in the whole process of learning, and in the operation of the class-

room.

how could this be put into operation?

We decided to invite

the class to fantasy, to be free to envision any and all possible

alterations in education, and then to try to act these out with

each other.

We hoped to provide an atmosphere in which this could

happen, in which they would feel the acceptance and freedom to
do this.

In this sense, the project had a dual purpose.

First, we wanted to see what could happen if students tried to

communicate on this level, by using their imaginations freely.
The hope was that this would release us to communicate with each
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other cm a personal level, thus circumventing
judgments, harmful competition , and rigidity.

The second purpose
ideas could be produced.

unreality,

it;;

war.

to provide a setting in which now

The nice thins about fantasy is its

allowance of all possibilities .

the strategy for change,

ir,

This is close to

which one starts with the widest pos-

sible range of alternatives, knowing they will be narrowed
down.

But the end result is larger than that produced by the
traditional
method, in which one works outward from a kernel of change,
trying
to expand a small but realistic beginning step.

If one fantasizes about all the possibilities, there is a

greater probability of dipcovering some really different alternatives.

And even if these fantasies can be acted out only under

special circuits tances, ouch as the arranged settinr we used,
nevertheless this provides data on which to build realistic changes.
Did our approach succeed?

I

think in many ways it did.

But

before we evaluate the class, let up analyze what happened in one
of the groups.

My group, counting myself, consisted of ten people, two men
and eight women.

Six of them were from the same school system,

and were well acquainted with each other.

This was beneficial in

that immediately over half the group was at ease.

On the other

hand, this meant that the group tended to stay at a level already

achieved, rather than being able to perceive and deal with personal

differences

Three of us began by sitting on the floor, but Dy the end
of the session, more than half the group was sitting or reclining
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on the floor.

Some cushions were available; fruit war
in bowla

in the center of the group, and people
consumed it fairly steadily.
V.'e

began, at my request, by going around the circle
telling

our f* r8t names,
I

Hot only did

I

not know their names, but also

felt this would be a step towards setting a tone of
informality.

Then

I

introduced my feelings about

a student,

ray

educational experiences ns

suying that they had been, mostly, unpleasant.

I

thought one reason was beccuge of the human relations of teacher-

student communications •

I

suggested the possibility that if teachers

were more open about themselves as people, and encouraged the students to know them, and if not just minds but the whole person

were involved in the educational process, regardless of the subject natter of the particular class, then students might be happier.
At this point, I said

I

had a fantasy about what I would do

if I were a professor and this was the first meeting of the class.

We would go around the group and tell two things about ourselves,
one characteristic we liked, and one we didn’t.

(I

had intended

originally, just before this, or concurrent with this exercise,
to have the group join hands, aa a means of demonstrating physi-

cally and overtly that the class was a group, that all were to be

included and to participate,

I

must confess that my nerve failed

me at this point and I did not dare try this.

I

suppose I thought

they would think it silly, or unseemly.)

An interesting event occured, just as I finished describing

what

I

would do if

I

were the professor.

Before

I

could suggest

that we actually try it, one woman stated she thought such a

procedure would raise problems of control, especially if students
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got to know the teacher too well.

Thin problem was discussed by

the others at some length, but mostly on ar abstract, Intellectual,

non— personal level.

Finally

I

suggested we probably wouldn’t

be able to solve this problem today.

I

went on to any that

I

thought my fantasy and fantasy in general had one advantage,
that It was

not:

necessarily realistic.

experiment, and the result might or

rai

Therefore it freed us to
ht not be some concrete sol-

ution to a problem.
1

then mentioned that it had been my intention actually to

act out this fantasy, but I thought maybe

frori

what

the.

had sale, they night feel uncomfortable about doing so.

group

They said

not, and eventually, after some further discussion, the other nan
in the group suggested we try it.
1

learned

"wo will"

front this,

that I should have at the outset said

do this, iustead of saying

"this is what I would do".

So we went around the circle, telling one thing we liked

about our self and one we didn’t.
T

I

began, and said

I

thought

but
was accepting of people, and tried not to be Judgemental,

expressing
on the otner hand I said, I was not always honest in
my negative feelings.

I

think

I

set some precedent, because the

themselves.
next four people said almost the sane things about
M.ost of the

Ln being
group expressed feelings of inadequacy, either

honest, courageous or energetic.

People in the group seemed more

didn’t like, than positive
able to think of characteristics they

aspects of themselves.
I'm not sure.

Whether they were afraid of being boastful.

it is possible
If I judge from my own feelings,

weaknesses
time thinking about their
that people in general spend more
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than about their strengths.

laughing and Joking, which

During this procedure, there was much
I

interpreted to be signs of anxiety

and efforts to release tension.

This interpretation and the one

about concentrating on negative aspects,
I did not fully recognize
at the moment.

I

wish

I

had, because if I had been able to comment

to the group as these things happened, it
might have helped

the.

group

to focus more on how they reacted to what was
going on.

At the end of

tills

fantasy, several comments were made to

the effect that this couldn’t have been done with the whole
class
as a group, that the small group made peonle less anxious
about

talking and more willing to express honestly their feelings.

Periodically, however, questions were directed to me as to the

purpose of my fantasy, and what would probably happen if it were
done in an actual classroom situation.
an

I

explained it as being

"icebreaker”, in the sense that when people knew and felt

comfortable with each other, learning could be more pleasant and
easier, less competitive and anxiety producing.

I

said also I

thought with this kind of activity, communication about subject

matter would be improved; instead of the teacher telling the students what they should know, the teacher and students could learn

together in a more active manner.

I'm not sure I convinced every-

one, because these questions kept being raised for some time.

One criticism was that my method would be too much for some

people.

People who are unacquainted with each other would not

want to reveal themselves at a first meeting.
interesting, because

I

This to me was

have found through experience that being

honest and talking about feelings is the quickest way to get to
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know someone.
until

I

(Again, this did not occur to me at the tire,
not

was writing this.

in the group, and

u«y

In part this was due to ay ir.volve:nent

efforts as loader to keep it going.

I

was

tcn 3 e about the operation of this experiment, which
Interfered

with my per captions at points.)

From something tlmt was said later

on, which will he related below, I take the expressions of
doubt

about the validity of my fantasy as a real method, to be expressions
of their personal fears about being classroom teachers.

The next comment by a group member dealt with her experience in
a cl as 3 she is currently attending, in which she feels quite un-

comfortable and anxious.

She cau*t answer when called on, because

she feels excluded, looked dovm upon, and as a result thinks core
about this than about the course material.

human communication in her class.

She feels there is no

She therefore thought nv fan-

tasy held some possibilities for situations of that kind.

An hour had passed by now, so I asked if an3/one else had fantaslcd during the week, in preparation for this class.

admitted to having done so.
it indicates to

are run.

rae

No one

Now that I think about this fact,

what happens as a result of the way classes

Originality and fantasy are stifled; order is the goal,

and the disruptiveness of real feelings is not desired.
a strong statement on my part, but

I

This is

think something like this is

responsible for people not feeling free in educational settings.

Although there were no fantasies forthcoming, the other man
in the group, a fifth grade teacher, told about an exercise he

had tried with his class, using a method he had gotten from Gerry

Weinstein's visit to our class,

lie

had each child write down his
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own name, and then under this write a list of adjectives
describing
hiiuaelf.

The teacher regretted have done this, because several

children brought up personal material, upsetting to then, and
as

a result were quite anxious during this period.

one boy expressed a deep fear of dying.

For instance,

The teacher didn't know

how to handle these feelings, and in turn felt quite anxious
himself .

He thought it bad for these children consciously to have

expressed their feelings of inadequacy, fear, and unhappiness.
The group was very interested in this.

Another teacher had

tried the sane exercise with her class, and had been satisfied

with it, apparently having experienced none of the same upset.
The group members tried to reassure the fifth grade teacher by

saying kids were

and that they would bounce back quickly.

"tough”

There was a general agreement that if one is not trained in how
to deal with children's deep fears and troubles, one should not

bring then out in the open.

They should be avoided.

To me, this represents more a screen for fear, than a particularly valid representation of a policy to be followed.

From

my experience as an amateur social worker and minister, I've found

that when, for instance, someone had died, and one is called to

visit the relatives, the best and only thing one can do is to express sympathy, be attentive, and let the person talk.
I could say

would lessen the loss or stop the grief.

Nothing
The comfort

expressed by the presence of a sympathetic concerned person seems
the most one can offer.

Again, wnen a child expresses fear, or

himsome problem, the one thing one can do is to let him express
self, and accept his expression.

3y that method, he sees his feeling
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is valid, not laughed at or not
productive of horror in the

listener, but treated as important because
it's his feeling.
It is through tliis procedure that

lie

sees himself more objectively

and as a result, less anxiously.

Another perception come* to me about the teachers'
feelings
of inadequacy in dealing with children's
feelings.

They mentioned

that many times these feelings were none of their
business.

1

think this is a reaction to a fear of feelings which
is probably

common to most of us, but it causes the drawing of sometimes
arbitrary lines between what is and is not our business.

Granted,

sone private feelings or information may not be the teacher's business, but too often this kind of policy shuts off valuable commun-

ication between people, which might be helpful to both parties.
And it tends to make the teacher seen to be a professional who does

not have fettling*, who is unconcerned.

This comes from reflection

after the group meeting, but it indicated in part what

I

learned

from this whole session.
The way in which the group members dealt with eacn other is

also reflected in the perceptions related in the previous paragraph.

When someone did, however rarely, express a real problem or feelings
of anxiety, the group offered support, but did not encourage fur-

ther expression of such feeling* by that person.

At such times,

some tension was evident, indicating to me a desire to avoid these

expressions.

This is a feature of most groups at one time or another,

and 3ince this wa3 a one- meeting group, one could not exnect them
to go so far all at once.

Eventually, the fifth grade teacher in the group deciued to
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try an exercise with us, in
which hr would give us the first

half ot a sentence, which we would
complete individually.

sentences were such as,
had

I

school is ...j

'’My

will be hanpy when

I

The

wish my parents

The sentence about parents

.

brought forth the moat feelings, or the most
negative feelings.
The sentence about future happiness was answered
by most of the

women with

"when X

ar,

married", or

"when

I

have children".

school questions received mostly neutral kinds of
answers.
is

interesting, because

I

The
This

find it hard to believe schools to these

teachers are not associated

witti

some negative, or anxious feelings

^specially in light of the rest of our discussion.

Nothing was done to explore these feelings, however.
the exercise was completed, the matter was drooped.

When

It was inter-

esting to me, however, that the teacher who had introduced this

exercise wa3 the one who raised the most critical questions about
niy

fantasy in the be, inning.

lie

was also the one who had tried the exercises in his classroom

ile

had thought it wasn*t workable

in which the children brought out so many troubled feelings.

I

He

seens, on the one hand, to be afraid of such involvement, but on
the other hand, he keeps trying to set up situations in which

involvement is demanded.

After some more general discussion,

I

raised the question,

"What did you expect when you came today, and diu what you found
meet your expectations?"

Several said they hadr.*t known what to

expect, but what they found was good.

Most seemed not to have under-

stood what we had in mind, when we gave the descriptive handout
the previous week.

They had envisioned the class doing this to-
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Rether, which frightened them.

They thought each person would

get up and perform for the whole class.
too.

That would frighten me

The group from the sane school had discussed
this for the

whole week before, and decided to come despite
their misgivings.
In general, they expressed quite positive
feelings about the whole

meeting.
One difficulty

I

experienced through out the whole session

was not being sure of what role to play.

I

wanted at one time to

stimulate the group, by providing feedback on what wan happening,
and in general to direct the group.

At other

tiiv.es,

I

wanted

to be just an observer, an occasional participant, but to let the

group follow its own path.

As a result of this conflict in airs,

and because of my inexperience at this sort of activity as leader,
I

was not as effective as

I

could have been.

The reader of

this will probably have cone to that conclusion already, if he has

noticed the many opportunities apparent for intervention and stimulation.

Many perceptions cane to me afterwards, that were not in

my mind at the time.

The group was able to operate on its own,

but as a result, it stayed on a fairly Impersonal level.

Taking the session as a wnole, however,
For ny own benefit,

I

I

was satisfied.

gained insight into problems teachers experience

in their classrooms, and I think I saw some carry over into this

group from these unresolved problems they face every day.

I

think

for the members of the group it was a good experience, showing

them what a humanistic class could be like, and having people

meet new ideas and approaches.

Whether or not they learned any-

thing from this, about themselves and how to deal with their diffi-
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culties,

cannot say.

I

I

only hope they did.

I

do think, how-

ever, something like this for teachers should be
provided, not
only for their communication with each other, but also
for their

learning how to better teachers, more at ease, and more free
with
thetas elves

•

Two further questions

ret tain.

One concerns our evaluation of

this experience for the class as a whole.

The other concerns

the possibility of putting into operation some sinilar program
for other educational settings.

The three of us who conceived and carried

agree on several points,

out.

this project

we think that in general the partici-

pants, the class, found it difficult to get inside thenaelves.

There was

a

tendency to put feelings abstractly; and when, in rare

moments, an actual fantasy was shared, this tendency became a need
to grasp at reality.

"You’d never get it past the principal."

"The legislature wouldn’t give you money."
of your class."

"You’d lose control

Somehow, we cannot fantasize in the presence of

others; no doubt we all fantasize to ourselves, but to admit it
is difficult.
I

What would others think of us, if they only knew...?

am not suggesting that all students and teachers should fan-

tasize with eacii other all the tine,

but

I

am suggesting that the

fact that they don’t is an indication of a lack of freedom to

communicate what they really think.

We must keep to business,

they say; we must be orderly and rational, and above all we must
be realistic.

After all, neurotics are the ones who are unrealistic.

Despite these drawbacks, the three of us felt that everyone
was interested, was willing to participate, and evidenced some
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intensity of invo] vement.

The video tapes show this;

people

nay not be talking to the group at lnrge,
but even between

themselves they have some discussion about
what is happening,

what they feel about it.

Their facial expressions give away their

attempt to be abstract and impersonal.
Fron what was said in ny group,
opinion.

I

can confirm this general

Problems may not have been solved, but they were cer-

tainly revealed.

The feelings that teachers have about what

they do are deep and many are anxious.

tendents are somewhat the sane.

Principals and superin-

They are only human.

Why can't

they get together, why can't they work on these feelingo openly?

Thera is no simple answer to that, nor any easy solution.
What is needed?
question.

Thin question leads to the second remaining

If what we did was successful, how can it be applied as

a change, or as a means toward other changes?

whether the structure of the educational system

We cannot agree

taunt

ie at fault,

be changed before communication can be open and free, or

whether until communication opens, the structure won't be chan ed.
It is easy to say, some of both.

But I think what is really

necessary is a simultaneous attempt; the structure will not he altered
until people can communicate, nor will people communicate unless
they decide some change is necessary.

Many pressures are bcinp

felt towards some kind of change, and soon, hopefully, real change

will be unavoidable.
Perhaps the place to begin is in our schools of education.
If enough teachers

coi.se

out of these settings willing and able

to be nore fully human, to communicate about their inner selves and
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to listen to others, then slowly but sorely
this attitude will

spread.

That may be too optimistic.
from

the.

top, working down.

It Is easier for change to come

If administrators recognise a need

for groups which facilitate! and teach people how
to talk to others,

their influence can be a great impetus.

And how do administra-

tors change to this way of thinking, particularly when they are

the ones experiencing die most pressure to conform, to do things

the way they have always been done?
I

do not ki'ow the answer.

I

cannot offer a program.

I

do think the utility and practicality of this approach has been

demonstrated by what we did with the class.

There is a purpose

to be served by having groups learn how to tell each other about

themselves, to probe each other, to help each other.
I

think the idea is spreading,.

that can be blue-printed.

It is not the kind of change

Nor is it the kind of change that can

be achieved by laws or court decisions, by takeovers or revolutions.
It in a change that can occur when some people try It, as we did

with this class.

When It is offered as an alternative, as a pos-

sibility, people seeu to respond to it, however slowly and hesitantly.

People see that communication and openness are what they want.

What

we tried fills a need for many people, that hopefully will result
in this kind of change becoming accepted.

I

hear this student and many others saying quite loudly that:

are human beings just like you.

We have feelings just as you do.

fact, many of your actions indicate that you do not

*

"he
In

feel' as much as
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we do.

We need you and your experience, however
treat im as individual

human beings, rather than collectively ns another
class."
Today's youth are extraordinarily energetic,
strongly and positively

motivated, well educated in certain categories of knowledge,
and passionately committed to improving the world in which we live.
/

Though the violent efforts of the more irresDonaible students
have
clouded over the constructive efforts of others, many constructive
things

have been accomplished by students.

Students have been in the vanguard

of the civil rights movement, the Peace Corps, the Teacher Corps,
VISTA,

the cry for reform on our campuses, and, in fact, the demand for
relevance

and sincerity in the nation.

The views expressed in this part of the book are not to suggest,

however, that youth are infallible.

It is nonsensical and, perhaps,

destructive to accept the shibboleths and inconsequentialitles of some
simply because they come from youth.

Porents, teachers, and faculty

have enormous responsibility for the actions of our youth, esnecially

when we believe in their causes.

It becomes our obligation not simply

to approve uncritically, but to attempt to share whatever resources

we have to make our young leaders and their followers better able to
change the world around them.

effectively deal with

sible from the pedestal of the

"intellectual half-nan."

Altogether too many faculty members wear
than

"natural authority."

This is impos-

"status authority"

rather

The faculty member wearing status authority

stands behind the podium, his Ph.D., and professional title and lectures

intellectually

"down"

at a class or to the back

room about wiiat he thinks 19 relevant.

ural authority"

comer

of the class-

The faculty member wearing

"nat-

hao earned it not because of his Ph.D. or title, but
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rather by demonstrating to his students that he shares with then
the

classroom tine for leaminp. and the resources he has available*—hit" self
his friends and associates , his knowledge, his experiences, and hin feel—
inps.

He demonstrates that he has a combination of these resources

which are relevant to the students' goals and purposes in signing up
to participate in his course, or in being at the university.

It is quite

appropriate, as Carl Rogers has suggested, that we call such a person

with natural authority a

"learning facilitator"

As he points out, the dictionary definition of
to know",

lows

I

rather than a

"teaching"

is:

"teacher".

"to make

agree wholeheartedly with Carl Rogers' reaction which fol-

:

Personally I am not much interested in instructing
...why
another in what he should know or think,
book
programmed
or
not be more efficient, using a
learning? As I see it, too many people have been shown,
guided, directed. I have no wish to make anyone know something. So I come to the conclusion that. .. teaching is,
for me, a relatively unimportant and vastly overvalued activity. As soon as we focus on teaching
the question arises, what shall wc teach? Vliat, from
our superior vantage point does the other person neeii
I wonder if, in this modern world, we are
to know?
justified in the presumption that we are wise about
the future and the young are foolish. Are we reallv sure
as to what they snould know.

In this chapter, we have explored what it is that makes the teacher

and the faculty member so willing

—

in fact so determined

—

to avoid

intellectual
his students' as well as his own feelings and, hence, become an

half-man.

One of the possible, answers we looked into was that perhaps per-

education
spective teachers have conditioned into them, in our graduate

11.

Rogers, 0£. cit .

,

p.

103
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systems certain insecurities resulting from the process of having to
jump over a continuous series of artificial hurdles in their training.
We took a look at the insecure personality traits of the typical faculty
member.

Wc found him to

be.

an inwardly focusing individual with basic

personal insecurities, who on the one hand, hod feelings of superiority
about intellectual natters stemming, perhaps, from easily won cognitive

victories in the classroom, while on the other hand, had basic feelings
of inferiority, maladjustment and hostility to that which is emotional

or non-bookish.

Again, we tried to empathize by looking at the problem through the
eyes of a student who presented his view of the importance of integrating
the intellectual with the affective to produce a more humanistic education.

Finally, this chapter explored the notion that a faculty menber or

teacher who wears what

I

cull

"status authority", standing behind the

podium with his titles ("Doctor, Professor", etc.) and lecturing

"down"

at a collective body of students, will have an almost impossible time

being relevant to his students.

On the other hand, the faculty member or

teacher who is able to wear what

1

earned

froni

call

"natural authority" - — authority

sharing with his students the resources he has

—

his friends, his knowledge, his experience, and his feeling*
that being relevant comes from being natural and real
is gained from sharing a relevant learning experience

which the students and

the.

himself,

—

will find

Natural authority

.

—

an experience in

teacher become colleagues, learning from each other.

at what some of
In the next part of this book we will take a look

to these serious probthe pioneers in humanistic education see as answers

two chapters.
lems which have been discussed in these first
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Part II

Learning To Feel

Introduction To Part II
The only legitimate objective in teaching is that
the student shall bo changed in such a way a 9 to transcend
raerc intellectualizing and to become a better,
more, fulperson. I guess we are looking for what you call
* j°y'.
e want something to happen to students which
inculcates a joy of life they can carry out of the classroom and into life. Pedagogically we want students to
have meaningful experiences. Our failures in these attests
have become increasingly evident to me over the years...
A year ago I would not have believed it, but it is evident
that the cult of 'academic excellence* has succeeded to the
point where it will be necessary to develop special experiences,
like T— groups , in which young people will be encouraged to take
the time necessary to discover what it i3 like to be alive and
human.
f’

—A

humanistic high school teacher—

This part of the book will explore some of the various ways that

learning to feel can open up new educational vintus through feeling to
learn.

The pioneering efforts to develop the human half of man by some

of the notables in the field as well as some great work of other less

well known educators will be sampled.

Additionally, this part of the

book will sample and highlight some of the humanistic education classroom techniques being employed by these innovators and others.

Chajnter Three--Ploneerln>; Efforts to Develop.
the

tlur.an

half of Man

1 aee the facilitation of learning as the air,
of education, the way in which we car lcarr to live os individuals
in
process . . .Vie know,,, that the initiation of such leamin"
rests
not upon the teaching skills of the leader, not upon his
scholarly knowledge of the field, not upon his curricular
planning, not upon his use of audiovisual aids, not upon the
programmed learning he utilizes, not upon his lectures and
presentations, not upon an abundance of books, though each
of these might at one time or another be utilized as an important resource. Ho, the facilitation of significant learning
rests upon certain attitudinal qualities which exist in the
personal relationship between the facilitator and the learner.

- Carl Rogers -

Let us briefly sample some of the pioneering efforts in humanistic

education by such notables as Abraham Mas low, Alexander Lowen, Carl
Rogers, Frederick Peris, and those working at the Esalen Institute, as

well as some of the innovative work being carried out in classroom frontiers
by a handful of courageous, educators such as Dwight Allen, George Brown,

George Leonard, Terry Borton, Masha Rudnan, Gloria Slerons, Sid Simon,

Sylvia Ashton Warner, Gerald Weinstein, and others.

Although these edu-

cators show wide, diversity in their approaches to humanistic education, it

will be apparent that a certain interrelatedness exists in their work.
Humanistic education is an umbrella.
a diverse and amazing collection of peoplet

It has clustered beneath It

unconventional innovators

from the Esalen Institute poking fearlessly into the nooks and crannies of

human potential, pragmatic industrialists seeking to maximize the productive
output of the brains they employ, utopian thinkers busily creating strategies
the next.
to keep society viable throughout the twentieth century and into

Third Force psychologists and psychiatrists setting, forth their

linage of

selfhood, and eduman as a self-actualizer , uncovering his specieshood and
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catorsj

desperately attempting to conbat the wholesale failure
of the

urban public school systems.

The movement Is rather undisciplined and inchoate, an
unorganized

aggregate of highly individualistic innovators.

The thin glue that damns

then together is the notion that the integration of affective and
cognitive

processes in the learning experience is a highly desirable, realizable,
but seldom practiced state of affairs.

Uhile tiiere are few large-scale programs in affective processes,
there is a veritable ferment of activity observable throughout the country.

More and more individuals, groups, and institutions are realizing the im-

portance and potential of these techniques and they are being tried out in
a

bewildering array of situations.

Abraham

li.

Mao low

—

the underpinning of the movement

An individual whose work underlies many of the overriding, philosophical
and psychological frameworks of the humanistic education movement, is Abraham
H. Mas low.

Maslow considers himself to be part of
istic"

psychology.

"Third Force"

or

"Human-

He describes this branch of psvchology as one which has

developed a new image of man, one which accepts the reality of higher human
needs, motives and capacities.

The conception of the self,

dev-e loped

by

Third Force psychology is one which sneaks of man's essence, his intrinsic

nature, his specieshood, his animal nature.

Maslov? believes that man be-

comes fully human when the needs of his inherent nature are uncovered and

realized.

He feels that nan must listen to the small, delicate impulse-

— the
essence—his

voices from within

hints of his animal nature.

hin of his

species-nature

— as

These voices speak to

well as his own uniqueness.

deep enough level, it
When the organism discovers his specieshood, at a
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merges with discovering his selfhood.

The fully human, self-actualized

person is true to his specieshood while, he moves toward the fulfillnent
of his unique potential.

Maslov’s concept of

"a hierarchy of needs" is one which has great

application to humanistic educational management as well as to education.
Maalow's precise is that there is a hierarchy of needs progressing from
the lowest order of bodily needs to the highest order of

A higher order of need does not emerge until the need below that

needs,"
is

"self actualization

fairly well satisfied or saturated.

no lonper a motivator of behavior.
needs such as hunger and thirst.

A satisfied need makes that need

The lowest order of need is the bodily

When those are well satisfied the next

order of need-- that for safety or security— emerges and becomes a motivator
of behavior.

If one is hungry, however, the search for food becomes the

primary motivator of behavior and higher orders of needs are irrelevant.

The second order of needs

— those

for security— involves protection

from attack and the elements, a shelter and clothes, an income, insurance,

hospital care and other general forms of security.

When these are relatively

well satisfied, the social needs— need for companions!; ip and other human
contact

— emerge.

—emerge

When these are

tact

as motivators of behavior.

nition, status and esteem.

the next higher order

— the

ego needs

These important needs are for recog-

After these are fairly well satistied the

in
highest order of needs— —those for self— actualize t Ion or being creative
;

the broadest sense of the term—- emerge.

Few people in our society have

this highest order of need well satisfied.

Certainly those that have ser-

self-actualization.
iously unsatisfied lower order needs, rarely achieve

1.

(Princeton, D. Van Nostrand,
Sec Maslow's Toward a Psychology of delr,;^
(New York 1 Harper 6 Brothers, _1. ->.
19621 . Motivation and Personality,
Humanistic Psychologies ,
and "Sorae Educational Impli^tlSns of the
(harvard Educational Review, Fall 1963).
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Soae important work which has direct
application to

management"

parallels Maslov's work.

I

"humanistic

refer to the work of such people

as Chris Argyis, Douglas McGregor, and Rensis
Likert.

In general, the

gist of this is that managers of administrators should
build into their

organization opportunities for their teachers or employees to
satisfy
their own needs while, on the Job working toward organizational
objectives.

Chris Argyis and Douglas McGregor point out that most organizations
, however, are still treating their people as though their lower orders of

needs

—which

in our present period of prosperity (in spite of low teacher

salaries) are fairly well saturated— are not met and hence are primary

motivators of behavior.

The fact is that unions, worker mobility, guaran-

teed wages, fringe benefits, social opportunities, welfare and other security

measures generally ensure that the average teacher or employee’s lower order
of needs are fairly well satisfied.

Hence, managers and administrators

should be directing much more attention to the higher ego and self-actualization needs which today are the primary motivators of teachers' and employee's behavior.

Chapter

7

will deal in more detail with the application of

Maslov's philosophy to educational management.

However the same idea is

applicable to the children of today’s employee who are in the classrooms.
Teachers who are achieving success today are building into the classroom

situation opportunities for children to begin to meet their own ego and

self-actualization needs in the classroom.

Many of the other pioneers in

humanistic education use Maslov's seminal work as a point of departure for
their own theories.

GEORGE LEONARD

—

EDUCATION IN THE FUTURE
T

George Leonard is a utopian thinker who embraces the image of man
presented by Mas low and the Third Force psychologists.

The main thesis of
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his recent book Kducatlon amt Ecstasy is

"that the highly interactive,

regenerative technological society now emerging will work
best, indeed
will require something akin to mass genius, mans
creativity and lifelong
learning”.

2

He is saying that for society to romaln viable it will
have

to produce on a mass scale, self-actualized men.

he believes that the

schools as they now exist retard the process of self-actualization.
They are not designed to produce whole men, but rather the fragmentation
of
man.

Schools have forced the segregation of senses and emotions and intellect

in order to produce human beings who are well-regulated components.

Specialization, standardization, narrow competition, eager acquisition, aggression, detachment from the self

the social machinery would break down,

—without

them, it has seemed,

but Leonard is postulating a new

post-civilized, post-literate, retribalized society in which the frag-

mentation of man is dysfunctional.

He feels that society’s demands are

Changing radically, and that schools as they now exist are inculcating human

characteristics that will not work much longer.

Leonard visualizes a kind of education that will

’’return man to

himself", that is, one which will encourage rather than stifle awareness,
one which will help people become truly responsive and therefore truly re-

sponsible.

These are skills crucial to the survival of the race, not

the narrow competition, eager acquisition, and aggression which the schools

have been fostering.

If the schools encourage students to self-actualize,

to move toward the fulfillment of their own unique potential, narrow com-

petition will be impossible.

And if the students, in the process of

self-actualization, experience the joy and ecstasy which accompanies un-

2.

George, Leonard, Kdncatfon and

.:cr-'

hasy

,

(New York!

Delacorte Press, 1968)
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covering one's essence and realizing Its potential, then eager acquisition
and aggression will lose their potency as motivators of learning.

Leonard postulates that the kind of educational experience that he
is advocating requires a

"free- learning situation".

This is one in

which the student is free to go anywhere within the school and do anything
he pleases, so long as he does not harm himself or his fellow students.

Leonard reports that the children he observed at the free-leaminp school
on West Fifteenth Street in Hew York City exhibited a joyful intensity

while learning.

The principal of the school has found that in the free-

learaing environment the children often help each other, and that they are,
in fact, the be9t teachers.

Leonard believes that the free- learning

situation is educationally more efficient, and, in the long run, easier to

handle than the traditional classroom.
THE

"DISCOVERY SCHOOLS"

IN ENGLAND

Related to Leonard’s concept of free- learning are the views of
in Britain.
Joseph Feathers tone about the restructuring of infant schools

very similar
Featherstone observed classrooms in which the structure was
Leonard.
to that of the free- learning school described by

little organized activity for the class as a whole.
freely.
on their own, moving about and talking quite

There was

The children were

Every class had a

of subjects and geared to
library alcove stocked with books on a variety

various reading levels.
used.

renders were
No standardized textbooks or class

and miscellaneous objects of
A vast array of equipment, materials,

children to use at will.
all sorts were available for the
On a recent visit to one of these

"discovery schools"--the Julian

Mr. E. A
by the work of the Headmaster.
Primary School in London} was amazed

and grossly underpaid teachers,
Oraborn, and his group of dedicated

m
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primary classes of forty children, (about the average number in London),
teachers experienced few of the

"overcrowded"

U. S.

trolled themselves.

"control"

problems viewed in the average

classroom of 25 students.

Why?

The children con-

In the free-structured classrooms children four to

seven years old were busily engaged in such discoveries as which numbers
come up most when shooting dice, supervising the mating of different colored

mice, acting out their own fantasy play on a stage constructed by themselves, and using their initiative to organize their own reading tutorial

where eight year olds were working with five year olds teaching them to
read (also with no control problems)
the child who

"learned"

!

Both the child who

"taught"

and

were profiting from the experience— one was

learning content while the other was learning how to communicate content.
Since each child designed and engineered his own learning, he was able to
develop at his own pace and according to his individual needs.
free- learning environment there is no need for tracking.

In the

In fact, with

students teaching each other, it is best if there are children of various
ages and levels of development in each class.

As James Coleman and others

have stated, children learn more from other children than they do from
teachers, who should be catalysts for discovery.

was a pleasurable experience for the children.

In these classes learning
As they explored and exper-

imented with the environment and one another there was no difference between

work and play.

I

was amazed by the high motivation and self discipline as

these children related to self-chosen content.
other children
In the Julian Primary School I saw children teaching

practiced by Sylvia Ashtonto read using some of the successful techniques

Wamer.3

3.

that conveyed
Each child had a little book of his own words—words

Sylvia Ashton-Wamer , Teacher .

(New York:

Simon & Schuster, 1963), p. 26.
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to him special feelings or meanings which perhaps had
been obsessing him

one day or another.

These words, vital to the child's life and expression,

were learned instantaneously and never forgotten.
exciting natural, practical vocabularies.

The children displayed

Rather than displaying the

shyness and distraction observed by visitors in the average school, these

children were completely uninhibited in appi*oaching me and other parents

who roamed in and out of the classes to ask us how to spell
was important to them.

Certainly, this is a far more desirable way to

use and learn words than the inane
many classrooms.

a word which

"Dick and Janeisms"

so common in

The Headmaster, rather than organising a PTA remote

from the classroom, had declared

"open school"

policy which encouraged

parents to come into school at anytime and interest themselves in the
materials, and the children, and the environment.

In his opinion more

beneficial results came from this in a mouth than usually result from a
year of PTA diatribe.
These schools have a good measure of the

"education and ecstasy",

dreamed of by Leonard.

GKORGL I.

BROUN

—

AFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE CLASSROOM

Dr. George I. Brown of the Department of Education, University of

California, Santa Barbara, in conjunction with Esalen Institute, has con-

ducted an important exploratory study of the ways in which affective
techniques can be adapted for use in the normal school curriculum.

Having

completed a successful first year, the project has been expanded to include

work with elementary school teachers, junior high social studies teachers,
and senior high English teachers.

This project is one of several financed

Foundation, in its move
by the Fund for the Advancement of Education, Ford

toward greater support of the affective education area.

The goals of the
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project were as follows.

1.

4

To collect, describe and organise available approaches to

learning In the affective donaln.
2.

To select from these approaches those that can be adapted for

the public school curriculum.
3.

To develop sample lessons and units based on these, including

special materials where necessary, and to try these out in the classroom.
4.

To examine how these can fit into the conventional curriculum,

or how the curriculum can be modified to include, them with an end toward

better integration of the affective and cognitive domains.
5.

To make a face evaluation of these changes.

6.

On the basis of the results of this pilot project, to plan

broader model programs such as subject area and school wide or district
wide curriculum improvement, including a more vigorous evaluation.
The basic definitions which preface the project report follow*

Affective *

refers to the feeling or emotional aspect of experience

and learning

Cognitive *

refers to the activity of the mind in knowing an object,
to intellectual functioning.

humanistic Education *

when the affective and cognitive domains arc

integrated in individual and group learning.

4.

5.

Sur t California,
George I. Brown, Now* The Hunan Dimension, (Big
(Soon to bo published as
the Esalen Institute, 1968), p. 2-1.
a book by McGraw-Hill Book Co.)

Ibid
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The project was structured around a series of workshops
In which
the staff studied theories and experienced methods of
humanistic psychology,
and planned how to Integrate some of these affective experiences
with

cognitive learning in the classroom to produce "humanistic education".

The teachers then carried out these plans In their individual classrooms
and assessed what happened.

One of the great things about the project was that it afforded the

opportunity for classroom teachers from various levels to gather periodically at Esalen to develop and experience various affective techniques

which had classroom application, and then to return to their classroom
to try out what they had developed.

After trying them out, they would

gather again at Esalen to share experiences of successes and failures from
their classroom experimentation.
An example of the kind of work with which they experimented was the

teaching of an English unit for tenth graders using Stephen Crane*s book
The Red Badge of Courage as the subject matter, but teaching it in

e

way

that integrated the cognitive curriculum material with affective experiences,

Aaron Hillman, the teacher who developed this exercise, wanted his students
not only to gain a greater understanding of the novel, but also to better

understand human beings, to see themselves in the lives of others, and to
further their skills in critical thinking and in communication (verbal and
6

nonverbal)

.*

•

In approaching The Red Bad ^c^o f Courage in a hunanistic way, Aaron

t

ill-

man employed diverse means including daily diaries, readings, discussions,

writings, field trips, and affective exercises.

6.

Ibid, p. 5-12

Some of the questions ex-
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explored and exercises used are ligted below:
•

What is your courage?

•

What is the difference between you and nanhood?

•

A comparison of Civil War and World War II poetry.

•

Interviewing soraeoue who has known war.

•

Debating whether or not war is inevitable.

•

Collecting a series of pictures that represent courage and

weaving them into a story.
Awareness exercises which help the students contact their

«

environment in much the same way the hero contacts his
thoughts and actions in the novel
!

’’before the battle”.

Having the students form groups of six, and then telling each
group to get rid of one member followed by a discussion
of how it felt to be rejected from a group as the hero in

the novel was rejected from time to time.
•

Listening to war music and writing

dox^n freely

associated

thoughts and feelings that are evoked and then sharing them
in small groups.
•

Having the students (with eyes closed) recall a specific incident in the novel and then concentrate on getting in
touch with the environment of that situation

perature, the surroundings, etc.

—

the tem-

The students go through

instead of
the incident from beginning to end, and then
it entirely
trying to understand it, they are told to drop

and ”with a bounce of the imagination"

to jump into another

incident from the
character’s place and experience the same
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beginning but this tine from inside that other person. 7
This study by George Brovn contains the entire curriculur unit on

The Red Badge of Courage as well as detailed descriptions of other
curricula

developed by the Esalen - Ford Project staff and participating teachers.
The author had the enlightening experience of attending an Esalen

workshop conducted by George Brown and his talented wife Judy.
experience defies description.
provide a spiritual experience.
the.

This

Esalen and the environment of Big Sur
Contrary to the spectacular articles in

popular periodicals (written to sell magazines), emphasizing nudity

and promiscuity, Esalen is a vitally important haven for innovation in the

behavioral sciences .

Promiscuity is the exception at Psalen workshops

rather than being the rule (there are few rules at Esalen).
freedom, and self awareness are the rules, if any exist.

Brown are very skilled and delicate group leaders.

skilled in Gestalt Therapy described later

ir.

Openness,

George and Judy

George Brown is exceptionally

this chapter.

The Fsalcn Institute brochure describes its functions as follows!

Esalen Institute is a center to explore those trends in the behavioral sciences, religion and philosophy which emphasize the potentialities of human existence. Its activities consist of seminars
and workshops ... , research and consulting prograrnu, and a residential
program exploring new directions in education and the behavioral
sciences

After admitting that Esalen defies description, a psychologist
friend describes Esnler. this way:

have grown and shrunk there j I have made friends, lost the*
and regained them; I have known pleasure, pain, loneliness,
and
despair, acceptance, rejection, and peace there. I have seen
dispassionately.
found myself there, I can hardly speak of it
I

7.

Ibid..

p. 5 -16
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GERALD WEIHSTIEN

—

THE

"CURRICULUM OF CONCERNS"

The prime goal of the Ford-Esalen Project was to develop
affective
techniques that would enhance the existing curriculum of the
public schools
and thereby facilitate cognitive learning.

There is another approach

to Humanistic Education which aims at the development of a whole new
curriculum

area for the public schools

— the

"curriculum of concerns".

—his

the subject matter is the learner

In this approach

emotions, his feelings, his thoughts.

The goal is to assist the student in developing his sense of identity,
his sense of power, and his sense of connectedness.

becomes a

The affective domain

"subject", as biology and English are subjects.

This is the

approach to Humanistic Education espoused by Gerald Weinstein and his
associates Gerald Loney, Richard Nessen, Mark Polon, and Charles Ungerleider
of the University of Massachusetts School of Education.

g

The two approaches to Humanistic Education in the public schools are
not incompatible.

They are simply focusing on different curriculum areas,

both of which are important.

A curriculum of concerns does not imply that

academic subjects are not more meaningful when the cognitive and affective
processes are an integral part of the learning experience.

Nor does the

approach of the Ford-Esalen Project imply that a curriculum of concerns should
not be developed.
In fact. Brown, Weinstein, and their associates are coordinating this

important venture very closely, and the Ford Foundation has seen fit to

8.

See Gerald Weinstein, and Mario Fantini, The Disadvantaged , (New York*
Holt,
Harper and Row, 1968), Making the Urban School Work , (New York:
Mark
Reinhart, and Company. 1968), and Gerald Loney, Richard Nessen,
For the
Polon, Charles Ungerleider, and Gerald Weinstein, "Curriculum
13-19.
1969.
p.
Spring,
Trend
,
Inside! Humanistic Education"
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fund continued work for both of these mutually complementary activities,

Gerald Weinstein’s fascinating classroom work with
glosses and his

"Education of the Self unit"

"one way feeling”

will be described in

Chapter 4.
DWIGHT ALLEN

—

A REVOLUTIONARY

111

TEACHER TRAINING

Dwight Allen, Dean of the University of Massachusetts School of Education, Is one of the most effective Innovators in teacher training to

emerge Infhis decade.

His past work at Stanford University in microteaching

differentiated staffing, and the

"student us teacher"

has been disseminated

through films, tapes and even through the somewhat unwieldy communication
lines between our country’s elementary and secondary classrooms.

Under his

leadership, the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts is
now planning a revolution in teacher training with a great deal of emphasis
on Humanistic education.

In his first year at the University of Massachusetts

whom hadn't
Dwight Allen brought in thirty-five new faculty members, most of
hundred and
been contaminated by schools of education before, plus one

fifty new doctoral students many of whom had been

vant portions of society from one place or another.

"drop-outs"

from irrele-

This exciting group of

out all the old required
people erased the slate clean and after tossing

courses for the first semester, initiated a

"planning year"

during which

relevant school of education ought
they have been experimenting with what a
to be.

this process with no status
Students and faculty worl! side-by-side in

distinctions.
mittees.

planning work in comStudents receive course credit for the

dissolves
appears to be irrelevant, it
If a committee and its work

itself and students either begin

a

appears
new venture or work on one that

to be more relevant.
all
implemented is the abolishment of
One interesting chan S e already
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grades and conventional graduate
student transcripts.
are now
of

pass-fail,"

All courses

and instead of a transcript showing

"X"

hours

"Ed. 432", etc., each graduate
student will maintain a portfolio

containing descriptions of
out of the classroom.
for educational

"relevant learning experiences"

Additionally, credit

"non-course"

experiences.

"modules"

-

ln or

will be granted

How much more relevant and

useful this system is both for students, the
faculty, and future employers
than the meaningless transcripts of credits
being need by moat institutions!

Dwight Allen is a believer in juxtaposition of views,
experiences,
and approaches.

A look at his faculty demonstrates this.

He has every-

thing from historians, to psychologists, and a former
gang leader.

A

Saturday Review article on this exciting school makes the point.

The planning committees cover moot of the traditional
areas, plus a few not frequently found at other institutions.
Some groups appear to be working toward contradictory ends; for
instance, one committee studying "student centered teaching"
is
"testing the assumption that effective learning occurs best
in the context of a student exploring his own interests", while
another is concentrating on means for evaluating teachers according to performance criteria. Both plans will probably be used
next year since, one faculty member recently explained, "we
really don't know what works. That's what this place is about."
Credentials at TJ Mass don't count as much as Allen's perception
of people with ideas, talents, or perspectives that could prove
useful in shaping a new education school.
For instance, there is a full professor with no Fh.D. who is
a nationally known consultant on urban education.
One thirtyseven-year-old instructor was a mailman until he earned a B. A.
a couple of years ago; he is also a founder and executive director
of one of the few successful ghetto community centers in the
country'.
Another instructor without any advanced degrees is a
founder of Black Mountain College, an experimental "community of
scholars" that flourished briefly several years ago. One associate
professor who has a Ph.D. in history from Yale is a former campaign
manager for a successful state assembly candidate. Another
example of this new eclecticism is a full professor who Is thirtysix years old. Phi Feta Kappa, a Fhodes Scholar with a B . A. and
M. A. in music, ana a Ph. D. in Jungian psychology and social
anthropology from the University of Chicago (he wrote, choreographed, and produced a ballet for his dissertation).
This potpourri producea a dynamism and excitement that animates
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education both as an acaderic aubject and an
arena for action and
social change.
One device that may be a useful starting
point in thin respect is
tne educational
marathon", during which classes are suspended for
a
ay or two so that students, faculty members,
and outsiders can attend
a number o
simultaneous events, ranging from lectures on such
topics
as
The bomb, the beetles, and the Second Cor ipg—The
Problem of
Identity and the High School Student", displays of
educational technology,
'concerts" given by the Jurigian musician in which
nusicial
analogies are used in a lecture on "becoming Your Real Self",
to
selections from more than 160 hours of films and video tapes
on the
New York teachers* strike.
The way these films were made is indicative of the unfettered
spontaneity of the "planning year" at the school. On a Thursday in the
middle of the strike last fall, a group of students and faculty members decided it was a good opportunity to gather a wide range of
views on the problems of urban education, by Friday the decision had
been made to take five camera crews to New York, and $5,000 had been
raised from a foundation to support a week*s expenses. The planning
was done over the weekend, and by Monday morning the crews were spread
out over the city, filming and interviewing.
The slate has been wiped clean at U Mass, but that does not
mean that some of the traditional assumptions won’t be reaffirmed.
It is just that nothing is being taler, on faith and that everything
is being re-examined from an empirical point of view in an attempt to
find techniques and structures that speak to contemporary educational
needs. Allen and his staff are gambling that they can come up with
Bone relevant responses. They know these responses might not be answers, so they are hedging their bets and wagering on several different
horses. None of them may end up in the money, but they wouldn't have
been able to find that out unless they took the initial risks of action.
As one staff member has remarked, "education won't be changed by
throwing hooks at it."^

Gerald Weinstein whose work is described elsewhere in this chapter is
the director of the Center for Humanistic Education located in the University
of Massachusetts School of Education.

Also clustered around Dwight Allen

in thiB fertile, environment is a group of other

educators such as Masha

Rudraan and her

"humanistically oriented"

"Learning Theater"

project, also

mentioned in this chapter, and other no- less exciting individuals engaged
in the joyful endeavor of

9.

"learning to feel and feeling to learn".

Wallace Roberts, Voices in the Classroom, Clean Slate at U. Mass.,
Saturday Review, January IB, 1969, p. 63.
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terry hortou

Terry borton, while co-director with Norman
Mevberg of thr Affective

Education Research Project in the Philadelphia
Public Schools, developed
an outline of a theory of Affective Education
based on process as content.

Together, he and Newberg developed and tested affective
education curriculum and lesson plans in Urban Affairs and communication.

In this theory

borton and Newberg develop n rationale for teaching particular
processes
rather than specific content. 10
In speaking of the pioneers in humanistic education, Borton suggests
that:

The new critics do not simply attack the schools for their
academic incompetence, as did the Rickovers of a decade ago. They
are equally concerned with the schools* basic lack of understanding
that students are human beings with feelings as well as intellects.
Jonathan Kozol has given a gripping sense of the "destruction of
the hearts and nines of Negro children"
in his Death at an. Early Age .
In how Children Fail John Holt has shown that even in the best
pro—
gressive
schools, children live in constant fear which inhibits
their learning and Paul Goodman's Compulsory Mla-Kducatlon has made a
powerful case for his contention that "the. present school system is
leading straight to 1984." The intuitive warnings of these "romantic
critics" have been backed up by statistical evidence from the largest
survey of education ever conducted, Janes Coleman's Equality of Educational Opportunity . This survey correlates academic achievement with
attitudes such as a student’s self concept, sense of control over his
fate, and interest in school. The study concludes that these attitudes
and feelings are a combination of many of thr factors which educators
have usually thought were crucial, such as class size, salary of
teachers, facilities, curriculum.
The pressure to deal more directly with student feelings (increasingly a pressure from students as well as critics) has given rise to
dozens of different projects. 11
'

10.

11.

C(
Terry Borton, and Noman Newberg, Process as Content, Philadelphia:
Affective Education Researcu Project, 1969.

Terry borton,

"Reach, Touch, and Teach".

Saturday Review , Jan. 18, 1969.
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FKDKRICK S. PCRLf?

do my thing, and you do your thing.
am not In this world to live up to your
expectations.
And you are not in this world to live uo to
nine.
You are you and I an I.
And if by chance we find each other, it's
beautiful.
If not, it can* t be helped. 12
I

I

Fritz Peris, the father o" Gestalt group therapy, is
one of the leaders
in the self-awareness field.

Ills

bool. Gestalt Therapy Verbatim and the book

he co-authored with Ralph Hefferline, and Paul Goodman
entitled. Gestalt

Therapy x

Ijxcitenent and Growth in the Hunan Personality are excellent
,

sources of the various "Affective Techniques"

and exercises for self-aware-

ness leading the reader up through more advanced Gestalt Therapy exercises
Dr. Peris (both M.D. and PU.D.) is the colorful philosopher in residence

at Esalen working with younger psychologists and psychiatrists and with

Gestalt workshops and groups.

He is one of those rare individuals who in-

serts a message in most everything he says.
I

had the privilege of briefly meeting Fritz Peris while at Esalen in

early 1969.
Peris and

I

The brief exchange involved an Introduction during which Fritz

shook hands, with me giving my habitual firm hand shake.

Peris winced and withdrew his hand quickly saying,
to stammer a reply like
of weakness"

"Not so

hard.".'

"a good firm hand shake, you know...",

interrupted Peris quickly.

my short encounter and personal lesson from Fritz Peris.
In the enlightening days that followed at Esalen,

great deal more about my

12.

"cover— ups"

began

"is a sign

"It*s a cover-up for lack of warmth

and sensitivity which cau be expressed in a gentle hand clasp."

right.

I

Fritz

So much for

Of course, he was
I

was to learn a

and masks.

Fritz Peris in an address to the American Association For Humanistic
Psychology, Washington D. C. f 1969.
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Fritz Peris has done a great deal to
advance the concept of group

Gestalt Therapy to the point where

he feels that individual therapy,

outside a group setting, is almost obsolete.' 3
Perhaps this would be a good place to wake it clear
that

I

an not

suggesting in this book that teachers should practice
therapy in the classroom.

Clearly, the classroom is not the place to dig deeply
into an indiv-

idual's past.
and now"

Educators, however, have been too shy in dealing with

"here

feelings which invariably foment between students, and between

students and teachers.

Certainly, most counselors and psychologists have

made their message painfully clear that laymen should not be practicing
the

professional's trade.

Some counselors are quite threatened by the advent of

the humanistic education movement.

It's as though the teacher's dealing with

feelings in the classroom will prevent them from having to be dealt with by
the counselor outside of the classroom.

Of course, if that happened it

would be a blessing, but we're far from that utopian stage when children
have their concerns so well worked out with their teachers that counselors

become obsolete.

Carl Rogers stresses the fact that there is solid evidence

that a Ph.D. or M.D. is not necessary for group work*

"An outstanding ex-

ample is the work of Rioch (1903) showing that selected housewives can be
given training in a year's time which enables them to carry on therapy with
disturbed individuals— therapy which in its quality is indistinruishable
from work of experienced professionals."

14

In spite of tills, I am still not

13.

See a paper delivered by Terls at the American Psychological Association
Convention in New York City, September 1966 entitled, "Workshop vrs. 1
Individual Therapy." Also see Fritz Peris Gestalt Therapy Verbatim ,
published by the keal People Press, 939 Carol Lane, Lafayette, California
in 1969.

14.

Rogers, o^. cit .

p.

319.

30

advocating that teachers practice therapy,
they have the courage to push forward

—

'what I am

and push hard

advocating is that

—

against the

boundaries thut are keening them confined purely
within the cognitive
realm.

They must widen their sphere of Influence to include
the affective

domain as well.

Only by stepping out and taking the inherent risks—
risks

which are present in all meaningful human encounters—will
progress be rede.
PAUL GOODMAN
Paul Goodman who has been freely quoted throughout this book, is an

individual admirably impetient with our existing educational system,

dis

books. Compulsory Mis-P.dncation and The Community of Scholars reflect his
views that we must humanize our educational system before it is torn down

completely by the student it has alienated:
It*s in the schools and from mass media rather than at home
or from their friends that the mass of our citizens in all classes
learn that life is inevitably routine, depersonalized, venally graded;
that it is best to toe the mark and shut up;
that there is no p>lace
for spontaneity, open sexuality, free spirit.
Trained in the schools,
they go on to the same quality of jobs, culture and politics. This is
education, mis— education, socializing to the national noma and regimenting to the national needs. 15

and:

There is good evidence that normal children will make up the first
seven years of schoolwork with four to seven months of good teaching. 16
lie

proposes some possible solutions to our school problems:
1.

2.

No school at. all for a few classes.
No school buildings for a few classes (use the city as a

school)
3.

Use unlicensed adults of the community (a druggist, storekeeper,

mechanic)

Make class attendance not compulsory.
Decentralize an urban school irto small units with 20-50 in
5.
available storefronts or clubhouses and equip them with record players
and pinball machines for combining play, socializing, discussion, and
formal teaching.
A.

15.

Goodman, o£. cit .

16.

Ibid., p. 32.

,

p. 23
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6.
Use some school money to send children
to marginal farina for a
couple of months of the year (six children
from mixed backgrounds to a farmer). 17

In addressing himself to the problems
of our colleges and univer-

sities, Goodman suggests:

Two modest changes, that are feasible almost
immediately,
that would entail no risk whatever, and yet would
immensely Improve
academic coununities and liberate then in relation to
society. First
one half dozen prestigious liberal arts colleges—
Authors 9 Swarthmore!
Connecticut, weslyan, Carlton—would announce that they
required for
admission a two year period, after high school spent in some
maturing
activity, iiy "maturing activity" could be meant: working
for a
living (especially if the job were gotten without connections),
community service such as volunteer service in a hospital, the domestic
Peace Corps, the army; a course of purposeful travel that met
required standards; an independent enterprise in art; business, or science
away from home with something to show for the time spent. The purpose
would be two fold: to get students with enough life— experience to be
educable on the college level, and to break the lockstep of 12 years of
doing assigned lessons for grades.
Second, abolish grading and use te £^ing only and entirely for
pedagogic purposes as teachers see fit.
de suggests that:
In reconstructing the present system, the right principles seem
to be the following:
To make it easier for youngsters to gravitate to what suits
1.
them, and to provide many points of quitting and return.
To cut down the loss of student hours in parroting and forgetting,
2.
and the loss of teacher hours in talking to the deaf.
To engage more directly In the work of society, and to have
3.
useful products to show instead of stacks of examination papers .

19.

17

.

18.

To be candid, I do not think that we will change along these lines.
Who is for it? The surburbs must think I an joking, I understand bo
little of status and salary. Negroes will say I air. down-grading
them. The big corporations like the system as it is, only more so.
The labor unions don’t want kids doing jobs. And the new major class of
school-monks has entirely different ideas of social en ineering. Nevertheless, in ray opinion, the present system is not viable. The change,
when it comes, will noc be practical and orderly.

Ibid ., p. 34.

Ibid., pp. 123-120.
Ibid., p. 153.

20

Ibid., p. 154
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CARL ROGERS

Carl Royers i« Resident Fellow at the Center
for Studies o? the Person,
La Jolla, California,

Institute.

tie

was formerly with the Western Behavioral Sciences

Carl Rogers was the recipient of the American
Psychological

Association’s first Distinguished Scientific Contribution
Award.
Carl Rogers has written extensively concerning hia
experience and research
in paycho therapy,

riis

book. On Decouin,; a Person , is a classic.

However, he

recently has written what, in the author’s opinion, is the best book
in the
field of humanistic education.

This book, Freedom to Learn is Carl Rogers’

attempt to put down for teachers and educators, his pertinent thoughts
about learning which have been so popular and rewarding to those in psychology

who have read hia articles and books.

The theme of this book is that learning

can be enjoyable when the teacher becomes a learning facilitator and deals with
feel in 5*8 as well as with the intellect.

Tin*

book shows how three teachers——

a sixth grade teacher, a professor of college freshmen, and a graduate faculty

i.eubar— have provided in different, ways the exciting freedom in which their

21.

Ibid., p.

2 1)4.
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c

tudoatc learn,

lie

presents the attitudes which he
feels the successful

"learning facilitator"
attitudes.

must achieve and surest* ways
for ach levin? such

He then presents some of his basic
philosophy and convictions

about learning

modern world.

From there he deals with the problems
of values In the
In the last chapter he presents a
plan for bringing about

self-directed change through Intensive group
experience In an educational
system.
At the beginning of this chapter Carl
Rogers was quoted as saying
...the facilitation of significant learning
rests upon certain attitudinal

qualities which exist in the personal relationship
between the facilitator
and the learner."

Carl Rogers and his associates first discovered
these

attitude qualities through their work in the field of
psychotherapy.

But

they are now finding increasing evidence that they
apply in the classroom
as well.

These thoughts of Carl Rogers are so relevant to the theme of

this book that

I

feel it essential to quote from him at some length:

Realness in the facilitator
1.
When the facilitator is a real person, being what he is entering into
a relationship with the learner without presenting a front or a facade,
he is much more likely to be effective.
...lie can be enthusiastic,
... bored, ... interested, ... angry,... sensitive and sympathetic.
Because he accepts these feelings as his own he has no need to
impose them on his students. Thus he i3 a person to his students not
a faceless embodiment of a curricular requirement nor a sterile tube
through which knowledge is passed from one generation to the next.
Prizing, Acceptance, Trust .
2.
I think of it as prizing the learner, prizing his feelings, his opinions,
his person. It is a caring for the learner, but a non-possessive
caring. It is an acceptance of this other individual as a separate
person, having worth in his own right. It is a basic trust~a belief
that this other person is somehow fundamentally trustworthy. . .an
imperfect human being with many feelings, many potentialities.
Empathetic Understanding
3.
When the teacher has the ability to understand the student*s reactions
from the inside, has a sensitive awareness of the way the process of
education and learning seems to the student , then again the likelihood
of significant learning is increased.
Thin kind of understanding is sharply different from the usual

M
evaluative understanding which follow. the
pattern of. "I understand
what is wrong with you*'*
Only slowly can wo learn to be truly real.
For first of all one
irmst be close to one's feelings, capable
of being aware of than.
Then one must be willing to take the risk of sharing
than an they are,
inside, not disguising then as Judgments, or attributing
them to other
people.
It would be moat unlikely that one could hold the
three attitudes
I have described,. . .unless he has come
to have a profound trust in
the human organism and ito potentialities. If I distrust
the
human being then I must cram him with information of my ovm
choosing, lest
he go hia own mistaken way. But if I trust the capacity of
the human
individual for developing his own potentiality, then I can provide him
with many opportunities and permit him to choose his owt; way and
his own direction in his learning. 23
lihen a facilitator creates, even to a modest degree, a classroom
climate characterized by all that he cat. achieve of realneaB, prizing,
and empathy; when he trusts the. constructive tendency of the individual
and the group; then he discovers that he has inaugurated an educational
revolution. Learning becomes life, and a very vital life at that. 2 ^

Carl Rogers doesn't stop with just beautiful convincing philosophy.
He presents some evidence:

First of all, in the field of psychotherapy , liarrett-Lennara
(1962) 25 developed an instrument whereby he could measure these nttitudinal
qualities: genuineness..., prizing..., empathy,
... those clients who
eventually showed more therapeutic change as measured bv various
instruments, perceived more of these qualities in their relationship
with the therapist than did those who eventually showed less change.
So we may say, cautiously, and with qualifications... that if, in
therapy, the client percciven his therapist as real... one who prizes,
and empathetically understand him, self- learning and therapeutic change
are facilitated.
How another thread of evidence, thin time more closely to education.
2& found that when high school teachers were asked to
Ensue r ling (1961)
identify the problems they regarded as most urgent, they could be
divided into two groups. Those who regarded their most serious problems,
for example, as "helping childreii think for themselves and he independent";

pp. 106-111.

22.

Rogers, op . clt .

23.

Ibid ., p. 114.

24.

Ibid ., p. 115.

25.

Barret t-Lennard, Dimensions of therapist response as causal factors in
therapeutic chan c. Ps ychological Monograph, 1962, 76 (Whole No. 562).

26.

,

relationships between personality characteristics of clnsnroor teachers and pupil perceptions. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation Amburn U. Arab urn Alabama. 1961.
F.

F. Eranerling, A study of the
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27
A small pilot study by Bills
(1961, 1966)
extends the signi_icance of these findings. A group of
. . .
teachers were selected, ...
(halt; oi them rated as adequate and
effective bv their superiors, and
also showing this more positive orientation
to their problems....
The students of these teachers were then
asked to fill out the BarrettLeunard Relationship Inventory, giving their
perception of their teacher's
relationship to then.
The more effective teachers were rated higher in
every attitude
measured by the Inventory I they were seen as more
real,
as having a higher ... regard for their students,
were less conditional
or judgmental in their attitudes, showed tore empathetic
2
understanding.
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A more comprehensive study, by Macdonald and Zaret, 29 studied
the
recorded, interactions of ... teachers with their students. When
teacher
behavior tended to be ’open’ clarifying, stimulating, accepting,
fleilitating— the student responses tended to be 'productive '——discovering, exploring, experimenting, synthesizing, deriving implications.
When teacher behavior tended to be 'closed* judging, directing, reproving, ignoring., probing, or priming the student responses tended
to be * reproductive '-—parroting , guessing, acqulscing, reproducing facts,
reasoning from given or remembered data. ... It would appear that

—

l

—

—

27.

Personal correspondence from R. E, Bills 1961, 1966.

28.

Rogers, op . clt ., p. 117.

29.

J. B. Macdonald, & Esther Zaret, A study of openness in classroom interactions.
(Unpublished manuscript, Marguette University, 1966).
1

66

teachers who are Interested in process, and facilitative in their
interactions, produce self— initiated and creative responses in their
students. Teachers who are interested in evaluation of students produce passive, memorized, *ea*er to please* responses from their
students.-* 0

Carl Rogers goes on to present sone evidence that the student actually
learns more where these attitudes arc present.

Finally, he presents rich

testimonial evidence from students and teachers that when these three atti-

tudes— realness, trust and empathetic understanding—are exhibited

by the

teacher, learning is facilitated.

Carl Ropers advances

a

number of principles of learninv which he draws

from his work and the work of other associates which are also most relevant
to the theme of this book:

Human beings have n natural potentiality for learning .
1.
They are curious about their world, until and unless this curiosity is
blunted by their experience in our educational system.
Significant learning takes place when the subject natter Is
2.
preceived by the student as having relevance for his own purposeo .
in
Learning which involves a change in self organization
3.
is threatening and tends to be resented .
the preception of oneself
Why has there been so much furor ... concerning an adolescent boy
Surely the length of his hair
cones
who
to school with long hair?
reason seems to be that if I,
The
difference.
objective
makes little
value which he placed on nonthe
accent
as a teacher or administrator ,
which
I have placed on conformvalue
conformity then it threatens the
to exist I may
contradiction
ing to social demands. If I permit this
cf
reappraisal
a
to
find myself changing, because I will be forced
some of my values.
Those learnings which are threatening to the self are more
A.
easily perceived and assimilated when external threats are at a minimum .
The boy who is retarded in rending already feels threatened and
inadequate because of this de lining. i'Then he is forced to attempt to
efforts,
read aloud in front of the groin, when he is ridiculed for his
when his grades are a vivid reflection of his failure, it is no surprise
perceptible
that he may go through several years of school with no
supportive,
a
hand,
other
the
On
increase in his reading ability.
encouragement
an
or
grades,
of
understanding environment ar.d a lack
and permit bin to make
of self evaluation, remove the external threats
fear.
by
progress because he is no longer paralyzea

—

30.

Rogers, on. cit .

,

p.
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Carl Royers questions in what possible way can he make
real contact

with his unknown renders.

Ke likes to

•veil,

—

he has achieved this

be.

heard- to truly communicate himself,

and most phenominally, through a book

—

Freedom

to Learn !

Carl Rogers is also associated with the La Jolla Program, formerly the
Group for Religion and Psychology associated with the Western behavioral
ociences Institute.

This group is doing a great deal of pioneering in small

encounter groups and their applications to different kinds of organizations and
professions,

bach summer they hold institutes for persons interested in

applying stnall encounter groups to their work.

These sessions, held at the

University of California, San Diego campus, emphasize direct experience in

encounter groups, both as a member and as a facilitator, plus content-centered
sessions which stress a

"people-oriented" philosophy of leadership.

The La

Jolla Program Is co-directed by Bruce Meador, Douglas Land, and William
Carlson, with Carl Rogers serving as consultant.

31.

Ibid ., p. 157-163.
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Sidney Simon - Value Theory and Practice

Dr. Sidney Simon, formerly of Temple University, but presently with
the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, School of Education, is an exceptionally humanistic

classroom teacher

v/ho

has developed classroom exercises and experiences which

lead toward the development of values .

course on
on values.

In addition to teaching a section of a

"Education of the Self", Sid Sinon has designed a complete course
I

have had the privilege of sitting in on

a few of these fascin-

ating, humanistic sessions.

Sid Simon will ask his students to list the five most important things in which
they believe.

Eventual^/ he will teach them to teat these values against

a set of seven criteria which he believes values should he measured against.
If a belief does not meet all seven criteria, it is less than a value, and

Sid Simon calls it a

"value indicator"

rather than a value.

It night become

a value after some hard work, but now it is only an indicator of a value.

Students are required by Sid Simon to make separate value cards for each of
their values which contain a complete description of the value.

The seven criteria against which Sid Simon measures values are as follows.
Before something is a value:

1.

You must be willing to publicly affirm it.

2.

There must be an element of pride in it.

3.

It must be consistent, repeated, and part of a pattern.

4.

It must be chosen from alternatives.

5.

It must be based on free choice.

6.

It must be thought out rather than happenstance.

7.

You must act on it.

yon believe In nost and
Take a nnute now and write down a list of the things
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apply the above criteria to then one by one and see if they
are really values
(they must meet all the criteria to be values).

A sample list for discussion and which also stimulatea a great deal
of

thought is the following list of possible values.

how it applies to you.
these to see if any of

Take each one and decide

After you have done that, apply the seven criteria to
there

are values for you.

This is a good list for adult

classes to bring out the various aspects of values and the criteria as well as
to stimulate discussion
1.

What, if anything, does your family do that is special at Christmas,

Chanukah, or on holidays?
2.

Do you believe that every 12th grader should be given full birth con-

trol information?
3.

What plans, if any, have you made for your parents for when they be-

come old and feeble?
things, if any, do other people spend money on that you do not?

A.

\Jhat

5.

What percentage of the tine do you feel that

a

women should achieve

an orgasm during sex?

When

I

applied the seven criteria to this list

out of the five possible.

I

found

had only two values

The first one concerned the family decoration of
The second was that

our Christmas tree which met all seven of the criteria.
I

I

don * t spend any money on cigarettes which met all criteria.

believed in number 2, it didn’t meet all the criteria.

I

Though

1

fell through com-

pletely on number 3, and on number 5, ny answer wasn’t selected from alternatives, wasn’t based on free choice and

I

hadn’t put a lot of thought into it.

number one.
Sid Simon has a delightful example of a value with regard to

In

rush and chaos that
his family on Christinas morning, rather than the typical
by an anticlimatic and
most families experience opening the presents followed
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and long Christian day, the Simon family begins
at eight In the morning, at
the Christmas tree with the youngest child going
to the tree and getting

the presents that he has made (not purchased!) and
taking, then one by one to

each member of the family who in turn opens hi9 and
listens while the giver

explains why he made that particular gift for that person, what
it means, difficulties he had making it, etc.

The youngest child taken his turn doin;

this for each member of the family while the family listens and watches.

This is followed by the next youngest child and or up until sometime in the

evening (after breaks for meals) it gets around to the father to give his
gifts.

How unlike the greedy commercialized version of Christmas that

emerged throughout this country!

lias

This is a sample of a value which meets

all seven criteria for that family and which undoubtedly provides a great

deal of strength and happiness for them.

These exercises with valueR bring out

hoi/

few strong ones we really have

(stronp values are those that meet the seven criteria).

Values

—

even small

ones -- provide a great source of strength to individuals and families.

Another

value that Sid Simon’s family has is that whenever anyone in his home drops

something
then.

—

an e<’p, a plass, a pencil, etc.

This is a nice little value to have.

—

someone else picks it up for

Whan you drop something, rather

than becoming depressed or angry, you can receive a little lift when someone

ru6hca to pick it up for you.

Tt is easy to belittle the importance and

the strength that can derive from even small values, and it seems that we

really have few in this modern age.

Another interesting exercise which Sid

Simon uses in his humanistic values class is to have the students each make a
list of the fifteen or twenty things that cone to their minds that give then

great pleasure or joy.

Try this out now (if you can’t list fifteen, there
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Isn't nearly enough fun In your life).
each pleasure, the

date,

After this Is done, write after

that you last experienced It.

This can lead to a

revealing and fascinating class discussion about how we enjoy
ourselves
and how often.

Next, place a dollar sign after each Item that costs money.

It was amazing to me, as I did this, that very few of the
things that

really enjoy cost much money.

Pleasure and happiness arc Inexpensive!

Now go through the list again and place a
usually require considerable planning.
an "S"

people.

I

"P" after those activities which

Finally, go through the list and place

after those things that you generally share with someone or other

Place an

"A"

after those which you do alone.

a lot about whether you are a

"loner"

This will tell you

or a gregarious person.

Tills

exer-

cise helps lead a student into a clearer idea of what he values, why, how

strongly, etc.
Sid Simon has several exercises which force students to think about priorities.

After dividing the class into snail groups of four, for example,

he will ask university students to take the following three qualities in a

potential mate and rate them in order one to three:
great communicator; great child raiser.

great sex partner;

After this has been done he will

have them think about a new quality they would rate even higher than the one
they placed first of the three given ones plus another new quality they

would rate below the one they placed last.

This is followed by what invar—

ibly becomes a fascinating discussion in the small groups.
cise is done with other things such as occupation:

occupations one to three, how would you rate then?"

Pickle inspector
Wiper at a car wash
Toll collector

This sane exer-

"If you had to rate these
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Then pick a worse occupation than any of the
three and a better one.
’Mow would you like to be loved?"

Rate these one, two, and three t

Or,

Loved

more than you love; loved leas than you love; loved
equally but dull.

Another way of forcing students to think of value priorities
is to have
them take the following things and place them as they are read
off oue-by-

one in the chart which follows,

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
13.
16.
Not?

how do you feel about:

A favorite kind of music
A favorite season
Nexjs on T,

V.

Favorite kind of ice cream.
Favorite actor
Underwear preference (e.g. Fruit of the Loon over B.V.D.'s)
Favorite automobile
The man should carve, the roast
Favorite food for breakfast
Favorite deodorant
Favorite romantic place
Favorite love-naking position
Favorite tyne of Christmas tree
Favorite variety of apple
Part of the newspaper you always a^oid
Favorite color of hair

place these, starting with the first (don’t skip around), in the chart

which follows (use pencil because you'll have to erase as you fill up the
blocks and find the need to change priorities.

Each of the four blocks under

each category has the sane weight or value).

Very clear

Pretty strong
preference

Doesn't matter
much

No strong
feeling at all
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This is a fascinating exercise which
can force students to think
about

their values and the priorities associated
with

the..,.

After doing the

exercise break up into small groups or dyads
for discussion.
Another interesting thing that Sid Simon has
his class do is to make a
collage name tag in any shape or form using any
materials, drawings, cut-outs,

etc., which depict something about them, their values,
or the way they feel.
Each day this is built upon, changed, added to, etc.,
to reflect the changes
and growth the person may be experiencing.

In one of these classes I attended,

the variety and richness of expression in these name tage
collages was amazing.

Some were larger than the people, others were three dimensional,
and they

contained everything from photographs to foliage, to velvet figures.

Hut

each contained deeply personal and human meaning which cane out in small group

discussions.

It is the large member of nationally unrecognized humanistic

teachers hidden in isolated classrooms throughout the country such as Sid
Simon, who make it worthwhile holding out hope that someday many more of our

students will realize that learning can be fun and deeply meaningful.

MASHA RUDMAN
Once again we focus on the University of Massachusetts School of Education’s
hot bed of Innovation to take a look at Masha Rudman and her Learning Theater
a fascinating project enabling teachers and children to live and feel their

learning.

What follows is Masha’s own description of the project:

—
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THE LEARNING THEATER!
We Call it Education for the Year 2000

Masha Rudnan

Creative, concerned, and perceptive teachers have always
recognised
that different children learn from and respond to the same
stimulus in

very different ways.

These teachers have attempted to vary their teaching

otyles in order to reach an many students as possible.

They have encouraged

their students to report on their learning in as interesting and effective
a

manner as possible.

And they have always recognizee that the student learns
1

more from what he generates

arid

discovers than from what the teacher hands

out and pours in.

For the past two semesters we have been conducting a series of pilot

projects aimed at combining all the above practices and principles.
our approach the Learning Theater.

Shakespeare says that

"

all the world's

ences, and interprets society*

instrument of change .

Why

"theater"?
a

V'e

call

What in theater?

stage" . Theater analyzes, influ-

It uses the communication process as on

Today's theater further expands the role of the

audience so that it is involved even more actively in the production .

Effec-

tive theater stirs all the participants. Including the audience, to a new

understanding of themselves, a new awareness of the world, and, hopefully, to
some action or reaction leading from the learning situation.

This is what

education is about.
The aims of the Learning Theater stress student-initiated curriculum,

decision making, acceptance of the responsibility for these decisions, developing a sense of responsibility for one's self and for the community, anc the

developing and enlarging of the repertoire of communication skills for each
participant.

The Learning Theater encourages integration of the arts and the
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uae of many techniques of dram, music, art,
and nev media in order to accom-

plish the above aims.

Within the concept of learning as theater, every
phase of education
becomes involved.

Teacher education must be changed both in method of

preparation, and in final

’’product".

Curriculum development and architec-

tural structure aunt undergo radical change to keep pace
with the thrust of this

nev system.

Dissemination of information and involvement of the community at

large are essential factors.

Although successful models of the free learning schools (such as the
Leichef ter shire schools in England, and the Fayerweather Street School in

Cambridge, Hass.) have been functioning for years, the Learning Theater moves

beyond these models, providing a total learning environment, and completely
removing the traditional confines of classroom, grade level, and the narrow
image of the teacher.

Further, it enables the student to grow and develop

by following his positive instincts of curiosity, imagination, and self-

fulfillnent.

Just as the theater’s commitment is to communicate to the

audience its interpretation, exploration, analysis and understanding of the
world, so too members of the learning theater take the responsibility of

communicating to and with themselves and each other.
coincides with the community’s needs.
and contribute to each other.

Individual choice validly

Thus the student and community interact

The continuous developToent of the capacity for

commitment and responsible decision making is an important factor built into
our concept.

Ly insuring freedom of choice and multiple avenues of communi-

cation we end the tradition of programming a passive child.

To quote. George

Leonards
Lvery educator
can share in that delight. The methods are available. The needs
for reforn are clear. The chief obstacles are. simply inertia and low
expectations. Actually, a new education is already here, thrusting

’’Every child, every person can delight in learning.
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happen?”^*

° f ***** barrlfir bullt arnlnBt *t.

Why not help It

During the spring 1969 semester, for the first
tine, we offered
in the Learning Theater for college students.

a course

We began each class with student-

led Improvisations aimed at increasing communication.

Some are in the form

of dance, some musically oriented, many are dramatic.

There are no restric-

tions.

We then move to a group warmup exercise involving identifying
our-

selves and each other in different ways:
a food I'd be

"My name ia

•

if

\

were

The students have taken the responsibility for

sharing their reading with each other.

One student, who had read Maslow’s

Toward a Psychology of deing . p re- taped a narrative, and a poetry reading with
a Mozart piano concert in the background, danced, and offered to our view a

montage of pictures, souvenirs, paintings and graphics, all very effectively

communicating the peak experiences of her life, and the ideas inherent in
Mas low * a book.

Other students have shared readings such as Teacher How

Children Fail Now:

the human Dimension The Primary School Revolution in Brltlan .
.

and others in interesting and meaningful ways.

We have explored learning styles and teaching styles through films,
field trips, and demonstrations.

If the response of the students is any

indication, the idea is working fine.

The major revision our students have

suggested is that we please hold classes more often!
If we are to accept the responsibility of institutionalizing growth in

today’s society we must be courageous enough to discard all of our preconcep-

32.

George B. Leonard, "The Future Now,"

Look , (October 15, 1968).
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tlona about the current ire citation
of education, especially those

that dictate the notions of

“claa.ee,"

"teachers,"

and the stereotyped In-

take-regurgi cation process called learning.

Education today can be a box:

aocietineR Its walls are

"flexible,"

Interchangeable, movable, but the confines of the
box remain.

we insert curricula, administrators, teachers
and students.

Into this box
Each of these

components is separate, integral to itself, and unequal
in value or position
compared to the others.

If the box is shaken, the components

ir.i^ht

get

jarred and bounce against each other, but the box is
generally positioned
so tiat it is immovable.

in the context

o.:

Sometimes other components are added, but always

the box.

but throws it away,

The Learning Theater does not merely open the box,

33

WHAT FOLLOWS IS SOMT CRYSTAL— BALL GAZING:

Sone possible experiences in the
Learning Theater of the future.

Andrew is an exuberant five, but under pressure or under the confusion
of too quick changes he may loose his normal willingness to participate.

He is his beat early in the morning, so his parents drop him at school a
few minutes after 8:00.

be has brought a snake with him today so he heads

for the receiving room to get someone to hold the snake while he puts his

coat away.

The other children who arc there (6 children ages 5-12) are

delighted with Andrew’s snake and he posts SHAKES on the board.

After half

an hour or no Andrew decides to put the snake in the terrarium.

Eight children

have signed up for SNAKES and Andrew, with the help of a staff member posts
the meeting time (11:00) for the group to discuss their production.

Andrew finds he has 12 children signed up for snakes .

33.

Masha Rudman,

"The Learning Theater", Trend .

he asks an older

(Spring, 1969).

p.

29.
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child to help and the group looks at Andrew's snake
and materials for a

while.

The

"teacher"

then guides a discussion to find out what is al-

ready known and what should be expanded.

The snail children decide to

find out:

How snakes grow and shed their skins.
What they eat.
Who and what are their friends and enenies.
What kinds are poisonous and how to tell.

1)

2)
3)
4)

Three older children remember the snake in Adam and Eve and want to

know more about mythical snakes.
resources.

A guide is called to help children find

The younger children plan a trip to a science museum in two

days, and they all plan to meet in three days to discuss the production.

Andrew is helped to schedule his own pre-museum activities - the above listed
with others and decides it is time for lunch and pipy
* * * *
8

1/2 year old Mark's day begins at the Computer Center, although

most of his day is pretty well taken up with existing projects.
His production of caterpillar net amor phooes is being shovrn today for

all the school.

It has been in production for a week.

Mr.rk is

directing

this project since it vns his caterpillar that was brought in two weeks ago,

and it was he who had slides taken of the change,

together now that he has put in order,
his science studio—workshop.

ant!

He has a set of slides

a narrative that he composed in

The climax of the slide production occurs when

the Monarch butterfly achieves its freedom.

He has had help from the Audio-

developVisual Studio-Workshop in setting up the equipment and in the actual
at given
ment of the slides, but he took the pictures himself , three each day

intervals, and he researched each phase in the Science Studio-Workshop,
photography because of his
is now about to enter a more advanced stage in

lie
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experiences in tnis production.

He spends from 8*30 - 9*30 practicing
the

narrative in sequence with the slides.
taped on TV.

At 9*45 his .how is presented and

He and members of his cast lend discussions and
have a

question and answer session from 10 - 10*30.
After lunch, Mark proceeds to the round auditorium vh^re
he has agreed
to paint some sets for an upcoming production on outer
apace.

Unfortunately,

his older sister, who bosses him constantly, is also involved
in this pro-

duction.

^®lp

Mark decides with the help of the production advisor that he needs

coping with tnic situation and goes to the Psychology studio—'workshop

to gain 8 one skill in sliding confrontation.

After half an hour, Mark returns

to the production board to get an idea of what he will select for tomorrow,

he makes some tentative choices, anu boards the bus for hone.
* * * *

For Donna, an eleven year old student at the Learning Theater, each
day is in a sense personalized, tailored to fit her needs.

At the close of school on Friday, the computer has punched out Donna's
schedule for Monday to read as follows*
12*00*

Sewing Workshop 1*00 - 4*00*

production, lOtUO*

Creative Writing Workshop, 8*00 -

Cast Meeting for Great Depression

- Attendance at production Autumn Leaves, 1*00.

Donna arrives at school a little before 9*00, goes to the central room
of Theater 2000 Nov;, and checks her bulletin board and ciAilbox for any

changes in schedule.

She then goes to her creative writing workshop which

is manned by a group of instructors, who, for the most part are able to

give a good deal of individual attention.

Under the influence of her pro-

duction and the book she had read this past weekend, she has written
story about prejudice and a Mexican American boy.

a

short

Donna and the instructor

discuss the story, discover both its good and bad aspects, and plan what
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revisions or change* Donna will make when she
rewrites it.

The instruc-

tor also Suggests that Donna might want to
attempt writing a poem, and

they discuss how a poem works.

After leaving the workshop, Donna attends her cast
meeting of the
Great Depression production.

After some discussion, the cast members

sketch some rough plot ideas, choose one on which they will
elaborate and
split up into committees,

Donna joins the script writers and also offers

to help with the scenery.

The group decides to meet every day that week

and schedules a tentative production date for that Friday.

After lunch Donna attends the production

"Autumn Leaves".

duction opens as the cast gives

a

written together about Auturm.

The next part of the program

The pro-

choral reading of a poem which they have
i9

a descrip-

tion through slides and overhead projector of the scientific reasons why

leaves change color.

After a question and answer session, the production

closes with children costumes in red, yellow, orange, and brown performing
a dance of falling leaves which they had made up and choreographed with the

aid of the dance expert.
*

Ar

A A

Valerie is 11 years old, and in the sixth grade.

She is obsessed with

the desire to become a dancer, and spends two to three strenuous hours
daily, in serious dance study.

Valerie arrives limping, and goes immediately to her advisor.

She

has pulled a ligament at her previous day’s modern dance class; this has

happened before, and she had decided upon the suggestion that some knowledge
of the muscles of the leg, might prevent future accidents.

Her advisor

consults the schedule of the day’s productions and finds that a group of

boys and girls (with Interest in becoming the doctors and nurses of the
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future) and working on a production

’’The

Dilative System”,

she suggest,

that this group might be Interested In a further
project on muscles.

erie finds them almost ready to begin a scene on

"the stomach".

Val-

They

agree to help her in a few days time, if she will be
in their present production; they are short of people.

After listening to

a

discussion on the

process, Valerie is an enzyme swimming in digestive juices, and
promises
to help the following day, to create, in movement a demonstration
of the

peristaltic process.
She spends half an hour at lunch, and at 12:20 goes off to fulfill
"Cor.

muni ty Responsibility".

This is

one.

of the options of the school, Each

child can contract weekly for one project which actively contributes to
the needs of others.

dance.

Valerie leads a lower elementary group in creative

She has weekly planning sessions with specialists in creative dra-

matics and in physical education, and draws on their assistance whenever

necessary.

Not only is this arrangement bcnefitting the younger children,

but Valerie's interaction with them and the guiding adults is a satisfying
and valuable learning experience to her.
* * * *

The genuine enthusiasm and excitment of the students involved in the

Learning Theater is apparent in these students evaluations:

The Learning Theater
It's happy feeling for the rest of the day!!

course I've ever taken~for myself, my major,

-low

rrv

The most valuable

future and now .

ideas, feelings, experiences
Sharing
in beautiful people
Warmth
from new people
New Friends
new styles, old forms
Discovery
through awareness and fun
.
Learning
sad more people haven't joined us.
- Judy Goldman -
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Blind walks... writing haiku. . .non-verbal
communication. . .what is
a

piece

o'*

string thinking when snail boy scouts are learning
their knots?

...one person creates different images to different
people... can one really
tell the color of an object by just feeling it?.
. .thinking of six objects

beginning with the same letter isn’t as easy as it eounds under
pressure...
do

I

really call ny professor by her first name? .. .since the whole
course

is new and different, why shouldn’t teacher-student relationships
be differ-

ent also?... Right?... Of course, right!

Improvisation*
Did you ever stop to think about what a piece of bacon might be thinking

while fried?

Or did you ever wonder how a plum felt becoming a prune?

these lifeless things cane to life one morning in class when
asked each person to act out a different object.

I

The kids used their whole

bodies to enact it and did a very good job.
- Marjorie Levin -

The

>

1/2 hour class.

As teacher, how do we use uo two hours this

week, as student, it can’t be tine to leave,

I

was effectively using the

Stanislavski method to play that ornery-bright-disoriented student’s alter
ego.

With John Holt and psychodrams , that alter-ego becomes ny ego.

A

new found ability and courage to articulate outside this accepting community and

I

take on the Speech Department.

A name game, I’m a Russian Wolfhound, a Midsummer

Moussaka.

I

Isi

iit’s

know everybody’s name and Masha’s a pumpernickel.

and xylophone compositions, the strobe light dar.ce.

Drear. ,
’lath

a

equations

We’re all Getting

Stewed With Patch.
I’m a Maori five-year old pre-reader and my word Is zoo.

A blind walk
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with yellow dandelion pollen on my check.
Ciardi partnership.

Thumbs up for llaiku and a Mozart-

When did yon ever look forward to a book report?

— Barbara Woodbury —
The Learning Theater
a knish

—

—

where your next-seat neighbor wishes he were

where a visit fron Superman is not surprising,

What is the Learning Theater?
cation since the pencil.

It is the greatest innovation in Edu-

Different teaching styles, different learning

styles, different ways to communicate.
are.

Bring out the you in you.

"we”

in you.

Interact,

And the me in you.

Become what you really
And make them into the

Like, WOW!

Where else could you climb your favorite mountain or become your favorite state.

Where else would uninformed spectators ask

convention in the building?"

"Is there a blind

Where else can you see people let loose and

really become themselves?
It's the Learning Theater.

And It*s the Greatest!!
- Stuart Kaplan -

When we first initiated the Learning Theater

"course"

we had many

feelings, ideas, and philosophical notions, but we wondered how to translate

these into a viable series of experiences.

For the staff of the Learning

Theater perhaps the most significant question was

"”ow to determine a

focus and structure for the course that would encourage a common group

experience and also allow maximum individual flexibility?"
a focus:

We agreed on

observing, analyzing, and experimenting with three interrelated

facets of teacher-student involvement - communication, teaching styles, and

learning styles.
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Rather then begin by trying to explain our
ideas about the Learning

Theater and impose our focus, however, we decided
to involve the members
of the claas in a variety of experiences that
would stimulate their thinking

and perhaps bring in fresh ideas.

For the first three weeks of clans,

then, vc presented improvisation games, attended a
session on the Flander’s

Interaction Analysis, viewed and discussed films on the Rereiter
and Deutsch
methods, on the Philadelphia Affective Education Project.

U’e

also viewed

tapes of pilot projects that members of the Learning Theater had done
in

schools and at Marathon II.
it was

Ily

the following week of class, we all felt

tine to evolve a structure that would help us focus our involvement

for the remaining weeks.

The groups arreed that the name pane and impor—

visa tlons were valuable for creating a sense of shared experience and ex-

panding our means for communication.

Vfe

also agreed that each person would

read at least one book from the bibliography and devise a project that would

help investigate teaching and learning styles.

The essence of the readings

and results of the projects would be presented in class in any way that would

be appropriate to the material and interesting for the class.

Thus, each

member of the class became a decision-making teachcr-leamer , with

a

commit-

ment to exploring his own interests and sharing with the group the results
of his learning.

This

"structure"

lias

far exceeded our expectations for

promoting Individualized learning and enthusiastic groun participation in
class.
- Susan Erainerd -

Chapters 4 and

5

will present a few samples of the humanistic education

techniques being developed in the Learning Theater.

Gloria

3 lemons

Gloria Sienons is a first grade teacher in Santa Barbara who

is one
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of those rare humans with the potential
to turn a class room into a

laboratory for feeling, experimenting and learning.

She has been working

with George Brown and his Ford-Hsalen project described
elsewhere in
this chapter.

journal.

What follows is an entry in Gloria Siemens first
grade

The first entry involves the parents of her first

raders with

their children in a unique intimate and sensitive combination
of learning
to feel and feeling to learn.

The second entry shows the great sensitivity

with which Gloria Siemona deals with a problem child.

The third entry is

an example of the everyday creativity which a humanistic teacher like

Gloria Siemens can elicit from her children.
March 26:
Since the parents were so enthusiastic the first tine
I

don’t know why

I

I

had them in,

was surprised when they all offered to come back again.

We began with an extension of the crayon activity of last time.

waiting for late— comers and to loosen up the group some,
having them wake up their hands

—

I

While

started them by

rubbing harder and harder, clapping,

slapping, shaking, feeling what was happening.
From that

I had

paper taped down.

then pour the starch they had on their desk onto the
They were then to

As before, parent was facing child.

move as before

—

pacing clues.

Seeing many mothers using only one hand

together without talking.

I

went around the roon for
I

asked that they

They

simply become aware of both of their hands and then all four hands.
did not have to paint with both.

Only become more aware of themselves.

When they were all moving freely and hands were full of starch,

asked them to touch each other’s hands only
then.

—

I

holding then up between

From that I asked each of them to dip into one of the colors (dry

tempers) that were on the desk and continue to move non-vcrbally.

They
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could make something of their picture, but a design might be more easily

accomplished if they were going to continue without words.

I

continued

to circulate but they did not seem to need any more suggestions.

When

I

noticed paper beginning to curl from rubbing and starch beginning to dry,
asked that they get to some state of completeness when th^y could.

I

will finish quickly, others

vrlll

had a horrible clean-up task.

need more time.

I

When they finished they

I asked that they leave their desk as it was

for later cleaning and just wash their hands.

bathrooms.

Children went out to the

had provided wash cloths.

Since they were getting cleaned up at varying times,
take a blindfold and their parent out to the hill area.
last time, it was beautiful

helped me get things ready.
driftwood.

—

sunny and warm.

had the children

Today, unlike

F.arly this

morning John

We put water in the buckets and put them all down in the hill

very sharp and rough.
fence.

I

We brought some buckets from home and some

Bud brought in two big rocks.

area.

Fome

One was flat and smooth, the other

He also stuck groat boughs of lemon trees into the

They had leaves, blossoms and fruit on them.

When we were all

ready, the children took their parents on a blind walk.

minutes, they switched rolea.
out of habit maybe.

After about 10

They continued to use the blindfolds, more
They ran,

They really enjoyed doing that this time.

crawled, touched, smelled and laughed.

It was very joyful and so thrilling

to watch.

From tnat I had then cone into the cafeteria.
got a sheet and sat down together.

When they were all quiet,

children to go through the seed sequence.
"shell."

When they

As tney came in, they
I

asked the

They each started in their own

"felt watered and strong"

they began to grow.

and began to die.
reaching maturity, they created more seeds

Upon

As they died.
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they were to change from the pJant to the new
seed

sheets again.

getting under their

This went very well.

From that

I

asked the parents to get under the sheet and assume
a

prenatal position.
sheet.

—

As they felt like it, they were to come out of the

They began to talk as they came out.

to talk, do it as a baby.

I

asked that if they wanted

They then began to crawl.

From there

them to got to their knees and really look at their child.
to try not talking as they did this.

I

I

asked

asked than

As they continued in this way,

I

asked that they try to become acutely aware of their child as a person, an

individual.
I

then asked

Become aware of how they felt when looking at their child.
then, to

slowly stand at their full height, continuing to

keep eye contact with their child if possible.

From that position,

asked them to try to raise their child to their eye level.
groans as they tried this.
the benches on the side.
I

I

I

There were many

suggested to a few they put their child on

Either way they soon found

uncomfortable.

tills

then told them to now get in the most comfortable position they had

experienced with their child.
stayed that way.

They then went back to their knees and
The warmth and

From there they sat down together.

affection openly displayed was overwhelming, to see.
for about seven minutes.

They stayed like this

Since the hour was more than over,

I

asked the

children to say goodbye when they wanted, and go out on the playground.
Bob had agreed to watch the class while

I

met with Mike, Jane and Bud for

a questioning period.

Before leaving, many of the parents engaged in a free play session.

Again

I

was delighted with the joy and freedom they expressed while being

with their children.

'That

wonderful people to work with!

even went out with and remained with him until lunch.

;

Mrs.

ob sat<' several
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parents went onto the playground with
their children upon leaving. the
cafeteria.
to leave.

It was a long tine

—

up to 45 oinutea before they were
ready

Another Wow day gone by."^

January:

Kirk is running around the room wildly.

remembered to give him his drug.
but

wonder.

I

—

His drug

wonder if his mother

it keeps down his aggression,

Does it also keep down all his feelings?

Ue hasn’t let

ne.

I

nre

He hasn’t touched

touch him.

kusic is playing softly and slowly.

Many of the children are dancing

around,

"Kirk, what are you doing?"
I

am running’.

standing.

I

"I don't know".

And you run away from me.

an sitting or the floor.

arid

Soon you arc back.

You suile at me.

me and stop short about two feet aw ay.

closer

"Yes."

coxae

back, you slide on the floor.

">T o."

you doing, Kirk?"
"I’n smiling."

You don’t answer.

34.

You run off.

You come running up.

doing?"

You still don’t

You go back.

You do not touch me.

"Then try again."

"\diat are

You cone

"Would you like to slide into

"Then go back and this tine slide into we."

"Did you slide into me?"

wait.

You run up to

invite you to Join me.

I

come very close, yet closer than last time,

You slide.

You are

then run away.

This time when you

me?"

"What are you doing?"

"Do you still want to?"

"Yes."

It Is longer before you are back.

You slide.

I

Your foot barely touches my knee.

"I’m touching your knee,"

"What else are you

"Would you like to touch more than just my knee?"

You get uf and run off.

Wonder if you will come back.

Gloria Siemons, Journal of Humanistic Teaching (First Grade), Brown,
op . cit .
p. A4-36,-37.
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Soon you do.

This tine you hove great big anile.

slide, and roll onto

r«y

lap.

hold you.

You run toward* me,

are quiet.

V!e

You junp up and

run to the corner and hide behind the flap.

"What are you doing, Kirk?"
"I

doing nothing."

at;

the wall.
side.

I

"May

I

"Nothing."

hold your hand?"

"Who is doing nothing?"
No answer.

move a step away so you are not cornered but

You turn to
I

stay by your

You run out of the corner and join the rest of the clns
3 in respond-

ing to the music.

I

see your eyes looking at me.

I

see you take a deep

breath.
Now the class is lining up to leave.

You get in line.

at me.

You come back and hold out your hand to me.

my hand

f irmly

the door.

.

\ou feel good to me.

You look back

It is warm.

We walk to class.

It holds

You leave me at

After two or three steps, you turn and smile at me, and then go

on your way.

March 13:

Writing Lesson

—

expanding imagination.

After reading On Beyond Zebra , by Dr. Suess, we had a writing lessor
on his letters instead of our usual writing.
It was very interesting and the children were so engrossed In what they

were doing.

They renlly paid attention, listened, watched, and followed

directions in order to reproduce those strange letters!

Bud Robinson caine

in with a hand-held video camera and they paid no attention to it.

They

were too Interested in what they were doing to care what he was doing.
When we had done six of them and got the idea,
to make up some of their own.

The.y

were covered with wierd figures.
then.

I

I

asked them to try

went right to work.

Soon their pages

They had a more difficult tine naming

drew some of them on the board —— as good a job as

I

could do

—
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and the class tried to name then,.

The

"author"

of the letter then

chose the nnne he liked best or made up one of his own
after being stim-

ulated by the class.
The next thing was to draw the animal or object that went with
the

made-up symbol and naue.

Their pictures were just as creative, colorful

and original ns Dr. Suess*.

From there

I

asked then to maVe up a story about their picture.

I

brought in the primary typewriter so they wouldn’t feel the restriction
of having to print after just being freed from it.

Their stories were delightful.

Lone, original and very funny.

wished to keep them but they didn’t want to give them up.
b lane then and so

sent them hone.

I

I

couldn’t

35

Dr. J. L, Moreno - Psychodrama

Psychodr amn originated some 58 years ago in Vienna with Dr. J. L.

Moreno who found that allowing children to act out their problems spontaneously produced therapeutic results.

Since that time, largely due to Moreno’s

efforts, psychodramn has developed as an action theory and method for under-

standing and resolving interpersonal problems on a wide range of areas including mental hospitals, correctional institutions, industry, schools and

private practice.

Psychodramn is used in many training and educational

situations with both adults and children.

Psychodranatically based psychodrama originated when Moreno started
to practice group psychotherapy using three methods.

psychodrama.

35.

Ibid.

The first led to

About 1909 he began to stage written plays with children and

pp. A4-38 and A4-39

Ill

juveniles, but soon he passed over to the completely
original practice of

"letting

thee,

play spontaneously”

their own problems on selfcreatlve prim-

itive stages in the Vienna Meadow Gardens,

gether"
a

In 1911 Moreno created

”to-

(as he himself insists) with hundreds of
children and adolescents

"children’s theatre for spontaneity"

natic sessions were produced.

where the first recorded psychodra-

Out of this playing of one’s own problems,

rather than mirroring the pain of alien things he developed
the Stre reiff
t

Theater for adults,
Psychodrai a’s wide and varied acceptance is to a great extent due to
its adaptability and flexibility.

Although psychodrnma is practiced more

formally in most cases, all that ia required for a session is the problem,
the group or individual, and a psychodramatist.

The theoretic system which define.s the psychotherapeutic practice of

psychodrana is found in the hundreds of boohs, monographs, and articles
on the subject.

Psychodrama’s scientific roots are buried deep in Moreno’s

philosophies of spontaneity, creativity, the moment, and theories of role
and Interaction.

The sociometric system for understanding human networks

and acting on individual and group structure therapeutically is a foundation
of psychodrarmtic procedure.

Poychodraaa explores the truth by means of dramatic methods.
the depth therapy of the group.

It is

It starts where group psychotherapy ends

and it extends it in order to make it more effective.

The expressed aim

of the therapy group is to function for its members as a miniature society
to which they can adapt themselves more harmoniously then before.

If this

aim is taken seriously, other methods besides conversation, interview, or

analysis have to be added in order that such an objective— a catharsis of
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integration—can be fulfilled.

The need of going beyond

discussion becor.es imperative.

It is not enough to react to private
and

the.

level of

collective idealogies of group sessions in a symbolic
fashion; the situation
r*,ust

be structured to relate feelings and thoughts to
real people.
While the scenes are spontanious and unrehearsed, each
situation is

carefully planned to fit the needs of the participants.

With psychiatric

patients, simple situations are used in the beginning so that
things don’t
get to be too much for the patient.

few scenes

or.

floundering.

the psychodranatic stage.

lie

Support is given if he seems to be

At first, only situations which he can successfully bring to

a conclusion are tried.
eeeiis

He should not fail during his first

Later on, when he feels more sure of himself and

ready to meet more difficult situations

— perhaps

even competition-

can be presented with more involved scenes.
As a form of treatment, psychodraraa, combined with group therapy, is

very flexible and can be adapted to almost ary social and age level.

Psychodramatic activities take place in a setting which approximate

problem-producing settings very closely.
realistic view ou the spot.

Attempts are made to achieve a

Group members express insights

and.

interpre-

tations, and form new relationships with each other which can be the.rapeutic.

Insight is not seen as the major goal In psychodraraa, but rather the

ability to become spontaneous, that is, to make new perceptions of old situations, or at least to reorganize old cognitive patters in such a manner
that new and more adequate responses are facilitated.

The effectiveness of

learning through experiencing in the psycho dramatized situation can be
profound.

Often no

"interpretation"

or

"analysis"

is needed, as the subject

giving his
is fully experiencing a problem situation in all its dimensions ,
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own analys ig In terms of action.

The students discover they can handle a

problem after they find they have done It.
life-line

Psychodrama comes closer to the

of human experiences than perhaps any other
therapeutic for-

mat, for the simple reason that It is lived out more
intensively

ar.d

sively than the stresses of living would permit on the outside.

Every

exten-

attempt is made to work toward an expanded and Integrated self-perception,
v/ita its

concomitant attributes of interest in others

ar.d

concern, not with

the existence of problems, but with the ability to deal with them— in other

words, a freer and more spontaneous person.

Acting in thi theatrical sense

has no place in psychodrama, ac the goals are to aid in self-realization

rather than to promote the development of facades.

The tine factor is a significant issue in psychodrana.

Although a

production nay be focusing on past, present, or future, peychodrama is
always the

"here and now."

of a situation.

The student is giving his currert conception

The problem objectified with the aid of the group and aux-

iliary egos is what is troubling the student at this time.

It nay refer to

similar conflicts in the past, and to similar potential ones which nay
appear in the future.

If the conflict gets clarified and understood, the

subject and group can experience their handling it effectively.
cannot handle It to their satisfaction, the action may

be.

repeated until

the anxiety and conflict of the problem is reduced or resolved.
tea tin£ and evaluation is taking place within the session itself.

patients leant to live and to communicate directly.

If they

The reality
The

Psychodranatl c ex-

perience indicates that when a subject has not resolved an issue or conflict
satisfactorily, the difficulty will reappear in the psychodramatic session,

however, when he
group session.

har.

worked out the problem. It becomes apparent in the

Later verification in life further aides the subject.

Con-
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tlnuous verification and cl,eckin back
and fort!,, fron life tn ,,.ychodra»a
r
and vice versa. Is characteristic of the
method.

It is not roeortr ended that intense psychodrama
be prdCTJCad bv the

average teacher in the classroom.

This dlearffction of Moreno's work in

presented becm.sc variations of it have application
to the humanistic classroom.

Alexander Lowen, Wilhe lm Reich. Rollo May. Ida Rolf, and
Bernie Gunther—
Relation of the body to the psycholop, leal processes

Alexander I.owen, a practicing psychiatrist and Executive Director
of the Institute for BioEnergetic Analysis in New York City has had
exten-

sive experience in psychiatry which has direct humanistic, educational application.

In work with

"Normals"

his approach emphasizes body movement for

the achievement of the Individual's potential for more heightened feeling,

pleasure, and greater self-awareness.
Some of the most Intriguing early work on the relation of the body to

psychological processes has been done bv V'ilheln Reich. 37

The effect*, of

the psychological process on the body can range fron the millions of
burins"

"goose

raised in sudden fright to the severity of death resulting from

belief in a voodoo hex.

Since excessive muscular tension tends to desensitize

the body, wc learn early in life to tense our muscles in order to screen
out unpleasant external stimuli or to hold in intense internal, emotions.

Continual exposure* to such threatening everts can eventually lead to chronic

muscular tension or, in essence, a neuromuscular

"body armor".

Such tension

36.

See Alexander Lowen, Physical Dynamics of Character Structure (New York
Grune & Stratton, 1958) aud Love and Orgasm , (New York* Macmillan, 1965)
and The Betrayal of the Body (New York* Macmillan 1067).

37.

Wilhelm Reich, Character Analysis (New York*

Orgone Institute Press, 1949).
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"V

^

dl8tributod throughout the body,
giving . persoll the .
ppe3rance of
a won controlled automaton
or «nnlkl„. Or it nay be
especially pronounce
the neck, ahouldero. rib cage,
diaphragm, leg., , tc . ln , lth
CMe
person becomes increasingly alienated
from bio body, possibly leading
to
a schizoid disturbance. The
psychology. Hollo May, characterize,
schizoid
peraons as "detached, unrelated,
lacking in affect, tending toward,
depersonalization. and covering up their rob
lens by neane of int.ll.ctu.lla.tion.
r
and
'

m

„

technical formulations...

.

^

"While noting that the schizoid
disturbance is

b .caning one of the moat common
psychic disorders of our tine, comparable
to hysteria in Freud's day, he goes
on to say that,

"There is also plenty

of evidence that the sense of isolation,
the alienation ofie's self from

the world is suffered not only by people
ln pathological conditions, but by
co oi: t leas 'normal* persons as wsll..." 38

It is to these

"normal”

should be addressing itself.

persons that the formal educational system

Techniques are now being developed by Lowen

and others which put a person back in contact with his
body, and, thus,

with hia feelings and erotions.
For example, many persons complain of lack o^ feelino in the lower

part of their body, they seem

"ungrounded".

"unbalanced", out of touch with the earth,

One position which brings out these feelings quite clearly

is to have the person stand with his feet about 30 Inches apart, turn his

toes 8 lightly inward, bt;nd his knees and tnen lean backward, arch in;; his

back and putting his hands on his hips.

A person with a well-int» grated

and coordinated body can assume and hold this position easily.

3fi.

Rut In many

Rollo May, existence t A New Di tension ln Psychiatry and Psychology .
(New Yorkt Basic Books, 1962).

ne

othere abdominal roapiration boconoa
difficult and strained, the body
tends
to twist to one side or the other,
the lor.a tremble, or the etBOn
experip

ences pain or bccomen aware of a lack of
balance.

After becoming aware of

his tension points and their psychological
significance, the person may, over
a number of sessions, become more in
touch with himself and report a feeling

of balance, self-acceptance, integration,
solidity, or of being nore in

touch with external reality and his internal erotiona.

Since almost ell of us have something to

"kick about"

another activ-

ity is to have a person lie down on a couch on his back and
aggressively

kick his legs.

V/hile this feels quite unnatural and artificial at first
one

soon finds bitterness, frustration or hostility rising to the surface
and

finding its expression in the kicking.

A healthy person with a well-in-

tegrated body will find little difficulty in

"letting go"

and fully and

freely expressing his emotion in an integrated and coordinated way.

However,

many persons tense up, their breathing becomes restricted, their neck stiffens, and their kicking is fragmented, uncoordinated, and without feeling.

After several sessions their movement often becomes freer and more spontaneous; they find it easier to express negative e notions; they feel less
tense, less

"bottled up".

The application of these, findings to physical

education, dance or simply the average classroom is obvious.

A different approach has been pioneered by Dr. Ida Rolf.

While

acknowledging with Reich and Lowen, that feelings and attitudes can and
do have pronounced effects on our physical structure, she holds that the

converse i3 equally true.

Any roallgnment of the body, whether congenital

or the result of some simple accident, can have Important psychological or

attitudinal effects on an individual.

Thus an otherwise benign skiing mis-

hap, fall from a tree, or bicycle collision might result in a slight dis-
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placement of

a

bone and attached muscle structure,
interfering with normal

movement, and, thus, necessitating a compensatory
realignment of other body
parts.

Such rebalancing usually eutails a thickening
of axle ting tissues

or formation of new fibers of connecting tissue, thu9
curtailing free move-

ment within the affected area.

(Such tissue changes

n;ay

also, obviously,

result from chronic body postures or as the result of
some congential weakness.)

Tie observable effects are seen in habitual Immobilisation
of cer-

tain body parts, as in individuals with sloping shoulders, sway back,
a chin
tutus t forward, knock knees, a
rub cage,

"frozen"

pelvis, or an expanded or sunken

While these are quite clearly deviations from

e

healthy norm,

these people and their friends consider thexiselvcs te be perfectly

"normal".

A healthy, integrated individual might be defined as one who is physically
and emotionally capable of free flew, free exchange, and free movement.

However, as Rolf and others have pointed out, emotional freedom is not pos-

sible without a corresponding physical freedom.
"then; out"

Thus their approach is to

and realign the body by breaking down the chronically immobilizing

fascial sheaths surrounding the affected muscles.

Once freed, the body comes

into a more efficient relationship with the gravitational field and the per-

son reports a greater suppleness and ease of movement, less fatigue, and more
energy.

Objective tests show improvement in body chemistry and cardiac

function while

"before-and-after" pictures attest to a greatly improved

posture.

And still another approach,
by

bemie Gunther

"sensory awakening," has been developed

of Esalen Institute.

An amalgamation of sensory awareness,

Yoga, Gestalt Therapy and Zen Buddhism, sensory awakening is a technique
for putting us into more direct contact with our environment,

by excessive

intellectual izing, verbalizing, analyzing, and conceptualizing, we manage
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to cue ou„.lvo, off from
i,»nedi. te experience.

de8i8ned a ,erles ° f <” erlenc ‘!8
q
vhich
or verbal Interpretation,
they feel rather than feel.

Gunther ha., therefore.

"eh 1ft attention froaycholle

to the act!*!, „hat 1,.

"Too often peo r

U

thlnb

looting prlnary proce,.e„, they freer.

„ lt .
nation, and themselves so that
there Is no sensory contact vith
the richness
of each event." After first
Inducing a basic state of relaxation,
the

exercises then nove on to focus attention
on simple bodily processes
such
as breathing, listening, movement
and touch. For example!
Close your eyes and feel your hands;
now, slowly stretch your
fingers out as wide as they will go,
like a cat stretchin, its
pays. Use sene pressure to go as wide
as you can without its
being in any way painful. Hold for 15
seconds in this extreme
position. Then, very slowly, allow your
fingers and hands to
settle back where they want to go. Repeat
three tines. After
oaci. stretch, become aware of any
change that nav take place in
you.
or:

Close your eves and feel your shoulders. After
taking a few
minutes , slowly begin to hunch them as high as you
can. This
must be done in slow motion. When you reach the
extreme nosition,
hold the shoulders there for a few seconds, then
slowly let then
down.
It is important to experience each aspect of the
notion.
Allow your shoulders to settle where it feels right for them
to
to.
Experience the effect^, taking plenty of time. Repeat the.
movement two or three times 3

having escaped the tyranny of our thought processes we scon discover
our excessive reliance on the sense of sight.

One exercise that

T

use with

my classes and which is also popular at lisalen is to pair off people,

instructing one person to close his eyes and having his partner lead him
about the grounds exposing him to various non-visual stimuli.

Thus one

has the all too rare experience of exploring the exciting stimuli of the

world through the sense of touch and snell ouch as touching the human face
and figure with sightless fingertips, rubbing up against the bark of a tree,

39.

See Bcmie Gunther, "Sensory awakening and relaxation", (liig Sur, California,
toalen Institute, 19f 7) , and Sense Relaxation-Ttelow your Mind . (New York:
Macmillan, 1968).
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sliding through clover, sniffing old
see shells, snd listening to the
sound
of insects,
Some ty?lcal r ® 8 P on8 ®* to sensory
wakening are:
relaxed in years."

rather than on it."
tiae."

"I haven't been this

"I feel at one with everything."
"I feel nore natural, the way

I

"I feel in the floor,

would like to all the

Or, in the case of a knowing student of Zen,

"Nothing special."

Applications of this to the classroom will be brought
out in Chanter 5.
Finally,

movements

I

am proving to believe that the body—its
expressions and

really betrays the feelings and hang-ups that one has.

use of and exercises with

the.

Likewise,

body can be a key to unlocking these problems.

A surefire way not to get anything out of any of the humanistic
exercises
or experiences is to go into them with the body stiff and rigid, holding

one's breath.

\Jhen

one can learn to express feelings not only openly with

words but with the body also it becomes an exhilirating and releasing experience.

In a group led by Bennett Shapiro I had the enlight.enine experience

of finally learning how to let my resentment and anger flow verbally and

bodily after holding back for most of my life.
just didn't know how to really let

Bennett observed that

anger loose

rry

Instead, my fingers gripped and tapped the

am

ar.u

I

tell someone off.

of the chair, I smiled arti-

fically, and moved my feet In an uncertain manner.

Moreover,

I

had made a

habit of getting back at people in other circuitous, indirect ways which proved
to be much more destructive than would direct expression of my resentment.

After being goaded a bit about this,

I

was asked to reallv take out any anger

on the cushion of an overstuffed chair with my fists and body.
I

began pounding on the cushion harder and harder.

but then as

I

I

Reluctantly,

felt foolish at first,

began to put my entire body into the pounding and gave vent

to shouting obscenities at the top of

took over and the next thing

I

*«y

lungs, my pent-up anger and resentment

realized I had ripped the cushion apart,

tom

up the stuffing and inner springs and had literally demolished it completely
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^

°*

^ ^

—•«

satisfied thst I h «,
freed myself, and after
a few -.Inure, of
collecting myself
cx„ llllne(|
ral!',ht b<!

** 1#Bt ° P " 0rtU, ' lty tU

and place to do It,"

hit hi*.

I

—^

he assured me.

hesitated.

^

everything out.

thu

-This la the tla.

He sneered at me and
egged

The next thing 1 knew 1 ha d
knocked

hlr,

m

0„ t0

out of hi,

chair with a backhand slap and
was wrestling for my Ilf.
with hie on the
floor. We stopped, and I was
winded, breathing deeply and
freely fro* way
down Within.

had put my entire body into this
and It felt good.

1

refused to let me off at this point,

he said 1 needed to learn to
expre.a

that kind of fury at someone I
really felt It toward.

room uncertainly.
colleague whan

uncertainly.

I

!

deeply resented what

I

really felt.

looked around the

I

stood before hi*

Shapiro told me to take a bold stand,
feet apart and firmly
I

started talking slowly, and rationally.

interrupted.

"That’s diplomatic tactful Hal again."

and snapped,

"Shut the fuck up.

Shapiro

I

turned to Shapiro

1*11 do this my way."

The next thing I

had seized my colleague by the shirt, almost
ripping it off him, and

1

had thrown him across the room into a chair.
threw him back almost knocking the chair over.
until

I

decided that this was the tine, finally,
to any to a

planted and hands on hi P s.

knew

Shapiro

I

finished with him.

I

I

many of

problems.

ray

knew

I

I

I

told him not to get up

then launched into him verbally with all the

fury of a grizzly bear attacking.

exhausted,

He started to get up and

hTnen I

staggered back to my chair completely

had made some real progress in unlocking the sources of
My colleague stammered,

ever trusted or respected you."

"That’s the first time I've

The fact is that you can’t trust someone

who is unwilling to tell you what they really feel about you.

In order to

make me sicken of my old over-sweet ways, hen Shapiro then had me go around
and tactfully apologize to everyone for the violence and trouble

I

had caused

After doing thin for a few minutes, it became vividly clear how saccharine
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or artificially sweet I had been
sounding for a long tin*,

wall on

ar.d

I aat uovn

way toward having a naw, refreshing
abllity-the ability to
press anger and resentment bodily,
verbally,
ray

and openly.

ex.
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I

nlversltj^ Affectiv e Education
^roprmi

Universities throughout the country
are offering courses which deal
with the affective domain. A.
might be expected, the Free
Universities
are doing some of the most
exciting work. One of the most
impressive is
the Midpeninsula Free University
located in Palo Alto, California.
Funning through its Winter 1968
catalogue one finds the following courses
offered- Creativity and Mathematics;
Gestalt Workshop; Meditation;

Techniques of Massage; Painting as a
Journey into Onds Self; The Felevance
of Eaalen to Stanford; Your Ecstatic
Home; Tai Chi Chuan; Disciplines in
Consciousness; The Harrad Experiment; Yoga;
Human Contact; The Undis-

covered Self; 'You Can Be In My Dream If I Can
Be In Yours”; To Be Gentle;
Basic Spontaneous Dance; Advanced Group Relaxation;
Visual Expression

Workshop; Mountain Climbing for Peak Experiences;
and The Nature of Htman

Communication

Laboratory experiences have a tendency to turn people on, and
when
they are carried out in a teaching- learning context they may well
turn

students on to teaching careers.

A group of 50 inner-city junior and

senior high school students in Detroit were given lab training in con-

junction with a program in which they served as tutors to still younger
students.

Now 25 of the 30 have decided on teaching careers and are look-

ing for relevant apprenticeship experience.

At the University of North

Carolina several groups of non-education honors students had a similar
experience and over half then expressed Interest in switching to the
School of Education.
Race relations, being perhaps the most emotionally volatile issue
in America today, has come in for a great deal of attention in laboratory
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ssetlng*,

DM^resation of the D.Uwere school.

w«

sccompml.d by .

three year program In which black
and white teacher, and couna.lor.
could
meet to openly di.cua. hope, and
fear., problem, and potential.,
attitude,
and experience*. The focu. of
the program has now chwged from
de. ^ration to Integration,

other racially oriented program, have
Involved

VI. t. volunteers In Hew York,
Community Action Group. In S.n Pranci.co,

collet Students In Florida, policemen
In the Great Laha. Area, professional education associations In the deep
South, etc.

Strength

Additionally, the

raining Clinic' which Is operated
primarily by black faculty

and graduate students at the University
of Massachusetts, School of

Education's Center for Urban Education simulates
the experiences which

white teachers will face in the ghetto classroom.

A nissber of other universities heve created lab-oriented
programs of
research and training slanted both toward the needs of their
students and
large organisations.

Another development, in smaller public and private

colleges, has bear* the creation of lab-type programs to serve
special

student needs.

At the United Ststes International University (formerly

Cal western) in San Diego, Larry Solan an has developed an intensive study

program for underachieving high school graduates,

devolving around inten-

sive small group experiences, the program helps the student to ’acquire
the attitudes, motivation, study skills, and communication skills necessary
for him better to be able to achieve the potential he possesses."

At San Jose State College, Pst Wllllcns, Director of the Institute
of Industrial Relations, has trained student facilitators who lead a special

series of workshops for college students in the Day Area.

And at campuses

across the country faculty members are experimenting with new, non-

authoritarian, student-directed classes in education, psychology, sociology
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•tc.

A few universities

,

growing on s cluster-college heels, heve
evon

considered the creation of e Human Potential college.
For the past several years, the Bureau of
Research of the D.S. Office
of Education has funded COPED (Cooperative
Project for Educational Development),

a network of lab-oriented behavioral science teams from
seven universities

facilitating planned change in fifteen school systems.

Title XT NDEA

Is funding an Institute on Social Studies and Communication
which Involves

the Introduction of affective techniques into pre-service training,
place-

ment, curriculum development, and ln-servlce training.

Like the COPED

project It Is coordinated through ITL and, In this case, Involves five

cooperating schools of education and related school systems. Including
parents, students, teachers, administrators, community residents and univer-

sity faculty members.
At San Francisco State, Janie Rhyne, combining art, psychology, anthro-

pology and Gestalt Therapy, offers "art experiences" as a means to growth
and self-awareness.

She recently reported on a couple of sessions with

black teem-agers who were "looking for ways to pull themselves out of their
ghetto-bound defeatism and assert their own worth and dignity. . .The sessions

were chaotic and
they had.

I

didn't know when the boys left the studio what Impression

A few days later they called me and asked where to buy clay and

other art materials.

They wanted to have ’art therapy' groups for them-

selves, directed by themselves, to meet their own needs."
At this point, I will attempt to pull together what seem

to be some

common threads among the various pioneers In Humanistic Education which

have been surveyed in this chapter.
First, Is the notion that each person has needs which must

te

met.
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S tudm t. often

know beet whet their woet prea.lng
need. ere.

When they
In . fr.e-leerniuR environment,
th.y will Involve them.elve.
In ectlvltle.
which fulfill their Individual
need.. When relating to salt
cho.en-content
the atudent 1. highly motivated
and able to work Independently.
When learning lo a function of the
Inherent needa of the Individual, there
Is no
difference between work and play.
Learning become, a Joyful experience.
Second, la the belief

ttiat

man haa unrealized potential.

man 1. an Integration of mind, body,
and feeling,
fragmented and compartmentalized.

.

The whole

Moat human being, are

Toward the goal of nurturing whole,

self- actualizing human belnga. It
la Imperative that achoola recognize
the

Importance of emotions in the learning experience.
Third, is the conviction that man roust change
to survive.

The post-

industrial society that is emerging demands men who
are aware of their
emotions and in touch with their senses.

For society to remain viable it

must begin to produce self-actualizing human beings.
At the present time, Hunanlstlc Education is a movement,
rather than

a discipline.

It lacks a sound theoretical base, and there is little

research to prove, disprove, or improve the efficacy of its techniques.

Those of us who are presently working in the field are anxious to see

^

legitimized.

We have suggested that university programs in education

and psychology should attempt to discipline the movement bv bringing to
it their inclinations to theory and their competence in research.

If the

movement is not able to move in this direction, it will have only a minimal
effect on the educational system.
If our education system is to become more humanized, those having
a stake in the moveraent-and this should include faculty, teachers and
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parents-must begin to devise evaluation and research that will establish
empirical evidence of the effectiveness of humanistic education.
words, we have much 'affective

approaches to education.

1

In other

evidence of the success of these himanlstic

We must now integrate these feelings with some

cognitive evidence if the affective is ever to take its place as at
least an equal with the cognitive component in the classroom.

Present trends toward Increased leisure time; growing population
and urganlzatlon; rapid growth in the human service occupation sector;

increased mobility; more racial, generational, and international contacts
and conflicts; increased need for interdisciplinary communication to

meet increasingly complex problems; greater opportunity for involvement
in the creative arts; greater estrangement from our bodily functions through

excessive reliance on technological devices, etc. , call for a more concerted ineffort of education in the affective domain.

This call is

being voiced by such disparate camps as humanistic psychologists, and the

varied pioneers whose works in expanding the human potential for openness,
honesty, warmth, and freedom were traced in this chapter, to corporation

executives desirous of improved efficiency through better communication,
cooperation, decision-making, and problem-solving.

While one group is

predominantly humanistic, concerned with internal growth, and the otaor
pragmatic, concerned with external results, they both share a conviction
that man's life on earth can be made more rewarding through concerted

efforts at humanistic education.

Hake no mistake, however; humanistic

ills, solve
education is no panacea; it will not correct all of the worlds

each of us a full,
the pressing social problems of the day, or guarantee
rich, and more joyful life.

But it is a step in the right direction.
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Chapter A

HUMANISTIC EDUCATION TECHNIQUES
Touch ins and going
Two thumbs open show ins
their owners are sny.

To touch is to knew
the inner conflict of self
I know your battle

-Two haikus (17 syllable,
7

in the second and

5

3

line poems with 5 syllables in the first line,

in the last) written by students in the Learning

Theater after an improvisation exercise of communicating by touching thumbs.

This chapter will survey briefly some of the humanistic education

techniques being developed and used by teachers in various levels of

classrooms throughout the country.

Though many

of these techiques have

been used by the author, most of them were not developed by him.

hliere

possible, credit will be given to the developer of the technique being
described.

It is hoped that the techniques described in this chapter will

prime the pump of the reader' 3 creativity not only to try some of these
techniques in the classroom but to build on these, improve then and innovate
his awn.

THE GROUP
T-group, sensitivity training, basic encounter,-- while each

h,i3

its own

connotations, the terms arc often used interchangeably by layman and pro-

fessional alike.

"T-group”, being the moat neutral term, generally refers

to a group of individuals, sometimes co— workers, often tines strangers,

meeting together to learn more about themselves and their impact on others.
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They do this by opening themselves up, "telling
it like it is,” about
themselves and about the others in the group as they perceive
then.

They

"encounter" each other simply as individuals, putting aside for
the time

being the roles and status differences which usually inhibit honest
and
personal dialogue.

After setting some ground rules (e.g., talk only

about your feelings, no set agenda, stick to the here-and-now, and be
honest) the group leader usually play3 a relatively non-directive, facili-

tating role.

After the initial intense minutes of hesitancy, anxiety,

frustration, and fear, people are often surprised to hear themselves telling relative strangers things which they had previously not said to their

spouse or closest friend— or telling their supervisor things they had

previously only muttered to themselves while shaving in the morning.
(Leland Bradford of the National Education Association working with

Ronald Lippett, of the University of Michigan, and Kenneth Benne of Boston
University were the people primarily responsible for the development of
the T-Group and the National Training Laboratories at Bethel, Maine).

"Basic encounter" is most commonly

tised in

reference to training

whose focus is on personal growth rather than the development of interpersonal skill.

Primarily a West Coast phenomenon, the tern conjures up

visions of Carl Rogers, Bill Schutz, Esalen, The Center for Studies of the
Person, joy and drama.

Basic encounter groups are usually composed of

strangers or couples desirous of expanding their potential, overcoming

personal problems, or discovering Joy.
his problems and potentialities.

Thus, the focus is on the individual,

Sometimes refereed to as

group therapy

and
for normals", basic encounter groups often lapse into psychologizing

discussions of here-and-now situations.

Sessions are usually free-swing-

by dramatically
ing and experimental and personal growth is often fostered

achieved insignts.
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Within the primary mode of verbal encounter, other techniques, both
verbal and non-verbal, may be used when appropriate.

If two people reach

an impaase in the group discussion they night switch roles and "play the

other person”; or if there seems to be some latent competition they might

seek to crystalize their feelings by wrestling, "pusKn^" or ” pressing"
in other cases they might retire from the group for a "dyad" or two-man

encounter group or continue their discussion within the group but without
using words.

If a person feels terribly Inhibited, immobilized or constricted

the group might form a tight circle about the person and have bin or her

break out of it.

Or conversely, if a persou feels shut out, excluded or

ignored by the group, he or she might be told to break into such

a

circle.

If a person appears mistrustful he might be asked to fall backwards into

someone’s arms or if fearful of dependency he might be instructed to

close his eyes, go limp, and allow himself to be passed around

a

circle

from person to person.

Such simple techniques tend to dramatize and crystalize feelings and

attitudes which pre%T Iously were not fully accessible to the individual
in question.

The effects can be quite remark $ bJe.

For example, partici-

pants often remark that they feci more alive and excited than ever before.

They often experience a feeling of release and joy.

After my

in many things
first visit to dsalea, I found myself seeing new goodness

from the trees and nature to my work aud former adversaries.

A friend

from a trip to Esalea.
of mine had a similar experience after returning

Someone stopped him in the hall and remarked that

he.

seemed to have gained

that his habitual body
some weight in his face; he laughed realizing

muscles, had been dratension, usually most pronounced in his facial

matically reduced.
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Other techniques which can be used sequentially,
concurrently, or In
place of basic encounter include*

mediation, group dream analysis, inner

imagery, guided fantasy, creativity training, role
playing, non-group,
Tiara thou,

psycnodraua, massage, etc.

’Sensitivity training" 1 b the term moat often used to describe
Tgroups devoted primarily to enuancing interpersonal competence.

pants are often co-workers and task-oriented.

Partici-

While basic encounters tend

to be gutsy and affective, sensitivity training is usually more
cerebral

and cognitive.

Tne emphasis tends to be on group process rather than per-

sonal growth; on education rather than therapy; on steady accumulation
ot 8 kill ratiier than sudden insight.

While personal problems certainly

arise and are dealt with, it is within the context of improving, the group
process.

As Chris Argysis points out, in sensitivity training the best

learners possess a higher degree of health, (i.e. , self-awareness and
self-acceptauccj, than the average; they have a relatively stron

,

ego,

low defenses, and an ubility to communicate thoughts and feelings with

minimal distortion.

Open anu honest feedback

is

the alna qua non for

sensitivity training, thus the healthier the participants, the better
the feedback, and the more successful the group.'*

The role of the group leader ("facilitator", "trainer", "educator")
is to encourage the flow of information between participants

•

Rather

than assume a superior, hierarchical position from whence he dispenses

knowledge, he helps create an environment in which the participants
generate their own data.

outsut

is

to

lie In

Accoruing to Argyrls the educator’s role at the

tile lTiembers

becomes

...Aware of their present (usually) low potential
for establishing authentic relationships
(Harvard
^Chris Ar^yris, "T-Groups for Organizational Effectiveness."
business Review, 1964), 42, p. 60-74.
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...More skillful in providing
and receiving nonevaluative descriptive feedback.
.

•• Minimize

their

wn

and others* defens iveness.

...Increasingly able to experience
and own up to
their feelings.
,

This is often a slow, painful,
and
tional and organizational

nor,..,

f rue

Crating emericnce, for educa-

usually put the highest priority
on

strictly "rational" modes of
interaction.

Feeling, are often looked on as

necessary evils which should be
somehow ignored— sweat under the
rug.
Unfortunately their denial in ne way
mitigates their effect. They continue to rest their now ugly hends
in the

fora, of

unsnoken antagonisms

and antipathies, distrust, hidden
agendas, dissatisfaction, tension,

verbal fencing, etc.

Kvery meeting becomes a battle of wits,
every in-

novation a potential threat, every

tueno a

call to battle.

By legitimizing feelings as a topic for
discussion, sensitivity

training brings many long-standing problems out
in the onen where they
can be dealt with.

It allows people to experiment with new forms
of

leadership, communication and problem solving.

For example, many of us

have stereotyped ways of motivating our subordinates,
e.p. by brute force
(

this will be finished and on my desk by noon Monday!") or
wheedling

an.!

cajoling

(".Say,

John, the boss hps asked me twice about that

raer.o

you* re working on, can you get it to me by Monday?") or by sarcasm ("Since
it has highest priority, I*d like it by Monday unless, of course, you*re

too busy with other more important things.")

We are often unbelievingly

insensitive to the impact this ha3 on others anu have rarely considered
the possibility of other approaches.

2

Ibid., p. 67

By allowing leadership and
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communication styles to emerge in the group and by
providing honest feedback the members are able to achieve more insight
into their behavior and
its impact on co-workers.

with other styles.

They can, if they wish, begin experimenting

This often leads to a greater repertoire, allowing

the individual to exercise more flexibility, openness, and
sensitivity

^

hi® dealings with others.

In addition to creating a warmer and

more satisfying work environment there are also more tangible outcomes
such as increased productivity, a more efficient use of time and people,

and lower turnover
Such group activities also have application in classroom settings.

Some years ago the author was a member of a graduate psychology class

entitled Group Dynamics taught by Gordon Lippitt.

The class met weekly

for three hours and was run as a "sensitivity training group."

student requirements were:

to keep a diagnostic diary;

The

to write a report

on a reading from a list furnished by the leader, and to evaluate each day's

session on a prepared form.

I

will never forget the first day that our

sensitivity group met with Gordon Lippitt.

around a long table sizing each other up.

We all gathered nervously

After we arrived, Gordon Lippitt

announced that we were all there for the purpose of learning about our own
real strengths and weaknesses, those that were usually hidden by the masks

we wear, gaining a better understanding of how we deal with others and
with groups, and to experiment with possible new modeB of behavior.

He

said the only three rules which would govern our behavior would be the

following;

There would be no set agenda except that agreed to by the group;

there would be no designated leadership; and no one would have to do anyth ing
he didn't want to do.

he then sat back quietly

anc!

waited and waited and

waited for what seemed to be hours of the most painful silence

I

nati

ever
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experienced.

I

was the first to be drawn Into
the powerful vacuum of the

unatructured situation.

I

au R *eated that since we were going
to be

together for a senester that perhaps we
should introduce ourselves,
tell what work we were involved in and
our reasons for taking the course.
I

proceeded to lsunch into an introduction of
myself touching lightly,

and to my aind modestly, on
the course.

After finishing

accomplishments and motivations for taking

irry

suggested that we should go clockwise

I

around the table following suit.

The next five people went through

their introductions as I proudly listened.
from the internal revenue,

The sixth man, an executive

looked at ae and said, "I resent Hal Lyon

telling us that we should introduce ourselves clockwise around
the table!
We were told there was to be no designated leader in this
group and he

obviously is attempting to assume leadership and impress us all with his

qualifications for assuming it,

for one so not impressed I"

I

Someone elae snid, "I felt that way also."

Another said, "Well, I'm

glad he had the courage to break the silence and start somethin:- or we

might have sat here for an hour!"

I

the rest of the three hour session.

had become the content for most of

tom

My motives were

criticized, praised, and finally partially accepted.

I

apart, analyzed,

received more open

and direct feedback in those few hours than I had in the past ten years of

my life time.

Finally the man who had first called wy hand Jumped on ue

in an undeserved verbal assault.

Immediately two people leapsJ to my

defense and accused him of hitting below the belt.
he always attacked people when they were down.

Someone asked him if

The attention then shifted

to him, and he became the content, much to my relief.

Through the course

of the semester everyone had ample opportunity to become the content

including the group trainer.

After a ti

:e

the group began to care about

m3
its members, and toward the end of the semester
the group became verv

supportive of lea individuals aa though preparing
them for survival back
in the real world where masks are the rule.

This experience was for ne

the beginning of a long and slow realization and
acceptance of the fact

that

,iv

aggressive sense of urgency about achieving

ariJ

proving myself

to others in every endeavor was really a very strong
over-compensation
for basic feelings of inadequacy which I had held since
childhood.

that

I

have finally accepted this (and

and changing and hope

fact that

I

I

an still learning about myself

will continue to do so)

T

Now

f

now that

I

accept the

an no superman, I have a fairly comfortable feeling about

doing ny beRt and accepting it with inner satisfaction instead of with

driving compulsion to always do better to please others.

a

Feedback from

my family and friends has also told me that they are much wore comfortable

with me as a human with faults than they w^re with ny role as a faultless
superhuman,

have also learned that

I

it.

is much more satisfying to be

real—-dealing straight with others about degressive feelings and resentments-than it is to be my former super-sweet self who wanted everyone to like

and accept

hii

,

and who found indirect circuitous ways of dealing with

aggression and resentment.
experience in groups.

J

I

attribute this life-changing insd-'ht to ny

have also conducted

administration using the "T" group as format.

a

university course, in business
Additionally there are many

useful occasions when a block of sensitivity training can be integrated
into the conventional class setting.

The potency of the concentrated week-

long "T-group M is lost when the group meets only weekly, nevertheless some

excellent effects can be achieved using this technique.
THE MICRO-LAii
sLear-R,
In a tire of mlcrominiturization, the mini-skirt, and minute
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one could hardly be surprised at the advent of the nicro-lab.

The micro-

lab is a 3peeded up, watered down, smorgasbord of laboratory techniques.

While not attaining the intensity of a basic encounter experience, it is
very useful in giving persons some first hand experience with the process
or in breaking the ice at the beginning of a meeting or conference of

strangers.

In contrast to the rambling, somewhat self-directed nature of

the encounter group, the nicro-lab is fast-moving and completely controlled
by the leader.

It can be used with groups ranging in size from 5 to 500

persons because the basic unit is a grouping of about 5 to

7

persons who

form a circle, sit on the floor and encounter one another for segments
of 7-10 minutes in a mode determined by the micro- lab leader.

For example,

the leader might start with a segment of basic encounter (i.e., feelings,

honesty, and here-and-how)

;

then a segment of non-verbal communication;

then a segment in which each person tells what he dislikes most about his
body;

followed by one in which he describes what he likes best; then each

person might go around the circle, look each person in the eye, touch
him in some way, and tell him exactly how he feels about him; then more

basic encounter; etc.

Also, taking out aggressive feelings through pillow

fighting is an effective mode to use in micro— labs.

The author has led

several such labs and can attest to the surprisingly large and positive
effect they can have in a very short period of tine.
Evaluation of Group Work
behavior.
It is exceedingly difficult to measure changes in interpersonal

relations training,
Thus, despite an impressive amount of research on human
the results are not conclusive.

While some studies show large, positive

1J3

change*, others report no significant ef facts, and others
even negative
changes
In addition to research-based evaluation there Is, of course, a

.

reat

deal more subjective opinion available on the merits or demerits of
T-group
type experience.

Personal testimony is sor.ietines wildly anthuaiaatic; it

is usually very positive, sonetlmca neutral, and very infrequently, it
is

negative.

Another sign of success is

the.

increasingly large investment of big

business in laboratory training for their top executives and the proving
number of heavily lab-oriented schools and departments of business administration, management science or organizational behavior at ton-flight universities.

Despite this phenomenal growth there have been some important setbacks.
The Peace Corps ha* run hot and cold on its use of T— .roups in the training
of volunteers;

the State Department recently phased out a major training

activity for its personnel reportedly because of lack of funds; however,
the main backer of the program left government and the pro; ram folded shortly

thereafter.

In some schools around the country personnel returning from

lab experiences have encountered serious difficulties with their adminis-

trations.

The root of these and similar problems is not always clear.

One

reason why these activities are not appreciated in institutional settings
is

that the members develop new feelings of independence from the organiza-

tion and their superiors.

They

art.

able to think for themselves and even

to stereoto sever their connection with the institution rather than give in

typed practices.

management.

In this way these activities be cone threatening to top

and
For this reason, it is essential to begin at the top

involve top management in the process from the beginning.
be an essential element in the success of a program

I

I

found this to

initiated in the
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U.S. Office of Education ana an essential element in the failure of several

other programs in other organisations.

Another possible cause of problems

is that affective techniques, like other controversial Innovations, have

friends who outrageously oversell their merits and enemies who denounce

Another factor could be that some experiences

them as a Communist plot.

have been designed and conducted ineptly, inappropriately, or incompetently.

Still another and probably far more prevalent cause has been a failure
to follow up or properly integrate the affective experience into the

organizational pattern (e.g., there are undoubtedly cases in which an

employee returning from a two—week lab has "openly" and "honestly"
called his boss a "son of a bitch"; such feedback, regardless of how

sincere or accurate, is rarely appreciated).
The more intensive encounter group sessions tend to cause some individuals
conservatism)
to gravitate dynamically from the cognitive (associated with

pole when
pole of the continuum to the affective (associated with liberal)
than at either
the healthy place to be is somewhere in the middle rather

pole.

group back into
The responsible group leader, prior to sending his

"affective" channels for honest
society, will encourage them to clear a few

wife and a close friend or two
and open interaction such as with husbaud or
ready for such concentrated
rather than expect most of the world to be
\

honesty and openness.
One further caution:

or T-group
When one spouse enters an encounter group

understanding prior to entry as
without the other, both should reach an
jointly
what la the wife's, and what is
to what la the husband's business,
should be reached on what way
husband's and wife's. Then an agreement

be kept private.
be opened to the group and what will

Without auch an

serious marital problem which
agreenent. I have aeon and experienced
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developed between the couple when
one attenaed without the
other.

Another P rob leu, which arises when
an organization decides to use
group training, is that often the
organization will select the wronR
n.ode of

training or an inappropriate mix of
people.

Each of the varicu

modes or group training is designed
to meet a different need.

When an

institution desires to focus on organizational
or management problems,
it needs to have a program Individually
tailored to its needs.

“ ight inclu(Jc e

This

basic encounter experiences, non-verbal
exercises,

and maratnons whicu are focused primarily on
individual growth, openness,
and self-awarenesa.

However, the prime amphaoia would most likely
be on

training experiences which are geared toward
organisational change and

management rather than individual growth.

These might include confronta-

tion or racial encounter sessions between blacks and whites
(these sessions
can be very effective in convincing "conservative” whites,
through open

venting
cOuay)

,

hostility, of the seriousness of white racism in the country
x -groups

managers at the

with emphasis on opening communications, and retreats for
snr.e

strata.

Ay the same strata

I

mean managers of equal

rank or statur in a system rather than a manager and his subordinates.
is my

experience

— especially

growth— that most training

when tne objective of the training
is much more effective

is

It

personal

wnen it takes place in

a setting away from the organization and when it involves people who do not

have n superior-subordinate relationship.

The individual in the program

should be ah la to be relatively anonymous.

When co-wcrkers are tnrown

together in group training, the opening of intimate details can on occasions

make it difficult for the individuals to maintain their relationships on a
daily working basis in the organization.

I

prefer, for exannle, (starting

always at the top of the organizational hierarchy) having group experiences in

the 9uinmer or at 30UC rer.oue
retreat for district superintendent,
followed
by the ease kind of experience for
principal, free, different schools, and

then, perhaps, sessions for English
or physical education teachers,
rather

than having a principal attend session,
with his own staff.
or retreats with

Ills

His

,

-actions

own staff can co-.c later after the
individuals achieve

a certain amount of self insight and
growth.

ihe point is, that not all training is
appropriate for all organizations

or people.

Unfortunately, on occasions, an over-zealous school
administrator

will see group training as a panacea for hi3 school^
problems, and will call
in someone to apply a randomly selected
repertoire of exercise* or gimmicks

to

tii3

organization.

For instance, a big city school principal hired a

consultant to conduct racial encounter sessions for the blacks and whites
in the same school.

After stirring the pot, the consultant left only to

have the lid blow off a mouth later because of poor follow-up and little

planning for more than the initial confrontation.

when carefully used,

group training potentially offers one of the most promising modes for dealing

with the conflicts and tensions which exist among administrators, teachers,
and students today, for changing the attitudes which have prevented our

schools froA progressing with the tines into the twentieth century, and for

making the classroom alive by integrating into it the affective with the
intellectual.

"Education of the Self"

I

will present in some detail a description of a block of instruction

which uses the student, himself, as the content for the course rather than
any other body of cognitive material.

Weinstein and his associates, Sid

This is a course designed by Gerald

Sir., on,

Gerry Loney, Dick Nesaen, Mark
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Polen, Chuck Unger lei ter and
myself.

u. first prc, anted the

cm,™

to
two fixed groups of approximately
seventy unoergraduate and
graduate
students. The basic idea for the
course is that the self is examined
aa

seen by the student himself, by
others, and as the student would
ideally
like to see himself. The student
works, after the initial few meetings,
in small Intimate permanent feedback
groups which help hi, to negotiate
change and develop strategies helping
him to move closer to his Ideal
self.

Rather than stopping at the self-awareness
stage,

important that this course goes

or.

I

feel It Is

farther to help the individual negotiate

with himself and others and work toward changing
hlo behavior if change la
perceived by him to be called for.
One of the end results of this course is a "self
kit" which contains

anything the student feels exemplifies himself.

The contents vary from

photographs, to art, to Journal descriptions of how he sees hirself
in
various exercises compared to how others see him and hov he would
like to
be seen.

Additionally, at the end of the course, the students stage a

"Carnival of the Self" where each student ha3 a booth at which he puts

whatever he deBires of hirself on display,

half the students visit the

booths sampling the exhibits and wares while the other half put on their
displays.

putting
Tlit

On another day they change places, trade off, the other half

ther. selves

on display while the previously displayed group tours.

process of how Gerald

’..'einstein

thin course is worthy of note.

has organized the planning for

Each week several days before the course,

the planners have a seminar with others who are interested in humanistic

education.

A "post mortem" of the past week’s class is held and ideas on

how to improve on and follow up the "unfinished business" from the pro-

ceeding session arc hashed over.

New exercises are b rains torred

uo
experimented with and experienced.
leaders are shared and tried out.

Ideas from visitors or other group

Finally the planners expose and encounter

the invariable interpersonal problems and frictions which have
developed

among themselves .

Graduate students participating are given three hours of

academic credit for their efforts in the planning seminar.
One of the models designed by Gerald Weinstein that we use in this

course to ensure that individuals get beyond the self-awareness state involves
the follovring series of steps”

Step 1;

Confrontation

This pertains to any type of confrontation between the
student and any exercises, the student and the leader, or the student
and another person. For the example, which follows we* 11 use a
simple small group meeting and the students* confrontation with it.

Step 2i

Determine my unique responses

What is unique about the way I respond to this confrontation?
(e.g. I spoke first, sat against the wall, and looked people in the
eye).

Step 3t

Identify the patterns of my response
I also
hard to always look people in

I usually Initiate the action in a conversation.

usually sit.
the eye.
Step At

against the wall.

I try

What are the functions of my patterns of response

initiate the conversation to impress people and take
the leadership. I look people in the eye so they will think I tun
sincere and interested in then. I sit with my back to the wall so
I won*t feel surrounded and insecure.
I

Step 5:

What are the consequences of

nry

patterns of rerponse

When I speak first, people think I*ra overeager and it
deprives others of a chance to be first. They dislike it. When I
look people in the eye, they like me and give me attention. When
I can sit next to.
I sit with my back to the wall, it Units who
Step 6:

Try on experiment with new behavior

wall and
will try to sit in places other than against the
see if
to
speak
see how it feels, I will try not being the first to
I
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I aw valued more or listened to bettor*
the eye to see how it goeo.

Step 7t

1*11 try not looking people in

Evaluate results of experimentation

feel if
the
have
X sit in different places than against the wall, plus I
others
think
flexibility of sittii\g next to whomever I please. I
enjoy the chance to initiate the conversation and I find then
attending better to what I have to say. People don't appreciate we looking down or away while they are speaking.
1 find that it wakes little difference in how I

Step 8t

Choice

will start sitting whereever I like rather than against
there
the wall. I will hold off initiating the conversation unless
oye.
the
in
seems to be a long lull. I will continue looking people
I

model for
This eight step process is used by the individual as a
the course.

are exposed
In the first two or three lessons the students

and increase in threat as
to a variety of exercises which begin mildly
they progress.

the confrontation
The first few lessons emphasise step 1 or

(confrontation step).

responses to
They are asked to catalog their unique

the exercises in a journal.

In

l.Ut

feedback groups
leauous the claim meets in small permanent

goimthrough the eight atep process
where they concentrate progressively on
lesson the emphasis la on determining
For example in about the third
the
bavin* each individual stand in
patterns by doing, auch things as
that
calls out in rapid-fire, adjective,
middle of the group while, the group
feel,
ns they see them. They might
describe the individual's patterns
determine hi.
this process of trying to
push or touch the individual in
individual report.
end of the session each
pattern, of response. At toe
cited.
his reactions to the patterns

follows

few lessons
A description of the first
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Fi rst Lesson (Confrontation and
Determining Unique Responses - Steps 1

and 2)

At the first lesson the Individuals,
working in two subgroups with
two leaders went around a circle giving a
nsne they would like to be called

during the course followed by the fruit or
vegetable they felt most like,
and their expectations for the course.

which usually relaxes the group.

I

This is a mild warm up exercise

decided to be Hal, felt like an

over sweet mango since I was having trouble being leas than
sweet and

showing anger,

I

hoped

I

could become more sour like a lemon and

tell people off when they deserve it.

Others followed suit in this

fashion, finding it much easier sharing their honest feelings using
the fruits and vegetables.

The next series of exercises wns done in a large circle, and it

consists of physical warm ups.

The instructions given are as follows!

"Place your palms together in front of your chest and press as hard as

possible."

(allow one minute) "Next pretend that there is something

very heavy in front of you and push it as hard as you can" (allow one
minute).

"New, walk easily in place.

Now put some strut in your walk.

Increase your speed now and wave your arms as though they were birds*
wings; walk faster and flap faster; take off, soar; crash land,"
"Now mill around the room without making contact with anyone; stop

milling; look at the people around you; choose one; shake hands using

your left hand; explore each other* s left hand with your right hand.

Change

partners several times."
I
I

now begin a series of communication exercises with the class which

find useful in a new group,

"Choose someone who interests you; sit

back to back and explore how you feel about each other and communicate
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through back movements and speaking only.” "Next
face each other and com-

municate just using eyes."
hands, have a conversation.

"Now close your eyes and using just your

During that conversation say hello; take

a walk, have a fight, resolve the conflict; say goodbye."

I

now have

the pairs give each other feedback about their communicatiom
modes

and which seemed most effective.

It's interesting that usually people

W H1 communicate some intimate or significant things non-verbally that
they were reluctant to communicate verbally.

Finally

I

ask them to think of two nicknames which they have been

called in the past, get trig in touch with how they felt about the names.

Now the partner whispers in a variety of tones of voices the names into
his partner's ear.

When his voice elicits an association or merory from

the past, stop the partner and share the association.

are reversed.

Then the roles

This is an effective exorcise that I was exyot ed to in a

group at Esalen led by George Rrown.

Timing is important in these exercises.

It's essential to watch the

group to be sure that they have sufficient tine to discuss the exercise
and perform it.

Next, the pairs are asked to look for other couples who interest them
and gather into groups of six or eight.

One person fron each of the

pairs, forms an inner circle and their partners form an outer circle.

I

ask them to think about a time in their lives when they were most free.

After giving then a little time to get in touch with those feelings
have them share the experiences with the inner group.

I

The partner on the

outside watcher, the reactions of his partner while he speaks.

The groups

spoken.
then break up and the partner gives feedback to the partner wio hss

The group reconvenes and outer and inner circles reverse roles.

The group
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splits again and the person who has spoken gets
feedback from his partner.

You can also do this exercise having than think of when they
were moat
lonely, however this is usually a little more threatening than
the '’free

exercise."

I

finish this up in dyads having each partner say to the other,

the one most outstanding thing he*s noticed about the other during these

exercises

he frequently finish these sessions with a massage train.

Everyone

sits in a circle of chairs facing in the same direction with hands on the

neck of the person in front of you so so to form a train.

Each person

gives the person in front of him a rub, relaxing him as much as possible.

After two minutes we have then turn around, reverse the train, and massage
the person who has been massaging them.

end a session.

This is a delightful exercise to

It gives everyone a good, warm, relaxed feeling.

I use

it frequently to begin or and classes.

Following each lesson, Gerald Weinstein a as the students enter into
their journals information they have collected about themselves in regard
to the eight step process (i.e. after the first lesson they record the

confrontations they have had (step

1)

and their unique responses (step

2)

as they saw themselves, as others saw them, and as they would ideally like
to be)

Second Lesson (Confrontation and PeteruininK Unique Responses)
We begin the second three hour block of instruction with a massage

train again.

We ask the students to change their maimer of massaging in

relation to the following words: gently; with more pressure; playfully;
lovingly; teasingly; tenderly; and savagely.
the next exercise.

This is a nice warn up for
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Milling exercise
§i

Mill around the room without contacting anyone.

walking in water.

Imagine that you are

Splash around a bit.

Get the feel of the water.

Mow

the water is rising to cover your feet.

It’s up to your knees now.

Feel

the difference in the way you walk and move.

thighs now and is at your groin.

The water has risen to your

Feel the water with your fingertips.

The

water continues to slowly rise and is at your chest; now only your head
is above water.

Feel the space around your head; kee^ moving.

How the

water completely covers your head but you arc still able to breath.

The

water is beginning to recede now, your head is completely out of the water.
Feel your Bpace; you’re dripping.

The water is at your waist; now at your

groin; now at your thighs; now at your knees, now at your ankles, now

you are standing in a puddle again.

Relax.”

A Trip Through Your Senses
"

Find your own space somewhere in the room and occupy it.

eyes.

Feel the space around you and try to get a picture of the shape

and area of your space.
you.

Close your

You are in an envelope of space which moves with

Make yourself comfortable in your space.

Now concentrating only

on your sense of touch, discover as many textures about yourself as you

can.” (Give about two minutes for this) "Continue to discover even more

undiscovered textures,"

(Give another minute) "Relax.

Mow tune in to

your sense of smell to the exclusion of all other senses,
parts of your body smell?”
taste.

(Allow about

one.

'low

do dij ferent

minute) "Now attend only to

How great a variety of tastes about you can you discover?

(Allow a minute) "Relax.

Now listen to the sounds of yourself; at some

point put your hands over your ears.

Can you hear your blood movie:;,

body?
your heart beating, any other noises about your

Relax."
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"Look around the roora .
to your apace.

Now choose a partner.

Co with your partner

Share with each other the sense,
as in the previou.
exercia.

(except tasting) •

Share with your partner the
single noat outstanding

impression you have of him as a
result of this experience."

Though it

can be too threatening to some
groups to tanto partners, an
intereating

alternative is to have each person tell
his partner what he thinks he would
taste like.
Personal Universe 3,
Sit again in a large circle.

Face toward the wall and get into

your most secure, position making yourself
very snail. Feel your space around
you.

For the next 50 years you cannot move
your body and your space will

be your universe.

Begin to explore your universe."

(Allow at least 5

minutes for this exploration). " If you choose,
let the sounds come out

which are characteristic of your universe.
Start to emerge from your universe.

with others."

When

I

Let the sounds become louder.

Return to the circle.

first performed this exercise,

I

Share experiences

soon realized that

even without moving or seeing, my universe was quite extensive and
fascinating,
and I had enough things to interest me for perhaps a few years.

instance, just exploring ny teeth with
or so.

ray

For

tongue could occupy me for a day

Getting into an itch was quite an experience.

around me became amplified and were very interesting.

The sounds of the world
The sounds that

we emitted— those of our own personal universe, were a fascinating mixture
of alraost supernatural and deenlv emotional utterances.

Geography of the Self
This is another interesting exercise designed by Gerald Weinstein:

"Mill around the room and form groups of exactly four people.
together in a group.
3

Sit

Pretend you are elementary school children in a

’This is an exercise that Gerald Weinstein adopted from an idea of

Janet Lederman.
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geography class.

Remember the old geography book that you used?

the boys please pass the geography book?

Will

What do the books look like?

What klnd3 of headings do you find In the book?

Table of Contents?

We

are going to explore for a while the geography of ourselves
by caking

questions which might be found in a geography book, but Into each

question insert the word 'your.*
areas located?

For instance. Where arc your urban

As each question within your group is generated, all

members of the group should try to answer it only for themselves before
the next question is asked.

Record your questions and your responses."

Some of the types of questions and answers to this exercise are described
in more detail in the section on personal geography on page /5*f

The students are asked to follow up this exercise by preparing outside
the.

class, a personal geography map which is later brought to class and

shared with the feedback groups.

These

reaps

can be artistically or other-

wise depicted in anyway the student desires.
Additionally the students are asked to include in their Journals
a section entitled "Unfinished Business" which is a list of things that

they might want to do or say to someone or to themselves but which they

have not yet accomplished.
things.

These could be either positive or negative

Finally they are asked to tie each of these exercises and responses,

to the eight step process described earlier.

Third Session (Confrontation. Determining Unique Responses, and Patterns of
Responses - Steps 1.

2

and 3).

Gerald Weinstein begins the third three hour block of instruction with
3pend a
the choosing of permanent feedback groups in which the clasR will
lot of time for the remainder of the semester.

this*

"Mill around and select a partner.

The instructions go like

With your partner, each choose
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three other partner, end elt
together with your group of
eight.

Diecue.

why you chose each other: look at
your group and compare it with
the other.:
what things are unique about your
group; how does your group
compare a.
to male— fe.vnale ratio, age, etc.”
"I f theSG WCre a° ln to bc Permanent
*
groups, would you choose to
remain

where you arc?

Vote by secret ballot.”

Groups which are very dissatisfied with
their composition are
the opportunity to join together or
negotiate new groups.

iven

It seems to

help make people more comfortable, if it
is explained that the feedback
croups function as an anchor for the individuals,
a place where one could

deoend on consistent honest feedback, rather
than groups which meet together
to do exercises each day.

Composite Portrait
Each feedback group divides in half, and using pencil and
paper nakes
a composite drawing, i.e., makes a figure which is a
composite of

characteristics chosen from real characteristics of the members of the
group.

The students give the figure a name and a personality and indicate

on the drawing which characteristic was taken from whom and explain why.

This is a fascinating exercise which gives the group a chance to

openly discuss and deal with their physical appearance.

The process usually

begins with the hair, and anyone feeling strongly about theii hair can either

volunteer it or say why she thinks it isn’t attractive.
looked over and then someone’s is selected.

Everyone’s hair is

In one group viewing necks,

a girl Bald in response to someone’s comment that she had a yretty neck,

”0h no, I don’t have any neck at all.

My mother always told me that.”

'the group used her neck to make the point to her that she die

neck in spite of her mother’s old feedback.

have a lovely

It was ama.ring to me to find
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Huring this exorcise how many mothers seem
to tear down the physical
Image of their daughters.

Strangely enough this seems to occur
more

frequently with daughters rather than sons.

One attractive girl said

that she had always thought her nose was ugly
because her mother told

her that when she was a teenager.

The fact was that she had a nice

nose which went very well with her face.

It’s as though there, exists

some sort of sexual envy or jealousy from certain
mothers toward their

daughters which causes them to depreciate their daughter's
physical

appearance.
In one group when it cane to breasts two girls volunteered
theirs

but one soon declined in favor of the other who apparently thought enough
of the attractiveness of her breasts that she didn't wear a bra.

Her's

were chosen.
The work groups are merged again to form feedback groups and than they

share the composites with each other explaining how the characteristics

were chosen, why, and to whom they belonged.
Then each person in turn tells what It is he or she is
of about his or her body.

roost

ashamed

The level of intimacy which this question reaches

after the last exercise is quite deep.

In one group a student said he

was most ashamed of his penis as he thought it was too small.

Apparently,

this has been a deep concern of his for some time, and the opportunity to

be open about it seemed to take a tremendous load off his shoulders.

Several

of the girls in the group told him that they felt penis size made absolutely

no difference whatsoever in love-making but rather it was the person himself

and how he came over that counted.

A girl than volunteered that she thought

her breasts were too small, and she received from the group quite a bit of
supportive feedback about the attractiveness of her figure.

In most cases
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the features people were ashamed of about their bodies had been grossly

blown out of proportion and were found by others to be quite acceptable.
This kind of supportive feedback is usually prevalent in this exercise.

This exercise 1 b completed by having the students write in their

journals what of theirs was chosen and whether any choice surprised them.

Additionally they were asked
was rejected.

he*/

they felt when some part of their anatomy

Finally Gerald Weinstein asks the class to consider these

questions and jot down their responses:

Think of your body being twice the size it is now.

(1)

How would

you feel?
(2)

If you now were half the normal size, bow would that feel?

(3)

If you could add anything, you wanted to your normal body, what

would it be?
If you had to give up some part of your body, if it were absolutely

(4)

required that you do this in order to live,

wh.^t wculv

It ~e?

laying in a
If your body were entirely fragmented before you,

(5)

to
bunch of pieces, how would you layer the pieces in order

on top
construct a pile in which the most valuable piece were

and the least valuable piece on the bottom.
(6)

something already existing
If you had the opportunity to multiply
many would you choose to
on your body what would it be and how

have?
(7)

couldn't ba out of protoplasm,
If you could build a new body but It

what material would you select?
(3)

4.

color, which would you select?
If you could change your body's

idea presented by A.F, Osborn
These questions vere adopted from an
Scribner's Sons, 1957).

^P^dlLinatlon

.

(New York,

Charles
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(9)

If your body couldn’t be used as a body anymore but had to be

uaed for another function that would be useful to mankind, what

would that function be?
An interesting variation of the ’’composite portrait" exercise which

we use in later sessions

is

the making of a composite portrait usin

}

-,

personality traits rather than physical characteristics of members.

As

always, the students are asked to tie their reactions to the exercises
to the eight step process.

Later Sessions (fteps 4 through

8)

The remainder of the semester is devoted to getting the students
through the eight step process so that they can take their patterns of

response (step

3)

,

determine what functions these patterns serve for

them (step 4), find out the consequences of their patterns of response
(step 5), try on or experiment with new behavior (step 6), evaluate
the results of the experimentation (step 7), and finally make a choice

about how they want to be (step 8).

In other words, instead of stopping

at self-awareness, we go beyond and give the student some tools in the

form of exercises and environment, some help in the form of his feedback
personality.
group, and the opportunity to negotiate and achieve change in his
ti ating a
In the later sessions we usually begin the class by demons

which are
few exercises which might be relevant to the particular steps
later sessions is done
being emphasized, however the najority of work in the
in the permanent feedback groups.

VJe

are quite flexible about where tne

students are in the eight step process.

opportunity
’’choice’*

The main thing is to provide the

process to include the
for getting all the way through the

step.

will develop
What’s more, the permanent feedback groups

or cohesion.
their own individuality, group solidarity,

In fact the- will
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begin to develop their own repertoires
of exercises and procedures for
dealing within their own groups and with other
groups.

(Some of the groups

even began to bring favorite foods or wines
to share on occasions, while
others had extra curricular meetings at mergers'
hor.es).

Though the feedback groupo daily develop on their
own, new and

effective exercises *

I

will describe two more exercises which

I

feel deserve

special mention.
"I see you--"

This exercise is done in snail groups and it begins with two
rules.
One is to stay with the "here and now," that is with present
feelings and

observations rather than with the past or the future.

The second rule is

the "I and thou" rule, or being specific rather than general in directing
a comment, feeling, or observation directly at a particular person rather

than at the group.

The exercise begins with the class regrouped in

net/

small groups with

members sitting in a circle looking at each of the other members for a minute
or two and then directing "I see you--" comments at particular members.

For

instance, after looking around, one member may say, "I see you fidgeting

with your feet;" or "I see you looking away when

I

look at you."

After doing

this for a few minutes the groups are instructed to expand the statements to
"I see

you— and

I

perceive that you are—"

with your fingers and

I

For example, "I see you fooling

perceive that you are nervous."

This is done for

five or six minutes and then the groups are instructed to find a person's

eyes and look into then until told to look for someone new.

allowed thirty seconds and then told to look for

into for the next thirty seconds.

member's eyes in their group.

Tills

a

The class is

new set of eyes to look

In this way they rotate through all the

exercise greatly accelerates the process
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of recognizing conflicts, tensions, and feelings,
both hostile and

affectionate, which exist between people.
The final part of the exercise takes the student through
the first
two steps "I see you

—and

I

perceive that you are—" and then adds "and

it makes me—'" For example, "I see you fidgeting with your
I

is

f infers,

perceive that you are nervous, and that makes me feel uptight."
followed by a quick response from the person being addressed.

and

This

This is

a fairly threatening exercise and should be used in the later stares of

group work.

It's a very effective exercise especially if the "hero and

now" and "I and thou" rules are enforced.

One final exercise which we find useful in the later sessions of the
course is an exercise we call "In the manner of the person" which is described
be low t

"In the manner of the Person"

This is an exercise which was developed quite by accident one day by

Gerald Weinstein and the planning group.

It has several levels of application

and is not only fun to play, but is also helpful in giving feedback to each

other and in helping individuals to identify the consequences of their

patterns of response.
cueaiber

The exercise in done in the following manner:

One

of the small feedback group leaves the room while the others pick

a person to be "It."

The member that has left is called back in, and it is up

to him to identify the person who is "it" by going around the group and asking

each member to do things "in the manner of the person" who is "it."

For

instance, he can ask a member to tell off another member "in the manner of
the person
the person"; or have someone walk and then dance "in the manner of

or even more complex, have someone rationalize an action

the person."

in the manner of

to be
To add an interesting twist the person the group picks
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"It" could be the person who went out of the room.

It*s better not to

allow guessing until after everyone in the group has the
opportunity to
do something "in the manner of the person."

In this exercise people get

a unique kind of feedback about how they "come over"
to others as they

watch themselves being acted out in various interesting situations by
the other group members.

Gerald Weinstein and his colleagues are continually working to develop

curricula that has direct classroom application , and which goes beyond the
fun and games stage, beyond the self-awareness stage and gets into making

changes in the classroom, in learning and in individuals.

These concerns

which are also shared by most of the other serious pioneers in the field
are reflected in an article in the November 15, 1969, issue of Saturday

Review , "Sense About Sensitivity Training," by Max blrnbaum:
...huiian relations training is capable, if properly employed, of
producing substantial educational change. It holds tremendous
potential for improving education by dealing with its affective
components, reducing the unnecessary friction between generations, and
creating a revolution in instruction by helping teachers to learn
how to use the classroom group for learning purposes.

The pity is that this promising innovation may be killed before
its unique properties have a fair chance to demonstrate their
worth. The opposition to its serious exploration is strong and is
apt to grow. Among those who oppose sensitivity training are those
who say, "...it smacks of therapy, which to a very small degree
it docs..., the mettoers of the renascent John Birch Society, who
would equate it with brainwashing..." as well as some of, "...
it *8 enthusiastic but frequently unsophisticated school supporters..."
and some of the, "...newly hatched traine.es, long an enthusiasm or
entrepreneurial expertise, but short on professional experience,
skill, and wisdom."*

Though there*s little question about the need to move in this direction,
somewhere.
the moves should be thought out ami planned, and they should lead

5#

Review,
Max Bimbaum, "Sense about Sensitivity Training," Saturday
(November 15, 1969), p. 82.

Gerald W.in.t.i„ and hi.
associates are moving.

an<1

th . y

out and planning their
moves Into productive areas.
THE GKOCRAPIlY OF HIE

SLLF

Gerald Weinstein and his
associates at the University
of Maaa.chus.tt.
center for Humanistic Education
have developed and tested
in the classroom
other effective humanistic
education techniques several of
which will be
reviewed in the next few pages.
The first of these is a sketch
of possible
classroom techniques on personal
geography or the geography of
the self.
The author has tried many of
them out with his children and with
student,
with delightful results. Children
expand their openness into new area,
that often have been repressed or
sublimated to the detriment of a healthy
personality development. Additionally
these exercises allow the child
to openly f ant seize, be creative,
and have fun doing it.

An effective

way to do these exercises is to have the
class divide itself into groups
of four.

Each member of the group will then take
his turn making up a

question about the geography of the body.

Each question will be answered

by each member of the group and then by the
originator of the question
before a new question is asked by the next member.

Education of the Self class in which

I

For example, in an

recently took part, one student

asked, "If your body were a country, what would be its
imports and exports?"

One member answered, "My Imports would be affection (my country
needs lots
of it and it also exports a lot of it); love, but that's very
scarce now

and since we're having trouble getting it, we're taking in more affection
than usual to make up for it; ideas~I take those in, work on them and then

export then as finished or partially finished products.

My principal

exports are affection, some love, loyal friendship, some ideas, practical

suSS® 8 tions or solutions to problems, and energy which

I

export in great
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quantity because

I

hove a great surplus of It In my country.”

Some of the questions and adaptations of this
which

I

have heard or experienced

are presented here as a list of idea stimulations
for teachers or parents
to try out on their students or children:
1.

Take a fantastic voyage

—an

exploration trip over your body

of tiny explorers—a Lewis and Clarke expedition over
your

would their journal be like
2.

Smile

*

til it

relaxed smile?
3.

—write

a group

body—What

an imaginary journal of their discoveries.

hurts— see what muscles

are affected—What goes into a

The strain of masking or armoring.

An odyssey into your inner apace

—How big

is the inside of your head?

Get a sense of your message, network—What* s coming in and going out?
4.

If your body were a continent where would your rivers be?

Your population centers, your mountain ranges, cliffs, and caves?

What

are the chief products of your body continent— natural resources, materials
for productions, energy centers, power plants, recreation areas and parks?

Uhat do you like to show to the tourists?

would they

be—where

where—how would

If people were living on you, who

would they be living— what would they be doing and

they feel about their environment—what places would

they like best. • .least.

•

If your body were the world where would the cities be located.

"Tatooed Lady"

(Song

"Under her kidney is a birdo^eye view of Sydney.")

Where are the boundaries of the body?
If your body were a country, where would you live or not live?

What are the climates?

Seasons?

Which parts of the body are slippery?
What are the capitals of the self and why?

What are the major products?
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Differences between the surface and
beneath?
What are your waru and conflicts
(cold and hot)?

Where are the colonies?

Who owns parts of you?

Where are the tension (trouble

spots?

)

What about the "iron curtain” and how it
emerged?

Micro would you rest or play?

When are you most at sen level?
What do you use to make a living?
Where are the uncharted regions-—the frontiers?

Hew and who will explore these?
What are the seasons of your life?

Suppose you were going to explore uncharged regions of body, what
would

you need?
Write a Journal of a germ travel
liew

.ing

does someone get inside you?

over your body,

Who do you prohibit from entering

or leaving?

What passport is needed?

Are there border regulations?

How about alien

registration?
What's the history of your country and its people?

How many kings and presidents in your country?
Is your country a satellite or an independent state?

What country is your body most like?
fiver

had any revolutions?

Would you like to leave your couutry?
How would you do it?
Can you take a "legitimate trip"?

Do you have an early warning system?

What percent of your budget would you spend on defense?
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What percent of your natural resources would you use on
defense?
Where are the slums of your body?

What percent of budget would you spend

on improving these?

What music does your body speak and what are the instruments?
5.

Make an inventory of body language.

"Get off

tny

back"

"Pain in the neck"
Why do some parts of the body fit more into body language than others?
Organ language— "tearing my heart."
6.

Feel, in detail your hair, skin, feet bottoms— listen to your organs

speak over stereo (record on storeo tape recorder using stethoscope)
Where are the hinges on your body?

Matter states of your
What

are.

body— liquids,

solids.

Elasticity.

your body pKymes—wliat are the rhythms of your life?

Create

through musical instruments your life rhythm.
What* s it like to lose your baby teeth?

What state are you most like?
7.

Why are so many love functions, "dirty words"?

body have become the enemy?

What part3 of your

Which body parts or areas are the friendliest?

What are the beautiful parts of your body— ugliest—Where did you get
your notions of beauty?

How will you look ten years from now?

Could you draw artistic patterns from the movement of your internal organs?

What ia the day and night of your body— the body asleep?
8.

How many transplants could you take and still be you?

body know?

What would you have transplanted?

Suppose you had to be 15 for the rest of liie?
Suppose you were 50 tines bigger or smaller?

tlow

would any-

iy>

Who are the minorities?

Who rules?

This is not a unit on anatomy in the biological
sense— but an expedition

through your body and its relation to how you feel
about you, your body
and self image.
it?

...what is your body trying to tell you?

Low does your body influence your image of yourself?

your relations with your body?

Learn to read

What are

How do you get along together?

connected or disconnected you are with it?

How

Can you find new ways to come

in contact with your body?

Look at your body as a stranger or your body

as an unplayed instrument.

Expand your body's sensory capacities,

rlow

have you taught your body non— sense?

What chinks have you put in

some of your body armor.

What is the effect of eye dominance over the other sense?

keep the world at a distance.

How do you

How much of you have you been cutting off?

How can you bring to life the dead or numb areas of your body?

(This

is real physical education)

What do we mean by:

"out of touch?" and^sexuality"?

Trying some of these out with your children and students will make it
apparent that any single question can lead to a fantastic exploration of
values, feelings and concepts altogether too frequently ignored, or buried,
or numbed.

"ONE WAY FEELING GLASSES"

Another concept developed by Gerald Weinstein is the concept of "one-

way feeling glasses",^*

He has demonstrated this concept on television

with children from New York City Schools.

This technique is useful with

^Gerald Weinstein, "One way Feeling Glasses," (unpublished manuscript.
University of Hass., 1967).
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many different age levels.

I

have used it very effectively with
graduate

students.

Gerald Weinstein will enter, for example,

a sixth grade

classroom with a box full of old dimes tore glasses.

inner city

In one classroom he

explaineu to the children that he had very special "one
way feelim- glasses",

"when you put these on, you see things suspiciously."
to try on the glasses.

and put them on.

lie

He asked for a volunteer

A small boy in the front of the classroom came up

looked around and smiled,

when asked what he saw

through the suspicious glasses, he replied, "I wonder why you 1 re here
today, and the teacher is out loafing or goofing off?"

Gerald Weinstein

told him, "That's exactly the way suspicious glasses work!"

The boy

looked around the room, and said, "1 wonder if those two boys in the back
of the room are talking about me?"

Several other children used the suspicious

glasses with equal success.

Gerald Weinstein then pulled another pair of glasses out of the box
and said, "These are '1 know they really care about me no matter wtiat they
say or do glasses'".

Several children tried then on with revealing results.

One of the pairs of glasses, the "self righteous glasses" provided
some interesting results.

When asked who might wear "self righteous glasses,"

one child replied, "batman".

Another said the counselor.

When asked more

about this, he replied that whenever you go in to see the counselor,

he asks, "what trouble have you been in again."

Another said, "the principal".

When asked what the opposite of "self righteous glasses" might be one
student replied, "people are not too different from me glasses".

When the students in the class all put on "strong point glasses",
and looked around at their fellow students the classroom became alive with
feeling as students began honestly telling tueir associates, in mosc cases
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for the first time, about their
strengths.

A warm pleaeant feeling seemed

to spread emon E these ghetto
hardened children a, they heard
reinforcing

feedback from others in the class about
their strong points.
'./hen

asked what kind of glasses "a new kid"
coning into the class

ought to have, the students replied "power
glasses" to make it through
the struggle.

A new student in the class emphatically agreed,
and this

touched off a discussion on how he had been
accented by the others.

This

ended with tho conclusion that he was now definitely
a member of the group.
The author has used the "strong point glasses"
technique with graduate students with amazing results.

After having each student, in turn,

put on "strong point glasses" and give each of the others'
strom points,
the author passed around

a

hand mirror and asked each student to tell what

he saw in the mirror, still wearing their "strong point glasses".

This

gave students the rare opportunity of openly and honestly stating
what
they felt their strong points to be.

It was a most intimate, warm, and

satisfying experience for the entire group of 15 students.
This technique of one way feeling glasses has infinite variation and

application limited only by the teacher's imagination and self enlightenment.
THE CONCirT OF SUB SELVES

Another very useful technique being used by Gerald Weinstein and hia
associates, that was adopted from the work of Stewart Shapiro, of the

University of California, Santa Barbara is

a

way for the students to con-

ceptualize the different subselves or characters which sake up their personalities.

For example I have had my graduate students list the subselves which

they have in common with one another such as the "critical subself" , the

"loving subself", the "protector subself" the "reserve subself", the "show
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tl.ue

subself, etc.

I

then arranged for the students to put on Individual

plays dramatizing some or all of the subsolves which they felt
existed in
themselves.

Each student then took turns changing back and forth (changing

chairs when he changed roles) in the roles of his various subselves in

different situations.

Other students empathized and helped the student

by playing the role of a friend’s various identified subselves as they
saw that particular side of his personality.

Students discover in this

activity that it is necessary to have the various subs elves negotiate
in order to work out the drama.

These dramatizations are often very

revealing and helpful to the role players.

Caution is in order as this

technique can be very powerful if the students are allowed to go deenlv
into real life situations with their suh3elvea.
used in Gestalt Therapy.

This practice is often

At Esalen, the author was a member of a group

where group members played the roles of their personality with such
intensity that decisions and connitrcents vital to their lives resulted.
One girl was wrestling with the problem of living with a domineering

mother who over-protected her and sabatoged her every romance
effort to keep M her baby In the fold".

lr.

an

This girl divided up into the sub-

selves, "Mary inner", au extroverted, strong girl with high libido and

"Mary outer", a shy, dominated, dependent person.

She was led bv the

group leader through the playing of the roles of these two very real subselves switching from one chair to another as they argued.

dary inner

her
in a burst of aggression shouted at "Mary outer" that sae had ruined

fulfilllife staying around mother when she was entitled to romance,

ment, and a life of her own.

"Mary outer" argued back feebly that Mother

stay at home.
would probably have a heart attack and die if she didn’t

backed down and
After thirty intense minutes of encounter, "Mary outer"
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admitted that she really admired "Mary inner"
much more than her self and
though she thought her own reservedness and tact
was important to their
joint success, she decided that "Mary inner" should
"cc«e out" and be

predominant much more in the future.

We were all astounddd to see the

vivacious and extroverted "Mary inner" (a much more
attractive person)

around for the rest of the workshop.
had taken place.

In this case real transformation

In the normal classroom situation, a much milder playing

of the subselves role is in order, and this can be controlled
by staying

with the "here and now".
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HUMANISTIC GAME S
James M. Sacco and Michael A. Burton, also
of the Onlver.ity of Maaaachuaetta
School of Education have developed some
humanistic games for classroom use. In
the words of Jim Sacco:

My first day of teaching elementary school I was
impressed
by the number of bright, but anxious faces I saw
in front of
me. I must loosen them up, I thought. My smile
created a small
ripple of cautious smiles-back, but there was still
fear.
During the next month, I discovered in my own personality
the quality
that could eliminate the fear and anxiety—
my own mischievousness.
When the kids sensed I had something new going that day or
something a little bit zany, their curiosity and impatience
was aroused.
Tiie fona of this Organized Mischief was
usually a game or an introduction to the unit under study.
The games outlined below are not elaborately rationalized, but
they are intended to serve a teacher's everyday needs. Category A
lists Theatre Games and Oral Exercises. Category B includes games
in which writing is involved. Category C deals with Sounds and
Songs games. Category D is a small-scale physical education program.
Categories D and E contains Intellectually competitive games.
Category F offers math games, and Category G, science games.
Finally, suggestions are offered for teachers who want to design
games themselves. The initial steps in the process are introspective
ones recalling what makes you giggle, what active role you take in
enjoyment of all kinds, what TV comedians give you the biggest laughs,
what fantasies you have had about the classroom, what you can learn
by meditating in developing a lesson plan, what most excites you
about your own learning now, and what catchy phrases, nonverbal
communications, and game set-ups you can glean from your own and
your students' favorite TV shows. The second phase requires thinking
through the game, deciding in the process whether you will use its
discipline to serve the cognitive goals of your classroom, or use it simply
it a new experience.

—

An outline of some of the games designed by Hanes Sacco and Michael
Burton and others follows:
The L ittle Th eatre
The teacher's sense of the dramatic is very Important in creating a little
threat re.

With sweeping hand movements, he delineates an area of the class as

the theatre.

The children move their chairs around that spot.
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I

will give two examples of how

One afternoon

I

employed the threatre.

I

assigned a bossy girl in the class to
be Lucy and

a shy boy to be Linus.

I asked them to

play a scene in which Lucy and

Linus disagreed over which TV show to watch.

dialogue as they went along.

They had to Improvise the

The warm affect and easy identification

which the kids have with Peanuts gave me a means
of entering their inner
world.

Oftentimes, one girl would come up to me and say
"I can’t stand

it, I just can't stand it."

The teacher must ask the children role-playing
to take their parts

seriously and not to let the ones who aren’t in the play
distract them.
On another occasion,

I

asked three children to role-play a situation

in which an unpopular student had just come into the class.

I

picked a

well-liked boy for the role of reject, while I chose the one who was
being
rejected in actuality to be with the

crowd.

in''

During the improvisation,

one student exposed the scene and said "That’s what's happening to John."
I

can pus .

also had them role-play students who were demonstrating at a college

The son of the town's policeman

I

cast as a demonstrator while

the son of a dean at the University of Massachusetts was cast as policeman.
The discussion which followed was a serious one as to why students are so

stubborn and why they are demonstrating.
The Listening Game

The purpose of the game is to have the students summarize the statement
of his conversation before making his own statement.

For example, with third grade students, I would start a conversation

and demonstrate how to summarize what my conversation partner said.

would say what

I

had to say and expect him to summarize what

I

Then I

had to say.
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Once the class has experienced this discipline,
the teacher can use it
at titaes with individuals she feels
are not listening to her or to other

students.

The Adverbs Game
The purpose of this exercise is to increase the
variety of descriptive

adverbs in spoken and written sentences.
lhe teacher divides the class into two teams.

The pame is started

with a sentence like "She walked aimlessly..." One team has to
pick it up
from there and continue.'

1

...She walks badly, carefully, drearily, etc."

in alphabetical fashion.

used again,

l’he

Once an adverb is used in the game, it cannot be

teacher allows half-a-minute maximum for the student to

come up with an answer.

The team with fewest misses wins.

I’ve used this game with third, fourth, fifth, and sixth graders.

You

can play the game with trerbs or nouns or adjectives, depending on grade levels
and abilities.
The Free As sociation Game

The purpose of this game is to experiment with free association and to
learn the cause-effect relationship between the total thought patterns and
the words we choose.

To begin this game, the teacher throws out a word and

the class freely-associates.

out a word to the teacher.

Then, they reverse it and the class throws

The teacher can demonstrate how his freely-

associated words are related to his present concerns.
For^example, I choose the number 815.
8:15 appointment.

I choose the word flabby .

friend I'm going to see this morning.

I

I

look at my watch.
I

I

have an

was thinking of a chubby

hum notes randomly.

The song

'As
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Time Goes By" distinguishes itself.

I'm still looking at my wetch.

The C olor Met apho r Gam e

The purpose of this game is to
identify feellnrs and perception, by
naming tham as colors.
The teacher uaes himself as stimulus.

color do I make yiu fail like?” or

'

What color do I remind you of?”

A student responds by saying "green.”
that makes you think of green?"

For example, she asks, ”Vhat

The teacher aks,

’What am I doing

The teacher then makes the face of a

hairy monster about to attack someone.

Again she asks "What color do

I

remind you of?" and "What is the color of that
feeling deep in the pit of

your stomach?”
Color metaphor games can be played by groups of two or
groups of five,
or a whole class together

.

The teacher should be aware that negative

feelings about other children can come out in this game, and
she should

consider how to handle this expression of feeling.

The Animal Game
The purpose of this game is to give the students a vehicle bp which
they can express their perceptions of the teacher and of each other.

teacher first uses herself as the object of attention.
I

remind you of?'

The

"What animal do

She notes down on the blackboard the different choices
1

and asks why a choice was made (listing the

’’why'

also/)

She then emphasizes what her positive qualities were by double-underlining.

She encourages the students to do the sane by a statement like "It’s

good to know what strengths others see us having, so we can build on them.”

WRITING

GABIES

Dream Workshop
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Th. purpose of this exercise
1, to sh.re
and produce written

Serial

fronts

based on our dream,.

o, our dr.an.

the te.cher set. up .

dr.sn-sh.rln, session, with th.
lights turned low, In which
students are
seated In a circle on the
floor, recalling dre ms
daydre ms , fantasies,
,
and coramunlcatin, then to
the class. The students
then go to their seats
to write about a drean of theirs
or a story based on a dream
they had.
How Could You Soi l An Idea?
This gene plays on the
TV-commercialized generation's sense of
salesnanahlp through sloganizing. As
an exempie, take the concept
"The primitive

African tribesnan has a power of
reasoning the sane as an American's

nake a written and/or illustrated
commercial to sell that idea.

",

The teacher

gives a concept to each member of
the class to be handled as In the
example
above

Regular Spelling

T—

r

B tit...

The purpose of this exercise is to provide
a vehicle vrhereby students
can laugh at themselves and at their teacher
while taking a test.

The

teacher uses spelling words in a sentence which
has to do with two students
in the class— a boy walking home with his "secret"
girl friend, or two girls

giggling and talking about that cute boy Ronnie.

The teacher lets the students

then make up sentences about each other or about the teacher
and his or her

girl or boy friend.

(They usually want to get back at you for outraging then

with that girl.)
The Sto ry Compos ition Tesjt
The purpose of this exercise is to make an informal psychological

evaluation of the students in your class.

The teacher locates and cuts out

pictures from magazines on a limited number of personal and interpersonal topics.
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.uch a. lonely people, happy
people, parents scolding
children, parent,
praising children, children crying,
a boy rnnnlng away from
home. The

teacher picks a picture for each
student and has each write a story
about
It.
The teacher can design her own
evaluation system after looking at the
stories.
.

SOUNDS AND SONGS GAMES

Sound -Off

The purpose of this game la to express
feelings without words.

The

teacner assigns an emotion to each student and
has him fcake a gesture or

non-word sound which expresses that emotion.

When students are adept enough,

the teacher can rate each performance on
a running point chart.

Sample

emotions that can be given are tired, bored, excited,
helpless, scared, angry,
or disgusted.

A variation of this would be to have students close their

eyes and wait until expressions come naturally to their
faces.

Ask the only

student observer to identify the emotion behind the expression.

Another variation would be to have students close their eyes and let
sounds come to their lips naturally.

Ask the student observer to identify

the emotion behind the expression.

Sound -Off _Ro le-P iiy lng

The purpose of this pame is to give students practice in gestural, faciil,
and nonsense sound communication.

The teacher gives each student a

"sound’’

expressing one of the feelings such as those in the preceeding game.

The

teacher then sets three role-players in a situation around the "family

breakfast table
assigned sound.

,

for instance where they must communicate using only their

This is ended by a class discussion on the limitations or

greater ranges of capacities to communicate nonverbally as compared with
verbally.
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Song Feel ings

The purpose of this exercise 1. to
have students verbalise feellne.

which music dfdiiferent types snd at
different points arouse in them.
teacher prepares selections from altar,

The

rock, folk, classical, religious,

and cocanertial music.

She gives instructions, describes
and employs a

rating system which distinguishes between
superficial response ("It's okay.")
and genuine feeling ("I feel peaceful.").

She usee the blackboard to record

responses

TH1 WBW Gym
Relaxa t ion and Response to Music
The purpose of this game is to release physical tensions
and increase
the student’s awareness of his body.

The teacher starts with deep breathing

exercises in which only the diaphragm, not the chest, expands and
contracts.
Irn:

t.-.acher

has the students lie on their backs and coordinate stretching

their bodies in «ay way they feel they need stretching on the inhale and

going limp on tne exhale.

Next the teacher plays a soft classical symphony.

She has the students raise their hands above their heads and move them through
the air in response to the music.

Next she has the students get up and, with

tneir feet in one place, move their whole bodies in response to the music
(eyes closed throughout).

someone with

Ifhom they

Finally she has them move around until they meet

will move together as a pair.

Trust

The purpose of this exercise is to develop ability to let yourself relax

physically into the arms of another.

The class is divided up into pairs.

Each of the two individuals stands looking inthe same direction.

The one

in front spread-eagles his arms and lets himself fall back on the other,

who catches him before he hits the floor then they trade off.

One student
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gives another a heed-roll.

Hand, clasped underneath the
other', neck, he

roll, the other's head aro.md and up
and down.

Then, he rolaae, the other',

an.y by shaking tnera out and massaging
the tense places.

The Blind Walk

The purpose of this exercise la to make the
student depend on hie
senses other than sight for receiving the world,
and to let him experience

dependence on another.
a walk outdoors.

One student claacs hie eyes and another
takes him on

No talking is allowed so that they must develop
some

communication system other than speech.

The leader takes his partner around

on interesting side-trips to explore objects non- visually
and to experience

different sensations, like running, feeling water, mud,
grass, trees, rolling,

swinging on swings, going down a seesaw.
Sup porting Someone Else
This exercise lifts the burden off another person's shoulders.

One

student, with a strong back, stands back to back with a second student.

The

lifter grabs both his partner's hands from over his head, squats, and lifts
hia partner gently off the ground.

As the lifted person breathes deeply,

the lifter bends slightly on inhale.

INTELLECTUALLY COilPKTITIVE GAMES

The Bowl Q uiz
One purpose of this game is to test the abilities of quick recall,

analogous thinking, problem solving, and question framing.
is to teach the value of group consultation.

choose two teams of five students each.

A second purpose

Students are instructed to

The teacher has prepared in advance

questions based on current events, language arts, mathematics, science,
or other topics.

It's good to include some

'

fun'’

and some

’dumb" questions.
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She also prepares some answers to which students can make

ur>

questions.

On

ten-point toas— up questions , the teacher has students push imaginary buzzer

buttons on their desks* for bonus questions, she has the captain of a
team answer,

bonuses are worth 20 points.

The play continues until the

questions are used up (about 25-30 minutes)

A variation is Scrabble Qowi Quiz.

Its purpose is to get students

working in small groups and to make up different words with the same set
of letters.

The

team

with greatest number of words in five minutes

two out of three basis

— on

a

—wins.

T en St eps

The purpose of this is to teach mathematics with the built-in capability
of going as fast through

tiie

program as possible, defending on student’s

individual learning ability.

Ten levels of competence are established.
8 ample test

The teacher writes one

question on a poster for each of the ten levels and rank-orders

them along the wall.

Teacher prepares three different tests of ten examples

each to evaluate whether student has mastered a particular level with 80%
accuracy,

nefore a student can move up more than two consecutive levels,

level.
he must assist someone aS a lower level than his to pass one

Ihe

series in confirst five students turough the ten steps plan the next

sultation with teacher.

The next five students administer the present ten

steps until all have negotiated it.

MATH CAMMfl

Pencil and Stri ng Geometry
use some imagination in
Xhe purpose of thla game i» to make atudents

drawing geometric figures.

paper, pencil
The only tools allowed are a piece of
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am! a string.

A sample problaa would be to draw a
triangle with all three

aides equal or draw a triangle with
two sides equal and the third
side onethird of the other two.
To Gran dmo ther's House We Go

The purpose ot this exercise is to introduce
the idea of vectors.

A piece of graph paper is divided into
four quadrants so that the coordinates
have both positive and negative numbers to
identify then.

Label the axes,

and change tne labels from day to day to
show that they are arbitrary.
Give

students the coordinates of the starting place and
of Grandmother’s

t.ie

house.

Choose various lengths for the arrows and then let the
students

try to

get

to Grandmother’s house.

The person or team that gets there

with the fewest arrows in an allotted time wins.

Dot Pic ture s

The purpose of this exercise is to encourage looking at graphs as
pictures.

Divide a p**ce of graph paper into four quadrants and label the

axes.

Start giving the coordinates of a picture that is to be made up of

dots.

A student may guess vhut the picture

is to be at any time.

If he is

correct, he wins; if ho is incorract, he is eliminated from participation
in guessing that pictmre.

Hat h is Hiding
The purpose of this game is to reveal mathematics in common objects.

One point is awarded for every object that is named and for which the

mathematics connected with it is explained.

For example, take, the floor.

Someone nad to measure the floor to figure out bww
to cover the floor.
as a demonstration.

r.:any

tiles were needed

The student is then asked to solve a similar problem
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Human Rulers
The purpose of this «me is to produce spatial awareness
of your body.
ihe student Is asked to use a yardstick to measure
parts of hla body and
is told that later he will be asked to measure other objects
using only

his body as a ruler.

The length of a finger may be used for short measure-

ments, the person's height for longer lengths.

Sample K *b$*3t8 to be measured are books, chAirs, doors, the room, etc.

SCIENCE GAMES
What Wou ld Mother Nature Do?

The purpose of this game is to encourage the answeting of science
questions by using simple experiments.

The teacher prepares some simple

experiments, but before carrying out each one, a question is asked as to
the outcome.

The votes are tabulated for each team before the experiments

have all been done.

An example of a possible experimental question:

a razor blade float in water?

water?

Will

Does it depend on how it is placed in the

Will it continue to float if soap is added to the water?

What's in the Bag?
The purpose of this exercise is to develop the testing of scientific
theories.

Place various common objects in small bags and seal the bags.

Let

the students figure out what is in the bags by doing anything they can think
of except opening the bags.
P ap er Building s

The purpose of this exercise is to emphhsize the importance of the shape
rather than the type of material used in construction.

The students are

allotted ten sheets of paper and some tape to make their constructions.
Examples of building peojects:

Build a platform that will support two books

at least six inches off the floor.

(Use of cylinders.)

Build a bridge
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between two desks that will support a book.

(Put lots of folds In the

paper.)
S cience Is

Our Fr iend

This exercise makes students aware of both the pros
and cons of

science.

One team names something in science that is helpful
to people;

the other team has fifteen seconds to name a use of the
same thing that

harms people.

No points scored for correct— or completed— answers

only for stumping your opponents.

Team 1

—Airplanes

people.

Team 1

— (No

(No points)

answer).

points

A sample round might ro as follows:

are used to transport people.

are used to bomb people.

,

Team

2—Trains

Team

2

—Airplanes

are used to carry

(Point scored for Team 2)

Scaven g er Hung
This exercise helps students realize the science in everyday things.

Team 1 picks an object that demonstrates a scientific principle.

Team

2

has to find an object that demonstrates the same principle, then Team 1

must find still another object that demonstrates the same principle, etc.

A pplnt is awarded every time a team continues the chain.
Sample:

Team 1 picks radiator.

heat)

(point)

,

Team

2

picks light bulb (it also gives off

Team 1 picks sun, (also gives off heat),
point, end of chain).

For example,

(point) Team

2

— (stumped)

(No

Then begin again.

In all these games it's a good idea to rehearse the rules of the game,

making sure they are clear.

Think of new variations and new games by record-

ing notes from your own mediation, daydreaming, or brainstorming.

your rough-cut ideas germinate for a time.

Let

Recording side comments by

students about TV or Charlie Brown or off-the-cuff ideas from the classroom
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can produce excellent ideas
for games.

Watching Johnny Carson or
Captain Kangaroo on TV
with the aound turn.d
Off is an interesting stimulus.

Fimlly. cultivate your own sans.
of th« mi.chievou. and
ridiculoua
for in these lie. the secret
of successful games.

have presented a wide variety
of these games in an effort
to make
the point that humanistic education
techniques and games can he
integrated
I

into every kind of classroom from
math to social studies, to
English, to
physical education. These are
presented as idea stimulators with
the hope
that teachers will piggy back"
on them and build many more of
their own.
The Unlverslty-S tudsn t Crisis Role
P laying
Thia is one of my favorite exercises
which Robert Woodbury end

using in both graduate and undergraduate
university courses.

I

have been

A rola-playing

situation of a student protest in its various
stages can give students a first
hand understanding of the various pressures
felt in such a situation. We usually

begin thia exercise by discussing the difficulties
of governing a university,
and pointing out how the President of a university
must be all things to
everyone:

the students, who are demanding an ever-increasing
role in the

governance of the institution; the faculty, who really
defy governance; the
community, to whom the president must sometimes be a mayor
ex officio; the

alumni, who often are more worried about the caliber of
the football team than
they are about the quality of the academics; the non-academic
employees, who

recently have begun to assert new power through collective bargaining (strikes
have
forced several universities to close down temporarily); the trustees, who often
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know little about education
and wake the detake of
atteeptln, to apply
their knowledge of industry to
academia;

the legislature or regents
who

are necessarily

re, note

but vital tofl.e welfare of the
institution; and

the rarcr tG of students, who
expect the president to protect
their "child"
fron the evils of sex and "grass."
All of these people put different
‘

pressures on the university president
making his job much more difficult
than that of a corporation president
who can often measure hia productivity
by the profits he makes and who must
answer to a board interested mainly
in profit.

We then

1181,33

y bulld tbc scene at a fictitious state univarsity,

"Abalone University,” where the editor of the
student newspaper, after

having written numerous unheeded editorials about
the evils of the university,
and the lack of involvement of students in decisions,
finally puts out
a completely obscene issue of the paper attacking
the administration and

the trustees.

paper.

Needless to say, some attention is finally paid to his

The trustees, several of whom have been mentioned by name
in the

accurate, but gross, issue of the paper phone the president and
instruct
hiia to

take immediate action to nip this at the bud.

The university is

also in the nidst of a large fund-raising campaign based on the theme
that Abalone University has been free of strife.

The president has set

up a meeting with the editor of the newspaper which is to take place in

thirty minutes.

We then go around the room dividing the students into

the following role-playing groups ?

Administration— they are instructed

to pick a president, dean of students, etc.; students

— they

are asked to

pick an editor of the paper, S.D.S. leader, president of student body,

president of a conservative student group, etc.; faculty— they choose
a president of the faculty senate, faculty advisor to tne student
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paper, etc.; community le„der.-they
eelect a police chief, mayor, publisher

town newspapers, etc., trustees; alumni,
legislature and governor*. staff.

He set the scene a little farther by
to lllm;

the,.,

that the president

is now meeting with his key staff
deciding on his stance for the me sting

with the editor of the student paper.

The student editor Is meet in

with

the president of the student body, S.D.S.
leader, etc., decldlnp on their

stance and demands.

Trustees and any others can send public or private

messages to any other group through me on notes, which

I

deliver and

announce for everyone*.? interest.
Hie tensions begin to build and

wo.

sit back to watch the fun.

usually build the pressure in a not-unnatural way by having,

Vie

a mob of

students gather at the campus gate singing and blocking traffic to which
the police chief typically overreacts.

The pressure be-ins to build on

the president as trustees and alumni call in their concerns and as the

student group with which he is meeting begins to vocalize,

the-fr

demands

(ye usually arrange for the student group to be larger than the others,

and we usually include some of the middle aged member? of the class to

play students and some of the more radical students to be administration).
I

have watched presidents literally sweat, their shirts throu; h mid

students become almost violent as they pet into the roles.
it la difficult to turn the group off.

Frequently

Me generally hold a thirty or

for tv— five minute critique and discussion at the end when we deal with

such questions as why the president "tailed down” to the students, how
they felt, what pressures they felt, and when if ever do neons justify
the ends.
Tii ere

are nauv variations of this exercise that can bo played limited

only by the instructor’s imagination.

Ample grist for feelin

r

A*il]$ usually
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eir.erge as

the students talk about how they felt and negotiated in their

respective roles.

Ou one occasion,

I

ended the session by

the

havir.j

students close their eyes and get into comfortable positions.

I

then

asked then to visualize a teacher or administrator whom they hated
or particularly disliked and to get in touch with and experience their

feeling about this person.

I then had them think of an animal for that

person, and an anlual for themselves.

Next

I

had then think of as rany

things about the disliked animal as they could that they appreciated.

Next

These were written down.

I

asked them to close their eyes, and as

their own animal take a fantasy walk through paths in the forest coring
to a large clearing with the disliked animal in the clearing.

They

were to walk to the middle of the clearing where they cane face to face
with the disliked animal and fantasize what took place for several
silent minutes.

We then discussed and shared our fantasies and looked at the various
alternative wavs of dealing with people we dislike.

viewed by

ray

This exercise is

students as a most relevant learning experience, and

I

also

enjoy very much doing it.

LEARNING THEATER ACTIVITIES
Rudman ' s Learning
In the pa 3 t chapter, a brief description of Hasha

Theater wan presented.

Working with Kasha la a group of dedicated teachers

Susan Brainerd, Barbara Woodbury,
and graduate students such as Myra Sadker,

and Larry

lie

with various
Cullnugh who are sharing these various techniques

other states as well.
classroorso not only in Massachusetts but in

What

Rudnan and Myra Sadker of Learnin.
follows is, first, a description by Masha
English class; and, second, the
Theater activities in a junior high school

exerci3c:
use of the haiku as a humanistic
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La rnl ®8 Theater experiment in expanding
students'
r«T
;
repertoire
of communication,
a group of us at the University
of
,JS
tS
st* ool of Mucation worked with
a junior high school
Enoli«'h class in Granby,
u
English
Mass. The School administration and
teachers were tk>q t cooperative about giving us
this opportunity
to experiment. We were permitted to work
with one advanced 7th
grade English class on Conrad Richter 1 * novel.
Light in the
Forest:, the story of a boy torn between two
cultures,* the white
wan's .and the Indian's.

r

.

We began our experiment by imposing a traditional
assignment.
The class was requested to read the book. After
discussing the
story and the student's reactions to it, we asked the
students for
other ways of communicating their responses to each other.
Their
initial suggestions were symptomatic of how early creativity
and
willingness to explore can be stifled, for they were mere regurgitations of previous assignments. They suggested book reports,
compositions, and panel discussions.

however, when the class began to lose its verbal set, there
was a real sense of excitement as each member began to realize
all the avenues of communication that were open to him. They
suggested writing a 3ong about the book, making up music without
words, putting together a dance, making a slide show, a light show,
a film, or a movie.
As all the different possibilities were
mentioned, enthusiasm increased. The students became aware that
there was a node of expression to fit each individual's needs.

After discussion of procedure and of the various resources
available, the class decided to split up into three groups; one
chose to represent the novel through a play, another through music,
and the third through dance. Myra Sadker guided the drama group,
Dave Lepard the music group, and Jan Craft and two dar.ee students
guided the dance group. We use the word "guide" purposely, for that
is all the adults tried to do.
We were not organizers, nor disseminators
of information, but were merely resource people and facilitators
of the process.
The drama group was composed of six boys. They indicated their
understanding of the novel by their selection of scenes and their
manner of interpreting them. The boys did not write their linos,
but improvised them, and they showed a strong sense of identification
with their roles.
THE HAIKU
The Kaiku is a three line, seventeen syllable poem with five syllables
in the first and la 3 t lir.e3 and seven in the second line.
a lot of concentrated feeling in a short and sweet message.

deals with nature but this is not necessary'.

The Haiku packs
It usually

In a class led by Masha
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Rudumi in which

I

participated, she began by describing what Haiku
vaa,

and then priming our imaginations by asking
ue to spontaneously call out

any words that the word

,r

bluo", for example, bought to mind.

written on the blackboard by Masha.

Those were

In a class the following words wore

cited in response to "blue":
cool

sad

wet

clouds

eyes

deep

pool

Bill

Mark
The class was then asked to cake phrases using the above words

associated with "blue".

The following resulted:

Oft unspoken word
Sad blue of her eyes
burning loneliness
Something of value
Rippling bubbling
Working blue sound
The class was then asked to attempt to conpooe from these phrases a
Haiku.

The delightful result was the following:

Oft unspoken word
leaves a burning loneliness
seen in sad blue eyes.

Several classes in Learning Theater were asked to write Halkus about
their feelings following an exercise where they paired off in dyads and

communicated without speaking, first, only by touching thumbs and, second,

sitting back to back.

The following Haiku were written by the students:

Uncertain moving
Groping for understanding
Everything feeling
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a wanning pulse boat
finders an cl bands entwine

sudden belonging

What's going on here
Exploration and meeting
Why can * t I play too

Everyone but me I look, through the glass window
Please let we taste, too

Response to touching
Uuusual back to back
Says what wc don’t say

Without words we sneak
understanding and soothing
I think I know you

some crinkling dandies
gingerly embarked dancing
in pinks and yellows*

Two lives together
Under one 3hv in one world
Forever at war.

know I couldn’t
hoping, wiggling, loving
reach over tne wall.
I

What was that I felt?
Nice and soft and slow and waru
Oh a laughing clown?

Comaunication Different, aouadleas, meaningful
Continue it
how?

—

Me?

Communicate?
Dastardly imposition
Violates my soul

Touching and going
two thumba openly showing
their earners are shy

Strangers meeting here
briefly cornua
And then you arc gone

Vior.derful joy

Impasse at first touch
I thought I knew who you were
Why can't

I

—

read you?

Pressure not forcing
peaceful feeling
between two strangers

Stump of flesh and mall
pressing against soft, cntvineJ
another, almost

Separate but close
Warmth against one another
Searching for nearness

scratching aquirmily
laughing, then distant and still
Feeling touches warm
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Laughing silently
I wiggle wy head to yours
And our feet caress

To touch is to sense
the inner conflict of self
I know your battle

Two souls reaching out
never did find each other
One went away sad

Meeting the first time
At first tentative, opened
To lovely new worlds

Warm, loving, playful
Flowed between us, lifting up
Soaring heart balloons

Playful finger imp
Skips along the rhythm path
Tickles to my toes

Tall— the funny mop
Wiggles, runs across the floor
Making laughing puddles
GESTALT THERAPY TECHNIQUES
Many of the teclmiques being practiced by "humanistic teachers" today

have their origin in Gestalt Therapy.

The idea of a whole integrated man

rather than a split or "half man" is what gestalt is all about.

An

excellent book Gestalt Therapy, Excitement and Growth in the Hunan
Personality, by Frederick Peris, Ralph Hefferline, and Paul Goodman is

highly recommended.

Another new book Gestalt Therapy Verbatim by Peris

1*5

Is also excellent.

Gestalt Therapy techniques have considerable
application

to the classroom situation.

Additionally, they can be very useful in

assisting teachers to achieve greater self-awareness
and sensitivity to
their feelings as well as their students.

The following list of techniques

are gleaned from the above mentioned books and fron
practices experienced
or observed.

They are presented here as thought provokers, a
fertilizer

for the soil of teacher’s winds:

Orient iny, the self
1.

Making "here and now I..." statements.

The individual wakes a series of statements beginning with the words
"here
and now I an aware of ..." or "at this moment

I

feel..." or "Now

I

am

tensing my hand..."
2.

noticing Resistances

While making up "here and now" statements, the student should notice

what causes him to stop doing them (e.g., impatience, feeling silly, boredom).
3.

Analyzing the different parts of a painting and putting thaw back into

an elastic gestalt.

Trace the outline of the main figures.
receding planes.

Follow the

Trace out the patterns of lights and shadows.

texture of the brushstrokes.
4.

Abstract the colors.

Note the

Then look at the story.

Sensing Opposed Forces

Imagine yourself in a situation the reverse of your own, where you have

inclinations and wishes exactly contrary tc your usual ones.

evaluating whether what you are doing is right or wrong.

Do so without

For example.

Instead of wishing to sleep, wanting to go out and play tackle football.
5.

Imagine the motions around you as if they occurred the other way around.

6.

Reverse functions.

Instead of you on it

What if the purpose of a sofa was to sit on you.

7.

What would the situation bo If you were fifty pounds
heavier?

What

if you hadn't gotten out of bed this morning?
8*

Attending and Concentrating

Attend to some body-feeling, such as a taring* or Itch, and observe how
the
rest of your body-feeling recedes into the background.
9.

Stare fixedly at any shape.

Now let your gaze play around the shape, always returning to it in the
varying backgrounds.
10. Let your attention shift from one object to another, noticing figure

and background in the object - and in your emotions.

Verbalize

**I

like

this" or "I dislike this about it,” as well as differentiating "It is this
in it I like, but it is that I dislike."
11. Differentiating and Unifying

Attend to a piece of music.
again.

If you are "unmusical", play it over and over

Notice the appearance of a single instrument.

between different instruments.
or texture of the sound.

relaxed.

Notice dialogues

Attend only to rhythm— only to qualify

Feel when harmony makes you tense— makes you

Wave your hands like the conductor tensing and loosening the

muscles as appropriate.
12.

Attending exercise.

While listening to people's voices, do they sound

contemptuous , sexy, soothing, harsn?

Is there deadness in it?

Excitement?

Are the words he speaks and the "laessage" of his tone of voice in con-

tradiction to each other?
13.

Use the process of destructuring (taking things apart) and restructuring

smelling,
(putting them back together again), in relation to your touching,
and the feeling of your own muscles in action.
14.

Select some memory which

i3

not too distant or difficult; for example,
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in fantasy revisit the house of a friend.

you actually see?
people?

Close your eyes.

The door - somebody opening it?

What do

Furniture?

Other

Do not try to ferret out what is in your
"mind" - what you

think ought to be there - but simply keep going back
to the remembered
place and noticing what is there.
15.

Do the same memory sense experiment but include this time,
all

auditory, taste, touch, smell sensing as well as emotional tone
associated

with experience.
you can’t hear?

Are there some people you can’t remember?

Some voices

Some people you only see photographs of rather than real

live emotion-filled pictures?
16.

Sharpening the liody-Sense

Make up series of "Now

I

am aware..." statements, paying attention to the

physical details - the spontaneous experiencing on the surface.
an aware that my hand is on the book.
in the chair.

Now

I

Now

I

"Now

I

am aware that I am sitting

am aware of the car driving past, etc."

Try first

to attend mainly to external events - sights, sounds, smells, but without

suppreooing other experiences.

Then, in sharp contrast, concentrate on

internal processes - images, physical sensations, muscular tensions,

emotions, thinking.

Then, take these internal processes one by one and

concentrate as fully as you can first on images, then muscular tensions,
then emotions, etc.

Concentrate on your "body" sensation as a whole.

wander through every part of your body.

Let your attention

How much of yourself can you feel?

- and thus
To what degree and with what accuracy and clarity does your body

you — exist?

Notice pains, aches, and twinges ordinarily ignore^.

Walk , talk, or sit down} be avare of the details of muscular feeling

without in any way interfering with them.
- or structures,
Notice which tensions or aches make combinations

^it

or lie comfortably, aware of different body-sens* tioua
and motions (breathing, clutching, contracting the stomach, etc.)

your breath.

Notice when you hold

Do any tensions in the arms or fingers or contraction* of

the stomach seem to go witn this?
17.

Experiencing the Continuity of Emotion
Pick

8 one

bodily feeling and exaggerate it (smiling, for instance).

Let the emotion associated with that physical sensation (the contempt of
a "put on" face arises.

See if you can focus that expression (contempt)

on some person you call up in fantasy.

Lie down and try to get the feel of your face.
you feel?

Smily?

Is it serious?

Sad?

What expression do

Concentrate on it and see how

quickly it changes of itself.
Take a book of painting.

what emotion it arouses.

Shoot a quick glance at each one and see

Move on to the next one.

Also do the same in

a gallery.

Take the most unpleasant experience you’ve ever had.
fantasy, using the present tense.

Relive it in

Can you feel the same emotions?

Experience the most terrifying, humiliating, embarrassing, guilt-producing,
shanizig, event in your life.
18.

Varieties of listening to yonr inner voice.
Recite a poem aloud without affec-

Tape record and play back, your voice.
tion.

Recite the same poem internally.

to your subvocal thinkiug.

Listen to your subvocal speech.

Notice the tone in your internal voice.

it complaining, cajoling, nagging, childish?

to refrain fron subvocal talking.

On exhaling, let the wordn form
19.

Listen

Is

Try to keep internally silent,

Try to be without words while you inhale.

the;.is elves

aubvocally.

sentences that express your
Using the awareness so far developed, form

1 69

here— and-uow situation successively in terms of the body, the feelings,
the speech-habit and the social relations.

say "I

an;

resting

cry

For example, a student might

elbow on my desk... I am feeling bored and a little

tired... 1 au speaking with a droning voice... In other words, when you are

not stimulated by the excitement of someone else, you have to struggle
to stay awake.

20.

Breathing
Notice your own breathing

anti

the breathing of others.

stoppages, yawns, deep breaths, irregularities.

Differentiate the parts
Down

Can you feel the air going into your nose?

of your own breathing*

your throat?

Especially the

Can you feel your ribs expanding?

Is your exhalation simply effortless,
to a resting condition.

four back getting bigger?

elastic— return

of ribs and tauscles

Yawn and stretch frequently, using the cat as

your model.
21.

Manipulating the Self
What kinds of questions do you "ask yourself?"

Do you feel yourseli as

Obviously, you don't know the answer to your

split into two parts?

question or you wouldn't have to ask.
like to ask the question?

Is there someone of whom you'd

are shy,
Is the reason you don't because you

to admit ignorance?
or he is too busy, or you don't want

yourself, for who® are you substituting
When you reproach yourself or nag

yourself?

Whom do you want to reform?

the
In whom do you want to rouse

produce in yourself?
guilt that you are pretending to
punish?

Won

do you want to punish you?

Whom do you want to

conIs pity often a mask for

pushing yourself around?
descensions and does punishing involve

you get others to do

a

-ant to do?
task for you which you do not

threaten, or command him?
you make promises, plead, bribe,

how would
Would

1

°0

How do you react to your own compelling?

Do you make excuses?

you give in begrudgingly and do a half-hearted job?

Do you respond with

guilt and pay the debt with self-contempt and despair?
about yourself?

Doubt about yourself?

to Person X whom you doubt?
22.

Do

What do you evaluate

Can you transfer these attitudes

Who makes you suspicious?

You are your body
Lie down, close your eyes, and feel where the tensions are in your body.

Don’t get a ’’picture" of your body, because that is only a concept.

until you can feel the tensions.

'Walt

Concentrate on some pain you have.

Try

to identify with both the headache side of you and the "I gotta get rid
of this headache" side of you.

Is the headache holding down something?

Concentrate on where the pain is.

Tale responsibility for having the

headache, instead of taking an aspirin.

Make up "here and now..." state-

ments about the headache and differentiate the areas of pain.
23.

Intake

Examine your intake of food.
contact with your food.

Take one meal a day alone and stay in

Do you begin thinking of what you must do next,

daydreaming, lifting up the next morsel?
to eat?

Are you inpatient with having

Greedy?

Examine your intake of printed material.
over the difficult parts?

Is it light reading, skipping

Do you copy down exact notes from the book.

Compare this process with your eating habits.

Do you enjoy reading or

just tolerate It?

Examine your visual intake at movies.

Do you fall into a kind of

trance and drink in the scenes?
aggression.
Impatience and greed stem from frustrated

Next time

by voraciously eating
you feel impatient exteriorize the aggression
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something - bite, don't Rulp.

make you eat?

What do parents or Ministers or friends

"Stuff down your throat."

person might you be disgusted by?
24.

Did you relect it?

What

"loved"

Concentrate.

Projection
Call up some person in fantasy who you think rejects
you.

what you like, don't like about him or her.
Self-consciously?

Guiltily?

Harshly?

iiow

Tell him

are you talking to him?

What qualities don't you like in him?

Are you rejecting him for the same reasons you felt he rejected you?
Instead of saying "my conscience demands..." or "my bos 3 expects..."
try saying "I expect of myself."

Are you being very harsh with yourself?

Put yourself In the shoes of aggressive people, people you admire,

people who initiate, and see if the identification doesn't fit.

Put your-

self in the role of the commanding teacher.

TEAGildC CHILDREN CONTROL
Lucy Backer, a first grade teacher in Amherst, Massachusetts, has

developed a lesson for confronting children with the important realization
that their learning is up to

them— that

they are in control.

Children need

to know that they are the ones who arc in control of their behavior, emotions,

and learning.

Without an explicit rational stimulus to guide him, the
child can perceive little more than do or don't behave this way
now, in this particular situation ." f
•

The teacher teaches the children a song. If You're Harry , which
has a lot of rhythm to it causing them to shake their heads as she leads.

This is followed by a discussion of the following related questions which
are geared to wake the children develop evaluation thinking and understand

self control*
^
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What made you shake your head? (the son*'). But, If you didn’t
want to do it, and didn’t feel like doing it, could the son; really
nake you do it? No, you, yourself can control it. Everyone shake
your hands Just as hard as you can. Now, stop, What made you stop?
(You did). But that is only because you do what the teacher asks you
to.
If you decided to be different and continue doing it, I couldn’t
really inake you scop. Only you can control yourself. This tine I
want everyone to shout just as loud as you can and when I hold up
ray arm, stop.
What made you stop? That's right, yourself. You
used self-control. Do you know that you are the only one who can
make yourself learn? You are the one who controls it. Your teacher
is Just a helper. All she can do is help you learn.
What other
ways can you use self-control to help you learn? What can you control
about yourself that will help you learn?
Try to elicit responses about listening to teachers and one another

not talking when others are talking, and following directions.
Discuss the importance of using self-control at hone and In connection with other children.

Suggested questions :

Why is it important to use self-control at hone?

What are some of the ways you can use it?
What do you want to do when someone grabs a ball from you, pushes you,
cuts in front of you on line?
iftiat

are some of the things you could do instead of losing your self-control

and getting mad?

Tell the following story to the children and try to make it a participatory experience by eliciting reponses and suggestions from the
children.

Let’s pretend we are all going for a hike through the woods.

What are some things wo might see there?
when we seeThat's right, (flowers, trees, some animals). Now,
some of the trees.
the flowers, wo small and touch them. We climb
All of a sudden,
way.
our
on
slowly
Sometimes we run, skip, or walk
be very, very
must
we
know
We
we see a huge, posionous rattlesnake.
We must
someone.
bite
quiet because if we frighten him he will
sound.
a
mafe
control ourselves and not move a muscle, or
*
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I know everyone in this clans has good self-control, and won’t
move or make a sound until the snake slithers away; then we are
able to finish our hike.

Then have the entire class re-enact the story.

Retell it; as a teacher

and claae pantomine it together.
>

Instruct the children to open workbooks to a picture of a boy running
Discuss the picture, helping the child-

into the street to get his ball.

ren to draw inferences fron their interpretation of the picture.

Surges ted ques tlon3 1

What is happening in the pictures?
Why did Tony run into the street?

What could have happened if one of the enrs couldn’t have stooped?
how does Dan’s face tell ua he is feeling?
Which boy showed self-control?

Why?

How?

situation?
Why was it important to use self-control in that
education techniques
In this chapter we surveyed none of the humanistic
levels of classrooms throughbeing developed and used by teachers in various
out the country.

T-Group, sensitivity
We took a look at group training— the

and marathons,
training, the encounter group, micro-labs,

<e

l°°

i

study, "Education of the >elf
some detail at a university level course of

chapter are
techniques presented in this
The humanistic exorcises or

as well as to dreara up some new ones of your own.

Chapter 5

PART III - FEELING TO LEARN
App lying humanistic Technique** to Classroom Situation

Joy is burgeoning* Methods for attaining more Joy are growing
and are becoming more effective. We are developing ways to make
our bodies more alive, healthier, lighter, more flexible, stronger,
less tired, more graceful, more integrated. We have ways for using
our bodies better, for sensing more, for functioning more effectively,
for developing skills and sensitivity, for being more imaginative
and creative, and for feeling more and holding the feelings longer.
More and more we can enjoy other people, learn to work and play
with them, to love and fight with them, to touch them, to give and
take with them, to be with them contentedly or to be happy alone,
to lead or to follow them, to create with them.
And our institutions,
our organizations, the 'establishment 1
even these we are learning
to use for our own joy. Our institutions can be improved, can be
used to enhance and support individual growth, can be re-examined
and redesigned to achieve the fullest measure of human realization.
All these things are coming. None are here, but they are closer.
Closer than ever before.
- William Schutz

—

It is hoped that this chapter will help to bring some of these things

even closer.

This part of the book is based upon my work with a group of

fifteen selected students (ten graduate and five underg raduate) who spent
a semester in my course "Affective Education" attempting to develop practical

applications of humanistic techniques to classroom situations.

During the

semester the group of students first experienced the various techniques described

earlier in this book.

After "getting in touch" with these experiences, the

students individually or in pairs planned their "own thing” using a

repertoire of humanistic techniques— such as encounter; non verbal communication; sensitivity training; fantasy games; and other affective experiences-

geared to particular classroom applications of their choice.
tions were experienced bv the entire group and critiqued.

The applica-

Most of the

applications were then tested in school classroom situations.
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The tangible product of this course was the
repertoire book, of techniques which follows In this chapter, complied by
the class members.

The Intangible product of the course Is fifteen
hunanlstlcally enlightened
Individuals who are now either teaching their own humanistically
oriented
classes or working as missionaries to Influence others to
deal with feelinps
In the classroom and In curriculum development.

The requirements that I stipulated for the course were:
(1)

The planned application using ’’humanistic” techniques to

achieve a classroom objective.

Each student had to lead the entire group

through his planned experience and then write the experience «n for the
others
(2)

A diagnostic diary written by each student after each

class recording significant feelings or learning experiences.

Disclosure

of the contents of this diary to others was at the discretion of the witter.
(3)

Two attitude surveys givsn at the beginning and end of the

course to attempt to measure change which might have taken place in the
students.

The first of these waa the Philadelphia Self-Survey which

attempts to measure discrepancies between the self as perceived by the

individual and the ideal self.

The second was the Rokeach Test of

dogmatism or rigidity in attitudes.

I

have given these same measures

to quite a large number of students before and after humanistic education

experiences.

chapter

The before-after results of these tests are presented in

3.

It is hoped that the reader will not only feel motivated to use the

ideas whlbh follow, but hopefully will "piggy back” on them to develop

new and more effective ones.

Educational dissemination svs terns

are so poor that if we are ever to bring about change we must do all we

1<>6

possibly can to 9hare the wealth of ideas sprouting here
and there.

The

following statements are presented almost exactly as
written by the
students :

FEELING ABOUT THE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR ACTIONS - Ken Beattie
In an effort to try to get students in touch with what they feel

about the consequences of the actions,

I

decided to combine a role play-

ing situation with the viewing of the movie, "An Occurance at Owl Creek

Bridge."

1

The objective was

to have the students examine and compare

their feelings about a situation experienced in two different contexts.

The situation was first experienced in such a way as to leave the

students relatively remote from the consequences of their behaviors.
The situation was then re- experienced after the consequences of their

behaviors was made more immediate to them in a "feeling" way.

Hie actual

class was conducted as follows:

The members of the class were assigned to one of the eleven roles

needed to dramatize the issuing of an order by a general to hang a traitor
during the Civil War and the passage of that order down through the ranks
to the executioner who carries out the order.

The scene of the dramatization

was then set for the students: during the Civil War a traitor is to be
The general must sign the order to carry out the execution, his

hung.

aide must carry the order to a messenger who will deliver it to the
colonel and so on down the line to the sergeant who must bark the order
to the executioner to drop the plank from under the xeet of the victim.
or
The students playing the various parts are assigned to different rooms

part
locations so that the general and most of the persons in the upper
of the chain of command do not actually witness the execution.

dramatization is then begun.
1#

08520

Tlie

At Its end, the students are asked to record

Distributed by Contemporary Films, McGraw Hill Inc.

Mights town, h.J.
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their feelings about the parts they
played.

The students are then shown the film
"Occurance at Owl Creek Bridge/*
a film that evokes strong emotions
in the viewer, mostly in the form of

sympathy for the intended hanging victim during
the Civil War.

After

working to bind up the viewers' emotions in the
struggle and hope of the
victim, the film shocks the viewer with an unexpected
ending.

The purpose

of showing the film was intended to bring the
students' "feelings" into

intimate contact with the fate of the victim in their
dramatization.
After viewing the film, the students again dramatize the
events leading
up to the hanging of the victim.

Again they are asked to record their

feelings about having played the roles they did.

They then discuss a

comparison of their feelings in the second dramatization with their feelings
in the first.

(This constitutes the classroom exercise.)

As is often the case with learning strategies, this exercise did not

produce the expected outcome.

Although the film did make the students more

intimately aware of the consequences of their actions in the dramatization
(an awareness both emotional and cognitive), an examination of their feel-

ings did not show an increased reluctance to contribute to the dramatized

execution.

Rather, after viewing the film, the students attempted to

escape from responsibility for their "actions” consequences by making thenselves personally more remote from both the consequences and their actions

themselves.

Thi3 they achieved by subordinating their own identities

to their make-believe military-type roles disclaiming any freedom to act
in accordance with their feelings and therefore suppressing these feelings.

As an attempt to realize the objectives I stated above, the exercise

could be called a failure.

However it did have value by way of adding

additional emphasis to ny pies for educating people to base their decision-

making on an emotional as well as cognitive projection of the ultimate

Iy8

consacuenc, of their doctolona.

Evidently. thl . lnvolvM
not

Mly

becoming .ore aware of the
feeling, one night have
about future eon„e uence.
q
but also involve, being able
to face up to these
feeling, and allowing
then

to nove us.

me

exercise wa. a success iron
the standpoint of casing

all the student, to examine
their feelings and behavior
and then to realise
I- they had disassociated fro. their
actiona in the act, cl role
playing.
The reason given by moat for
their exhibiting less feeling
after viewing
the film was that they became
discouraged and disillusioned when
the hero
was actually hanged aftor they
thought he had escaped, mis emotional
response on their part caused them
to withdraw or disassociate from
their
actions in the final role play in*.
Certainly the military creates a vital
need for soldiers to act in this way.
Though this exercise did not have
the effects or affects I expected, it
did create an interesting opportunity

for us to examine how we feel about
the consequences of our actions.
Tills

experience has practical application to many grade
levels either

as an isolated experience or as a way to
more vividly understand a particular

work of literature.

The film can be rented from Contemporary Films,

a

division of McGraw Uill.

FUELING THROUGil SOUND — Susan drainerd
Too frequently the "experiences" designed to foster Affective Education

appear as gimmicks because there seem to be no underlying principles.
far as

I

As

know, no one has begun to devise ways in which teachers can diagnose

the causes, in people or in the environment, of what appears to be unsuccessful

classroom experience.

For Affective Education, "unsuccessful" means that

classroom experience is denying the real growth potential of individuals toward
full "being-ness".

We have focused on discovery of feelings about self and
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others and objects In the environment,

How can we put the interacting

self and environment into more fulfilling
relationships?
In his book Psychology of be in,. Maalow describes
"Deficiency-motivation"

and "Growth or Being-motivation."

These concepts can be useful in class-

rooms to determine the focus of the organisms* responses
to the environment.

More important for Affective Education, however he describes
"peak

experiences" as those experiences in which the person is most fully alive.
People who usually do not find truly fulfilling experience in most of their
daily lives can have "peak experiences" and grow to more understanding of
the relationship between self and environment through then.

People who

seem growth-motivateci or "self-actualizing" find the qualities of peak
experience in most of their everyday liven.

Knowledge of the interactions

in peak experiences then, may help us learn how to guide teachers and students

to more fulfilling experiences.

Aesthetic experience as described by Dewey in Art

as

Experience has

many aspects in common with "peak experiences", but also aspects which seen
to go further in developing experience to its full consummation and benefits

for "enlivened perception."

"Enlivened perception" brings the organism to

new modes for more satisfying interaction withthe environment.

Gestalt Therapy, pp. 227-232)

I

(See

will give some aspects of the over-lapping

elements of "Peak experience" and aesthetic experience and

then,

describe

two important aspects of aesthetic experience that make it useful for enhancing

growth motivation.

It can be incoherent and deny meaningful relationships

between the two, or it can be dynamic, cohesive, and complete and promote
the welfare of the two.

One or the other, either negative or positive

experience, is happening all the time.

Following are a few elements common to "peak experiences" and

*»O0

aesthetic experiences:
1«

The experience ia undergone for its own

sal e.

This ia

called terminal experience in that the process in more
important
than product, the process must determine the product.
2.

The organism functions as an integrated unit:

sensory,

motor, emotional, and intellectual capacities being inseparable and

working together rather than against each other.
In experience, the sense material from the environment is taken into
the organism, arouses relevant past experience which in turn provides the

organism’s next response.

If the organism is functioning as an Integrated

unit, both the present and past are reconstructed in terrus of ongoing

reality; if not, neither the organism nor the environment "learn."
For the poorly integrated organism and/or environment experiences

must be found that can promote reintegration.

Tiaslcally, the student nust

be allowed to have enough freedom from "curriculum” to find these, but

since he does not have freedom from himself, he must also be guided.

Reintegration is the goal of Ccstalt Therapy and one goal of other forms of
therapy, and guidelines for providing experiences which can accomplish it
can be found in these.

For elementary teachers, however, knowing about

experience and how to integrate the environment may be enough, for children
seem rarely to operate with the kinds of long-term disintegration that wc
find in adults.
3.

In both peak and aesthetic experience, the person is able to

maintain both involvement and detachruent.

Deway speaks of "doing, and

undergoing" in ebb and flow, both necessary even to the person interacting

with a work of art.

The peak experience seems to be thought of as a

undergoing process, and this is why it Just "happens

•

Ij

iiore

we undei stand

2»>1

better how to help people form patterns
for doing and undergoing, they
can begin to be at once more completelv
involved (because there is no

fear of being overwhelmed by the experience)
and be more able to under-

stand clearly the nature of the experience and
respond appropriately
for the individual. (The following is covimon
only to aesthetic experience
as portrayed in Dewey, but could be common
to any experience that has the

above pre-characteristics.)
4.

Once the impulsion to experience brings the organism into
full

contact wlththe environment, there must be resistances which impel
the

organism to use thought to

overcome then.

This thought (about alternatives

rather than following narrow, rigid nodes of operating) will make clearer
the meaning of the experience.

The difference between resistance and threat is an individual distinction and must be handled on that basis.

Anything that immediately threatens

the individual will cause response to that threat rather than integrated

response to the total experience.

Thus, both the human and material environ-

ment must be composed to remove threats to the individual.
5.

— the

Emotion in or to or about something

immediately sensed material

and the arousal of past experience— is the energetic force in experience.

This emotion must be gathered up and carried forward, not quickly dissipated,
if the experience is to be carried to completion.

Emotion thus used is

expressed through objective materials which than become media.

This is

a characteristic of aesthetic experience only, because when emotion i3 thus

expressed it becomes the form of experience itself to be communicated
directly as experience to someone else.

Take art.

The more fundamental

but originally expressed, the more unified but varied, the more complete,
the "greater” the work of art.

but anyone can express directly through
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media at least something o r their experience.

Every

net;

school program

that truly excites the students uses varied media which can more nearly

embody the form of experience than

outside the form of experience.

the.

research paper, which hns its rules

Any program which neglects this aspect,

neglects the real desire of humans to communicate directly with one another.
Through the expressive or aesthetic or communicative experience comes
more understanding of self and a decline in alienation from the environment.
The other aspects of experience are required for any fulfilling experience
that promotes the growth of the individual and are pre-conditions to the

The more varied means

aesthetic (expressive or communicative) experience.

a person has for implementing these conditions, the healthier the person.

For

media.

<2ons,

education in the art3 has centered on "how to"

use.

the

Children must cone to

This must change to "why use the media".

them for means for expression before they become valuable to education.
It seems to me that it is never relevant to say, "Just learn how to play
tlii 3

piano, and later you will find some need for it."

The following experience with Orff instruments has been designed to

promote aesthetic experience.

There is a great deal of room within the

of
structure for individual choice of response, and every different group

people exercise this choice.

I, as teacher, have an objective: to help

This objective, however,

others gather meaning from their world of sound.
is consistent with experience for its own

sake— the

purpose of either being wr* "enlivened perception".
a musical

only utilitarian

There is a product—

of the
improvisation— but the experience determined the nature

product and whether it is to be "made" at all.

If individual members do

given the opportunity for more
not wish to design a product, they should be

experiences.
of the same kind of or different

If the individual feels

:o3

handicapped with the media, atep. should
be taken to find out if this
i.
caused by lack of desire for or fear
of expression, or by a feeling
of
insecurity with that particular media.

If these individual difference.

are not taken into account, there
can be no nove toward coherent, meaningful

experience.
1.

Discuss environmental sounds for a few moments:

How does a bumble-bee sound like a fire-engine?

(Synectics)

What does getting up in the morning sound like?
2.

Ask each person to say his nano and complete the sentence
"If
were a sound

I

I

would be the sound of a (car engine, brook, a quiet

beach at night, jello, when you stick in your thumb and pull it
out again)
3.

Ask each person to close his eyes and pretend he is with his sound.
"Get in touch with the feelings that sound gives you."

Talk about

these if there is time and a quiet, supportive atmosphere.

Help

bring out the implications of sounds:
Small boy:
fas t

—br-r-r-r-r

Teacher:
Boy:

My sound is a car motor and its loud and I’m going
!

Is that fun?

(To establish mood)

Yes

Teacher:

Are you going any place or riding around to see

how fast you can go?
3oy:

To see how fast— it

*

a really noisy motor

too— everyone

is looking to see what the noise is.

Teacher:
(lie

does

Teacher:

(to satisfy the "approval-seeking” need) Show us!
anti

conversation can flow)

What if your motor breaks down, how do you feel?

(answer) Can you repair it?

?04

The purpose of these questions is to expand the awareness
of the sound
and find the feelings attached to it and to help the
individual focus on
the sound experience rather than extraneous motivations.
4.

Introduce

a few

selected instruments (triangles, tamboreens,

drums, cymbols, etc.) and ask each person to tell about his sound briefly

with one instrument.
of the sound.

DIscuob the feeling-tone again, not the imitation

(This should not be the first introduction to instruments.

Children should have had plenty of tine before to explore each instrument.)
5.

others.

Ask each person to select a few instruments and give then to
Then have them play about his sound with him as leader.

want to play also.

The "pieces” can be taped for play-back.

composer may want to dance to his "piece."

He will

The

The discussion which follows

should at first be limited to the "composer’s" satisfaction or dissatisfaction

with the music.

Children will do this many times before they begin to notice

lack of direction or form.

The best music in this situation usually cones from keeping very close
to the original idea.

Wh«gn

amateurs begin to abstract, they begin to use

stereotyped rhythms and lose a sense of form.

When a very good piece is

done, everyone will know it, and that is the time to discuss the reason it
is

good— the coherency
Tills

of the experience.

experience can take many directions!

toward focus on self-discovery

through the sound analogy; toward extracting feelings— tones of environmental
form; etc.
sound; toward discovering the nature of musical or any aesthetic

working
This decision of direction should cone from students and teachers
together.

indiviThe teacher can suggest various alternatives in focus to

duals for their own continued experience.
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TiM’,

VARiouf:

1
;

;r,

s

— Lyman

h.

Ural nerd

This is an exercise designed to accomplish the following
goals:
1.

To provide a setting which will give participants the
opportunity

to consciously deal with the complexities of "masked" va.
"genuine" behavior

in their dealings with thevu3elves and others.
2.

To provide new insights in each participant

by a combination of

experience, reflection, and feedback.
The success of this exercise depends to some extent on the openness,
trust, and warmth already built up within the group.

works to foster these feelings).

(Although it also

It's therefore important to do something

at the outset such as a warn up that will help renew these feelings.

An

Interesting warn up consists of dividing the group in half, giving each
group a bottle of hand lotion, having then put it on their hands, and then

slippery, slidey mulching their hands together.

non-verbal and for a time, with eyes closed.

The entire process is

The idea ia that this "thing"

will loosen people up, give a sense of intimacy, and new and pleasurable
ohared experience.
There is something in the ritual effect of this that can contribute to
a sense of solidarity in some groups.

A warm up is useful.

There are a

nunber of techniques already developed that could also work including the
metaphor game, the blind walk, falling backward, and dyad communication games.

Description :
The facilitator takes about 15 minutes to give the following instructions:

wearing
"Room one will be the mask room, you may go there if and when you are
a mask."

try
"Room two will be the transition room, a place where you may

to got rid of your mask."

"Room three will be the real me room.

Go there

prepared to be real."
when you want to be the real you, and thinking you are
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'You way, oc course, move around between roou^
the ground rule being
that yoamust at any time be in cue room which
represents where you thing

you are at at that time,

be as honest an you can be about that judgment.

There are no values put on being in any particular room.
any better than another.

None is considered

Tnere will ue signs in each of the rooms to remind

you of where you are supposed to be and full length mirrors in the transition

and real

v.ie

rooms in case you want to use them to check on yourself.

time to time

I

will stop tnu proceedings to give new instructions.

there any questions?

From
Are

Alright then, you may begin."

how allow the students to nave 30 minutes to mill around freely in the
various rooms
Stop everyone and have them silently reflect for 3 minutes on their

experiences and feelings during the last 30 minutes.

ask questions to guide reflections.

These questions can be drawn from your

observations about what hau been going on
the participants.
to begin?"

Some suggestions:

From time to time

arid

attempts to empathize with

"how did you feel when you were told

"Were you threatened?" "What kind of negotiations did you conduct

with yourself?"

"Which room were you most comfortable in?"

"how do you know when you are being the 'real me'?"

"Least?"

"Can you be it alone?"

"What kinds of tilings do you talk about when you are the real me'?"

you find you wanted/ueeded ocner people?"
"What would you do differently now?"

"Did

"Did you try to do it alone?

begin again.

Allow free milling for 10 minutes more.
now allow milling, but non-verbal, for 10 minutes with no talking.

bring everyone together.

Again provide a silent reflection periou,

with new and fewer questions for five minutes.

verbally or non- verb ally?"

"Were you more comfortable

"What, if anything, was any different for you
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•since our first reflection period?" and other
general questions brought

up by your observations.

General discussion and feedback-—remaining time.

Observations :
1.

About six people were in the "real

2.

Four of them grouped closely together and carried on a conversation

most of which was "what

I

roe"

room after some four minutes.

feel about you", a little of which was "what

I

feel about me".
3.

The other two in the "real me" room seemed to alternate between

internal reflection and an attempt to become
4.

part of the larger group.

For most of the time the others stayed in the transition room.

They seemed quite ill at ease there.

They carried out desultory conversation,

self-conscious joking, walked about quite
roe"

a

a bit,

often peered into the "real

room.
5.

One person remained in the same place in the transition room

during the entire verbal part, talking very little, seeming most uncomfortable.
6.

She never really said what she was feeling during this time.

dy the time of the first reflection period a very intense conversation

was being carriea on by the four in the "real me" room.
7.

The "mask room" was used very seldom, and then only by one or two for

short periods.
3.

People seemed to be more at ease after the first reflection period,

9.

During the non-verbal part the person who had remained so passive

in the "transition room" moved to the "real me" room.

participants evidenced
10. Also during the non-verbal part a number of

anger at me, the facilitator for my non-participation.

None of this had come
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out during the verbal part.
11. A few people used the mirrors.
1-:.

Tne general discussion and feedback session afterward
flowed, for

the most part, easily and unselfconsciously.

People seemed anxious to talk

about some of the things that went on inside them and in
their interrelationships with others.
13.

There also seemed to be a great desire among

aor.e of

the participants

to continue the conversations begun in the various rooms.
14.

This seems to have been a good experience for nearly all of the

participants.
15.

There was some feeling that the beginning was threatening, but

nearly all were able to loosen up quite quickly.
I

16.

The "real ne" rooa was viewed as a "freeing" place.

17.

No one seemed to know quite what to do in the "mask room".

This

accounted for its neglect far more than any low value that might be imputed
to-— "wearing one’s mask."
18.

Some felt that the questions during the reflection period were

useful, others that they were superfluous and disruptive to the process
of personal reflection.
19.

There was quite a lot of feedback shared among participants during

the reflection period.
20.

Most expressed the wish that there could have been more tire given

to the experience.

Conclusions
of
I feel that the technique is a good one and showed many signs

achieving its goals

in the

tint available.

1

would guess that it would

require two- three hours to get some results for everyone.

It would have

been better with

,nore

people, probably 16 - 10 30
that there could be acre
,

participant,! in each rooo and ao that
people could break down into

gxoupa of two or three instead of the kind
of "in-group” situation
that
prevailed in the "real me" room.
I

really can only make some wild guesses
about whether people were

really "at" where they said they were "at"
(if anyone can really know in
the first place) and in fact that kind of
judgment is really not relevant
to the meaning of the experience sc long as
the participants were able to

make some judgments of this kind about themselves
and then use these judgments to get to some new insights about their
"genuineness” and "phonineas"
in any given situation, the reasons for it, and what
they can do to achieve

more genuine relationships with themselves and those around the™.
PRISM— ISM -— Janet brecher

...I faced the gigantic mirror on the wall.
I saw myself for a brief Instant as ray
usual self... But 1 had scarcely had time to
recognize myself bofore the reflection fell
to pieces. A second, a third, a tenth, a twentieth figure sprang from it till the whole
gigantic mirror was full of nothing but Harry
or bits of him, each of which I saw only for
the instant of recognition.

(Kerman Hesse, Stcppenwolf)

An important part of self acceptance,
that an individual,

"facets".

lii:.e

I

believe, is the realization

a prisit, may consist of raany interacting parts or

In the described lesSonin "Affective Education",

I

tried to

9 how

a change of environment or perspective night possibly introduce a person to

new combinations of facets or Bides of himself;

I

also hoped to demonstrate

that it is possible for one to feel several, perhaps conflicting, emotions

towards the same object, action, or person.

(Just as it is possible to

that
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derive eelfieh pleasure from a
charitable deed, so too ia It
possible to
feel love while also feeling hate.)
I

tried to apply my pr isn model to
the Individual, his sense per-

ceptions and hi3 environment.
i'iy

school.

first exercise might possibly be uged
for children in

a

ghetto

To arouse curiosity within themembers
of our group and also to

allow them to work within a familiar
"environoment",

bring "something UGLY” to class.
bands, we "made cameras".

1

asked everyone to

Using rolled colored paper and rubber

Then, I suggested that each person focus upon

a small part of their "ugly" object or try
to find some type of beauty.

If a change in intensity, texture or lighting did
not help, I suggested

that individuals use the aid of another person's eyes or perspective
to do the exercise.

At the time, it was objected that after consideration

certain people still did not want to find their objects (ex: a picture
of the Chicago convention) to be beautiful; I realize now that if the

exercise is tried and a person does feel this way,
alter his vision.

I

would not want to

Perhaps, though; awareness that some objects can

inspire different reactions might help in other situations.
Second, using a seemingly dissonant recording. Requiem by Charles
Ives, I tried to suggest that the comb .iuation of five instruments, like
the visual aids, might be perceived in a different manner.

Ey sharing

with us another of her "facets", her ability to play the flute, one of
the group members played just the music of one of the five instruments.
(So far, our class has helned us to feel towards one another through

our exchanging ideas and some talents; imagine how many other facets may
be brought out by allowing for a wider range of "environments").

In

breakiug down the music, we found that it contained
certain "inner
harmony".

If we could react to each of the instruments
as well as to the

whole piece, a multitude of feelings might be aroused.
l/hen I

to the

first spoke of "ugly objects" both to

ray

friends as well as

group, I was amused to find that a number of persons
immediately

responded. I'll be the ugly object, myself."

While this might seen humorous

to adults, I think that many children do tend to categorize
their physical

appearances or their amotions as "ugly".
fore, deal with the concept of "self".

The following techniques, thereElbows, I have found, seem to

be the most universally ugly, but the least personal parts of people's

physical selves.

With the use of magnifying mirrors, we examined the

lines, textures and shades of our elbows closely.

Perhaps children might

learn to relate this exercise to other physical features.
tine, maybe, they

D-i;*ht

At the same

discover that no single part of them, no matter

how conspicuous it seems, need determine one's feelings towards his
appearance
To tie this thane in with s literary work,

I

asked a member of the

class to read aloud from Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels

.

In the

selection, Gulliver is repulsed by the breasts of female giants.

He finds

that just as hia size had influenced him to regard the complexions of
tiny Liliputian women as perfect, so too did the change in his perspective

enure him to despise the pores and blemishes of the larger ladies.
The po*i3ibility that even nan's thoughts

anti

feelings might be a

complex of facets was expressed in the imagery from Herman Hesse's

Stcppenwolf which introduced

ray

"lesson plan",

’o help people to better

identify with or at least be sympathetic to this Idea, we used another

exercise
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created a list of various situations which might
bring out different

I

reactions or feelings or motives in an individual.

For each situation, I

asked the participants to imagine that an invisible "third
person", a

"bug on the wall”, might observe them for the first ti^c at that moment
On a scrap of colored paper (used to make the exercise less

only.

composition- like and less inhibiting,) each person jotted down a word
or two which might describe

moment.

Afterwards,

I

the.

asked that everyone view the total list and note

positive and negative reactions.
a

observer’s insight into him at that

The objection that "thin is not me" was

valid one and it made it possible for me to explain my own "prism theory

of people

Since

a

person is composed of so many facets, he cannot be

"jotted down on paper".

infinite-sided prism.

Nor can a limited number of situations reveal his
Ideally, love would be a feeling which allowed and

encouraged <iany and new facets to be manifested without altering the overall
emotion.

Hate, with the help of this model, might be recognized

as

being

temporal and spacial and not necessarily everpresent.
(Before we had discussed the final exercise and objections to it wc

heard a dramatic reading from the nove l Steppenwolf where the protagonist
begins to discover that his "self” is not simply composed of

a ’detestable

r
animal nature* and a higher spiritual one, but rather of in inite fragments

of an ever growing "whole").

BLACK-WUITS COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH SOUND

AN!) SPIT.

of our group,
In this exercise bill Hasson, one of the black members

application to the pregave a moving "affective" performance which has

doninatly white middle class aurburban school.

municated many things to the group.

'Hie

performance com-

One of the messages which came

bitterness and frustration that
across vividly was an understanding of the
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black people feel, opprcaeou as they have be«n by this society.
We all gathered in a darkened candlelit room.
in daahiki to the

rhythm

of a tamburine beat,

variety of taulci-uedia to "blow our minds".

lie

bill Hasson arrived
then prajw.dcd to uae a

To the soul heat of music

he first showed a rapidly changing series of slides shoving a beautiful
lonjj
rnau

haired white girl with ninl-akirt walking hand in hand with a black

down the sidewalk.

In a second aeries of slides the sate scenes

were expanded to show background containing white people staring, frowning,
and pointing with open and concealed disapproval.

The next phase of this

experience involved the reading of a powerful poem which uses the word
"nigger" in about fifty different ways (o.g., "lasv nigger, house nigger,

yard nig gar,

tncan

nigger, black-ass nigger, etc.) chanted by Bill Hasson

with strong inflection and emotion.

Tills

was followed by "soul sound”

improvisation using every' conceivable sort of

aoutui.

This phased into

the tousle "hair" and the touching of eacn other's hair.

this experience, words would have been irrelevant.

At the end of

The group sat in stunned

silence wore aware than they had been before of the deep feelings and
eaocicns chat the black nan feels about his oppression.
bill Hasson's description of this experience follows:
For purposes of invention, it is helpful to employ as many
devices as possible. In ny case I chose souud, both spoken
and recordad with the audience at certain points participating
with their own ideas. This can bo done by settlin' the rood
with objectionable and non— objectionable materials. iou can
involve slides, music and poors separately or all three
simultaneously. Once the experience has started hopefully
you can have an much attention and involvement as possible,
goes into the
so the selection of materials and the thought that
example
An
important.
very
is
materials
selection of those
original
either
concept
or
issue
would be the taking of an
of your
or contrived which would Marshall the attention
to -or- an
woterials
the
allow
participants, then proceed to
try not
possible,
if
and
inpreasion. From the beginning to
than
allow
an*!
trip"
to force upon the group your cwr. "ego
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to have full participation.
Juxtapositions are very important. Not everyone in the group
nay be operating on the sane level at the same time so the variety
of materials that you use are significant. Hopefully somethinr, in
the experience would have been appealing to each of the participants.
In wy presentation I felt that the rending of the poem called, ’’Jigger
or The Nice Colored Man" was a pood 3hock exposure for the non-participation that the preceding event had produced which was a sentimental
song about freedom and a scries of slides of an integrated couple
(black male - white female) walking down the streets of New York and
showing the offensive expressions of the faces of their observers.
Once there arc various selections of materials for the audience to
groove on you can see the development of choice on the part of the
participants and participation taking place within the experience.
Next the introduction of abstract normally irritable dissonant
music that can be enjoyed once the listener realizes that he can
react in other ways rather than Just listening and trying to understand or interpret its parts. What I did was play some of the new
jazz music of Archie Shcpp where the artist gives a feeling of his
total self through various instrumental sounds in hopes that the
listener will exert similar responses in relation to the capacities
that the listener has to give regardless of the senses that are involved. This evocation by the listener may be vicarious but I feel
that relationships that the participants developed out of this
shared common experience legitimized and enhanced the abstraction

In between selections either silence
of the music and the artist.
or sounds can be used to retain the mood.
There was Incense burning to involve the sense of smell. The
ultimate participation of the senses should be achieved if possible.
Also at this point I called on the possibilities of individual use
of time where people conjure, up their own creation either in thought
There were many free thoughts floating around.
or action.
Then followed the selection, "Hair" performed on tape by a group
different
of "hippie" actors. It was sung and the word3 described the
types of hair. This gave the audience an opportunity to experiment
In
with each other's hair. This solidified the group in many ways.
other.
particular was the transfer of feelings from one person to the
outcontact
physical
make
to
chance
a
This afforded the individuals
supposed
was
that
imposition
reciprocal
side of themselves—a kind of
to have positive connotations.
music trow
Then I played more so-called abstract and dissonant
a piano.
including
instruments
a tape and participated with other
that the
felt
I
piano
Even though I have had no formal training in
All
experience.
the
congruous with

sounds that I produced were
an experience where
participants can join in. In fact, you can have
with instruments
or
people make sounds or noises with their bodies
feeling is that abstractions
they have brought or wade. Anyway, toy
concepts which give you your
are the most flexible and resourceful
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most alternatives. There are many more an les
and levels you can
ascribe to the meanings of those abstractions that
you perceive.
By this time the group should have had a total
experience and
the exhaustion should be worth it. Now you can either
tale an
assessment of what happened or simply let the experience go at
that.
AN EXERCISE IN NON-VERBAL CO>fMUNICATION

—

bob Mackln

Part

I

2,

The purpose of the initial exercise described below Is to show how

common place our use of non-verbal communication is in expressing ideas,

giving directions, etc.

The.

group lender enters the room and, without

speaking, passes out a paper to all members of the group (Note:
and 3 are all presented non-verbally)

.

explain what will occur in Part 1 and give

Ports 1,

Directions on this sheet,
a

brief introduction to the

les son

Most of our lasting perceptions of people ar*» based upon what
they say—-i.e., their verbal communications. What would happen if
we could only express ourselves non-verbally— through gestures, facial
expressions and the like? Or are we already experts in non-verbal
communication but not totally aware of it?
In this lesson I would like us to consider the way we perceive
others and the way we communicate non-verbally.
To test our ability to understand non-verbal communications, I
would like to express some ideas, and instruct you to do certain
things. As I communicate with you each time, jot down on your
paper what you think I am trying to ’say*.
I

then attempted to express the following ideas non-verbally by

expressively acting them out:
can’t hear you.

1.

I

2.

Come he re

3.

You, out!

4.

Look around us

5.

Hitchhiking

6.

I*ra

cold
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7.

Quiet, ash!

8*

Thinking to inyself

9.

I'm tired

ID* My arm is sore.

Part II
Upon completion of Part I, the leader
passes out the following instructions and then waits for the group to
complete

the.

exercise.

The "Metaphor Game"
dow I'd like to play a game to help discover
what your perceptions
are of we (Try to imagine that this was tne
first tine you had ever seen
me)

Imagine that

I

have been transformed

following categories .

ir.to

something in each of the

What would these four things bet M

fo°d

Color

Furniture

My rationale for this part is founded upon the following belief: moat
of our lasting perceptions of people are based upou what they say verbally.

When verbal "information" is not available, however, we must base our
perceptions upon that information which is most

itrnr-Hdiately

available,

namely non-verbal "communications"— appearance, gestures, facial expressions
and the like.

Part II i9 an effort to determine how these two types

of perceptions way vary, if at all.

By playing the "metaphor game"

prior to having the leader speak (ideally this lesson would be presented
as

the introductory group or class session)

,

but after observing the

leader for a short period, the group will be basing its perceptions on

non-verbal feedback.
These results would then be compared with the oerceptions of the
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group a few days later (again using the "metaphor game"),
after normal

verbal Interaction had been established.
The reason ior this part would be discussed with

tin*

group following

the non-verbal exercises.

Part III
After completing Part II, the leader passes out the following,
instructions to each member of the group and then expresses a variety
of feelings and emotions non-verbally

New instead of merely expressing ’ideas 1 to you non-verbally, I

would like to try to express certain feelings and emotions. Again,
as I proceed, I would like you to list what you perceive these expressions

mean.
I

attempted to express the following feelings and emotions non-

verbally:
1.

Disgusted, frustrated, let-down

2.

Anxiety, up3et, nervous

3.

Pear

4.

Love

5.

Anger, rage

6.

Surprise

7.

Hope, expectancy

8.

Sad, depressed, sorrow, unhappy

9.

Dreaa.ing, reminiscence

10. Disdain
11. Condescending

12. Uncomfortable

13

Stubborn
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Whereas the communications in Part T are rather
simple, overt
expressions, often directed to a second party, the
communications of

Part III express feelings and emotions which arc more
internalized—-more

automatically

ai'.d

unconsciously conveyed.

They are not ordinarily con-

ceived with a second party (a "receiver") in mind, and therefore
might
be expected to be more difficult to perceive.
This difficulty did not show itself to nnv great extent primarily

because, whether or not we are aware of it, these expressions are an
integral part of most everyone’s non-verbal "vocabulary" and are pretty
much universal in nature.
Pert IV

The leader discusses with the group his basic rationale for the

lesson—-the universality of non-verbal communications and the frequent,
often unconscious use of it.

8y rejecting verbal communication, non-verbal

communication becomes vividly apparent, al lost overpowerinplv introduced
into the conscious (As an example, consider sitting with
in a circle and maintaining silence for 10 minutes.

a

small group

Notice how aware

you become, particularly, of facial expressions-communicating selfconsciousness, edginess, confidence, and other feelings.)

Comparisons are made as to how the various egressions
by members of the group.
extrei.ely good.

\*ere

perceived

In the actual presentation, agreement was

It was interesting to note in a few instances the relative

agreement upon a perceived feeling which

I

had not intended to convey,

thus indicating the extent to which the presentation depends upon the

effectiveness of the presenter.
My objective extends beyond merely developing an awareness of non-

verbal communications,

however,

I am

concerned also with helping kids
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Individually to look at and define their "self” in
a non- threatening
way.

These exercises can be used to give youngsters feedback
about

themselves— to answer questions like "Who am I?", "Do other kids
feel
the same things I do?", "Do I perceive things in the same
way as others?"

These are questions which children often ask themselves but which
prove
too threatening to ask of their peers.

by comparing the perceptions of the class in these exercises, kids

will discover that most of them do see things in the same way

perceive feelings and emotions as others do.
to others of their age.

— they

do

In short, they are similar

These exercises often can become a first step

in destroying the superficial barriers that restrain kids from identifying

the "self".

Part V
The leader gives the following instruction:

"Close your eyes and think for a moment about the worst thing you have
ever done in your life— -the thing that you would most like to forget

about,

how did you feel after you did it?

—jot

down two or three words

which describe how you felt."
Thereafter the leader asks the group members to share their feelings.
I

found, as I hau hoped, that feelings were markedly similar

guilt, depression, etc.

This simple exercise, again, is used to show how

much people are alike and to give this additional feedback to members of
the group.

It seems to further increase a person's confidence that his

"self" is much like that of other "selves".
I

of
later presented the first three parts of this lesson to a class

perceptions
senior high school students in Hartford, and then compared
and discussed the lesson.

Previously described as apathetic and unresponsive.
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the gtudents became highly involved
and reacted very positively.

Moat

felt that it was not only fun, but an interesting
learning experience.
I had eiitered the class quite apprehensively,
realising that I

would have trouble speaking to them verbally if they
responded hostilely
to the exercises, refused to cooperate, or the like.

Fortunately (being

apathetic, I guess) they accepted it, and reacted almost identically
to the session with graduate students

— tnere

was little if any talking as

everyone seeded to get caught up in the non-verbal atmosphere.

At one

point, when a girl entered the almost perfectly silent room about ten
iniTiutea

late, someone hushed her and said, "He can't apeak to you, now."

The class perceived the non-verbal communications in
to the graduate group, also.

e

wuy comparable

There seemed to be large scale agreement.

One of the strange feelings that

I

had at the start of the session

was the insecurity of being without a verbal shield to hide any nervousness
or to ward off any hostility.

scious of being "stared

I

really felt nervous.

I

was also very con-

at"— of having people concentrating

upon

n.y

non-verbal communications, and consequently my physical being, rather
than upon my voice.

Fortunately, these feelings passed after a short

time and I was able to enjoy myself.

I

think the class had fun, too.

Tub AFFdCSlV* DOMAIN— David Sadker
In the late 1940's, a group of educators, including Benjamin Bloom,

David Krathwohl, and Betrau Masia met in

direction in education.
ment of three domains:

lios

ton to develop coherent

This attempt to clarify goals led to the develop-

Cognitive, Affective, ana Psychomotor.

It was ju3 t over a decade ago that a group, under the guidance of

David Kratnwohi, constructed the Affective Domain (Handbook II of the

Taxonomy of Kaucational Objectives)
liutnanis tic

.

Although this work was a milestone in

in the
Education, it has received little practical application

2?l

public schools.
dertii of

Perhaps oue reason for this lack of Imp lamentation
is the

knowledge regarding the taxonomies themselves.

Practical application

of the taxonomies in classroom situations presents still
another probler.

It is our intent to deal with these two Shortcomings.

My wife and

devised

I

a program to implement the affective domain of the taxonomy in
the class-

room.

before dealing with the practical classroom application that

tny

wife presented, a short description of the taxonomy is in order.
The taxonomy is a classification system which demands the inclusion
of lower categories in higher categories.

The cognitive domain is con-

cerned with intellectual operations, the psychomotor with physical coordination, and the affective with the formation of values, termed by ’lyrdal

"valuations".

The following definitions will clarify the affective

domain.^*
1.0

Receiving or Attending— This primary level is concerned with an

individual's reaction to stimuli.

This first step, almost cognitive

in nature, is concerned with awareness of and attention to one's

environment.
2.0

Responding—Once one attends to

taxonomy is response.

a

stimulus, the next level of the

The repertoire of response ranges from acquiescence

to willingness to satisfaction.

In other words, the individual is not

just perceiving a phenomenon, but is uoing something with or about it.
3.0

Valuing

—This

means that

a

thing has worth.

Valuing is a product

not only of a person's own assessment, but is much more a social product

^
*

David R. Krathwohl, benjamin S. bloom, and Bertram B. Masia,
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives Handbook II* Affective Domain.
David McKay Co., Inc.: 1056). Pp. 170-135.
(New York:
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that has been slowly internatlized or accented.

has become a belief or an attitude.

acceptance of

a

Behavior at this level

The range at this 3.0 level includes

value, preference for a value, and finally a commitment

to a value.

4.0

Organization

— As

values are internalized, situations occur which

are relevant to more than one value.

Thus, it becomes necessary to

organize a value system with a priority of values.
process.

Tills

is a gradual

The two subcatagories are conceptualization of a value and

the organization of a value system.

5.0

Characterization by a Value or Value Complex

the organization is complete and consistent.

consistent.

—At

this level,

Behavior is "natural" and

This level includes a person's being characterized by

certain tendencies, and having total philosophy or worldview.

Krathwohl offers some examples of objectives at the various levels
of the affective domain:

1.1

Develops awareness of aesthetic factors in art

1.2

Attends when other apeak.

1.3

Listens to music with discrimination as to mood and meaning.

2.1

Obeys playground regulations.

2.2

Acceptance of responsibility for his own health.

2.3

Finds pleasure in reading for recreation.

3.1

Continuing desire to develop the ability to speak and write
effectively.

3.2

Assumes responsibility for drawing reticent members of a group
into conversation.

3.3

democracy.
Devotion to those ideals which are at the foundation of a
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My Wife, Myra's class, utilized
three levels of the taxonomy,

made the students .aware (1.0) of outsiders.

she

She had them venture opinions

concerning them, as well as partake in role play
and other appropriate
learning opportunities.

This is at the responding level (2.0).

Finally,

Myra asked the students to re-examine their original
comments concerning
hippies.

This process suggests the beginning of value
formations (3.0).

Obviously, such a value program demands much tine as a
coherent part of
a curriculum,

hut the presentation which follows suggests the practical

manner in which the taxonomy can

he.

utilized in

a

classroom.

CHANGING VALUES - Myra Sadker

While it is obviously worthwhile for schools to develop cognitive
skills, one might question their policy of devoting such enormous

amounts of time and effort to reaching objectives in the cognitive domain.

Another vital area of the child's development
or affect, of emotion.

is

too often neglected

— that

Schools, too often, deny their responsibility in

the development of appreciations, interests, attitudes, and values.
are formed in children every day of the school year

These

— incidentally

Incidentally, children learn to love or hate literature—or school.
Incidentally, they learn to value tolerance—or bigotry.

Since this

haphazard formation of values occurs daily, would it be wise for the

3c’nool

to begin the development of values In a systematic, planned, and organized

fashion?
Dr. Jack Frnenkel answered this question in an article, "Value

Education in the Social Studies" which appeared In
Phi Delta Kappan .

a

recent issue of

In this article, Fraenkel comments, "It is important

to consider whether we intend deliberately to influence their value develop

went in directions we consider desirable.

I

contend that the systematic
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design of appropriate teaching strategies to
bring about desired values
is crucially important."' '*
1

If one believes, as does Dr. Fraenkel, that values
should be taught

systematically in the schools, he must then solve the problem
of how to
go about teaching them.

Studies have shown that existent methodology in

the teacniug of values is ineffective.

Current practice generally involves

either a moralistic telling or an exposure of children to the "right"
atmosphere.

Not enough use is made of techniques which directly and

intensely involve students.

Following is

which attempts to substitute sociodrama and

description of a lesson

a

frank, discussion for didacticism

and exportation in an attempt to begin value change in

a

class of thirty

6th graders in the Harks Meadow Laboratory School at Amherst, Massachusetts.

The objective of this lesson was that the children should become more

willing to accept people different from themselves.
began the lesson by presenting the students with the following

I

situation.

"Imagine that you are riding in your car with your parents

and you see a boy and a girl hitching a ride,

both the boy and

the.

girl

have long hair, the boy has a beard, and neither one is wearing any

Would you write down on your paper in a sentence or two what

shoes.

thoughts pass through your mind as you drive past these two hippies."
Of the thirty students in the class, twenty-six responded very nega-

tively.

Following are some representative replies,
They look stupid.

1)

What a couple of weirdos.

2)

They Iook terrible.

3)

Long haired nuts with dumb looking clothes and beards.

2

Their hair looks like a rat’s nest.

’Jack Fraenkel, "Value Education in the Social Studies"
(April, 1969), 457-461.
K an pan . Volume L, No.

Phi Delta
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4)

Hou dlrt :/l

'

n'^ h la the boy?

I don't

want to pick up that blob

of dirt.
5)

I

would let

car.

the*,

walk.

I

wouldn’t want than to be seen In my

They look so foolish.

And if you did let then ride, they

would probably try to make you crack up, by either
clubbing you
or keep distracting you so you will pet hurt.

The only three sympathetic or neutral comments were the following
1)

Gee,

I

wish 1 could be

like that.

I’d love to go barefoot, and

what cool haircuts., *0n second though...
think how some people pass them by just because their thoughts

I

2)

are different than ours.

And because they dress differently,

and because they don’t take a bath every iiighu
not true.

Some hippies are clean, wear shoes, and take a bath

every night.
3)

But that’s

But they are still hippies because of their thoughts.

Where, are they going?

What Makes them think that they cau be

nonconformists be conforming in ways like not wearing shoes?

When

I

asked the class for words or phrases which described hippies,

the following list was compiled on the board:

Weird
Stupid

Lazy
Filthy

Poor in thoughts and education

Only one member of the class objected anu claimed that hippies were

rebelling against things that were bad in American society.

During the

following discussion, I led the cluss to the generalization that moat
hippies were outsiders, outcasts from the mainstreams of American society.
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I

next asked the class to Ret Into groups of
five.

told then that

I

to qualify a group must have exactly five
member., no more and no leas.

Immediately there was an anxious
sought out friends.

acrnrabfel to get

into groups.

Quickly six groups of five were formed.

Friends
I

then

told the class that a "roup with five members would no Inn
or qualify.

The new rule of eligibility was that a group had to have only
four members.

The groups responded in a variety of ways.
through a "one potato, two potato" process.
loft.

Some rejected Timbers by going
In other groups, a volunteer

In a few groups, one member was callously removed when a self-

appointed leader said, "O.K.

We four are together.

You’re out", and the

other members would acquiesce
Interviews immediately following this group selection process produced some interesting responses.

To the question, "How did you feel when

I

asked you to get into groups?", the moat common response was, "I hoped

I

could get Into a group with my friends."

To the question, "When

I

told

you that you had to reduce your group from five to four, how did you feel?",
the most common response was, "I hope I*m not

the.

one who gets kicked out."

To those who managed to survive the cut in group size from five to four,

I

asked, "How did you feel when you found that you were still in the group?"

"Safe" and "happy" were the two most frequent answers.
those who were rejected how they felt about it.

Some were quite defensive

and gave replies such as the following, "1 didn't care.

that group anyway.
we to go."

out."

I

finally asked

I

I

didn't like

was Just about to volunteer to leave when they told

Some, however, were more, frank in their responses:

"I wondered what was wrong with me.

"I

Why did they send me out?"

After this discussion, the students put on a short sociodrama.
scene was a 3 follows:

felt left

The

A group of boys was walking to school, and another
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boy, new in the neighborhood, attempted to
join then.

group was to politely get rid of the intruder.

The task of the

A girl played the part

of the boy *8 inner thoughts or alter ego, and,
throughout the role play,

expressed what the outsider was really feeling.

For example, when the

new boy said aloud, "Why are you in such e rush?", the
girl interpreted

hy don’t they want

feelings as,

ne?

What’s

Short discussion after the sociodrama showed that

v/ron",

with ne?"
of the class

r.iost

agreed that outsiders felt "left out", "rejected", "depressed", and "unhappy".

I

then asked the class to reread their reactions to hippies to

see if there were any changes or additions they wished to make.

was

I

careful to be casual about these instructions and to emphasize that whether
or not they raade changes or additions was completely up to then.

members of the class didn’t change, their first reactions.

Some

Some students,

however, did make some additions, all of them more sympathetic toward
hippies.

Following are some of these students* original reactions and

their later modifications.
First thoughts:

anything.

Coy, what hippies!

Second thoughts:

Maybe

I

I

wouldn’t pick them up for

will pick them up.

They could be really

good kids after all.

First thoughts:

I’m not so sure I’d like to give then a ride.

How can they wear such clothes and grow their hair so long?
thoughts:

Second

People can believe different things if they want to.

Hippies

just believe that growing their hair and wearing such clothes expresses
their feelings.

First thoughts:
riots.

I

Second thoughts:

think they are usually dirty and taking part in
I

don’t have anything against hipnies.

have to pet in someone else’s shoes to really understand him.

You
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Th ® Students read their answers aloud, and wo
discussed vk v no~e

changed their reactions and soma didn’t.

When the lesson was over,

And the claws had left, one boy handed me the
following note*

"The

reason that at first they thought that hippies were
bad is because their

parents think so.

but after they thouv It differently

This lesson nay possibly have produced a beginning in the
ares of

developing the value tnat one should be accepting of people who
appear to
be different than he is.

If such lessons were taught in an organized fashion

frca kindergarten through college, in all areas of the curriculun,
perhaps
it would be possible to systematically develop desirable values.

AFFLClIVh LhAR !%(. r.i-.RU

;.

c
>

A

*'

GAM

Shirashon Zecvi — (Assistant Executive

Director of the Jewish Community Center, Springfield, Massachusetts with the
help of fuil-tiuie staff members.)
This center is characterized as a "leisure— tine agency," "group-work

agency," "informal educational agency," "character building agenev" end"

"Jewish Culture Apnncy."
the country,

the.

Like over 300 Jewish community centers throughout

staff concentrates its efforts on helping men and wor'en

of all ages to grow and mature at their own rate of development through

self-selected activities and associations.
The basic premise of the methodology used in working with the groups
at the Center is the acceptance of the proposition that activities which

provide affective experiences, allow for greater cognitive learnln”.
is also a uajor preniae of humanistic education,

This

humanistic education

was first introduced in a class and at staff meetings and individual

conferences in order to highlight

the.

value of incorporating the teaching

of cognitive material with feeling responses in snail groups.

was placed on the developtacnt

ot

The emphasis

a few exercises covering dif^eror
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leadership and "roup situations.
liven

though these exercises v:ere developed for application in small

oroup situations they can be applied to larger grotms and
used as part
of a human relations unit.

Actions and Reactions in Mature
This exercise is for experiencing and learning about relatioirships
(or the lack of relationships) between itcns in nature.

exercise in creativity.
an item in nature:
is asked to "be" it.

WI1ID,

It is also an

Each member of the group selects a name representing

MOUNTAIN, SUN, SNOW, ICE, SAND, RIVER, etc. and

(Note:

Tf there is a large number of children, two

or three can select the same item.)

Ask the children to pair off and work out a skit, pantomime, dance,
etc., which will express the relationship between the items they represent.

Ask the pair to find a comfortable place in the room and start working.
They are to return to a central place when they finish.

After the children

completed their task, each pair presents their "act" to the others.

A

discussion may follow each presentation.

Once the first part is completed, tell the children to form groups
of threes.

before.

They nay select new items, or use the same ones they had

They are now to "work out" the relationships between the three

items in form of a dance, a skit etc.

present their "thing" to the group.

After this is completed, the teams
A discussion may follow.

Note:

The

children may pair off in such a way that there is no direct, noticeable,
"action-reaction" pattern in the items they selected.

The leader should

level of learning,.
not intervene, for each pair of items allow for a different

For example:

the "WIND" pairs off with the "MOUNTAIN".

The wind

the wind.
does not blow the mountain, but the mountain can "slow"

The leader's direct involvement with each
pair or gmap, depends on
the age of the children, or their abilities as
observed by the leader.

exercise was developed during a supervisory conference
for a

Tliis

leader working with a Drama club.

planned to work on
by: Jean Feather.)

a play:

The group (4-6 grade boys and girls),

WHO IS STRONGEST?

(Adapted from a folk tale

The main theme of the play is the nature of the relation-

ships between "things".

One of the sessions was taped.

The following is

an exerpt from the tape:
The Ice and the Sun
ICE:

an the strongest thin;

I

away .. .You' re going to malt

in the world. . .e. . .e. . .except for the... Go

rae...

SUN:

My job is to melt you through...

ICE*

No'.

No! get away from Here!! get away. ..you are melting me!...

you melting m. .m. .ne...

The Wind and the Tree

am the strongest thing in the world, boy.

Tree:

I

Wind:

No you're not.. .(the "wind" started to blow, the "tree"

On one occasion, the pair "confused" the roles.
took place:

The Fire and the Tree
Fire:

NO! NO! NO!...

Tree:

What NO?

Fire:

I

Tree:

SO?

don't like you...

bent).

The following discussion

7M

Other children started to intervenes

— Are

Member A
Fire:

NO,

Member n.

I

you the tree?
am the FI to.

(talxs to the TRIE)

iree:

That’s what

Fire:

I

I

j

Tnen you should be afraid of her...

told her, but she did not want to...

am not afraid of her...

There was a great deal of interaction among the children.
intrigued by the challenge.

They were

A few could not "act out" different roles

than those they assure generally.
>‘e

all ace and react to different things in our own particular way,

based or our previous experiences.

This exercise can also be used to

highlight individual perceptual awareness.

For example:

One can deal

through this exercise v/ith the relationships between senses and thought

processes. Inanimate and Animate objects, etc.
This exercise can also be used in school after the completion of
a Social Studies unit which was concerned with different geographical

areas,

nature?

how would children feci in Switzerland when relating items in
etc.

Programming through personal involvement
The second exercise is to allow the students to experience the process
of planning a program.

It teaches how to plan a program based on personal

experiences.

A group or a committee meets to plan

a program.

Ask the members to

sit as comfortably as possible and think about a program, or activity
in which they were involved and to which they felt committed.
1

After about

minute, ask them to close their eyes and continue to think about the
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program.

Ask then to imagine that they are standing in
the middle of

a large field.

Now say:

LOOK AT THE LEFT

SI1)E

OF THE FIELD.

THINK

ABOUT THE PROGRAM. . .THINK ABOUT W.»AT MAS IT THAT MADE
YOU LIKE THE
PROGRAM. . .TRY TO IDENTIFY IT... CALL IT A NAME AND PLACE
IT ON THE LEFT
SIDE... THINK ABOUT AS MANY ITEMS T.IAT YOU CAN REMEMBER...

After 5-10

minutes (The leader can judge the amount of time needed by the
movenents
of the members ,) say:

NOW LOOK AT YOUR RICrtT... PLACE ON THE RIGHT SIDE

ALL THE THINGS YOU DID NOT LIKE ABOUT THE PROGRAM,

'..'hen

this part is

over:

Give each member a piece of paper.
pieces.

Ask them to write ou each piece of paper one item relating

to the positive aspects of the program.

reads his list.
Note:

Ask them to tear the paper to

Once they finish, each member

Write each item on the blackboard.

There is no need to write the same item twice.
This procedure is repeated for the "negative" items.

is written down, the discussion starts.

Once everything

The discussion focuses on the

most important aspects in the various programs, and the most "negative"
aspects which should not be repeated.

Once the group reached a consensus about the items, the group identifies
the program they are interested in planned.

The planning now includes

all the items which were selected.
In experimenting with this exercise, we found that once people get

used to this unorthodox way of looking at a program, there was a general

sense of enthusiasm for the planned program.

The discussion about

"positives" and "negatives", as introduced by the participants, allowed
for an intensive involvement in the process on part of each member.

Various

generalizations were introduced by the leader and, unlike other experiences,
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they seemed to have been incorporated
well in the final processes of the

decision making activity.
This specific group planned a dance.

Through the exercise the members

were able to cover almost every aspect of
planning for the dance.

This

included: promotion, budget, creation of an
atmosphere, etc.

This exercise has application for group planning
for itself, a class

planning a trip.

The children can discuss the things they like to see

happen in the trip.

They participate in the process.

This will encourage

them to also take on various responsibilities.
it /Has application for a committee planning a program for
others.

In

this case, the members of the committee discuss first their own
preferences

and then project based on the interests of others.

In this discussion,

members of the committee learn to differentiate between their personal
Interests and needs, which may or may not be of interest to others.
This exercise can be used also as a "before and after" exercise in

studying a social studies unit in school.
the country?

The people? Geography?

What was most important about

Industries?

etc.

This exercise can lead to a discussion of pre-conceived ideas about
a place, program, etc.

Because of the nature of the experiment, it is suggested

that one could get better results with children 13 or older.

BUT I CAN'T BE ME...

The purpose of this next exercise is to give experience feeling the "loss"
of free choice in conformity, learning about consequences of "blind con-

formity", and learning to "give" up personal desires in a group activity.

Tell the members of the group to walk in the room.

vhereever they want to.

They can walk

After a few minutes, ask the members to pair

off.

The couples, standing anywhere In the room, are asked
to tie their

Inner legs together.
a few minutes,

They are now told to walk wherever they want.

ask the couples to form teams of four.

and tie their Inner legs.

They stand In line

In this formation, only those at the beginning

and end of the line have one free leg.

wherever they want to.

After

Now ask the groups to walk

If needed, you can try the same exercise with

groups of 8.
Events:
As expected, the members of the group became Increasingly frustrated.

They found It difficult to adjust and wherever more than one natural
leader emerged In the group there was an open conflict.

was tried with a group of fifteen 5-6 grade boys.
deal of shoving and verbal arguments.

experiment by saying:

WHERE I WANT TO..."
DO WHATEVER WE WISH.

There was a great

One of the boys summed up this

"BUT I CAN’T BE ME... I CAN’T WALK... I CAN'T GO

Another boy remarked:
.

The exercise

"WHEN WE ARE TOGETHER WE CANNOT

.WE HAVE TO TALK TO THE OTHERS..."

This exercise Is designed to bring about two opposing yet related
Issued In group activity.

When people join groups, they learn, among

other things, to "give up" some of their own needs and desires In order
to be accepted by others In the group.

Members learn to compromise,

adjust and discuss In order to achieve a comfortable degree of functioning
In a group.

This exercise allows for discussion on the need to engage

In communicating with others as opposed to

when others do not feel like It.

’doing what you want to do'

At the same time, the Issue of doing

because HI TOLD ME TO... Is being highlighted and the item of "loss of

2V>

Individuality" can be discussed openly by
the members of the group.
It is an acceptable form of interaction.

As a result of participating

in this exercise, the leader may notice
other forms of "interaction".

Played with younger children, one would
observe pushing, shoving, yelling, etc.

If this becomes a priority in the process,
the leader may

discuss this issue

— then

repeat the exercise.

On Being Lost
This exercise gives the participants the opportunity
to experience
the feelings of being lost.

The participants are blindfolded.
other’s shoulder.

Forming a line, they hold each

The leader takes them for a walk.

The purpose of the

walk is to bring the participants to a larger room in a way that they will
not be able to identify it.

In order to achieve this goal, the leader

takes them in circles, in and out of rooms.

Once they reach the larger

room, the participants are separated and left in different places.

He

asks the children to find their way around without making a sound.

After

about 10-15 minutes, tho leader brings the children together forms a line
and takes them to their room.

Once in the room, and the children see

each other again, a discussion focuses on how they felt during the exercise.

Trying this with a small group of children In the neighborhood,

noticed two children that became rather frightened.

were confused and somewhat scared.

(9

year olds).

I

Others

A great sigh of relief was on the face

of two children who 'found each other”.

Prior to playing this ’’game', we

talked about what happens when someone is lost.

’’Like the astronauts, or

at night, etc.”

Possible applications for this exercise include the following:
1.

of space.

A science club about to embark on

a

program dealing with issues

2.

A group of children reads a story, or
are about to study a

book, in which some An e is "lost” in the
desert, etc.
3.

Teenagers very frequently discuss their peers.

talk about someone who seems to be ’’lost".
in a crowd
'

,

etc.

Many times they

They talk about "being alone

This exercise may highlight for all concerned the

feelings and various meanings of "being lost".

On Being Needed - Hum an Anag rs^ s
The purpose of this exercise is to experience the feelings of being

needed by others in achieving a goal.

Learning that not being needed

by others in achieving a gael, does not necessarily mean being rejected

by otners.

It is also useful for observing role— behavior of group

members.

The leaders prepares pins and pieces of paper.

On each piece of

paper he writes one letter.

Each member of the group receives one letter

which he pins on his chest.

The letters are visible to all.

It is

important that the letters will Include enough vowels and consonants to
form a number of words.

The leader asks the members to form many words

with the letters available to them, within a given time limit.
The game is played twice.

The first time, members of the groups

are asked not to talk during the game.

The second time the game is

played, the members may talk to each other.

The discussion, following

the game, picks up on the issue of performing a task and the meaning

of being needed or not needed.
This exercise was performed by me with six children participating
(Three boys and three glris, 10 and 11 years old).

2^7

prepared six letters:

I

S

t

we started there was confusion.

N, R, E, I, A.

For a few seconds after

Then they started to form words.

of the boys took the leadership and started to arrange
the words.

they did not talk, he motioned to others where to stand.

Since

At times he

pushed someone or moved the other to a different position.

moving very slowly.

One

One boy was

By now, one of the girls took over the leadership.

She started to push the "slow'boy.

Another boy Joined her.

The "slow"

boy started to withdraw from the group.

He didn't like being shoved.

The others needed him, and intervened.

From that point on, one of the

girls did not allow the others to push the "slow" boy.

Re seemed to

enjoy the game and became a little more active.
I

rearranged the letters for the second part of the game, during

which the children were allowed to talk.
yelling.

There was a great deal of

An interesting thing happened during this part of the game.

One of the boys, who was pushing and shoving others during the first part

of the game, was being rejected by the others.

I notleed this when the

group started to form words which did not include his letter.
it too.
rr,

a-iH m urn

I could see it on his face.

Re felt

However, in order to make the

number of vords, the group needed him and later Btarted to involve

him too.

The discussion which followed included a remark which he
"OK

made*.

YOU TAUGHT ME A LESSON... I AM SORRY..."
Played with elementary school children, this exercise can be used

as a "diagnostic tool" by the leader.

The experiment, as discussed

members
above, shows rather clearly that various modes of behavior by
either through the
of the group, are made visible and can be dealth with
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group or Individually by the leader.

Additionally the leader may leaa a discussion
with the children
about how their roles and behaviors affect
others in the group.

The

focus here is on the feelings as expressed
by various members of the

group
Tnis exercise can be used also as part of a
leadership training program.

The trainees participate in the exercise and then
discuss their own

roles.

Through this, the discussion moves to a look at various
roles people

play in groups, and the meaning of roles to people.
Read the Letter Aga in
The purpose of this exercise is to experience meaning through different

voice inflections, and for evaluating alternatives to understanding.
People react in various ways to comments they hear, or letters they
read.

One may observe that often, negative reaction to a comment comes as

a result of

negative hearing" or, in other words, a result of a projection

of a negative intent.

This exercise, aims to explore this phenomena through

the introduction of alternatives to this "projected hearing".

The members form groups of five.

They read a letter, or parts of a

play, which deals with interaction between people.

read the material with different tones of voice.

Members of each group

The others

the meanings of the expressions and discuss these meanings.

focuses on "why do we hear what we want to hear?" and

For example:

JOHN:

MOTHER:

John come home supper is ready.

One minute mother

I

have to finish something.

Hurry up the food will be cold.

The discussion

Is it possible that

the other person did not mean it this way?"

MOTHER:

try to identify
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JOHN

j

OK

am coming

I

(John comes home late at night.)
FATHER:
JOHN:

Where have you been?
With the boys.

FATHLR:

JOHN:

Where?

All over the place.

FATHER:
JOHN:

What did you do?
Nothing.

Members of each group may try and write their
own script.

This

exercise can be used in preparation for participation
in a play.
Th e Trip
The purpose of this exercise is to experience involvement
and relaxation with music.

Participants sit where they pleaae in the room.
on and says:

NOW SIT AS COMFORTABLY AS YOU CAN... WHAT

The leader puts music
I

WOULD LIKE YOU TO

DO NOW IS CLOSE YOUR EYES AND LISTEN TO THE MUSIC... JUST LISTEN TO THE
MUSIC. . .CLOSE YOUR EYES. . .RELAX. . .LISTEN TO THE MUSIC... LET THE MUSIC TAKE

YOU WITH IT... JUST

‘'GO*'

WITH THE MUSIC...

The leader keeps the music on for 10 to 15 minutes (or longer, depending on the situation)

.

The members discuss their reactions and feelings to

the exercise.

In experimenting with this exercise I found that there seems to be a

relationship between the person's ability to relax and being able to "be
with' this exercise.
This exercise might serve as an introductory activity to programs
on music app reala tion.

The perception of feelings and awareness of music
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which are Incorporated in this ererciae
nay be followed by others ained
at Intensifying awareness of music.
Let’s dr aw a person

The purpose of this exercise is to experience
the uniqueness of
individuals in a group.
The group is divided into teams of 3ix
members.
an assignment to draw a composite picture of
a person.

Each team is given

The members are

instructed to draw a person whose characteristics are
those of the members
of the group, i.e., they may decide to draw the head
of Member A, nose

of Member B, shoulders of Member C, etc.

The group has to decide whose characteristics they will draw
before
picture.

When selecting the eyes or lips of

a

person to

represent the group, one is selecting much more than just eyes or lips.
Feelings and attitudes are also involved in the decision and they become

important aspects of the discussion.
This exercise could serve also as part of a sociology unit dealinc

with uniqueness of peoples around the world.

Additionally this exercise

may be used to highlight the area of intergroup relations, by pinpointing
similarities and differences, as well as the moaning of these similarities
and differences.

Quite often the group becomes verv supportive of the

various members and parts<»of their anatomy which they had thought little of.
THE SELF
T/hat

—

Barbara Skibiski,

Kame

Lundy, and Coniie Eshbach

follows is a unit of exercises to promote an increased awareness

of self as well as a feeling of freedom through the contrasting of rigid
and less rigid exercises.

Physical exercising involves the total physical being and too often
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la done without self ewaroneae.

two type* of exercises.

I„ thl. «perl«>ce, we gave
the group

With the males in the forward
line outside on

the lawn, the gnoup performed the
traditional toe-touching end jumping

Jacks by direction of the leader.

Next, having moved anywhere they
desired,

they were brought to attention, and
then the group members regained
total
body movement under the guidance of
the leader by gradually mobilising

parts of their body from head to foot,

then the participants were asked

to go inside and finger pain# how they
felt while exercising.

Discussion

followed.

Next the group, while listening to music, drew
with fingerpaints and
crayons, respectively.

The former necessitates the hand being the
tool of

creation while the latter makes the implementation
for creation.

Discussion

followed during which the group members brought out
how their feelings for
the music had been reflected in the fingerpaintings and
crayons.
In the next exercise two groups (5 members each) in a
circle were

directed to listen and discover what feelings or emotions were aroused
by a
selected musical piece.

With paper and crayon they were asked to express

the aroused emotions and/or feelings.

Having been given only 20 seconds

to draw, the leader instructed them to stop, pass their paper to the

person on their left, and coutinue.

Repeated five composite drawings

resulted which reflected the various modds and individuality of the members.

Dlsoosslon followed during which the studmits discussed their feelings.
Physical contact between persons can bridge the dividing barrier of
physical autonomy so prevalent in this society.

Hopefully, such contacts

can lead to satisfaction and joint creativity or at least to a desire for

accomplishment or understanding or budging the barriers which separate

individuals
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Iu tain exercise, dyads were formed
in two circles of 4 and 6

members respectively.
nearest banee,

eacl.

With crayon and paper and by
Jolnin E and usln8

individual dyad was Instructed to
draw a cooperative

-rawing while listening to selected music.

Upon completion of the music,

mutually decided dyads were formed until the
allotted time ended.

Discus-

sion followed during which the dominance or
cubmisslveness of Che various
members was brought out.
*ne filial section of the unit began with the
entire group sitting

in a tight circle with their eyes closed.

Each person was handed a piece

of material which he was to feel thoroughly and then
pass to the person

on his left.

Wnen all

Lacu piece of material was of a different texture.
t»ie

different pieces had been felt by every member of the

group, taey were placed within the center
his eyes.

of

the circle and everyone opened

The group then discussed what they had just done; the feeliugs

taey had gotten from feeling different textures with their eyes closed,

the colors they had expected different things to be, etc.

The next step consisted of asking each person to select one texture
(or more, if they wished} which either held some special meaning for thcoi or

was iu 3ome way reflective of their self.
point, they were asked to create a

Then, using this as their focal

'collage of self”

—a

self map or portrait

from a collection of collage materials which had been provided (pins, bows,

paste, ribbons, magazines for cutting, paint, metal scraps, combs, excelsior,
etc.).

As before, when eeeryone was finished, they discussed what they had

each created.

Each person became somewhat transparent in his collage and

fascinating strengths and insights wore shared with the group as they

explained tneir collages.
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we hau hoped to produce a unit of exercises which
would promote sn

increased awareness of self as well as a feeling of freedom.

Through

contrasting rigid and less rigid exercises and types of art,
we hoped to
arrive at

tills

feeling of freedom and awareness.

The feedback seemed to indicate that the presentation was a success.

Adaption of this unit or parts of it to the classroom is feasible provided an atmosphere of trust exists.
Some of the self portraits contained vivid revealing portrayals of

personality traits and deep feelings of the participants.

In the dis-

cussion that followed tue making of collage self-portraits, a strong
feeling of group concern and intimacy developed.

In a letter from Barbara Skibiski written a few months after she

took over as teacher for a class of 31 fifth graders she said:
1 almost wrote to you last month after my first deliberate
use of the affective education techniques we developed in your class,
but I hesitated as 1 couldn't really believe their tremendous success.

We played the metaphor game using names of animals ("lly name is
") which was a good warm ur> and 1.4ts of
and I am a
We also played a self awareness game ("close your eyes and notice
fun.
where your feet are, etc".) They liked the exercises even to the
extent of telling the school principal who entered my class in the
middle of a session. My greatest success so far has been achieved
through the drawing together exercise (two people hold one marking
pen together and make a cooperative drawing of what they feel about
selections of music). Ily kids went wild! They were great! I had
never seen them so happy!

Unfortunately as with most good ideas in education barriors
exist which limit their use in teaching. The first is time. Our
school is on double session so academic subjects have fceen scheduled
The second, is that I am so new to the academic subject
to the minute.
matter that I am hesitant to integrate humanistic approaches with tt.

wrote me from the university that she was in on one
of tne ciasaas where you were a guest numani6tic education leaoer
She called it "one of the most wonderful experiences" of her life.
There’s still hope that we can humanize our schools! Please let me
know of new developments...

A

frietid

.
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^^ffi^TRATION^— MAGINATION AND COMMUNICATION

—

Barbara Woodbury

ihe aim of this ex ercise is to improve
or initiate student ability to

explore moods, emotional reactions, and develop
consciousness of different
reactions to the same stiraulii.
to request communication

cf

An important aspect of this exercise is

the resultant experience.

The teacher should have prepared on tape three or four
different mood

provoking pieces of music.

Turn off all lights.

outside dis tractions as possible.

Try to eliminate as many

Have the students sit as far as possible

from anyone and close their eyes.

The directions were to futurize, fantasize, or reflect as the music
takes you.

They were directed to pay special attention to the place they

went, the situation, the feel, the smells, the people, and as much as

possible their reaction to the situation.

After each three-minute selection,

they were allowed a few minutes to recover and jot down any pertinent notes
to remind them later of that particular trip.

They were then asked to

break into two groups and share their trips.
The first piece of music
BUTTERFLY.

I

play is the prayer sequence from MADAME

The reactions are usually quite diverse and imaginative: a

funeral procession, French paintings, a south seas caravan, a sunset on a

mountain, and one poor soul saw himself dying in a boat that kept going
over wave after wave.

The telling is a lot more complex than this brief

description would lead one to believe.
from the Beatles Help .

The second piece

I

play is Chase

This also provokes some unique trips:

a carnival,

a blowfish blowing up and out in time to the music, a belly dancer, a stomach

receiving a coke, potato chips, and other assorted hors d oevees,

a santa
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claus that ended up In a Morrocan souk that
led Into a dark and lonely
room, and

'pure, unmitigated sex".

piece of music.

This Is usually the most successful

The third piece is Mahler’s Fourth Syrwhony,
and the

romantically inclined females enjoy the music, but on
one occasion it
invoked in one person the mercbry of an old teacher ©laying
"Country
Garden

1

'

and telling the high school class merely to imagine they vere

in an English Country garden.

He was turned off by the idea.

piece is "Good Morning, Starshine”, from Hair .

The last

A juke box in a teeny

bopper hamburger joint was as far as this went.

Music per se in creative exercises seems to me to be of unquestioned
value.

However, I think that the necessity to communicate the experience

is almost as important as the experience itself.

The poems. Haiku, short

stories, or dances that result from this experience are surprising.

A HUMANISTIC EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
What follows is a description of a Humanistic Education experience

which was a composite of various techniques gleaned from my students,
associates and readings.

I

presented the experience

to

a class of "difficult"

fifth graders in the Marks Meadow Laboratory School in Amherst, Massachusetts
in spring of 1969.

The class contained many exceptionally bright children

and had an imaginative male teacher who had built excellent rapport with the

students in spite of the steady stream of interns, researchers .psychologists
and people like me who had paraded through the classroom to expose the
The session was a 2-1/2 hour period with one

children to some innovation.

hour before lunch and an hour and a half after lunch.
significant thing
I

•

Perhaps the most

for me, is the important learning experience

achieved in gaining control of the class after lunch.

efore lunch, with
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the exception of the initial non-verbal
exercise

I

gave the children,

the morning was a most frustrating and unpleasant
experience for me.

were fine until

I

Thing,

broke the class up into dyads to experiment
with several

communication exercises.

It was then that chaos broke out and I
began

to be treated as just another "substitute'

1

Though, some interesting

.

things were going on, mainly among the girls, I was so
completely

distracted by the rowdiness of others that

and still not being heard.

I

found myself shouting directions

Thank God, the lunch break came!

This gave

me a much needed chance to reconsolidate my thinking and come up with

a

new approach.
After lunch, I began by saying to the class that the moaning’ s experience had been extremely unpleasant for me and that

I

didn't like to

shout, and that I was very uncomfortable with all the rowdiness which inter-

fered with what we were trying to do.

I

added that

I

thought some of the

children also had an unpleasant experience because of this.

I

explained

that "noise" wasn't bad as such, but when I had to give directions with

noise, it was uncomfortable for me as well as for those who wanted to hear.
(I

did not tell them they were bad, but rather that

rowdiness).

I

I

couldn't work with the

asked for suggestions on how this situation could be imnroved.

They immediately began to suggest ways to guide us toward a more rewarding
experience.

I

behavior which

was amazed as they began to evolve rules for thMr own
I

wrote on the blackboard!

The afternoon was a complete delight

though we ran out of time and had to end prematurely.

After class at least

eight students came up and asked if we could do more next week.

Brian Anderson, the skilled teacher of the class suggests several other

effective guidelines he uses Aith the class.

First, before doing something
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he always asks himself the question,
"Can a student perform this task
Instead of me?" If the answer la "yes"
he lets a student do It. I
taped
this experience on video tape which
can he distracting; at times.
The
tape and Interest might have been better
If

I

had let a student instead

of me take the microphone (an incumbrance
1 wish I didn’t have In this

experience) around to get student responses.

Another good suggestion

Brian Anderson makes Is to minimise directions
and Instructions to students
and get them involved in the exercise as soon as
possible.

The purpose of this exercise is to get in closer touch
or to practice
communicating feelings with others using less conventional ways
such as

non-verbal means, touch, and finding new ways to cone into
contact.

The

exercise helps us to realize how much of ourselves we have been
cutting off
and suggests that we can bring ourselves more fully to life with our
friends

and associates.

The learning facilitator introduces a series of exercises which

demonstrate new or less used ways of communicating, and, which get the
students to explore their feelings with themselves and others.

The exercises

as listed below are planned for a two and a half hour block of time.

may be used at almost any grade level.

They

The preferable setting would be

a large room without desks with a circle of chairs.

It is helpful if the

teacher, teaching assistants, and aides who may be present, also participate
in the experience.

Each student should have a name card on his shirt.

A

brief introduction should be presented emphasizing how little we use all of
our communication capability and

explore some new ways of coming

hot/

into©

in the time which follows the class will

contact with others, ourselves and our
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feelings since vhst we learn and become
depend. In large measure on ho-

ve feel about ourselves, our class
mates
Finding

newj

to come

kto

teachers

etc.

contact:

First ask the students to pair off with
anyone in the class.

Find

a comfortable place to sit, and sit down,
first, back to back and communicate

with each obher only by talking.

(Allow this to proceed for about three

minutes)

How have the students in each pair sit

facts

to face and communicate

without talking or touching, only visual^ for three more
minutes.
Now have the students close eyes, and communicate without
speaking
again but this time through touching hands.

Ask them to say hello through

their hands, to get acquainted, take a walk, have a fight, make up,
dance,

and say goodby.

This should last about three minutes.

Finally, have the students explore their partners’ faces with their

hands again keeping eyes closed and not speaking for a moment or two, getting
in touch with the texture and various parts of their partners' face.

Now break and have the partners discuss in dyads how effective the
various means of communication were and how they felt while engaging in them
(give them about five minutes for this feedback session.)

Now ask the students to close their eyes and think of another name
that they have been called at one time or another by their parents or friends.
'

Get in touch with the feelings you had about this name, the circumstances

when it was used, and whether or not you liked it.
to share the name with his partner or "new friend'

1

'

.

Now ask each student
Each student should

then close his eyes, visualize the circumstance of being called the name,
and his partner should whisper the name in his ear as though he were being
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called It in an attempt to
evoke the feelings associated
with the name.
After both partners have had
. chance to whisper the
name .nd f.nt.slre
about It, break, and allow
three or four minutes of
feedback discussion.
(This exercise should take
about ten minutes).

Kow have the students think
of name, which they would like
to be
called If they could have any name
they want. They can do this
In open
discussion with their partners discussing
why they like the nsme. They
should then write the name on the
back of their name card and turn
it around
so the new name shows.

The students are then told that
for the rest of the

morning they will have a chance to
experiment and use their new name to
see how It feels.
(On a later day an Interesting open
class discussion can
be held about how people liked their own and
others' new names, and additional
opportunities can be developed to use new names
if the class desires.)
Now, have one partner close his eyes and the
other partner lead him

around the room wherever he pleases with no speaking
in an attempt to give
the

blind

partner the maximum amount of sensory experiences possible.

(After

three minutes break for feedback and discussion between
partners.)

Now ask each person to introduce his partner by telling something
special
about him.
class.

This should be done back in the circle in front of the entire

Each statement should be just a

3 hort

sentence.

This exercise

should take about fifteen minutes.
Re latlon8h i p« in Na ture

--an

exercies in creativity:

This is a creative drama experience in which each student attempts
to play the role of something in nature and its relationship to t>6her natural

things (played by other students).
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Each student selects a name
representing an Item in nature
(«.*.,
wind, mountain, sun, snow, river,
lake, sand, moon, etc.).
right for more than one student to
select the same Item.

It Is all

The children

are then asked to either pair off or
form groups of three which ever they

would prefer and work out a short one minute
skit, dance, pantomime, or
what ever expresses the relationship between
what each represents.

They

are Invited to find a comfortable place
In the room and start working.

They are asked to return to their seats when they
finish (allow about ten
minutes).

After they have returned each pair presents thiir

the others.

'act'*

to

After this a discussion can be held during which the
students

can experiment by putting pairs together with other pairs or
threesomes
and acting out spontaneous results.

The entire exercise should take about

forty minutes.

Questions About the Self

:

In this exercise the teacher can either pass out a mimeographed list
of questions with space for answers under each, or write the questions on
tha board.

Each student writes a short answer to each question followed

by open discussion.

(Allow about ten minutes to answer the questions with

about another fifteen minutes for discussion.

The discussion on this can be

continued on later days.)
1.

What would be the situation if you refused to get out of bed this

morning?
much more often?

2.

What if you said "no" instead of

3.

What would be the situation if you were four inches taller?

A.

What would be the situation if you were a girl instead of a boy?

5.

What would be the situation if you were black instead of white?

"yes'*
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6.

What if you were 16 for the rest of
your life?

7.

If you were an animal what would you
be?

8.

If you were a color what would it be?

9.

If your parents were hippies what would
be your situation?

10. If you could tell the grouo the one
thin* you like most about

yourself what would it be?
T he *yes an d no'

1

subselves

In this exercise the group is told that you would
like for volunteers
to present something to the class.

After a few moments of conflict about

whether or not to volunteer, the learning facilitator says,
"I do not
really want the volunteers now, but

I

would like you to focus on the ex-

perience you have just had, the experience of trying to decide whether
or not to volunteer.

Imagine two people inside your head

you to volunteer, one not to.
arguing until one wins.
and see tihat happens.
this encounter.

I

— one

telling

Picture a conversation between the two

After the discussion have the two meet non— verbally
Close your eyes for two or three minutes and imagine

will tell you when to open your eyes."

a few minutes to fantasize.)

(Allow the class

Now have the students report the way the two

subselves looked, sounded, how big they were, what they said, where they

were, their physical position, and who won.

(This exercise takes about

fifteen minutes.)

The Wardrobe o f

t he

Self

:

Ask the students to relax, close their eyes.
as you really are.

describe you.
you.

"Concentrate on yourself

Let your mind give to your consciousness some words that

Get in touch with the words and see if they really describe

When you are satisfied the words really describe you, open your eyes
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but remain quiet and do not look
around.

(P.„ out

„„„

an „

„ncll ,_

Instruct the students to tear the
paper Into « pieces.

It doesn’t matter
If the pieces are even a, they will
throw them away in . few minute..)
"On each

piece of paper write one of the words
that described you.

are the only one who will see them so be
honest.)

(You

Arranse the papers

In order placing the one you are happiest
about on top and the one you are

least happy about on the bottom.

Now keep your eyes on the papers.

each In order and spend some time with it.
In your closet.

Try It on like you would clothes

Then do with each what you want.

tear It up (you do not like it)

,

Take

Put it back in your wardrobe,

throw It away (it used to fit but does not

anymore , or it's not your style, etc.) or whatever you want.

To bring this session to a conclusion have each student write
dotm on
a paper two things he learned about himself during the day.

presented in an open discussion if time permits.

These can be

Kt a later date, if

desirable, each student can write a paper on these two things.

Here are some examples of responses to this last exercise written
by the fifth graders:
''I

found I'm not satisfied with myself,

I

want to he something more

than I an now.*'
"I like to work with small groups better than large ones cause

I

can get my way better.

"I'm not a very good actor doing things different from the vav
am.

I

HI

"There are many ways of communicating 9ome better than talking/'

"I'm very smart."
"I really like pepple."

really
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You can have fun in school while learning.”
The last point made the entire lesson
a success as far as
concerned.

It's true.

I

was

Learning can be fun.

This chapter has been based upon

ray work,

with a group of fifteen

students who, together, experienced the various
humanistic education techniques

described in Chapter Four.

The units presented in this chanter wore planned

oy the students to achieve certain classroom
goals using the repertoire of

humanistic techniques they had learned.
experienced by

ray

The classroom applications were

entire class and then tested in school classrooms.

The

descriptions presented in this chapter included an exercise using a
short
film and role playing to cause "Feeling About the Cause of Our Actions";

using improvised sound and music to promote aesthetic experience; an

exercise involving
transition room

time

rooms-- a "real ne room," a 'mask room”, and a

through which the students wandered and acted appropriately;

PRISM-ISM, an exercise bringing out the raany facets of a person; a multi

media black-white communication facilitation exercise; a non-verbal exercise
and "Metaphor Game"; a unit on changing values; a aeries of affective learning
exercises and games; a self awareness exercise using physical exercise, music,
drawing, and finger painting; a 'Concentration, Imagination and Communication
Exercise" using reaction to different stimuli suchas music, art, and a "collage
of tue self"; and a humanistic communication experience used in a fifth

grade classroom.
These are examples of humanistic exercises developed by students themsfeives in a humanistic university course (or more appropriately, "non-

course") and tested out by the students in classrooms during their students'

teaching experience.
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TEACHERS AND MAN AGERS

Introduction to Part IV

Si*

*°* 1
°f

educ<“ ion must be to develop
a society In

cari llve “ore comfortably
with change then
with
th rigictity. . .But such a goal
implies, in turn, that
e ucatora themselves must
be open and flexible, effectively
involved In the process** of change.
. .Develop a climate
in the system in which the focus
Is not upon teaching but
ou the facilitation of self-directed
learning.

- Carl Rogers -

Tills

part of the book will examine ways of
approaching the vital

problem of training humanistic teachers and
administrators.
this is the crux of the problem.

After all,

We must look to the institutions where

our teachers and administrators are being
trained, if we are to make any
ivpact at all.

Chapter 6 will give us a peek at a model approach
for

both pre-service and in-service training geared toward
increasing a

teacher's potential for working In a humanistic classroom.

Chapter

7

will deal with the problem of humanistic management applying

the work of such managerial psychologists as Douglas McGregor,
Chris

Argyris , and Kensis Likert to educational management or administration.
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Chapter 6
TRAINING HUMAN TEACHERS
The possibilities that occur as one
works in a T-group with
teachers and thinks about typical
meetings and encounters
seem utopian, and they may be. Think
how relaxing it would
e to get an honest and open
exchange of views, to be able
o trust tne advice of a colleague
who feels like a colleague
not a servitor, or an oppressed one,
or a sycophant.

A Long Island School Superintendent
Now we get to the crux of the problem— our
schools of education.
This is where the problem roust be solved if at
all.

It’s an impossible task

to reach and change individual teachers all
over the country without first

changing the teacher training institutions where the
teachers arc receiving their pre-service and in-service training.

Unfortunately, a general-

ization can be made about our schools of education around the
country.
are a pretty sorry lot.

change.

They

In most cases they are rigid bastions against

They re a decade or more behind the times, and on most campuses

the more imaginative students wouldn’t waste their time in the schools
of

education.

There are a few exceptions , and this chapter will focus on one of these
and the factors that create an excitingly different climate and, hence,

attract and produce an excitingly different caliber of teachers.

Unfortunately in education, where it is so vitally needed, there is no
really efficient dissemination system to get the word out effectively about

new innovations or developments.

There are several research oriented systems

such as ERIC (run by the U.S. Office of Education); however, this is information about researchers, read almost exclusively by researchers rather than
teachers, administrators, parents or school board members.

Many noteworthy

developments, and a few important breakthroughs in education are taking

place around the country, but few schools of education are exposed to these
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models .

Those that are, either clam up In their
shells of Intellectual

conservatism, or hear about

their

through third or fourth hand hearsay.

What Is needed is a national education
dissemination system that would tap
into each of the 27,000 school districts around
the country and tie them

tosether in a communications network.

If one of the large Hollwood film

companies, for instance, would be interested In making
a serious investment
in education, it seems that It would have the potential
to make some real

progress In this area.
For instance, such s company, already having the large investment
In
facilities and equipment, could produce every other week on a subscription

basis a top caliber 16 mm film with appropriate printed supplementary material

which could be mailed every other week to each of the subscribing school
districts in the country (Federal funds could be used or legislated, nerhans

/

for each school district to subscribe to this service).

Bach superintendent

or principal would set up two hours every other week for in-service training

when all his teachers could gather to view the film and have

a discussion.

Each film would feature some new innovation being tried in a school or school
of education.

Supplementing the teachers in the film would be such narrators

as Robert Vaughan, 3ill Cosby, Gregory Peck

aid

other actors who have already

demonstrated their desire to make a contribution to education (of course
these skilled actors would already be under contract with the large film
company).

In this way the great film and dramatic skill and expertise of

Hollywood could be married to the knowledge of educators In a most productive
meting.

The American Film Institute hade a modest but important start in

bringing Hollywood together with educators In

a

summer institute at Santa

Barbara in 1963 funded by the Education Profession’s ^Development Act of
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the U.S. Office of Education.

However, in the die.eein.tion area,
much

potential remains to be tapped.
On a email, but quite effective scale,
Dwight Allen, Dean of the

University of Massachusetts , School of Education,
has made

a start in

distributing film lectures about some of the
innovations in which he has
pioneered, such as micro-teaching and differentiated
staffing.

It is on

this model for innovation, the University of
Massachusetts, School of
inculcation, that the

remainder of this discussion on humanistic teacher

training will focus.
As mentioned in chapter 3, a unique environment and climate
has been

created at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education.

There are

over forty new faculty members on the scene and only seven tenured faculty.

Kith this kind of odds, change is possible even in a scbofcl of education.

There are over a hundred and fifty new doctoral candidates, most of whom
do not fit the description of the average "education major."

Several

were recruited in Jail, several have been ghetto eang leaders or members,
most have had several years of experience teaching or running programs
for the disadvantaged.
CarfclPogers names the following three criteria for selection of graduate

students as the ones he would use in a revolutionary program of graduate

education
(1) Intelligence
(2)

High degree of emnathetic understanding

(3)

High degree of spontaneous curiosity and
originality exhibited

Doctoral students at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education,
meet these criteria.

The climate is a most fertile one.

New ideas are
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nurtured, encouraged— even celebrated.

New ldeea, after-all are delicate.

They can be killed by a frown, a laugh,
a aneer, or a vacant look.

At the

same time we must treat then like we
treat baby fl.h when atocklng then.
Wo throw out hundreds, and only the best
survive.

The University of Massachusetts, School
of Education is a greenhouse
for innovative ideas tempered by the actual
past classroom experience* of

the faculty and students.

Another key factor in the fertility of the climate
is the fact that it
is very student-centered.

with faculty.
year’.

Students enjoy equal status in almost all way*

The first year of

the.

new school was declared a "planning

The entire faculty and graduate student body flew on a
chartered

jet to a retreat in Colorado to "brainstorm" a fresh start in
teacher education.

They Jointly decided to scrap all the old required courses and begin

with a new start - a Tabula Raza.

They organized around planning committees

with such names as Aesthetics, Humanistic Education, Urban Education, and
the Learning Theater,

Students didn’t have to take courses but rather

received academic credit for their work on the committees planning the new
relevant school.

If for some reason, people lost interest in a committee

they left and went to something that did interest them.

If too many

deserted, the committee would disband as being irrelevant.

Heedless to say, one had to have a high tolerance for ambiguity to
enjoy this fluid, free wheeling environment.
frustration.

Those who didn't, experienced

Additionally, there was great resistance from certain other

departments in the University who accused Dwight Allen of lowering the

academic standards of the University.

The fact is that it is rare for a

school of education to attract psychology, government and history students
away from their departments, and their de.partments do not relish that
idea.

There were some enlightening and revealing battles in the faculty
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Senate during the first year when the
school of education presented its
final package of learning experiences''
all to be administered on a
-asa

v a a system.

Chapter 2 touched on this and chapter A
mentioned

some of the other innovative aspects
such as the portfolio of significant
learning experiences which each graduate
student accumulates during his

enrollment in lieu *f the useless transcript of
grades.
In short, however, the most important thing is
the fertile climate of

openness and freedom which has been created.

All communication* faculty

and student ratings and recommendations are open
to the entire educational

community

the body consisting of faculty, administration, and
students

which votes on all procedures and programs.
Juxtaposition is the rule thther than the exception.
ar>_

iiaici

Among the faculty

researchers, historians, musicians, artists, business men,

psychologists and even teachers.

Overlapping and conflicting ideas and

programs are allowed to progress, for a time.
tackle a problem from different directions.

People are encouraged* 'to
Though such an environment

is not without its administrative headaches, it is the kind of environment

which spawns humanistic teachers and managers.
In addition to the Initial retreat in Colorado, the School of education

has instituted a series of on-going snail group retreats where mixtures of
old and new faculty and students go off for three day "Idea and contemplation sessions

to recharge their batterled and refresh their minds.

The

following ideas about teaching which were generated at one of these retreats

characterize the kind of fresh thinking upon which this institution is
gearing its revolution in teacher training.
by Dave and Judy Evans

These ideas were written up

2C0

curran t rapro.ch to

Stability of Knowledge:

ina.

tr.<.«.

r

Knowledee conelets of the .ccu»ulat.d
effort, of

the centuries rad is b.aic«lly
a stable body which retain. It.

validity over the year..

Mew knowledge is gr.du.lly added to

thu

bbdy with an occasional rare Internal
rueblins ne .one basic
structural element 1b shifted slightly.
Rate of Change:

The rate of chance of knowledge and the
creation of new

knowledge Is quite small In comwarisou to
whst is known.

Professionals

can assimilate the increments by relatively
small and periodic effort.

Source of Knowledge:

In general, training institutions are considered
to

have a near monopoly on knowledge; they are the
repositories and the

principle creators

tf

new knowledge, hence they are uniquely Qualified

to train poople by transmitting this knowledge,
i^i tradition

:

Training Institutions are lineal descendants of structures

designed under the limitations of an oral tradition.

Learning an

\

certification are still based primarily on becoming fully oral in
oue'a subject, i.e.

Acquiring Expertise:

f

independent of otoher sources.

Expertise in any field can only be acquired bv

a

process of sequential acquisition of material closelv onralleltn'T
the historical development of knowledge in that *ie«d.
;ct

(<>ne

can only

get to the top of a ladder bv starting at the bottom and touching
each rung on thu way up: and as a corollary, there are no positions

iudenendent of ladders.)

The Professor:

Els basic role is to ’profess* i.o.

,

to transmit the knowledge

which he hoe accumulated with so much effort during training.

This
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is a natural outgrowth of the
assumption that knowledge Is basically
a stable entity.

The major

barriers to certification are
criteria

based on the ability to demonstrate
mastery of his body of knowledge.
Creation of Knowledge: The university
and the professors have the role
of

presenting new knowledge, although the
institutional characteristics of
the university make this a goal to
which more verbal than behavioral
effort is devoted.

The researcher is thoroughly trained in the

traditional set of his discipline and then
attempts small steps forward

within the framoworM of that subject.

Research methods are as thoroughly

aud narrowly learned as the content and, as
a consequence, limited to

those techniques which have produced the current
knowledge.

Job Jecands:

Skills and knowledge required of persons holding
Jobs are

essentially constant with only

mall

changes occurring over time.

Changes can be easily handled by periodic additions of content.

Satisfactory performance depends primarily on the continued ability
to do what has been taught in training.

Acuities with the se assumptions in today

Growth rate of knowledge:

'

s

world

Growth in the amount and quality of knowledge can

no longer be viewed as gradual accretions to a relatively stable
corpus.

In soma fields, the amount of knowledge is doubling everv

de cade , and the rate is increasing.

STOP and think seriouslv what

the educational implications of this single fact are.

Obsolesance of

facts':

as more of the saue.

The new knowledge is less and leas character! zable
Rather it is frequently different in wavs which

invalidate or seriously limit what were previously considered facts -
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even in the herd sciences.

Consider the fact that the coot
common

chemical sub.tance, water, he.
recently been discovered by
incredulous
scientists to occur in a polymer
form with radically different

properties-a fact totally at variance
with all our knowledge of water.
.':uch

content thus has a rapidly shortening
"half-life” during which

it is valid.

Structure of Knowledge:

Not only is the knowledge often obsolescent,
but

the entire framework in which it
*as leaned is probably radically

different.

Likewise, the techniques learned wven ten
years ago

for creating knowledge are frequently
inappropriate or even useless
in light of the current structure of many
fields.

lean distance from Education:

With an average working life of forty years

after completing formal education, the typical
professional spends
his working period an average of twentv years removed
from his education,
ill us

for any group of professionals, they are on the avergge
twenty

years away from the end of their training.

Explosion of information sources:

There has been a revolution in the number

and type of information sources which when coupled with fantastically

improved information storage and retrieval systems, and when coupled

with modem communications systems, has effectively destroyed any
claim to monopoly, of the possession, communication or creation of

knowledge for universities.
The Professor:

In almost any class at any level, one can find at least

one student who knows more about the subject under discussion thsn
tne teacher.

exception.

In graduate school this is more often the rule than the

Graduate faculty are quite routinely kept current today

2u3

by learning from their graduate studsnts.
Job Demands:

Similarly, the rate of change in skills and
knowledge required

by jobs has gone from a very small rate,
to one of complete turnover

every decade or so in come technical jobs.

Moreover, the rate of

creation of totally new jobs is considerable and accompanied
by the

obsolescence of many other jobs.

A single block of content-oriented

education followed by periodic updating is no longer adequate.
P roposal s for a New Approach_

Content versus process:

The typical ratio of 80% content and 20% process

in the learning experience should be reversed.

Major emphasis should

be placed on strategies, techniques, procedures, evaluation methods
and feelings.

Current content should become secondary in view of

its limited lifetime.

Doctoral candidates would thus focus on

acquiring learning strategies, techniques for becoming informed, and

ways of testing and creating new knowledge.

Content would serve as

laboratory material on which to practice the new process skills.
The concept of "Informant’: be expanded to mean any source of information
and leaiming techniques.

Thus books, libraries, computers, people,

children, and environments would all be informants.

The task of

graduate study would be to teach the maximal une of informants for
self-teaching.

Problems selecting the best informant for the situation,

of designing optimum strategies for using the informant, and of

consolidating the input received from an informant would become the

substance of graduate study.
Acquiring expettise:

Conscious effort be devoted to the design and perfec-

tion of alternate approaches to the task of becoming an informed and

functioning expert In a subject.

Emphasis to be placed on efficiency,

speed, depth of mid era tending, and
ability to use the expertise In
a new situation.

The traditional, sequential, heuristic
pattern he

regarded as a minimal strategy to be
used when all else falls.

Certification and granting of degrees:

Degrees should be awarded for

process proficiency in field of study.

Performance criteria should

be based on demonstrated ability with efficient
and effective
strategies

,

on ability to propose and carry out strategies
for creat-

ing new knowledge in the area, and demonstrated
proficiency as a result
of applying these techniques in selected
exemplarv content areas of the

subject.

In last analysis, content emphasis of today should
be re-

placed by process emphasis since that is the only thing which
will be
useful in the future.

Automatic Expiration of Degrees:

For those involved in educational enterprises,

(at a very minimum) terminal degrees would expire unless reiewetl within
a specified time period

— say

5

years for the doctorate.

Renewal would

be based on a set of performance criteria similar to those used for the
award, but updated to Include new process and content generated
in the interval.

Criteria to be set and revised by a board, all of

whose degrees must be current.

Major universities would form a con-

sortium, all of whom could revalidate a degree granted at any member

institution.

Permanent Portfolio:

Professionals would keep permanent portfolios keved

to the type of performance criteria relevant to the degree.

Re-

validation would be based in part on evidence of continued abilitv to
use 'informants” and to acquire expertise in newlv developed fields.
The portfolio would also be used to demons trate currency in the latest

2*5

developments In process, much as In the old
days was required to
show knowledge of the latest content
development.

Professor’s Role:

One of facilitator, experimentation with
process, joint

creation of new knowledge, and occasional
transmission of critical
pieces of content required by a student.

Resources of the Institution

to be viewed as both students and staff jointly.

It would be expected

and encouraged that every member of the community would
be an informant
on some subject as well as having highly developed
process skills.
It is natural and desirable that members 9eek out other
members as

informants, independent of status hierarchies.

University becomes coterminus with life:

The university has no unique

claim either to storage or creation of knowledge.

At best It has a

unique claim to being an ideal location to facilitate the acquisition
of process skills and perfection of them.

Also, It would function

to Insure minimal professional standards for degree holders In the

society.

Job Demands:

Since the training emphasis is on process, the job is viewed

as a permanent involvement In vocational training to approach the task

at hand.

The requirement of updating degrees insures maximum currency

on the part of degree holders and makes them more valuable to employers.

More important, though, is the updating of facilities, aid updating
produces a totally different attitude toward education.
seen as an initial step rather than a terminal one.

The degree, is

The degree certifies

a high level of process skills, not the quantity of content digested.

This brand of free unencumbered thinking seems to be a vital ingredient
f

in an institution (or more appropriately, a

counter-institution

)

that

expects to have any change of
success In moving taacher training
off the
'dead center'

stable position It has rested on
fhr the past twenty year..

So much for the general climate
at the School of Education,
University
of Massachusetts .

What about a specific program geared
to developing

humanistic teachers?
Chapter 3 and A touched lightly on some
of the work of Gerald Weinstein
and his Center for Humanistic Education.

More sp«cificill* , because of a

school of education's acceptability to the
educational school system around
it (t.iis is not to suggest that the
conservative Massachusetts school

systems are swallowing all of Dwight Allen's
innovations without a case of
indigestion)

,

a school of education or a center as part
of one can facilitate

the direct implementation of humanistic education
in schools more effectively

than can Independent affective agencies such as
Eaalen.

Some aspects of

the development of affective education can and should
continue to be carried

on by

tiies e

independent organisations outside the University.

Yet the Center

for Humanistic education, because it is housed in an already
uniquely

innovative school of education, is a natural base from which to implement
the needs of the humanistic education movement.

In turn, it will support

aud utilize as resources agencies such as Esalen and the Center for Studies

of the Person which remain on the cutting edge of the humanistic psychology
and humanistic education movement, as veil as encouraging other departments

and ichools of education interested in carrying out work in humanistic
education

The center at the University of Massachusetts probably will become a

model from which to uesign other centers for humanistic education throughout
the country.
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The University of Massachusetts Center for Humanistic
1
Education * is

engaged in the following activities:
Development of humanistic education theory.
Development of techniques, units, curriculum guides, lesson plans
as

well as a variety of curriculum development modes.
Invention of new functional affective approaches.
Collection, cataloguing of humanistic education strategies from all
sources and ways to disseminate these.

Testing of procedures in school districts, laboratory schools, and
university settings.

Research and evaluation.

Marketing

— developing

a variety of marketing packages fas school

districts with varying needs and problems.
Develop curriculum for humanistic education oriented teacher training.
(This would Include on-campus experiences and in-service training

program models.)
These may be divided among five major categories:

(1) Curriculum

Development, (2) Training of Personnel, (3) Implementation, (4) Evaluation,
and (3) Information Gathering and Dissemination.
I.

Curriculum Development

A substantial portion of the resources during the initial planning
period are being devoted to planning for the development of curriculum
in humanistic education.

At the present time, the center has identified

nine potential dimensions of curriculum development:
1

*The following materials concerning the University of Massachusetts
Center for Humanistic Education have been adopted largely from a clan
developed by Gerald Weinstein and George Brown for the caafction of
Humanistic Education Centers one proposed to be at the University
of Massachusetts and one at the University of California, Santa
Barbara.

—

(a) The center collects existing

work In curriculum by making contact

with those already using It In the field.
(b) They maintain contact

with Esalen, Bethel, and other such groups

to examine affective techniques which might be integrated with
cognitive

learning
(c)

They locate what they call 'iraprovisational

teachers and university

Instructors- teachers who are able to develop new curricula "on the run."
Plans are made for observers to be sent into their classrooms to record
their techniques.

And meetings and workshops are planned for participation

of these teachers.
(d)

Program center staff member teams anticipate the development of

new programs on the basis of the perceived needs of divergent sample schools
and districts.

These Include ghetto, suburban and rural schools.

Staff are

available to college and university academic departments who are interested
In working In this area.
(d) The

center explores the possibilities of having students in the

classroom create their own programs.
(f) The center also sponsors meetings through support for released

time and retreats during which, for example, the English Department of a

high school could have time to create new programs.
(g) Successful teachers will be brought to the center on sabbaticals or

in graduate study to develop programs.
(h) The center also works to develop structured articulated sequences

of curriculum material embodying humanistic techniques.

This necessitates

teams of elementary and secondary teachers generating their own programs
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within an overall public school framework.

University level instructors

are involved.
(i)

Ihe canter encourages programs concerned with
the invention of

ueu aLfective techniques which would be appropriate
in a formal educational
context.
II

.

Training of Personnel
Of high priority is the planning of programs for the training
of

trainers.

A variety of sources are utilised from teachers and doctoral

students to housewives and retired executives.
For the training of teachers, varying criteria are being explored to
assess which teachers are most appropriate for which kinds of humanistic

education programs and which trainers can be used with them.

There is an

effort to begin with good teachers who are already very successful in their

status quo, teachers who are most ready to move into the affective domains

and train them first.

However, other training programs are being olanned

for those less ready.

The following are some examples of varying train i ng modes that are
being planned for in the centers

— there

are many others.

One way to develop

the curriculum for Uteacher training is to have teachers innovate teacher-

training curriculum.

Teachers who have been teaching for a number of years

will be brought back to the Center to work with faculty on this.

Another

example is to take the notion of micro-teaching which has been aimed at

conventional teaching episodes, and transfer its use to the affective iomain
and humanistic approacnes.

Use of video taped feedbacks allows teachers to

experiment with new behaviors.

Much more of this will be structured.
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The Center is looking also for the kinds of
training that will help

teachers expand their repertoire within emerging
or branching kinds of
teacning.

Another training mode is the improviaational theater.

Pro-

fessional actors will be used in the training process
working with teachers
or improviaational techniques.

This will help teachers expand thsir

repertoire of roles.
In summary, along with programs for training trainers the Center
is

planning to develop two major types of experimental teacher-training programs: (a) those which move affective approaches into conventional pro-

grams by in-ser±ice education of experienced teachers, and (b) those

which create new modela for training new teachers for new school programs.
Ill

.

Marketing and Implementation
The Center is concerned also with strategies for introducing their

programs into the schools and assuring that these programs are effectivelv

pursued once accepted by the schools or individual teachers.

They call

these two concerns marketing and implementation.
(a)

Marketin g - The Center is planning a sort of building block

technique, persuading a limited number of schools to incorporate humanistic

techniques and then using the effectiveness of these model! to
programs to other schools.

''sell

the

They also plan to develop humanistic learning

"marathon packages" as another means of introducing the programs.

These

three-to-four hour, multi-media presentations will include a teacher who
has used humanistic techniques successfully in the classroom: video tanes

showing an actual classroom experience, training tapes and other tangible
materials, a package of lesson plans, and also an audience participation
"lesson" in which these in the audience can personally experience one of
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the humanistic approaches.

Other ’’marketing

'

methods such as brochures,

films, speecnes, seminars, and workshops will eventually
be part of the

Center's effort to incorporate humanistic programs into the
school curricula.

A specialized part of the Center's overall marketing strategy will
deal with confronting suspicions and uncertainties about the
implications
of a humanistic approach to learning.

some consider these

prograr/is

There is talk for example, that

"left wing."

The Center will investigate

these attitudinal problems and attempt to dispel such doubts where possible.
As the demand for local control of schools Increases, an important

dimension of implementation will be the maintenance of communication with
the community.

This raises the possibility of the necessity to develop

program models for either special groups in the community such as parents
or a massive overall community humanistic education program.
(b) Implementation - Since the humanistic approach to learning is very

different from the way most teachers have been teaching, and the ways that
they have been taught to teach, great care must be taken to assure that

these teachers receive excellent training.

As mentioned, the Center is

developing a series of workshops, institutes, seminars, and other types of

in-service training to assure high quality training, and continually modifying these approaches, with increasing excellence as a goal.

however, two cracial challenges will be to overcome those pressures
In scnool situations which work to force the school back to its original

state.

This kind of resistance to innovation, discussed in earlier chapters,

which works irrespective of the merits of any new program, has been responsible for the general lack of innovation in schools.

More often than

not, genuine innovation is transtffirmed by these pressures back into the

2 7?

same old thing' with a new name.
1

Therefore, the Center la planning for a

number of teams who will work with teachers, administrators
and all areas
,
of the school environment to assure that programs are
effectively imple-

mented.

Members of these teams will have skills in community liaison,

general curriculum development, humanistic curriculum development, administrations, finance, and human relations.

They will be able to help

schools with problems in all areas and will do so, although their primary

mission will be to sustain a fertile environment for the continuation of
humanistic programs accompanied by a high quality of teaching.

W H1

visit the schools on a

These teams

one-shot" basis, but will maintain contact

with the situation to assure that the integrity of the humanistic program
is maintained.

These teams will also provide valuable feedback to the

ceuter on the status of its programs in the field.

The School of Education at the University of Massachusetts also has a

Center for the Study of Education Innovations, one of whose major functions
is to implement the integration of innovation into the schools.

IV Evaluation

Evaluation procedures are being planned for eahh individual curriculum
attempt or unit, for training effectiveness and also for the overall center.

The initial evaluation effort in the program will be to make a first 9tep
toward generating data from which various analyses can be made.

Each curricular attempt (unit, topic, experience) \*ould be considered

separately for evaluation pnrposes.

It might be necessary to develop new

instruments and measures to be used to evaluate certain affective behavioral
outcomes.

Attention, of course, would also be paid to cognitive learning

through the use of available measures.
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To evaluate tie outcome of an entire humanistic education
curriculum
a conventional experimental situation is envisioned in various school

settings.

Experimental and control grouns would be pretested.

During a

sc.iool year the experimental group wo41d experience a humanistic curriculum,

and control groups the conventional curriculum.

Post-testing would be

accomplished through the use of the above mentioned Instrument#.
V.

Information Gathering

A fifth function of the canter which serves the other four is the
collecting, cataloguing and dispensing of data relevant to all aspects of

humanistic learning.

Information collected Includes humanistic education

strategies from all sources, research findings relevant to humanistic
education, relevant books and Journals, tapes and videotapes, microfilm, newspaper articles, personnel data, and data on research techniques.

So thera exists a model in the University of Massachusetts Center
for Humanistic Education all ready to be launched for others to view and

select and choose from.

Moreover, the most significant thing about the

described setting is the fertile climate from which humanistically oriented
teachers will probably grow even If the Center for humanistic Education

were not present.
It would be very promising if within a few years there were several

large humanistic education summer workshops where teachers could go and

experience a few weeks enlightenment such as the teachers at ^salen
did with George 3rovn under the Eealen-Ford ncoject (described

The Human Dimension - Es alen Monagraph £1 )

.

in

Now

This, coupled with several >ood

the
pre-service schools of education turning out human teachers such as

toward
University of Massachusetts will be doing, could go a long way

changing and revitalising education in this country today.
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This chapter touched on the poor quality of the schools of education
la this country where our teachers are being trained.

He focused In sons

detail on an existing modtl for Innovation, the University of Massachusetts

School of Education where the entire process of graduate education la being
revamped and a revolution In teacher training la taking place,

gone

assumptions underlying our current approach to degree training, the fallacies
in these assumptions, and proposals for a new approach were brought out.

finally the plan for a center which would train humanistic educators, develop
and evaluate curricula, and gather and disseminate Information was presented.
It la hoped that the bold steps being taken by a very few Innovators

of Education,
In the country, such as the University of Massachusetts School

education
can serve as models for the multitude of outdated schools of

around the country
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7

Kducotional Management

Better courses, better curricula, better coverage,
better teaching machines will never resolve our
dilemma in a basic way. Only persona acting like
persons in their relationships with their students
can even begin to sake a dent on this most urgent
problem of modern education,
- Carl Ropers If our schools

anti

our educational systems are mamt.od by less than

human managers, we cannot expect our teachers to he humanistic in their
orientation.

Accordingly,

e.

phasio on poople-orlented management must be-

gin at the top echelons and flow down if it is to have any positive effect
on teachers.

An Interesting study was done bv the managerial psychologist, Rensls

Likert of the University of Michigan* s Institute for Social Research,
Likert, in a study of the management of 5, GOO corporations throughout the
country Focused in on those managers found to be either extremely high

producing or exceptionally low producing,

he eliminated from his study

managers who were of average or questionable productivity,

he then isolated

those personality traits or characteristics which were common to the high

producing managers as contrasted to
producing managers .
in this regard.

those,

which were ccrruon to the low

This effort is one of the few empirical studies done

The traits which Lidert found to bn common to high and low

producing managers were the followin'.:
high Producers

Low Producers
1,

Production oriented (people tools to

1.

get the job done),
2,

Little two-way personal communication
(relatively inaccessible to workers).

2.

3,

Autocratic

3.

People oriented (people
unique individuals)
Good two-way personal communication (is accessible to
workers)

Allows subordinates to participate in decisions.
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4.

Poor do lector

A,

Good delegator

5.

Punitive

5,

Relatively non-punitive

6.

Identifies with only his superiors or only his subordinates,

6,

Identifies and relates with both
his superiors an*’ his subordinates

7.

Fails to plan ahead,

7,

Plans ahead effectively,

8.

holds frequent fornal meetings.

8,

holds few formal meetings (not
necessary since communications
are effective),

In time of crisis, pitches in
with workers thereby re] ingulshing
hie role as a supervisor,

9,

In tine of crisis, maintains super
visory role.

9.

10,

»

orkers in his unit feel little
pride toward their work groups,

If',

orkers in his unit feel strong
pride toward their work groups,

11,

Workers feel their boss ie irt—
effective in his relations with
top manager ent.

11,

Workers feel their manager has
rood communication with top
management and can effectively
rerresei.t their interests.

t'ven

without showing empirically (na Likert has done for irdustry)

that the characteristics of

"high producin'”

managers heve 10h£ rele-

vancy for educational administrators, many of us through participation in,

and observation of real

lift*

leadership situations, have gained enough sub-

stantial reinforcement of Likert’s findings to accept then personally as
bein.i;

valid for moot leadership situations including those, in our school

systems and the universities.

Take a uinutos and check out your favorite school superintendent or

administrator against the list.
administrator you know?
Are you or the

How does he stack up?

Now check yourself out as objectively ns you can.

"high producer”

or

"low producer”

tainly it must be remembered that few, if any,
the characteristics on Likert’s list of

will probably have several of the

emphasize and

use.

How about the worst

side of the list?

”nigh producers

"high producing"

"high producer"

to their great advantage.

Cer-

have all

managers.

They

traits which they will
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While serving In the U.S. Office of Fducntion, it became clearer
to me everyday that many of the management practices of the middle managers

closely approximated those of Libert’s

"low producers.”

In the civil service bureaucracy (and also in educational bureaucracies!)
the feeling seens to prevail that civil servants shouldn’t be expected to

be motivated

—

that if they have personal problems or career advancement pro-

blems they should go to the personnel office instead of to their particular

superior who is supposed to play an Impersonal, objective role rather than

develop a personal caring relationship with his subordinates.

Tt seemed to

me that even the bureaucracy could become an enjoyable place to pursue one’s

career if it could beconic more

bureaucracy

"people— oriented”

"people— oriented.'

Of course, making tne

goes against tne grain of bureaucratic theory

it
which stipulates that the bureaucracy protects itself and the public

serves by being very impersonal and objective.
unit should assume
It seemed obvious to me that each leader of each

career devolresponsibility for hia team of subordinates, their motivation,

opment, morale, am) goals.

1

felt that If this were done more, that morale

productivity.
would rise and along with It motivation and

It seemed to me

Office of Education where most of the
that In an organization such as the
findings should be even more
employees are highly educated, that Likert's

relevant.
I

Education and other tor management
prepared a memo to the Commissioner of

make a
and proposing that each manager
people presenting Likert's findings
the high producer or low producer
self-evaluation of how he stacked up on

form which had the traits
even prepared a little self-evaluation
as to values.
scrambled and somewhat disguised
of the high and low producers

traits,

X
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I

suggested that each supervisor might wish to rate himself
and then give

the evaluation form to his subordinate supervisors who
could rate themselves.

This,

I

suggested , could be followed by a

"leadership discussion"

hour

during which the supervisor and his subordinate supervisors could
discuss
their ratings and his subordinates* view of how he stood on the hi«h
and
low producer traits.

The subordinate supervisors could then, in turn, and

in their own way, hold similar discussions with their subordinates.

soon found, out how naive

was.

1

I

I

received a barrage of extremely defensive

memos (with copies sent to the Commissioner) telling how

I

just didn't

understand what a greet job the managers in the office were doing under
very difficult circumstances with personnel shortages, dynamic increases
in workloads, etc., etc.

I

was tactfully informed that after I had served

in the organization for a lorner time that

I

would realize that they had

made great strides from the place they were five years before.

However, a

few enlightened bureau chiefs, the Deputy Commissioner and the Commissioner

finally became interested enough to begin a few trial management develop-

ment retreats.

Eventually the Commissioner institutionalized

the top ten executives run quarterly

from Yale.

Some fantastic

w:J

a

retreat for

th the assistance of Chris Argyris

"hidden agendas"

began to surface, and these

top executives began to slice through the communication barriers that their

masks had become.

Most of them actually began to care about each other.

Another very promising outcome was a new institutional cooperative approach
to problems which began to emerge.

selves as soir.ewhat of a

These top managers began to view them-

"board of governors"

wno together had joint

responsibility for the Office of Education's programs rather than only their
own specialized program interests.
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Organizations like universities or school systems, are also somewhat
unique in that they contain a large proportion of highly educated
people.
In such organizations one might find the traits characteristic of
the

"high producing"

organization.

managers to be even more relevant than in the average

Peter F. Drucker in an article entitled

"Managin'

the

Educated"l makes a pertinent point when he states that in an organization
of highly educated people,

"we will have to learn to organize, not a sys-

tem of authority and responsibility or a system of command, but an infor-

mation and decisions system - a system of judgment, knowledpe, and expectations."
tribute.

Such people can

"only be motivated."

They must want to con-

The supervision that we give to the manual worker simply cannot

be applied effectively to peonle who have to contribute their knowledge,

conceptional skill, imagination, and judgment.
The conventional bureaucratic philosophy, so often practiced in our
school system of management by

"direction and control"

is inadequate

in motivating today’s employee, whether teacher or mechanic.

The physio-

logical and safety needs on which the traditional management approach

relies are, in these modern times, reasonably satisfied and, accordingly,

unimportant motivations of behavior.

"Direction and control"

are somewhat

useless in motivating people whose important needs are of the higher social
and egoistic variety

srich

as needs for self-esteem, recognition, independence,

achievement, knowledge, status, and self-fulfillment.

how Abraham Maslov's hierarchy of needs progresses with

Chanter
a

2

reviewed

hirher order of

is reasonneed emerging and motivating behavior only after the lower order

ably well satisfied.

1.

The characteristics which Likert has found to be com-

Peter F. Drucker, "Managing the Educated."

harvard 3us l::o* P Review.
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mon to

"high producing Managers"

arc conducive to creating the kind of

atmosphere in which social, ego and self-fulfillment needs can be
in to
>;

be satisfied.
Two other individuals, Douglas McGregor and Chris Argyris also have

management philosophies which parallel Maalow's philosophy.

In McGregor's

classic book The Human Side

"Theory X"

and

"Theory Y"

"low producer"

idea.

oi

Enterprise he postulates his

"Theory X"

management is almost identical to Likert's

style of management.

It is based on the assumption that

workers do not like responsibility or work and, hence, must be manipulated.
They are apathetic, resist roanagenents ' goals, must be rewarded and punished
and persuaded through the use of

organizations goals.

"carrots and sticks"

In educational settings, you've seen many

administrators, faculty and students.
such as grades as the

to accomplish the

"Theory X",

They use money or other incentives

"carrots and sticks."

Students and teachers, how-

ever, quickly learn how to either sabotage the Theory X person or how to
take advantage of him, which only reinforces and strenthens his belief in

the Theory X type of management philosophy.

"Theory Y"

on the other hand assures that people like responsibility

when they can be self directed, and that motivation for work or learning
is natural and inherent in all people.

istic education could flourish.

"Theory Y"

Under

management human-

Trust and confidence would develop.

centered or directed learning could result.

Student

The administrator would see

his task as creating the maximum opportunities possible for teachers or
students to realize their potential.
still
McGregor feels that under Theory X or Y management everyone is

governed and motivated by unmet needs,
is still on the already met bodily,

tinder

Theory X managers, the emphasis

social am! security needs.

However under
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Tueory Y, there Is the opportunity to meet
sone of the higher order of
ego and self actualization needs.

He feels that the organization should

be managed in such a way that people can satisfy
their own needs best

while working toward organization objective*.
is built in.

management.

This way, self-motivation

Certainly, this is tne epitome of humanistic education
and
Chris Argyris also says that the methods used by modern
manage-

ment are inconsistant with the needs of the modern day worker.

Once again,

he is saying, as has Likert, McGregor and Mas low that an
individual is not

going to be motivated to work for that which does not meet his most
pressing
needs.

Today in these times of prosperity, most people’s pressing needs

the higher ego or self actualization needs.

The organization must learn

how to integrate opportunities for satisfying those needs into the workday
responsibility rather than away from the job through higher pay, greater
fringe benefits, longer vacations and all the other relatively less important things organizations keep offering their

e‘

o-starved people.

The application of these ideas to the educational setting is quite
apparent.

Students need more than the

"carrots and sticks"

of graces.

They need to satisfy their own needs while working toward classroom goal9.

Teachers, though they badly need higher pay, really need more from their

administrators.

Thev need the opportunity to satisfy their ego needs in

the school system.

Likert’s list of

"high producing"

traits in adminis-

trators could provide teachers that freedom and opportunity.
flow

are such people— oriented managers developed?

born leaders?
I

Are thev natural

Can they be trained?

could list and describe dozens of effective techniques such as sen-

sitivity training, lectures on management theory, simulation, use of process
observors, the case study method, role playing, management games, or Matrix.
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As effective as these techniques are, however, they will accomplish very

little if the on-the-job managerial climate is not a fertile one.
Most good managers are developed on-the-job.

They must have the

freedom to develop and that means that they need a managerial climate

fertile opportunities for growth.

This in turn, means that their super-

visors or superintendents must be enlightened enough - that is on the
side of Libert's chart - to allow their subordinates the

"high producer"
freedom to grow.

development the

Douglas McGregor has termed this approach to executive

"agricultural"

approach.

This approach is analogous

to agriculture because:

It is concerned with 'growing' talent rather than
manufacturing it. The fundamental idea behind
such an approach is that the individual will grow
into what he is capable of becoming, provided we
can create the proper conditions for that growth.
Such an approach involves... more emphasis o\i
controlling the climate and fertility of the
soil, and methods of cultivation.

The most significant aspect of this philosophy is that it approaches
the development of managerial skills, not so much as a program but:

...as a state of mind, a way of life. It presupposes acceptance of the principle that
developing one's subordinates is a fundamental
responsibility in any management job.
It requires particularly the convictions and encouragement of top management, but is dependent
as well on the whole hearted participation of
all.. .echelons. ..3

teachers cannot hr reduced
This approach to developing executives or
to one plan.

2.

3.

or faculty in
There are as many plans aa there are teachers

(New York:
Douglas McGregor, The dunar. bide of Enterprise
c
Hill, I960), p. l 7.

McGraw-

Martug.
"Forward," Merrill, HarwoodFord Elizabeth
Management
Skills . New York: American
*.) Developing Executive
aciation, 1958, p. 11

rencc A. Apply,

2 P.3

the organization.

Each person is directly responsible for his own
self-

development and for providing challenges and opportunities to foster
the self-development of his subordinates.

This can become a reality

only if the manager creates a managerial climate that is conducive
to growth.

If the managerial climate is conducive to growth then"...

individual manager’s throughout the whole organization will be involved
in a process of self-development leading to the realization of their
a

potentialities."
It is apparent that the degree of success which any management dev-

elopment will have is significantly affected by the pervasive intangible

known as the managerial climate:
"by the right climate. . .we of course mean that way of doing business

which emphasizes the development and growth of men at all levels through
delegation, training, coaching, and communication.

5

In general, the man-

agerial climate is the working environment created by policy and practices,
It is the way the majority

organizational structure, and general philosophy.
of management is thinking and acting.**

"...The major responsibility for creating
upon the top executive,"

because,

a

proper climate falls

"every institution reflects the

personality and character of the boss."^

Certainly, i^ the superintendent

is concerned in creating a fertile managerial climate, his principals will

p. 197.

4.

McGregor, op . cit .

5.

DE Balch, "the Problems of Company Climate,"
(eds.), op. cit., p. 66.

6.

7

,

Merrill and ’farting

harold C. Lyon, Jr., "An evaulation of Executive Development in
q
Industry and the Military" an unpublished thesis, l 65, George
68.
Washington University, Washington D.C., p.
Bursh, (ed)
Frederick C. Crawford, "Creating the proper climate,"
University
Harvard
How to Increase Executive Effectiveness , Cambridge:
Press, 1954, p. 9.
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become co ncerned with it also.
For example, if the district superintendent tends to hold most of
the decision making for himself, than the structure of the organization

will tend to become more centralized.

Such a structure seriously limits

the opportunity for executive growth,

Peter Drucker has stated that maximum decentralization of the organizational structure will:
,,, always improve performance.
It will make
it possible for good wen, hitherto stifled,
to do a good job effectively. It will make
better performers out of many mediocre men
by raising their sights and der ands on them.
It will identify the poor performers and

make possible their replacement by better
men. ^
Certainly, in a decentralized organization, an individual must take
But he will

a greater responsibility for his own actions and behavior,

receive rewards in the form of ego and self-actualization satisfaction
causing him to seek more resnonsihillty and to grow in the process.
Teachers, principals and superintendents at all levels should be
able to make decisions without the fear that a mistake is fatal,
B. Given has pointed out that giving young adrinistrators the

William

"freedom to

fail,,, is a vital way of spreading responsibility within the organization

mean nothing if failure
.,,, Freedom to venture and take calculated risks
9

is always punished."'

Given’s wise philosophy of

"freedom to fail"

really says that the

administrator is to
best investment we can make in a young teacher or
failures under his belt,
allow him enough freedom to get a few substantial

R.

New York:
Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management ,
Brothers, 1954, p. 226,

9.

William IS. Given, Jr
Brothers, 1949), p. 6,
9.

Bottom-Up Management ,

('lew

Harper and

fork:

hayer and

2P5

3Ilu

still survive.

teachers this

low

many principals or superintendents allow their
new

"freedom to fail"?

A study of most of the practitioners ir the field brings us
always

back one way or another to Likert’s people-oriented
ment characteristics.

They work in Industry.

"high producer"

manage-

The author's personal

experience in the military taught him that even in the military, the traits

Likert found common to the high producer have application!

As a young first

lieutenant, I was given command of what must have been the worst airborne

rifle company in the 101st Airborne Division of the Army.

The previous

commander had run the company by fear of punishment ("low oroducer"
Court nartiala were the rule rather than the exception .

traits).

The unit had failed

its annual Array training tests, its annual general inspections, its Strategic

Army Corps Readiness Tests, etc,, etc.
The first day

during duty hours,"

I

took over I removed all the little

sit, ns,

"off limits

which were nailed up on the doors of every relaxing

or comfortable room in the barracks such as the pool room and the lounge.
I

had the first sergeant call the entire group of 220 men together and

I

informed then that this was their company, their community for better or

worse and that it could be as pood as they wanted to make it,

told them

I

that

I

knew that they had the potential to be the best in the division and

that

I

wanted us to realize that potential.

I

suggested that

I

would make

arrangements for anyone who didn’t want to see the unit begin to go places,
to transfer to another unit.

know and feel we were good.

I

said that three months from then we would

In six mouths, we would be the best in the

battle group, and in a year we would be

t;ie

best in the division,

I

began,

with
with ny lieutenants, an immediate open-door policy whereby anyone

a

pro-

would be made
blem could come and see his supervisor and know that an effort
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to help him.

during which

also began a weekly leadership talk with all my sergeants

I

expressed the view that they were the most Important men

I

In the Army.

Each squad leader, after all, had direct responsibility for

his eleven men

—

responsibility for their motivation, morale, education,

development, personal problems, etc.
a different way by their squad leader.

Each would have to be motivated In
Some would have to have their pride

appealed to; others might require a combat boot in the rear end; however,
it was a Joy to see these tough old conbat veterans begin to use other

more positive methods of leadership than the usual kick in the ass so often

practiced by them in the past.

I

was amazed at the effect these talks had

on these soldiers who began to think of themselves an the elite professional

leaders they really were.

rating"

In three months we had scored an

"excellent

on an annual equipment inspection that the unit had failed the

Seven months later we had scored higher than anv of the other

previous year.

companies in the battle group on our annual conbat training tests.

A year

later there was no doubt in anyone's mind with all the peonle trying to transfer into our company from all over, that we were the best in the division.

Likert's traits, which
company and

I

I

hadn't heard of at that time, were the norm in the

believe the reason for the transformation.

My experiences in

the educational world suggest that Likert's traits might be equally valid

among

"high producing"

educators an well.

In short the best humanistic administrator development program is a

"way of life"

develonnent program with the fundamental responsibility on

with the opporthe shoulders of every administrator to provide subordinates

tunity to grow.

There is evidence that Rensis Likert's

"high producing

executives.
manager traits have validity for educators as well as business
its corollary is equally
As important as this people-oriented philosophy is,
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important.

The organization needs a fertile managerial climate, without

which humanistic growth will probably be virtually non-existent.

28 8

Thi« chapter has dealt with the problem of
training humanistic managers
for education.

Certainly, If we expect our teachers to become
humanistic,

then we must train

"people-oriented"

managers and administrators beginning

at the top echelons on down who will encourage and
support their teachers in

their efforts to change their classrooms through the
integration of feelings.
Tliia

chapter applied the work of such managerial psychologists

as

Douglas

iicGregor, Chris Argyris, and Rensis Likert to educational
management.

Additionally, my personal managerial experiences in the military, the
university, and the Federal Government were brought out and applied to educational

management.

It was concluded that without a fertile managerial climate

something that must be fostered by the everyday leadership of top administrators

—humanistic

growth probably will not flourish within the teachers or

within the classroom.
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Kpllogue

It’s not easy to reach someone
through a book.

Sometime, it’ a difficult

to reach them even when you’re
physically there with them speaking in
person.
It a often much easier to really
communicate non-verbally or by touching.

Some of the non-verbal exercises presented
in this book make it clear
that words often get in the way of what
we would like to say.

So for me

to expect that I have really been heard
using the media of print, is to hope
for too much.
tliis

dealt

What

I

do hope for is that somehow you have captured
through

book some of the Joy that permeates the classroom
where feelings are
vitii

rather than suppressed and ignored, some of the
excitement that

the students and teachers who have shared their experiences
in this book felt,

and some of tbe newly found
experiences

I

'

realness" in me toward which some of the

have described have helped me to come closer.

Where have we been in this book?
been

In” and

’

I

would hope that some of you have

out” of the book taking "out" with you some ideas to build on

or use in your own classrooms coming back "in" to get your Imagination tickled

again and then going "out" to try other things.

wr ^tten for.

That's what this hook was

It's meant to be a fuse, a catalyst or stimulator, a launching

pad for your ideas.

In the first part of the book I tried to make the point that we are

faced with some serious problems in education today.

We have an educational

system dominated largely by one dimensional teachers and faculty

—half

men

whose Intellectual capacities may be highly developed, but whose affective
capacity is often severely stunted. These educators have functioned to foster
almost purely intellectual learning in the classroom.

The nurturing of the
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emotional aide of the student

— love,

empathy, awareness and fantasy

either has been neglected or left to chance.

Additionally the first chapter of this book looked into the notion

widely held by teachers and parents that learning should involve hard,
unpleasant work in order for one to earn his place in middle- claas society.
It's the idea that you work hard now, and later

be yours.

— always

later

Our society gaems to be "hung up” on waiting.

— rewards

will

"Wait 'til you're

twenty-one; wait 'til graduation; wait 'til you're in love; wait 'til

you're married; wait 'til

you've saved enough; wait 'til retirement.”

All this waiting and your life is over; you've waited 'till your in the
grave.

Life zips by so quickly.

If you lie down in the grass at night and

look up at the stars and think how many millions of years old they are, you
can quickly realize

them

—your

— tt

becomes shockingly apparent that in comparison to

life time on earth is only a spark of time

—a

flash!

tant it is not to numb yourself and miss what's happening!
to be able to feel!

"The times they are a

Many young people are no longer

How impor-

How vital it is

'

'

changing, "sing3 Bob Dylan.

numbing themselves until they're middle-

aged and pot-bellied to try, then to enjoy living only to find that they’re
too numb to feel.

In the first parts of this book we looked at soma of these problems
from the viewpoints of students from whom we as teachers have much to learn.

They make the point that it does not follow that learning should be unpleasant
strived.
or that one should aspire for the same goals their parents or teachers
feelYoung people today are, for the most part, much more in touch with their

ings than were youngsters of the past few generations.

Many o

the problems

teacher^ and faculty
in our classrooms and on our campus stem from the fact that

deny feellnp.e or refuee to Integrate

then,

with the Intellectual content of

the clasercon.

In Chapter Two, wo explored what It la that
makes the teacher and the

faculty member so willing— In fact, so determined—
to avoid his students’
as well as his own feelings and, hence,
become an Intellectual half-man.

One of the possible answers we looked Into was that
perhaps perspective
teachers in our graduate education systems have conditioned
into them certain

insecurities resulting from the process of having to
Jump over a continuous
series of artificial hurdles In their training.

personality traits of the typical faculty member.

We took a look at the insecure
Ve found him to be an

inwardly focusing individual with basic personal insecurities, who, on the
one hand, had feelings of superiority about intellectual matters stemming
perhaps, from easily von cognitive victories in the classroom, while on

tie

other hand, had basic feeling of Inferiority, maladjustment, and hostility
to that which Is emotional or non-booklsh.

Again, we tried to empathise by looking at the problem through the
eyes of a student who presented his view of the importance of Integrating
the Intellectual with the affective to produce a more humanistic education.

Finally, Chapter Two explored the notion that a faculty member or

teacher who wears what

I

call ’’status authority,’

as "Doctor of Professor So and So'

standing up at the podium

lecturing at his class, will probably

not be very relevant to his students.

On the other hand, the faculty

member or teacher who Is able to earn what

I

call "natural authority

authority gained from sharing with his students the resources he has
his friends, his knowledge, his experience, and his feelings

being relevant comes naturally.

—will

'

—himself,

find that

"Natural authority" is gained from sharing
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a relevant learning

experience— an experience in which the students

an<

teacher become colleagues, learning from each other.

Chapter three sample some of the pioneering efforts in humanistic
education of such notables as Maslow, Lowen, Rogers, and Peris, as vel
some of the great work being carried out by a handful of courageoua,

perhaps less known educators.

tl

It was apparent from this look that the

approaches being developed are varied, and in spite of the fact that

t'

movement contains some great uames in psychology and education today,
consists primarily of an unorganized aggregate of highly individualist

innovators
In Chapter four we surveyed some of the humanistic education tech

being developed and used by teachers in various levels of classrooms
the country.

We took a look at group training

— the

T-Group, sensitivi

training, the encounter group, micro- labs, and marathons.

detail at a university level course of study,

t

We looked

1

’Education of the Self,

uses the student, himself, as content. We also looked at some of the

exercises such as "Geography of the Self’’, the
a

University-Student Crisis’

1

1

c

One-way Feeling Glas9€

role-playing exercise, the varied activi

of the Learning Theater, and a glimpse at Gestalt Therapy Techniques,
of the problems which arise

—when

educators indiscriminately use the

1

’affective" or group approach they find as a panacea for the ills of

school

—were

1

brought out.

—a

group of

f:

who, together with me, experienced the various humanistic education

te<

In Chapter five we again went back to the students

described in chapter four.

The units presented in chapter five were

by the students to achieve certain classroom goals using the repertoi

]
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huoanlstlc t.ctalqu.s th«y had l..rn«l.

wer*

«P«i«c«d

Ib. cl... room .ppUc.tloo.

by my entire class, sod then most wars triad
in

school class rooms

Chapter six touched on the poor quality of the schools
of Education
in this country where our teachers are being
trained.

We focused in some

detail on an existing model for innovation. The University
of Massachusetts

School of Education where the entire process of graduate education
is being
revamped and a revolution in teacher training is taking place.

Chapter seven dealt with the problem of training humanistic managers
for

education and it applied the work of such managerial psychologists

ss Douglas McGregor, Chris Argyrls, and Renais Likert to educational man*

agement.

Additionally, my personal managerial experiences in the military,

the university and the Federal Government were brought out and applied to

educational management.

Without a fertile managerial climate**somethlng

that must be fostered by the everyday leadership of top administrators—

humanistic growth probably will not flourish within the teacher or within
the clasaroom.

A serious problem lies in the difficulty of evaluating the results
of humsnlstlc education experiments.

How docs one evaluate the joy that

comes from self*awsreness or the feeling of warmth and intimacy that rises
like mercury in a thermometer in a class which has Just described what they

have seen while wearing the "strong point glasses" described in chapter 4?
Certainly, this is no easy task.

But if our education system is to become

more humanised, those of us having a stake in the movement (and this should Include faculty, teachers and parents) must begin to devise evaluation that will

29^

establish empirical evidence of
the effectiveness of humanistic
education.
In other words, we have much
"affective" evidence of the success
of these
humanistic approaches to education.
He must now integrate these feeling,
with some cognitive evidence, if
the affective is ever to take
»ts place
ns, at least, an equal with the
cognitive component in the classroom.

So much for where we have been in
this book.

here?

That's up to you as an individual.

it’s toward some

1 know

Where do you so from

where T want to go, and

rcalness"-"realness" in the classroom

and. in

my life.

I

want my students, friends, and associates
to know when they talk to me or
approach me that they will get a "real* or a
straight response.
not an easy goal to achieve.

That’s

I don’t think that real treat can exist

between two people— be they student and teacher or
husband and wife— until
they open what they really feel to each other.
to learn how to feel

here and now.

— to

So it’s vital, first of all,

be able to be in touch with what you are feeling

But what you do is up to you.

I

like the wav Carl Rogers

expresses it:
I have come to think that one of the nost satisfying
experiences
know aud also one of the most growth-promoting experiences for the
other person is just fully to appreciate this individual in the same
way that I appreciate a sunset. People are just as wonderful as sunsets if I can Just let them be . In fact, perhaos the reason we can
truly appreciate a sunset is that we cannot control it. When I look
at a sunset as I did the other evening, I don’t find myself saying.
Soften the orange a little on the right hand corner, and put on a bit
more purple along the base, and U3C a little norc pink in the cloud
colors
I don't do that.
I don't try to control a sunset.
I watch
it with awe as it unfolds.
I like myself best when I can experience
my staff member, my son, my daughter, in this same way, appreciating
the unfolding of a life... A person who is lowed appreciatively, not
possessively, blooms, and develops his own unique self. The person who
loves non-possessively is himself enriched.,
I

I

1•

1

Rogers, op. c it., p. 236.
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It takes great personal strength
to allow another human to whom

you are close to "be" or even to
allow your student, to grow In their
own
individuality. In sddition to the
inner strength required for allowing
humans to

be,

it takes a great deal of courage
to step out on a new

frontier— especially a frontier characterised
by conservatism and resistance
to change such as is the field of
education.
iias

Fortunately, the reader who

decided «o take the step advocated by this
book--that is, taking some

of these iueaa and actually experiencing and
trying them-will not be

all alone.
c.-.e

For years a handful of others have been
snugjtling feelings into

classroom through the affective underground.

A small group oft.ther

courageous pioneers are now openly practicing
humanistic teach .up
classrooms in a variety of different ways.

1

.-, e

ir

Some are integrating feelings

into their conventional academic curriculum so as to
make it more relevant
and meaningful.

An English teacher teaching the Lord of the Flies breaks

the class down into groups of five and asks each group to pet
rid of one

member.

They then discuss how it felt to be rejected and have a vivid

feeling for how Piggy felt in Lor d of^he Flies when he was ostracized from
the group.

Another group of humanistic educators is pushing for an entire humanistic
curriculum or block of instruction where students would get in touch with
their feelings of identity, power,

humanistic curriculum or

a

2

and connectedness."

This would

make the

curriculum of the self, a separate block of

instruction with it's own autonomy just as is physical education.
There are as nany ways of being a humanistic educator as there are

2

,

Weinstein and Fantini, op, c it.
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human beings.

So if you have become a believer,
let your humanistic

educational efforts reflect your own
unique individuality and ideas.

If

this book has stimulated you to
experience and feel sonw of the things

presented, and you appreciate the warmth
of the humanistic clasasoom

and decide that you don’t want to return
to the emptiness of the purely
intellectual classroom, please don’t stop theme.

Go on to build your

own techniques and ideas.

And most important, get others to experience

what you have discovered.

If we are going to change education and breathe

life into the classrooms of our country, thousands
of teachers must take
it on themselves to spread to other teachers the word,
the feeling, and

that joy that comes from "learning to feel and feeling to learn."
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Borton, Terry, Prelude'’ (1966) and "A Lot of
Undoing to Do” (1968).
Two films about the Philadelphia Cooperative
Schools. With
Oliver Nuse and Jim Morrow. Films are available
through the Audiovisual Department, Philadelphia Public School
Building, Room 327
21st and Parkway, Philadelphia, Pa.

Huaian^ota^aJ,, publication of the Institute for the Achievement of
Human
Potential, 1800 Stent on Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Journal of Humanistic Psychology. 2637 Marshall Drive, Palo Alto,
California. Published by the American Association of Humanistic
Psychology, 584 Page St., San Francisco, California, 94117.
Lewin, Kurt, "Experimental Studies in the Social Climates of Groups,”
Film available through the Krasker Memorial Film Library,
(1940).
Boston University, 765 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass., 02215.

Litwin, George, "Organizational Climate" (1966). Film is available
through the Audio-Visual Department, Harvard Business School, Soldiers
Field Road, Boston, Mass., 02163.

Main Currents in Modern Thought , published by the Fonndatlon for Integrative
Education, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Manas (published weekly), Manas Publishing Co., P.0. Box 32112, El Sereno
Station, Los Angeles, California, 90032.
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"The Quiet One” (1948). Film about the Wiltwick School. Distributed by
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Development Research Associates, Inc.
Mas *‘ Ave *» Cambridge, Mass., 02138.
Alfred Alschuler, David
¥}?
kolb, and James McIntyre (President).
Runs programs In self-asseasent, motive arousal, and the helping
relationship" for Peace Corps,
schools, and government agencies.
Eaalen Institute
Big Sur Hot Springs, Big Sur, California,
93920. Mike Murphy
Director. Acts as a broker to bring together all
types of
psychological educators with groups of people who wish
to vo
through the courses offered.

Education for the Future Project
Stanford Research Institute, Palo Alto, California, Willis
harman. Director.
Fayerweat'ner Street School
P.G. box 287, Cambridge, Mass., 0213S. Matt Judson, Headmaster.
U.S . counterpart of Leicestershire Schools in England.

Foundation for Integrative Education
777 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y., 10017.
Main Currents in Modern Thought .

Publishes

Fresh Air Camp
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, Elton McNeil,
Director. Here and now approach to juvenile delinquency.
Human Development Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. Produces programmed
materials for affective development.
(See Bessell, Section 1).

Institute for the Achievement of Human Potential
1800 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Publishes human Potential .
Works with brain damaged children. Is now settine up an experimental school to extend the teaching techniques used with brain
damaged children to normal children to work towards a "maxichi Id".

Institute for Bioenergetic Analysis
71 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.
Adele Lewis, Executive
Secretary. Interested in body movement and its relation to
psychological well-being.

International Foundation for Psychosynthe 9 ls
Suite 901, Linde Medical Plasa, 10921 Wilshire Blvd. , Los Angeles,
California, 90024. Robert Gerard, President. Center for research
and dissemination of information on psychosynthesis.

Julian Primary School, 226 Leigham Court Rd. , Streatham, London S.W.
School visited in London by the author vdtore "discovery
16, England.
technique" is used. Head master - E.A. Orsbom.
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Kairos

Well Hot
P *°- Box 350 p «ncho
Sante Fe, California, 92067.
»
_
Poh^r?
;l*
Bob
Driver, President.
Branch of Esalen.
Midwest Center for Human Potential
Smdel Center, 1439 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois,
^!ir
buo05

National Center for Exploration of Human Potential
Stone-Srandel Center, 1439 South Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Illinois,
bOfcOj.
Herbert Otto and John Mann, Directors.
National Training Laboratories Institute for Applied
Behavioral Science,
1201 16th St., N.W., Waslington D.C.
20036. Leland Bradford,
,
Director. Runs training centers and schools for T-groups,
fcaaicencounter groups, personal-growth groups, etc. (Publishes Journal
for Applied Behavio ral Sciencja.

Outward Bound, Inc.
Andover, Mass. 01810. Joshua Minor, Director. Attempts to build
self-confidence and self-reliance through a variety of physical
teats of endurance.
Psychosynthesis Research Foundation
Room 314, 527 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Director. (See Assapioli, Section I).
Seminar House
Upper Black Eddy, Bucks County, Pa.
like program.

Grenville Moat.

Frank Hilton,

Runs Esalen-

Simulraatics Corporation
16 E. 41st St., New York, New York 10017. Makes game simulations of
life situations, e.g. life-career game, community disaster game, etc.

Social Dynamics Inc.,
335 Newbury St., Boston, Mass, Paul R. Mico, President; Donald C.
Klein, Director. Involved in human relations training and social
action programming.
Society of American Value Engineers
Windy Hill, Suite E-9, 1741 Roswell St., Smyrna, Georgia, 30080.
Distributes current information, conference ^reports , bibliographies,
etc. on value engineering.

Summer in the City
Program run by Monseigneur Robert
32 E. 51st St., New York, N.Y.
Social action program using mass confrontations.
J. Fox.
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P
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H1 « hw*y . Santa Monica, California,
90401.
°i r « c tor. Total envlooninental approach
to prom«^ ng self-actualization and In
the process curing addiction.
’

Teen Challenge
oo gram run by the Pentecostal
Church in San Francisco and other
major cities as a re-training center for drug
addicts.
i’

Topanga human Development Center
251 » 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles,
California »
90067. .ir. Robert Sangster, Chairman.

Western Behavioral Sciences Institute
1121 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, California.
Richard Farson,
Director.
Center of T-group work on the West Coast.

Wiltvlck School
260 Park Ave., South, New York, N.Y. Dr. Ilagop Mashikian,
Director.
Total environment therapy.
(see "The Quiet One", Section II)

Work Simplification Conferences
P.0. Box 30, Lake Placid, New York, 12947.
information on work simplification.
IV.

Distributes current

PEOPLE

Allen, Dwight
Lean, University of Massachusetts, School of Education, Amherst,
Massachusetts 01002.

Alschuler, Alfred
Assistant Professor, Harvard Graduate School of Education, Peabody
House, 13 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass., 02138: Director, Achievement Motivation Development Project; Board of Directors, Development Research Associates (See section III).
Ball, William
Director, American Conservatory Theater, San Francisco, California
(See Section III).

Bolding, Ken
Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbbr, Michigan (Soe section III).

Six

Borton, Terry

Chairman of the Affective Education Group, 59
Pemberton St., Cambridge,
Ct ° r * AffeCtlve Educatlon Research Project,
Philadelphia
Public Schools
Bradford, Leland (See section I)
director, National Training Laboratories Institute
for Applied
Behavieeal Science, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington,
D.C.
20036
(See section III).
,

Brooks, Charles
c/o New School for Social Research, New York, N.Y. Developer
of
sensory awareness movement in the U.S. (with Charlotte Salver).
Brown, George
Director, Ford Project in Teacher Education, Fsalen, Big Sur liot
Springs , Big Sur, California. Professor of Education, University
of California, Santa Barbara.

3rugental, James (See section 1)
American Aasociation of Humanistic Psychology; Esalen; Psychological
Services Association, Los Angeles, California.
Cooper, Jack
Psychosynthesis Research Foundation, 527 Lexington Ave.
N.Y. , 10017.

,

New York,

Deitch, David
Director, Daytop Lodge, 450 Bavview Ave., Prince's Bav, Staten Island,
New York, N.Y., 10309.

Diderich, Chuck
Director, Synanon, 1351 Pacific Coast Highway, Santa Monica, California,
90401 (See section III).
Driver, Bob
President, Kairos, Wishing Well Hotel, P.O. Box 350, Rancho Santa Fe,
California, 92067 (See section III).
Parson, Richard
Director, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, 1121 Torrey Pines
Rd., La Jolla, California (See section III).
Fox, Monseigneur Robert J.
32 E. 51st St., Hew York, N.Y.
(See section III),

Runs Summer in the City Program

Gerard,*obert
President, International Foundation for Psychosynthesis, Suite
901, Linde Medical Plasa, 10921 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California, 90024 (See section III).
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Harman, Willis
Education for the Future
Project, Stanford Research
Palo Alto* California.
Institute,
Hilton, Frank

Hornbacker, Anne
Berkel6T H1?h SCh ° 0l
>

California

JudBon, Matt
Headmaster, Fayerweather
Street School , P.0. Box
287, Cambridge,
>a8s., 02138 (See section
III).
Katz, Daniel
f

LT"bo °:

Michigan (Le^o'c^il

110 "’ U " lvE

n?)?

^

•*

Katz, Richard (See section
I)
Assistant Professor, Department
of Psvcholo.y Brandeis
University, Waltham, Mass.
Conducts programs in non-verbal
communication and self-assessment.
Kellam, Sheppard G. (M.D.)
Woodlawn Mental Health Center,
841 E
*
60637.

63rd St.

,

Chicago, Illinois,

Kellman, Herbert
Center for Research on Conflict
Resolution, University 0f Michigan
9
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Kleinbard, Peter
The Summer Program, Berkeley
High School
(See section III).

Berkeley, California

Levy, John

4^

E e

iVe " lre Ct °r American Association
for Humanistic Psychology,
Page St., c.an :
Francisco, California, 94117 (See section III).

Mashikian, Hag op (M.D.)
Director, Wiltvick School, 260 Park Avenue,
S., New York,' N.Y.
(See section III).
Maslov, Abraham (See section I)
Psychology Department, Brandeis University Waltham,
Mass.
Hexus for the Eupsychian network. Has a five-page
list o f
additional people and organizations in the Eupsychian network.
,

McNeil, Elton
Presh Air Camp, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (See
section III).
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Minor, Joshua
director, Outward Bound, Inc.,
Andover,

!asa. 01810

(See section III).

Moat, Grenville
Seminar House, Upper Black Eddy,
Bucks County, Pa. (See section
III).
Moffot, Janes
° f EduoaCion - Longfellow
Hall, Cambridge,
da,iRn,<i 8 complete English
Ourriculum based on
,

drama!

Murphy, Mike (See section I).
1
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Newberg, Norman (Sec sections I and
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Ora born, E.A.

Headmaster of Julian Primary School, 226 Leigham
Court Pd., Streatham,
London S.V.. 16, England. Discovery Techniques
School visited by the
author.

Otto, Herbert
Co-director, National Center for Exploration of Hunan
Potential,
randel Genter » 1A39 s * Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
^^-",
Illinois,
o0605 (See section I).

Progoff, Ira
45 W. 10th St, , New York, N.Y., 10011.
with depth imagery.

Runs dialogue center and works

Ripley, Wilbur
15th st. School, New York, N.Y.
nected with Creative Playthings.

Reported in Look.

Con-

Rogers, Carl R.
Resident Fellow Center for Studies 66 the Person, 1125 Torrey Pines
Rd., La Jolla, California, 92051.
Former President of the
American Psychological Association.
Rudman, Masha
director. The Learning Theater, University of Massachusetts, School
of Education, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Satir, Virginia
Director, Training for the Family Project, Palo Alto, California.
Founder of Conjoint family therapy which used entire family in roleplaying group situation.
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Sang star, Robert
Chairman, Topanga Human Development Center,
Suite 251
of the Stars, Los Angeles, California,
90067.
Schlff, Sheldon K. (M.D.)
Woodlawn Mental Health Center, 841 E
60637.

63rd St.

1901 Avenue

Chicago, Illinois,

Selver, Charlotte
c/o Mew School for Social Research, New York, N.Y.
Developer of
sensory awareness movement in U.S. (With Charles
Brooks).

Shapiro, Stuart
Western Psychological Center, Encino, California,
therapy.

Works with eco

Streltfeld, Harold
Director, Aureon Institute, 71 Park Ave., Hew York, N.Y.
(See section III)

10016

Weinstein , Gerald
irector. Center for Humanistic Education, University of Massachusetts,
School of Education, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002.

